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Foreword

Science Education
Discovering and understanding the wonders of Nature
With our 17th annual Hands-on Science conference, at the very beginning of a
new decade that many of us are expecting to be the turning point of a certain
civilizational regression we are witnessing at different levels in our societies
and world for quite some years already, we decided to celebrate the
importance of Science Education to our lives and humankind as a crucial step
to Discover and Understand the so many Wonders of Nature!
And how wonderful remarkable and remarkably varied are all the “faces” of
Nature!
Sadly, not all of those “faces” are, always, pleasant to us… and, once more, we
were surprised by the amazing power of a sort of molecule… and the COVID 19
pandemic, in a way, turned our lives “up-side-down”. Showing, so clearly, how
important is to know and understand Nature… how important it is Science to
the survival and sustainable development of our societies and of humankind.
And also, and therefore, how decisive it is our role as Science Educators…!
Unfortunately, this year we will not be able to meet in person and share all
together a pleasant week enjoying the Nature’ scenery of Viana do Castelo’
mountain river and sea! However, we are together with our common goal, not
just in spirit but also online profiting from the technological advances Science
allowed in the field of telecommunications.
A good number of very interesting and meaningful contributions were brought
to HSCI2020 to be shown online at the conference website and or presented
live. As always, a large varied number of subjects are addressed in different
perspectives all with a common ground: to improve science education and
scientific and technology literacy in our schools and communities.
The book herein aims to contribute to the improvement of Science Education in
our schools and to an effective implementation of a sound widespread scientific
literacy at all levels of society. Its chapters reunite a variety of diverse works
presented in this line of thought at the 17th International Conference on
Hands-on Science held online, July 13 to 17, 2020.
Vila Verde, Portugal, July 3, 2020.
Manuel Filipe Pereira da Cunha Martins Costa
Editor in chief
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Antibio-Don´t! A Hands-on
Approach to Antibiotic
Resistance: the Use of Disk
Diffusion Method and
Bioinformatic Analysis of Proteins
I Sereno, S Pereira
University of Porto, Porto, Portugal
isereno@fc.up.pt
Abstract. Science education is essential to
promote scientific culture and the effectiveness
of “hands-on” approaches is undeniable,
promoting meaningful learning. A hands-on,
laboratory project is proposed to approach
antibiotic resistance in bacteria, adapting a
well-known protocol of transformation of
Escherichia coli with pGLO plasmid. To test the
ability to resist ampicillin, a Disk diffusion
method is proposed. Expression of Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) is used to introduce
structure-function concepts and bioinformatics
analysis with database use of protein 3D
structure, mutations and impact in protein
fluorescence.

Keywords. 3D Protein Structure, Antibiotic
Resistance, Bioinformatics, Disk Diffusion
Method, GFP, pGLO Transformation.

Antibiotic resistance is not a new issue. To
survive in a highly competitor environment,
bacteria tend to develop abilities to gain
advantage. Increasingly, episodes of antibiotic
resistance and even cases of multi resistant
bacteria are being reported, having a direct
impact on humanity´s quality of life. Resistant
bacteria may emerge upon exposure of
bacterial
populations
to
sublethal
concentrations of antibiotics [5]. According to
Eurobarometer [6], more than half of
Europeans believe that antibiotics are a
successful treatment for virus caused
infections, such as colds, revealing a
widespread misconception. In this way, with
exaggerated antibiotic use, these compounds
can escape into the environment, derived from
human activities, such as farming and medical
uses [7]. Antibiotics are used widely in
agriculture and aquaculture and may result in
exposure of the consumer to these drugs [8].
Therefore, it is extremely important to address
the use of antibiotics, as well as the problems
that are associated with their misuse.

1.2. Competence, transformation
gene regulation

1. Introduction
Biology is an experimental science that also
relies on the creativity of the subject, so is
important to promote a hands-on approach
contact with scientific knowledge. This allows
students to construct their own knowledge,
being aided by the teacher, according to inquiry
principles. Keeping this idea in mind, promoting
practical activities, lab activities or experimental
work and fieldwork is crucial to students´
academic and personal development [1].

1.1. Microorganisms
resistance

can both improve and negatively affect food
industry, and show promising evidence
concerning anticancer activity [3]. Their
capacity to produce antibiotic components is
also widely known and studied [4].

and

antibiotic

The study of microorganisms has been
proved to be of great importance through the
course of history, from drug development to
interactions with other organisms, including
humans [2]. Therefore, it is not surprising that
the study of microorganisms is part of the
scientific curriculum. Microorganisms can bring
both best and worse sides from various
subjects and bacteria are no exception. They

and

A great way to understand how antibiotics
work on microorganisms is through genetic
engineering, and in particular, bacterial
transformation. Genetic transformation is a
widely used technique, where DNA from one
organism is incorporated in another. These
DNA molecules are inserted in plasmids, that
are characterized by being small circular
molecules, separated from chromosomal DNA,
having capacity to replicate independently.
Engineered plasmids are commonly used in the
laboratory as vectors in molecular cloning. This
gives the host the capacity to produce new
proteins, encoded by new genes and providing
different characteristics from the originals [9].
In order to save energy and increase their
efficiency, prokaryotic organisms possess
regulatory mechanisms that allow adaptation to
specific environments by regulating the
expression of specific genes. One possible way
to show students how this process works, is

1
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through competence induction in Escherichia
coli (E. coli), followed by transformation with
pGLO plasmid. This plasmid codes for
ampicillin (antibiotic) resistance, conferred by
β-lactamase, and for Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP) whose expression is regulated
by a promoter of the arabinose operon. This
means that its expression will only occur in the
presence of this organic compound, allowing a
visual, simple and effective identification [10].

alternative [12]. It is important to monitor the
activity to prevent the sample from boiling and
overflowing. Dissolution is complete when no
suspended particles are observed. After cooling
down, 200 μL of ampicillin was also added to
two of these flasks, to a final concentration of
100 μm.mL-1. Arabinose (600 mg) was added
to one of these flasks to the final concentration
of 3 mg.mL-1. Media was plated, being the
plates marked according to their composition.

1.3. Technological
revolution
biological studies

2.2. Escherichia coli DH5α

and

Nowadays, due to the development of
techniques
such
as
Next-Generation
Sequencing, it became possible to obtain large
amounts of information in a shorter period. To
be able to respond efficiently to these
technological
advances,
bioinformatics
emerges
with
enormous
importance.
Bioinformatics is a field of study where
mathematics and computational power come
together to process biological data, extracting
valuable information and drawing conclusions.
To make this possible, two categories of
platforms were created: databases, that contain
and organize information, and tools, such as
sequence analysis and prediction of threedimensional protein structures, that aid to
analyse and make sense of this data [11].

1.4. Aim
In this work, a laboratory activity involving E.
coli transformation was developed, followed by
a bioinformatical analysis, aiming to provide
high school students (or even students from
first years of college degrees) a close contact
with molecular biology, but also to introduce
them to the field of bioinformatics, which is
being proved increasingly helpful to produce
new scientific knowledge.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Growth media
To prepare the Lysogeny Broth media (LB)
DIFCO (25 g.L-1) for bacterial growth, 5 g of this
media were dissolved in 200 ml of distilled
water, in three flasks. 3 g of Agar (15 g.L-1)
were added to each LB medium and sterilized
in the microwave. Microwave can be used as
an alternative to autoclave, since high schools
are not typically equipped with such devices,
and they have been proved to be a working

2

E. coli is a widely used organism
academically, but also in terms of educational
practice, since it has a small genome, already
sequenced, and is easily manipulated, reason
why it is widely used to test new technologies.
DH5α is a non-pathogenic strain that was used
to perform this experiment since it is
engineered
to
maximize
transformation
efficiency
and
it
also
lacks
some
endonucleases, which could digest the
plasmids during the procedure [13]. It does not
produce significant repressor protein lacI, which
means there is no need to use lactose to
activate expression under the control of lac
promoter in high copy number plasmids.

2.3. pGLO plasmid
The pGLO plasmid used in this experiment
(Bio-Rad’s
pGLO
plasmid,
Bio-Rad
Laboratories #166-0003-EDU) is broadly used
as a vector plasmid since it comprises several
interesting genes, such as the GFP, isolated
from a bioluminescent jellyfish, Aequorea
victoria, which allows to detect visually the
success of the transformation process, in the
presence of arabinose, and the ampicillin
resistance gene, allowing the host to thrive in
media containing the antibiotic.

2.4. Competence induction
Prior to competence induction, a culture of
E. coli DH5α was grown in LB medium,
incubated overnight at 37oC, with vigorous
agitation. Culture should then be cooled down
between 5 and 10 minutes. It is important to
keep cells at low temperatures and to be
properly handled, since cells are highly
sensitive throughout the hole procedure.
To induce competence in the E. coli DH5α
strain, a the CaCl2 method was used. 10 ml of
culture were centrifuged for 5 minutes, at 1500
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rpm. Supe
ernatant wa
as discarde
ed, cells w
were
resuspended in 5 ml of CaC
Cl2 (100 m
mM,
sterilized a
and previo
ously cooled
d on ice) and
were placced on ice for 20 min. Afterwa
ards,
centrifuging was repeated and superna
atant
discarded. Then, cells were res
suspended in 1
ml of C
CaCl2. Calccium chlorride stabillizes
membrane
e negative charges.
c

2.5. Trans
sformation
To transsform E. co
oli competen
nt cells, two
o 1,5
mL sterile tubes werre prepared
d and identtified
as +pGLO and -pGLO
O and place
ed on ice. C
Cells
previously prepared
d should be smoo
othly
shaken, to
o resuspen
nd. 100 μL
μ of the cell
resuspension should be added to each tu
ube.
Plasmid D
DNA (5 uL) should be
e added to the
+pGLO tu
ube and no
ot to -pGLO. Both tu
ubes
were place
ed on ice fro
om 10 to 15
5 min.
To favo
our plasmid movement to cell inte
erior,
a heat-sho
ock was ind
duced, plac
cing both tu
ubes
at 42oC fo
or 45 secon
nds. After this time, tu
ubes
were remo
oved and placed on ice
e for 2 minu
utes.
Afterwardss, working next
n
to a fla
ame, 400 μ
μL of
LB media without antibiotic
a
wa
as added and
7oC,
incubated for 30 to
o 40 minu
utes, at 37
allowing b
bacteria to recover from the h
heatshock (recovery phase).
be were pla
ated
Finally, cells from +pGLO tub
nd L
ra plates an
to LB+Amp and to LB+Amp+Ar
pGLO cellls were ad
dded to LB
B and LB+A
Amp
plates. Plates were incubated
d overnightt at
37oC, befo
ore checkiing for colonies. Fin
nally,
plates werre placed on a UV tran
nsilluminato
or to
check for transformed bacteria expressing
g (or
not) fluore
escence. A low budget alterna
ative
could be
e used by replac
cing the UV
box with a UV
transillumin
nator by a homemade
h
or black light, and a UV bllocking lid , to
guarantee safe use.

2.6. Struc
ctural approach
To obttain three--dimension (3D) pro
otein
structure, a search in Protein Da
ata Bank (P
PDB)
[14] was p
performed. Structural analysis off the
target pro
oteins wass performed using an
academic vversion of PyMol
P
[15]. Sequencess for
GFP (uv, APD2847
79.1), Cya
an Fluoresccent
Protein (C
CFP, 5OX9)) and Yello
ow Fluoresccent
Protein (YFP, improved, 1HUY) were retrie
eved
from
PD
National Center
for
DB
and
Biotechnology Informa
ation (NCBI) [16]. Mul tiple

alig
gnment was
s performeed using BioEdit [17],,
bein
ng manually
y edited.

3. Results
R
an
nd discusssion
3.1. Transforrmation
After
A
every proceduree was completed, the
e
plattes were observed and res
sults were
e
registered. As
s shown inn Fig. 1 and
a
Fig. 2,,
obta
ained resu
ults were iin line with previouss
resu
ults [18].

Fig
gure 1. Plate
es with non--transforme
ed bacteria
(witthout pGLO plasmid) in
n LB medium
m (A) and in
LB+Amp
L
meedium (B)

Concerning
C
plates thatt did not con
ntain pGLO
O
plas
smid, LB medium p late showe
ed a lawn
n
grow
wth. This plate was ussed as a con
ntrol for the
e
qua
ality of the culture, sinnce it did not
n contain
n
grow
wth inhibito
ors. The plaate that contained LB
B
med
dium and ampicillin, in contras
st, did nott
sho
ow any grow
wth, since bbacteria did not contain
n
the antibiotic re
esistance g ene.

Fig
gure 2. Plate
es with bactteria transfo
ormed with
pG
GLO plasmiid in LB+Am
mp medium (A) and in
LB+
+Amp+Ara m
medium (B)

The
T
pGLO
O recombinnant cells contained
d
gen
nes that coded
c
the ampicillin resistance
e
gen
ne. Conside
ering this, pplates with LB
L medium
m
sup
pplemented with ampiccillin showe
ed bacteriall
grow
wth in colonies. In ssome case
es, satellite
e
colo
onies were observed. This result could be
e
rela
ated to a longer in cubation, as it wass
reported in pre
evious studi es [19]. Thiis is related
d

3
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to the facct that resisstant bacte
eria release
e βwith
lactamase to media, which is associated
a
ampicillin decreased
d efficiency
y, due to the
hydrolysis of ampiccillin, which
h allows n
nonresistant ccells to grow
w [20]. The appearancce of
small colonies could be also ex
xplained byy the
quantity orr concentra
d or
ation of ampicillin used
even to a
adding amp
picillin to a hot med ium,
decreasing
g its efficciency. To avoid th
hese
formationss, plates sho
ould not be maintained
d on
the incuba
ator for too long. Whe
en placed o
on a
and
medium containing LB, ampicillin
a
arabinose, plates showed white colonies.
c
W
When
placed in
n the UV
V transilluminator, ccells
containing pGLO plasmid only sho wed
ose,
fluorescence in medium contain
ning arabino
since that sugar is ne
eeded in orrder to exp ress
GFP.
Even though thiss process is conside
ered
efficient in
n school environment
e
t, only a vvery
small perrcentage of these bacteria can
successfully comple
ete the procedure of
competencce inductio
on and transformattion,
which expllains the reduced num
mber of colo nies
formed.

3.1.1. Dis
sk diffusio
on method
d
Sometim
mes studen
nts find it difficult to re
elate
the resultss obtained in different media. In this
case, a go
ood alterna
ative to this
s experiencce is
the use of disk diffu
usion metho
od [21]. To
o be
able to pe
ould
erform this experiment
e
, media sho
be prepare
ed exactly as described before with
one small difference:: they shou
uld not con
ntain
ampicillin. An ampicilllin disk should be ad
dded
later, afterr spreading bacteria, at
a the centrre of
ould
the plate. The remaining procedure sho
occur as described be
efore.
Expecte
ed results should
s
go in
i line with the
previously described
d in this work,
w
with the
exception that is posssible to ob
bserve diffe
erent
results, in tthe same plate, as sho
own in Fig. 3
3.
Concern
ning platess containing
g cells with
h no
plasmid, th
he plate wiithout ampicillin disk ((Fig.
3A) functions as a bacterial culture
c
con
ntrol.
Since the
e LB med
dium does
s not con
ntain
antibiotic, iit is expecte
ed that bactteria show l awn
growth. O
On the oth
her hand, the plate that
contains LB medium and
a an antibiotic disk ((Fig.
3B), an in
nhibitory ha
alo should appear, s ince

4

thes
se cells do
d not coontain the ampicillin
n
resiistance gen
ne.

Figure 3. (A
A) non-transfformed bactteria, LB
medium, (B) non-transfformed bactteria, LB
medium
m
with ampicillin d
disk, (C) transformed
ba
acteria, LB + ampicillin disk, (D) tra
ansformed
bacteria, LB
B + arabinosse + ampicillin disk

In terms of plates containing
g bacteria
a
tran
nsformed with
w
pGLO plasmid, plates
p
with
h
LB+
+Amp disk and platees with LB
B+Ara+Amp
p
disk
k are expec
cted to shoow the sam
me result att
the naked eye (Fig. 3C
C): an inhib
bitory halo,,
con
ntaining a small
s
numbber of white colonies,,
surrrounded by bacterria biofilm
m growth,,
con
ntaining both
b
transsformed and
a
non-tran
nsformed bacteria.
b
T
This is ex
xpected to
o
hap
ppen since the surrouunding area
a won’t be
e
exp
posed to ampicillinn, therefo
ore, both
h
tran
nsformed and non-trannsformed bacteria
b
are
e
able
e to grow. When eexposed to UV light,,
tran
nsformed bacteria
b
plaaced in LB
B+Ara+Amp
p
disk
k plate are expected
e
too express flu
uorescence
e
with
hin the inhib
bitory halo, since the presence
p
off
arabinose allo
ows GFP too be expre
essed (Fig..
3D)). In this case, it is possible that no
o
fluo
orescence is
s shown in the lawn region,
r
due
e
to both
b
the low
w efficiencyy of the tran
nsformation
n
metthod and to possible hiigh bacteria
a density.

3.2. Bioinformatics
Some
S
biologic conccepts are hard to
o
und
derstand sin
nce they aree theoretica
al, requiring
g
a great
g
abstrraction cappacity. This
s could be
e
partticularly diffficult at som
me ages. On
O the otherr
han
nd, the youn
ng are consstantly expo
osed to new
w
tech
hnologies, which meeans mostt of them
m
con
ntact daily with
w severaal devices. Combining
g
thes
se two worlds, bioinfo
formatics can bring a
who
ole new ap
pproach in sschool context. It hass
bee
en reported that the usse of new te
echnologiess
in the
t
classro
oom is relaated more significantt
learrning [22]. Bioinformaatics is als
so a good
d
app
proach to us
se, since it requires material
m
thatt
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is present in most schools
s
and
d can prom
mote
both auton
nomy and te
eamwork.

well as their translationss to the same
s
or to
o
diffe
erent amino
o acids.

Here it is suggessted an ap
pproach in two
steps (1) sseek protein
n sequence
es of GFP ((uv),
CFP and Y
YFP (improvved) and (2) retrieve th
hese
protein stru
uctures. GF
FPuv is an optimized
o
G
GFP,
that is o
obtained by
b
replacin
ng Phe99 Ser,
Met153Thrr and Val163Ala, resu
ulting in hig
gher
expression
n in bacteria
a [23].

The
T
second
d part of thhis analysis
s is related
d
with
h protein structures. G
GFP 3K1K, CFP 5OX9
9
and
d YFP 1HUY structurees were retrrieved from
m
PDB
B. First, usiing PyMol ssoftware, sttudents can
n
han
ndle each protein sttructure an
nd explore
e
diffe
erent func
ctions, inccluding am
mino acid
d
disp
play, protein folding oor even mu
utagenesis,,
dep
pending on their backgground. In this
t
case, a
sim
mple approa
ach is suuggested, starting
s
byy
retrrieving, opening and o bserving th
hree protein
n
stru
uctures (GFP, CFP andd YFP), as it is shown
n
in Fig.
F 5.

Figure
e 4. Protein sequence
s
allignment of
different fluorescent proteins.
p
Diffferences in
n the
chromo
ophore regio
on are highlightened (in
n
yellow, residue 65 and in cyan
n residue 66
6)
A

B

After
A
this introduction , students should be
e
dire
ected to overlap proteins, comparing
g
diffe
erences between
b
G
GFP and remaining
g
protteins (Fig. 6).
6
A

B

C

Protein structures of GF
FP (A), CFP (B)
Figure 5. P
and
d YFP (C)

To pro
omote the ability to search for
information
n in differe
ent location
ns, the pro
otein
sequencess were takken from tw
wo databa ses:
NCBI an
nd PDB sites. Affter retrie ving
sequencess, they were
e aligned in BioEdit, wh
here
it was posssible to com
mpare differences betw
ween
each fluorrescent protein, as sh
hown in Fig
g. 4.
Students sshould be able
a
to dete
ect aminoaccidic
able
differencess and rela
ate them with availa
information
n retrieved
d from literature [[24].
Depending
g of the target cla
asses for this
approach, information abou
ut differen
nces
between th
hese proteins should be
b provided
d, to
ents
help focuss the targett of analys
sis, or stude
should be led to seekk the information. With this
work, it is possible to
o approach different tyypes
of mutatio
ons, namelyy through the distincction
between synonymou
us and no
on-synonym
mous
DNA
mutations. To do so, the original D
sequencess can be retrieved frrom the sa
ame
databases, the differrent codons
s analysed , as

Figure 6. Overlapping of GFP and YF
FP (A) and
overlapping of GF
FP and CFP (B)

hore zone,
Figure 7. Highlight of thee chromoph
nstituted by residues 655-67. (A) GF
FP, (B) CFP,
con
and (C) YFP

When
W
comp
paring strucctures, stude
ents should
d
be able to detect
d
som
me differenc
ces in the
e
omophore region.
r
In G
GFP, the ch
hromophore
e
chro
is fo
ormed by Ser65, Tyr666 and Gly67
7, but when
n
it comes
c
to the other fluorescen
nt proteins,,

5
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amino acids change
e (Fig. 7). CFP conttains
Thr65, Tyrr66 and Gly67 and YFP has Th
hr65,
d Gly67. These changes are
Trp66 and
e in
accordance with prrevious rep
ports and are
related to the differen
nt colours shown
s
by th
hese
proteins [2
24].

A

B

erences be
etween GF P and CFP (Fig. 9)..
diffe
This
s can be ex
xplored by showing ho
ow differentt
amiino acids have
h
differeent structurres. Finally,,
con
ntrarily to GFP and CF
FP, in YFP there is no
o
con
ntact betwee
en the chroomophore and Glu222..
This
s is a gre
eat opportuunity to me
ention thatt
diffe
erent amin
noacidic ssequences result in
n
diffe
erent 3D prrotein strucctures. Usin
ng this tool,,
stud
dents can combine
c
seeveral scien
ntific areas,,
suc
ch as biology, chemistry
ry and physics.

Figure
F
9. Res
sidue 148 iss different in
n (A) GFP
(His14
48) and (B) C
CFP (Asp14
48)

4. Conclusio
C
on

C

Figure 8.. Close up on
o polar con
ntacts of eac
ch
fluorescent protein chromophor
c
re. (A) GFP, (B)
CFP, and
a (C) YFP

A final approach is suggeste
ed, by usin
ng a
slightly more advan
nced tool, which stu dies
polar conn
nections be
etween chrromophore and
some amiinoacidic re
esidues. In
n some ca ses,
these contacts are common
c
to
o two, or e
even
three of the
e studied prroteins (Fig. 8).
Polar ccontacts esstablished between e
each
chromopho
ore and am
mino acids matches in
n all
three strucctures for residues 61, 94 and 96.
Considerin
ng residue 148,
1
it is possible to de
etect

6

It Is possible to promotte interestin
ng activitiess
for students, even
e
with low budgett, by using
g
che
eaper alte
ernatives or by establishing
e
g
collaborations between scchools and universitiess
or science
s
cen
ntres. We liive on a technologicall
era and it is in
n our powerr to take ad
dvantage off
the benefits tha
at these ressources brin
ng.
Using
U
trans
sformed E
E. coli stra
ains allowss
stud
dents to visually undeerstand the
e effects off
antiibiotics and tighten the bridge
e between
n
“sch
hool
kno
owledge”
and
“day-to-day
“
y
app
plication” of
o the theeoretical knowledge,,
con
ntributing to
o populatioon´s scientific literacyy
and
d increasing the perrcentage of
o informed
d
indiividuals. A hands-onn approach
h allows a
dire
ect, persona
al contact between student and
d
life sciences, which aallows a meaningfull
learrning experience.
Disk
D
diffusio
on method is a good alternative
e
to allow students to unnderstand differencess
betw
ween tran
nsformed aand non-transformed
d
bac
cteria, but also the difference
e between
n
presence or absence
a
of antibiotic, in bacteriall
grow
wth. The an
nalysis usinng bioinform
matics mightt
be a great asset to introduuce in schools, since itt
doe
es not requ
uire very sppecific equipment and
d
can
n catch the attention
a
of students.
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This experiment allows to introduce matters
of great importance, such as antibiotic use and
resistance as a starting point for many other
matters. It also provides a glimpse of the
potential use of bioinformatics not only for
academic research, but also for application in
medicine, biotechnology and many others.
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Abstract.. The ressearch projject “Inducctive
Signaturess” intends the
t
design of a protottype
for detecction and registratio
on of veh
hicle
inductive ssignatures. In this pap
per, we exp
plain
different activities performed
d with two
n fundamental conceptts of
objectives:: 1) explain
electromag
gnetism and
d 2) dissem
minate resultts of
this researrch project.. The mate
erials, desig
gned
to bring id
deas to the
e society in general, h
have
been used
d for the exxhibition tha
at took placce in
the Cultura
al Intervention Space of Universitty of
A Coruña ((A Normal)..

Keywords.

Electro
omagnetism
m,
Research Project.

ons,
Exhibitio

morre accessible to all types of public the
e
diffe
erent elem
ments thatt are part of ourr
prottotype. This
s material hhas been used
u
in the
e
exh
hibition tha
at took plaace in on
ne of the
e
sho
owrooms of A Noormal, the
e Culturall
Inte
ervention Space
S
of U
UDC, from Decemberr
18thh, 2019 to January 31stst, 2020 [3]. During thiss
exh
hibition we have also held a wo
orkshop forr
children from 6 to 12 years. The
T
resultss
obta
ained from a survey sshow high satisfaction
n
of all
a participa
ants i.e., m
maximum sc
cores in alll
item
ms.
This
T
paper is organizedd as follows
s. Section 2
presents the
e explanaations de
evoted to
o
fund
daments on
o electrom
magnetism. Section 3
sho
ows the rese
earch projecct on vehiclle detection
n
and
d registration. Finallyy, a discu
ussion and
d
con
nclusions are included iin Section 4.
4

2. Exhibition
E
on electrromagnetism
This
T
section
n about thee exhibition is oriented
d
to
dissemin
nate
thee
fundam
ments
off
elec
ctromagnetic
inducction
needed
to
o
und
derstand our research pproject.

1. Introdu
uction
“Inductivve Signatures” is a re
esearch pro
oject
of University of A Corruña (UDC)) which inte
ends
the design
n of a pro
ototype for detection and
registration
n of vehiccle inductiv
ve signatu
ures.
These sig
gnatures will
w
allow to determ
mine
important parameterss for traffic control as , for
instance, the vehicle type, the ro
oad occupa ncy,
the vehicle
e speed, etc.
e
For this purpose, we
have developed both hardware and
a software
e [1,
2]. The phyysical layerr of our prottotype is ba
ased
on the well-known
n phenomenon of the
electromag
gnetic inducction.
The most commo
on way to
o publish and
arch projectts is
disseminatte the results of resea
through a
articles pub
blished in journals o
or in
conference
e proceedin
ngs. Howev
ver, the auth
hors
consider that new alternativ
ves must be
explored iin order to
o translate knowledge
e of
science a
and techno
ology closer and m
more
efficiently tto society in
n general. For
F this reasson,
we have developed materials and diffe
erent
activities rrelated to this “Inductiive Signatu
ures”
project.
m
forr the
We havve elaboratted some material
informal le
earning of electromagnetism (physsical
basis, histo
ory and applications) and
a for ma king

Figure 1. Poster to exxplain prodiigious
breakthro
oughs on ellectromagne
etism

Figure
F
1 shows
s
the poster (in
n Galician))
which presen
nts some of the prodigiouss
breakthroughs performedd in less than 100
0
yea
ars by leadin
ng scientistss, as follows,




Coulomb
1785:
Charles-Auugustine
b
mathematic
cally descrribes the electrostatic
e
c
force of attraction andd repulsion
n of electricc
charges, which
w
is know
wn as Coulomb's law.
1820: Han
ns Christiann Oersted empiricallyy
discovers
the
reelationship
between
n
electricity and
a
magneetism. His experimentt
shows that an electriic current produces
p
a
magnetic field.
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1826: A
André-Marie Ampère formulates the
so-calle
ed Ampèrre's law, which alllows
magne
etic fields to be ca
alculated ffrom
electricc currents. It also con
ntributes to the
development of th
he galvanom
meter.
1831: Michael Faraday
F
de
etects indu
uced
currentts for the first time and
a
transfo
orms
magne
etism into electricity,
e
performing the
Oersted experime
ent in reve
erse. Fourtteen
years later he discovers the magn
netooptical effect, know
wn as the Faraday
F
effe
ect.
edrich Ga
auss
1835: Johann Carl Frie
ental way to
contributes in a fundame
electromagnetism with the formulation
n of
what are known
n as Gau
uss's laws for
electriccity and ma
agnetism and from w
which
two of Maxwell's four
f
equatio
ons are derivved.
Gauss''s law for electricity
d to
e
can
c
be used
derive Coulomb's law, and vic
ce versa.
erk Maxwelll publishess his
1873: JJames Cle
electromagnetic theory, whic
ch for the first
time brrings togeth
her electric
city, magne tism
of the sa
and light as elements
e
ame
phenom
menon, kn
nown as electromagn
e
netic
phenom
menon. Maxwell's
M
fo
our equattions
rewrite Gauss's la
aws and Farraday's law and
also co
orrect Ampè
ère's law.

Prodigio
ous inven
ntions aris
se from this
formulation
n of the ele
ectromagnettic theory, ssuch
as the e
electric lam
mp (by Ed
dison) or the
alternating current generator (b
by Tesla), and
also leadss Einstein to
t formulate
e his theorry of
relativity. Moreover, in the middle
m
of the
dern quan
ntum
twentieth century the mod
electromag
gnetic theorry storms in [4].
ents
We havve designed
d also severral experime
and
to understa
and main co
oncepts of magnetism
m
electromag
gnetism. Figure
F
2 shows th
hree
activities, w
which are,
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Experim
ment to see
e the magn
netic field l ines
of mag
gnets using
g two tran
nsparent pla
ates
with sm
mall magnetic bars. The exhib ition
visitantts can view
w the effec
ct of magn
netic
and no
on-magneticc objects witth these ba rs.
Experim
ment of mag
gnetic induc
ction using a kit
made up of a coil of 1100
1
turnss, a
rectang
gular magn
net, and a galvanome
eter.
Introdu
ucing the magnet into the coil
genera
ates an in
nduced cu
urrent thatt is
measured in th
he galvano
ometer. W
When
removing the ma
agnet anotther curren
nt is
genera
ated but of opposite sign. In addittion,
a non
n-magnetic bar does
s not ind
duce



current.
Experimentt of emplooying electtromagneticc
induction to turn-on a lamp. A coil iss
affected by
y a variablee magnetic field when
n
the visitor moves a h andle. This
s generatess
an electric current thatt lights a lig
ght bulb.

Figure
F
2. Exp
periments o
on electroma
agnetism

3. Exhibition
E
on vehiclle detectio
on
Traffic
T
monitoring iss one of the mostt
imp
portant aspects of Inteelligent Transportation
n
Sys
stems (ITS), essential ly those applications
a
s
who
ose aim is to count thhe number of vehicless
on a roadwa
ay or to know the
eir speed,,
occ
cupancy, or structuraal characte
eristics like
e
den
nsity and typ
pe.
Since
S
their introductioon in the 1960s, the
e
actiive sensors known as Induc
ctive Loop
p
Dettectors (ILDs) are the more comm
monly used
d
sen
nsors in tra
affic managgement sys
stems. Thiss
type
e of sensorr has the aadvantages of being a
high
hly develo
oped techhnology; of simple
e
ope
eration; of being unaffeected by env
vironmentall
con
nditions, and
d of low insttallation cos
st.
During
D
the last yearss, the authors of thiss
pap
per have worked
w
on the devellopment off
hardware and software foor vehicle id
dentification
n
from
m ILDs. In
n [1], we propose a multiplexx
system for the
e Simple D
Detection of
o Inductive
e
Veh
hicle Signa
atures (SiD
DIVS) that does nott
require the use
u
of com
mplex and expensive
e
ana
alogue proc
cessing cirrcuits or off analogue
e
sign
nal acquisitiion methodss. In [2], we
e propose a
nov
vel method for vehiclee classifica
ation based
d
on only one signature accquired from
m a single-loop
p sensor, in contrast to standarrd methodss
usin
ng two loops.
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Figure 3. P
Poster to explain the ma
ain ideas off the
researrch project

For the exhibition, we have designed
d
so
ome
material to
o dissemina
ate the rese
earch projecct to
general pu
ublic. Figure
e 3 shows the poster with
the followin
ng descriptions:






System
m elements: 1) a coil of rectang
gular
conducctive wire; 2) a road with two la
anes
through
h which vehicles trave
el and with two
coils e
embedded under eac
ch lane; 3)) an
electronic system
m for detecttion placed
d on
the cab
bin, and 4) a vehicle with
w a non-p lane
lower p
profile that passes or stops overr the
coils.
How iss our electro
onic detector? The co
oil of
rectang
gular wire embedded
e
in
i the drive
eway
is conn
nected to an
n Alternativ
ve Current ((AC)
source. The creatted variable
e magnetic field
inducess currents almost rec
ctangular in the
lower p
profile of th
he vehicle. These
T
curre
ents
cause a variation in inductance and in the
period of the signa
al which is detected
d
byy our
system
m.
How do
o we identify the vehicles? Classsical
classification meth
hods are ba
ased on veh
hicle
length estimation. Length estimation
e
u
uses
inductivve signatu
ures record
ded with two
coils. W
We devised
d a classifie
er that doess not
need b
both coils based on the inducctive
signatu
ure in freque
ency.

In Figu
ure 4, we can see a photo of the
showcase with the ele
ements of our
o prototyp
pe: a
3D model of both the
e road and the
t car and
d the
scheme off the electronic device
ants
e. The visita
can interact with thiss material to
t observe the
signature acquired by our prrototype w
when
different ca
ars (in 3D models)
m
pa
ass on the rroad
(in 3D mod
del). The signatures of
o each coil are
shown in a small display.

Figure 4. Show
wcase with eelement of th
he research
projeect

Fina
ally, we hav
ve also dessigned a mobile game
e
orie
ented to sim
mulate differrent car profiles. At the
e
sam
me time that the user ddesigns the profile of a
car, van or truck, our mo bile applica
ation showss
the signature that
t
theorettically woulld generate
e
whe
en going thrrough the ccoils. Figure
e 5 shows a
pho
oto of the tablet where the game is available,,
and
d the corresponding exxplanatory sheet.

Figure
F
5. Mo
obile applicaation of the research
projeect

4. Discussio
D
n and con
nclusion
The
T
dissem
mination of research projects
p
forr
gen
neral public
c is an im
mportant challenge forr
rese
earchers us
sed to pubblishing resu
ults only in
n
jourrnals and research coonferences. It requiress
to determine
d
th
he more im
mportant asp
pects of the
e
projject and the
e relationshhip with concepts close
e
to potential
p
ex
xhibition vissitors. In pa
articular, in
n
our exhibition we focus our attention on the
e
fund
damentals of electrom
magnetism and
a
on the
e
con
nnection with ILD detecctors.
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We think that through the combination of all
simple
explanations,
showcases,
and
experiments we have been able to explain the
fundamental concepts, avoiding technicalities.
In 2020, we have also participated with this
project in the “Open Day” event organized by
the Faculty of Computer Science of our
university,
oriented
to
potential
new
undergraduate students and also this material
is being currently used for school visitors to the
Centre for Information and Communications
Technology Research (CITIC) of University of A
Coruña.
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The Effect of Science and
Technology Fair Projects Based
on Learning Experiences in
Inquiry on Students’ Attitude to
Science and Technology

learning experiences. Experiences and learning
activities give students a great opportunity to
solve problems. Learning experiences should
also give the student the opportunity to review
and study the content related to the intended
purpose.

RA Mirzaie, F Shahbazloo
Shahid Rajaee Teacher Training University,
Tehran, IRAN
ra.mirzaei@srttu.edu

Learning experiences should be chosen in
such a way that the student is satisfied. If
learning experiences and activities are not
satisfactory for the learners, the desired
learning will not occur in them. Students'
desired response to learning experiences
occurs when these activities are consistent with
students' abilities. In other words, learning
experiences
and
activities
should
be
commensurate with the student's current
growth, knowledge, aptitude and ability.
Therefore, if the learning experience is such
that the student is unable to do so, it is difficult
or impossible to achieve educational goals. So,
in order to choose learning experiences that
are appropriate to the students' abilities, the
teacher must have sufficient information about
the current knowledge, aptitude, backgrounds
and cognitive structures of the learners.
Meanwhile, the teacher can provide conditions
that motivate him or her to engage in the
learning process. During the learning process,
the teacher also controls the students' learning
experiences in order to put them in the right
direction. To do this better and more effectively,
the inquiry approach can be used.

Abstract. Inquiry is an approach in which
motivated learners participate in their learning
and build their own scientific knowledge.
Students' learning outcomes in the inquiry
process can be presented as a learning
experiences in a science fair projects. In the
present study, which was conducted in 2019 2020 academic year in the Qarchak city in
Tehran province, the female students of Erfan
school in grades 7 to 9, first participated in the
learning process based on inquiry and then
presented their learning experiences in a
scientific exhibition. An attitude scale based on
science,
technology,
engineering
and
mathematics (STEM) was used to assess
students' attitudes toward science and
technology and students completed the attitude
scale before and after visiting the exhibition.
They were also asked three open-ended
questions for reviewing students' attitudes
towards science and technology. The results of
the study show that the exhibition of students'
learning experiences can lead to a significant
difference in students' attitudes towards
science and technology and make them
interested in science and career future in this
regard.

Keywords. Attitude, Inquiry, Learning
experiences, Science education, STEM.
1. Introduction
Today, the use of inquiry in science
education as an appropriate approach to
fostering thinking has been accepted by
science
education
researchers.
Paying
attention to learning experiences in inquiry can
create a good environment for teaching and
creating attitudes to science in learners [1-2].
Learning experiences are activities that
learners do in order to achieve educational
goals. The student has a more active role in

A variety of experiences and activities can
be used based on inquiry to achieve
educational
goals.
Students'
learning
experiences can be presented in a science fair
projects [3-4] and visited by other students,
who can get acquainted with other experiences
and encourage them in their own learning
process. In the present study, the inquiry based
learning experiences of students were
presented in science fair projects and the effect
of this fair on students' attitudes towards
science and technology was studied.

2. Methodology
In this study, female students in the seventh
to ninth grades from Erfan and Hadis Mehr
schools in the Qarchak city at Tehran province
in academic year 2019-2020 were given
projects on concepts related to mathematics,
science and technology (Figures 1- 6). To
delegate projects to students, the talents,
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interests, a
and materia
als available for doing
g the
activities w
were consid
dered. Emphasis was also
placed on innovation and creativity in carrrying
out projeccts. After ten days, the stude
ents
reported ttheir ideas in the presence of the
teacher, some of wh
hich they had establisshed
individuallyy and some by formiing two-perrson
groups. A
After review
wing the plans by the
teacher a
and providing guidan
nce if it was
necessary, the students were notified to m
make
and prepa
are their pllans for tw
wo weeks. The
students sttarted to bu
uild their stru
uctures and
d the
plan within
n the given time.
t

ch station. They hadd a discussion aboutt
eac
learrning experience with eeach other.

Plans made by students were
w
revie wed
again in tthe presence of the teacher to
o be
corrected if necessary. For this
s purpose, the
teacher used app
propriate questions for
students' thinking. With the ques
stions asked
d by
the teach
her, the students modified and
completed their plan. After completing the w
work,
was presen
the report w
nted by the students an
nd a
brochure o
of the work was
w prepare
ed.
Along with co
ompleting the lear ning
experience
e, the teaccher provid
ded necesssary
ould
guidance to the stud
dents so th
hat they co
master the
e conceptss related to
o their lear ning
experience
es. This prrocess lead
ds studentss to
epts
have suffficient ma
astery of the conce
associated
d with their learning exp
periences.
Figure 2. A number of ttechnology projects
provided
p
by students

Figure 1. S
Some science projects (mathematiics)
presented by studen
nts

The fin
nal learning
g experienc
ces were tthen
displayed in an exhib
bition at the
e female E
Erfan
school bassed on the topic and the
t relation ship
he conceptts and the students w
between th
were
able to vissit it and listen to the explanation
e
ns of
the person
n providing the learning
g experiencce at
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Figure 3. So
ome sciencee projects (p
physics)
prresented byy students

For
F investig
gating the effect of science
s
fairr
projjects on sttudents, atttitude to sc
cience and
d
tech
hnology, the
e STEM atttitude scale in the form
m
of a five-poin
nt Likert sccale with six factorss
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(Mathemattics,
Tecchnology,
Engineerring,
Science, S
Science, Mathematics
M
s, Engineerring,
Technology and Care
eer) for sec
condary sc hool
students w
was used [5]. Beforre visiting the
ents
exhibition and after visiting, the stude
completed the STE
EM Attitude scale. The
Cronbach Alpha (α) interna
al consiste
ency
reliability vvalue of the
e STEM attittude scale was
found to b
be 0.773 in this syudy. Also, a
after
visiting the
e exhibition, the visitors answe
ered
three open
n-ended que
estions abo
out their attittude
towards sccience and technology
t
.





Physics
s: pressuree concept, Jack and
d
hydraulic lift (basedd on Pasca
al principle),,
making machines w
with specia
al wheels to
o
,
n s cradle,,
display friction forcce, Newton
ears for the
e
making pulleys, levvers and ge
dulum and
d
conceptt of machhines, pend
more.
Chemis
stry: Fruit aand charcoa
al batteries,,
chemica
al change experime
ents, Lightt
productiion with ppencil, optic
cal sensor,,
Making mock-up of the distillation
n
process, detecting starch in a variety off
materials and moree.

Figure 4. Some scie
ence projectts (chemistrry)
presented by studen
nts

5. Some science projec
cts (geology
y)
Figure 5
presented by studen
nts

3. Results
s and disc
cussion
The prrojects presented in the exhib
bition
were abou
ut 120 learning experiences (Fig. 7
7) in
ogy,
the fieldss of chem
mistry, phy
ysics, biolo
geology, m
mathematiccs and technology in six
sections, ssome of which are listed below:

Figure 6. So
ome sciencee projects (b
biology)
prresented byy students



Biology
y: Eye illusstration moc
ckup, heartt
illustration
moockup,
respiratoryy
illustration mockuup, diaphragm and
d
mockup, the structure
e
lungs illlustration m
of the urinary
u
tractt, the hand and
a muscle
e
illustration mock--up, plant cells and
d
more.
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Geo
ology: Astrolabe, earrth's crust, the
process of wa
aterfall form
mation, volccanic
form
mation, Ea
arth illustra
ation mockk-up
and
d more.
Matthematics: Sudoku puzzle, Ru
ubik,
spa
aghetti strructures, Mobius ta
ape,
geo
ometric vo
olumes, number
n
a
axis,
sca
ales, abacuss and more..
Tec
chnology: Telescope, water and
d air
pum
mp (based
d on the
e concept of
pressure), tu
urbines, fa
ans, was hing
eaner, Ga
alileo
macchine, vacuum cle
thermometer, mixer, mic
crowave ovven,
pcorn machine for the concept
c
of h
heat
pop
tran
nsfer, wind meter and more.
m

The stu
udy of prese
ented proje
ects shows that
in most of them, there
e is a conne
ection betw
ween
various sccience topiccs and ste
eps have b
been
taken to ccreate techn
nology for human
h
com
mfort
and well-b
being. In th
heir learning experien ces,
students ccould feel the conne
ection betw
ween
science an
nd technolo
ogy through mathema
atics
and engine
eering.

tow
wards scien
nce and ttechnology, some off
which are men
ntioned heree.
Question
Q
1: What cauught your attention
a
att
the science fair projects?
In response
e to this qquestion, most
m
of the
e
partticipants po
ointed out that in the exhibition,,
they
y noticed
d creativitty, innova
ation and
d
enth
husiasm of
o studentss to expla
aining theirr
has
snds on actiivities, and they realize
ed that theyy
can
n come up
p with ideeas with simple
s
and
d
affo
ordable toolls. Thereforre, as a re
esult of thiss
visitt, some parrticipants w
were motivatted to build
d
sim
milar structurres so that they could later applyy
the science to
o everydayy life. Some studentss
also
o said that in
i this learnning environ
nment, theyy
werre able to gain a deeeper unders
standing off
prev
viously lea
arned conncepts. Vis
sitors also
o
men
ntioned learning expperiences that were
e
inte
eresting to th
hem.
Question
Q
2:
2 What deecision do you make
e
afte
er visiting the exhibitionn in the field
d of science
e
and
d technology
y?
The
T
particip
pants expreessed theirr emphasiss
on strengtheni
s
ng their attiitudes and motivationss
as the
t use of science in daily life. Visitors
V
also
o
exp
pressed theiir enthusiassm to strive for science
e
and
d technolog
gy. In this regard, the following
g
can
n be mention
ned:





Figure 7. Science and
d technolog
gy fair projec
cts
based on learning experience
es in inquiry
y

Analyzin
ng the resu
ults of the STEM attittude
scale sho
ows that there is a significcant
ents
difference between the attitud
de of stude
before and
d after visiiting the ex
xhibition in the
attitude tow
wards scie
ence and te
echnology, and
this show
ws the efffectiveness of exhib iting
students' learning exxperiences in creatin
ng a
positive attitude towards science
and
technologyy.
Analyzin
ng the ope
en-ended qu
uestions off the
ents
visitors' an
nswers show
ws the interrest of stude
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In the future, I will have
e a job in
n
technology.
In th
he future, I will create
e a job forr
myself in the fieeld of technology.
I became very interested in science
e
and I would liike to choo
ose a field
d
relatted to sciennce and tech
hnology.
I try to work beetter and more
m
in the
e
fields of sciencee and techn
nology than
n
befo
ore.
Let's
s use sciencce more in our lives
I dec
cided to co me up with
h new ideass
in sc
cience and ttechnology.
Wha
at inventionns can be made with
h
simp
ple things.
Scie
ence is veryy interesting.
To create
c
more
re interestin
ng ideas in
n
the
fields
of
science
and
d
hematics
and
d
math
by
thinking
reas
soning.
I de
ecided to participate
e in future
e
learn
ning experieences exhib
bition.
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I decided to do more research on
technology related to science.
Science and technology are very
important.
I decided to do more science
experiments.
I decided to think about what I had
learned so that I could create new
and better ways for others to learn
science more easily.

Question 3: Visitors were asked to comment
on science and mathematics.
In response to this question, the visitors of
the exhibition pointed out the importance of
science and mathematics in daily life and
stated some of the following:

















Science and math are very important in
our lives.
Science and math are very good and
practical.
Science and mathematics are very
useful in life.
We can use science a lot in our daily
lives, and I'm really interested in
science and math.
Science and math are enjoyable.
I love math and science, and I want to
study science. Of course, I also like
math, but I have trouble understanding
some of its examples.
I am interested in science and I want to
study in this field.
Science and mathematics are related
together and have many applications in
life.
I am interested and would like to learn
science
and
mathematics
professionally.
Sometimes they can be sweet and
interesting.
Two lessons you need to understand,
not memorize.
These two lessons are practical and
useful in society. They provide us
comfort and well-being.
Science,
math,
and
technology
complement each other.
I am interested in science and my future
job will be in this field.
Science
and
mathematics
are
interrelated, and both are essential in
achieving a technology.



It was interesting to see the connection
between these two lessons.

4. Conclusion
It is very enjoyable for each person to
acquire knowledge during the active learning
process, and this occurs during the inquiry
based learning process, which can be
presented as a learning experiences. Providing
an exhibition to present experiences can have
a significant impact on the attitudes of all
learners to science and technology, even those
who did not participate in the presentation of
learning experiences.
it should be noted that the designing of
science fair and how the students participate in
it to present their learning experiences will
affect the effectiveness of exhibition. It is also
necessary to provide appropriate conditions for
students to be involved in the inquiry based
learning process in science in order to achieve
the learning experience appropriately and its
connection with technology.
Therefore, the role of the teacher in guiding
learning activities in order to achieve the
desired effectiveness in learning is important.
On the other hand, the educational
management of schools can help to achieve
the desired results by providing appropriate
conditions to support of this process and the
establishing a science exhibition.
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Cand
dasat I: frrom a Se
econdary
y
Scho
ool to the
e Edge of
o Space
J Redon
ndas Maseda
IES
S de Candá
ás, Asturias
s, Spain
javierredond
das@yahoo.com
aper we de
escribe the first
Abstract.. In this pa
space misssion carriied out att the IES de
Candás; iit consisted
d basically
y in desig ning
and analyysing
testing, la
aunching, recovering
r
collected data of a payload flying to the
ere driven by a helium-filled high
stratosphe
altitude balloon.
The main purpose of
o this expe
erience wass to
demonstra
ate that it is feasible and worthwhille to
develop an
nd fly a low
w-cost scienttific payload
d on
a balloon-b
borne platfo
orm.

ace
missiion,
incluuding
the
e
design,,
spa
con
nstruction, testing, lauunching, trracking the
e
ballloon trajecto
ory using G
GPS systems, and data
a
ana
alysis after recoveringg, makes this high-altittude balloo
oning an attractive small-scale
e
vers
sion of rea
al spacefligght programs that iss
suittable to implement in ssecondary schools [1].

2. Objectives
O
s and mottivation
The
T
main purpose
p
of this experiience, from
m
the scientific point
p
of view
w, is to ap
pproach the
e
clim
mate crisis and
a
environnmental sustainability,,
one
e of the is
ssues thatt most con
ncerns ourr
soc
ciety. We want
w
studeents to refle
ect on the
e
hum
man impactt on climatee change and
a
play an
n
actiive role in th
he global reesponse to the climate
e
cha
ange.

The activitties lasted for severa
al months a
and,
after some
e cancellattions and delays due
e to
meteorolog
gical and legal
l
issue
es, the bal loon
reached the stratosp
phere, obta
aining data
a of
position, te
emperature
e, pressure, humidity and
wind as we
ell as some pictures an
nd videos.
ents
By particcipating in this pro
oject, stude
developed 21st cen
ntury learning skills like
creativity, innovation, commu
unication and
collaboratio
on, critical thinking and prob
blem
solving, ass well as life and ca
areer skills like
productivityy, perseve
erance, le
eadership and
responsibillity.

Keywords.

Space
e,
Arduino, S
STEM.

Education,

Robo
otics,

1. Introdu
uction
The ne
ear space is the reg
gion of Ea rth’s
atmospherre located between
b
20
0 to 100 km
m of
altitude,
including
g
the
stratosph
here,
mesosphere, and the lower thermosph
here.
During the
e last rece
ent years, there wass an
emerging iinterest in flying
f
balloo
ons to the e
edge
of near space, du
ue to rec
creational and
educationa
al purposes and facilita
ated by the cost
and
reduction for most of the electronic
e
mechanica
al components.
The vie
ew and environmenta
al condition s in
this part off the atmosphere are rather
r
simila
ar to
outer spacce, that’s wh
hy these ba
alloons are said
to reach tto near-spa
ace. The participation
p
n of
secondary school stu
udents in th
he entire n
near-

Fig
gure 1. The balloon,
b
payyload and pa
arachute at
the
e moment off launching

We
W also prropose to ffocus on th
he topic off
spa
ace and space missioons [2] and
d how theirr
exp
ploration allows
a
us to have a betterr
und
derstanding of our plannet [3].
In this sens
se, the obj ective is to
o study the
e
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atmospherre, compo
osition, prroperties and
launching
a
dynamic
phenomena
by
stratosphe
eric device [4], driven
n by a he lium
ems
balloon an
nd equipped
d with elec
ctronic syste
to measure
e physical parameters
p
and a SD ccard
for data reccording and
d further ana
alysis.

select depending
d
on the ab
bility to be
e
inflated with helium
m, the weight of the
e
e
payload and the exxpected alttitude to be
d. Commonn use for HAB mayy
reached
weight 200–2000
2
gg.

From th
he pedagog
gical point of
o view [5], our
students w
were encourraged to de
emonstrate that
it is possib
ble to launch
h a high altitude balloo
on in
an educational enviro
onment, which means, with
no high le
evel of scie
entific previo
ous knowle
edge
and reduce
ed budget.

3. Motiva
ation and preliminar
p
ry work
From tthe pedag
gogical perspective, our
students w
were encourraged to de
emonstrate that
it is possib
ble to launch
h a high altitude balloo
on in
an educattional envirronment, and
a
they w
were
able to look for in
nformation about sim
milar
experiments [6], desig
gn electronic systems and
mechanica
ould
al elementss, as well as they co
design, elaborate an
nd integrate
e the diffe
erent
systems; m
moreover, they
t
could conduct so
ome
hands-on activities to
o test the performanc
p
ce in
different e
extreme sp
pace-like conditions. The
most challlenging con
ncern was to be able
e to
ding
localize an
nd recover the payloa
ad after land
to analyse
e the colle
ected data
a, images and
videos.
Launching a devicce to the ne
ear space iss an
exciting and stimulating activity
ents
y for stude
and also for teach
hers, paren
nts and o
other
members o
of the educa
ational com
mmunity [7].

Fiigure 3. Pos
ster announccing the lau
unching at
IES García Bellido






Figure 2. T
The earth ph
hotographed
d from near the
max
ximum altitu
ude of 25000
0 meters

In general, for proje
ects involving high altittude
f
co
omponents are
balloons (HAB) the following
needed:


20

A la
atex balloon
n, there are
e a wide ra
ange
of w
weights and
d sizes, wh
hich should
d be

A paylo
oad, includi ng the con
ntainer and
d
all the necessary
n
eelectronic circuits
c
and
d
devices for conduucting the experimentt
and retrieving the ccollected da
ata.
A parac
chute, usedd for dimin
nishing the
e
descentt rate after aand avoid undesirable
u
e
and unrrecoverablee damages for the on-board eq
quipment d uring landin
ng.
A ground station ussed for com
mmunication
n
during the flight aand after landing forr
sful recoveryy of the pay
yload.
success

In a first step, studdents conducted an
n
organized search for infoormation ab
bout similarr
ed out by ddifferent ins
stitutions alll
projjects carrie
ove
er the wo
orld, incluuding rese
earch and
d
aca
ademic institutions, meeteorologica
al agencies,,
sch
hools and am
mateur clubbs.
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They we
ere able to look for infformation ab
bout
ems
similar exp
periments, design
d
elec
ctronic syste
ould
and mecha
anical eleme
ents, as we
ell as they co
design, elaborate an
nd integrate
e the diffe
erent
systems; m
moreover, they
t
could conduct so
ome
hands-on activities to
o test the performanc
p
ce in
different exxtreme spacce-like cond
ditions.
The students wo
orked in groups
g
on the
design o
of the capsule,
c
the
t
electrronic
instrumenttation and the
t
assemb
bly and lau
unch
systems, a
as well as the preliminary tests with
the aim of minimizing possible ev
ventualities and
unforeseen
n events. The
T
probe was equip
pped
with an ellectronic syystem, based on Ard uino
technologyy, for taking
g data of in
nner and o
outer
temperaturre, pressurre, humidity
y, etc. and
d its
recording o
on an SD card. A GoP
Pro camera was
incorporate
e to take im
mages and
d videos du
uring
the journeyy, as well as
a two systtems with G
GPS
and an APRS devicce for surve
eying the p
path
during the flight and,, specially, for its loca
ation
and recovvering after landing. All
A this devvices
were convveniently fasstened and protected in a
polystyrene
e containerr.

4. Design
n
In this ffirst space mission, ou
ur expectattions
were limite
ed to the lau
unching of the
t balloon and
successful recovering
g of the pa
ayload, with
hout
aspirationss
to
complicate
ed
scien
ntific
measurem
ments or otther kind of
o experime
ental
tests in spa
ace-like con
nditions.

-

-

tempera
ature and humidity
y of the
e
atmosph
here at diffeerent altitudes.
Bmp180
0, is a low
w cost pre
essure and
d
tempera
ature senssor; it was situated
d
inside th
he containeer in order to
t measure
e
the pre
essure annd the te
emperature
e
compare
ed with the environme
ent, in orderr
to check the propeerly therma
al insulation
n
provided
d by the conntainer walls.
Micro SD
S card moodule, that allows the
e
commun
nication bettween the Arduino
A
and
d
the mem
mory card in order to
o write the
e
informattion provideed by the sensors
s
on
n
removab
ble devicees for fu
uture data
a
analysis
s.

Students
S
designed thhe circuits separatelyy
and
d implemented for testting. Fritzin
ng software
e
was
s used fo
or design the electrronics and
d
Arduino Integrrated Deveelopment Environmentt
(IDE
E) was us
sed to codde the pro
ograms forr
retrrieving data from sensoors and wriite them on
n
a micro
m
SD carrd.
Two
T
sport cameras were use
ed to take
e
picttures and videos,
v
onee of them was
w
placed
d
dire
ected to ground and other was placed on
n
one
e side of the
e container bbox.
A smartpho
one was ussed as a way
w to trackk
via GPS and
d transmit the positiion of the
e
pay
yload during
g the experim
ment.

Figure 4. Circuit for temperature
t
e and humid
dity
meas
surements

The ele
ectronic sysstem was designed ba
ased
in an Ard
duino platfform, with the follow
wing
devices:
-

T11, is a lo
ow cost temperature and
DHT
hum
midity senso
or, widely used in diffe
erent
applications, itt was place
ed outside the
conttainer in order to determine the

Figure 5. Ass
sembling thee battery, heater and
ellectronic systems in thee payload box
b before
launch
hing

An
A addition
nal satellitee GPS tracker wass
use
ed: the SPO
OT Trace, w
which offers
s advanced
d
trac
cking by using sateellite technology forr
com
mmunication
n with a groound station
n managed
d
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by the manufacturer and retrieve
ed to userss via
web in near real-tim
me; it can communiccate
anytime ffrom some
e of the most rem
mote
locations a
around the world
w
where
e mobile ph
hone
stations sig
gnal is not available.
a

insu
ulator, in order to keep wo
orking the
e
elec
ctronic sys
stems, whhen the surrounding
s
g
tem
mperature decreases
d
aat values around
a
-60
0
ºC.
Everything
E
was well packed and attached
d
with
h plastic ad
dhesive tappe and cords. It hass
bee
en specially regardded the European
n
Com
mmission Im
mplementinng Regulation numberr
923
3/2012, which states that ropes
s or otherr
dev
vices used for suspennsion of th
he payload
d
mus
st requires an impact fforce of 230
0 N or more
e
to separate
s
th
he suspendded payload from the
e
ballloon.

5. Experimen
E
ntal tests
The
T
expedition to thee stratosph
here is trip
p
exp
posed to extreme conditions and anyy
une
expected issue can reesult in a disaster
d
forr
the near space mission. In order to
o avoid anyy
trou
uble in the performance
p
e of the ele
ectronic and
d
mec
chanical systems, diffeerent experriments and
d
testts have bee
en carried ouut before la
aunching.

Figure 6. Packed pay
yload ready for launchi ng

A third GPS loca
ator was im
mplemented
d, in
order to a
avoid failures or brea
akdowns w
which
would compromise the recov
vering of the
payload an
nd, consequently, the success off the
mission. It consisted in
i an APRS
S-based sysstem
which use
ed the netw
work of the radio ama
ateur
operators, who were “listening” the positio
on of
our missio
on from mo
ore than 50
00 km far and
eagerly rep
porting theirr findings.
As a p
power supp
ply a specia
al power b
bank
was used,, that provides electriical energyy for
the electro
onics and, at
a the same
e time, therrmal
energy. Th
his device is used as
s a heater that
keeps the temperature inside th
he containe
er at
values w
onal
within the range of
o operatio
temperaturres for the electronics.
e
A polysstyrene foam 40 mm thick box was
used to e
enclose all the device
es as welll as
protect th
hem again
nst shocks, impact and
sudden m
movements. At the sa
ame time, the
polystyrene
e walls acte
ed as an ex
xcellent therrmal
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The
T
electro
onic equipm
ment was checked
c
in
n
normal conditions as well as
s at low
w
tem
mperatures. For this purpose, the firstt
tem
mperature te
est was maade in a hom
me freezer;;
a se
econd one was achievved in an in
ndustrial ice
e
crea
am freezer, which reacches tempe
eratures low
w
to -24
ºC. The third andd decisive experimentt
was
s performed
d in a cryoogenic cham
mber which
h
reaches values around -660 ºC, by using
u
liquid
d
nitro
ogen.

Figure
F
7. Enttering to an ice cream factory
f
to
carry out the tem perature tes
sts

The
T
ascen
nt and desscent rates
s are two
o
parameters tha
at can be aadjusted to control the
e
max
ximum altittude, the tiime of flight and the
e
horizontal shift. The teest for the
e first one
e
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involves hiigh costs, due
d to the helium
h
requ
uired
and the losst or damag
ge of the balloon.

softtware is a helpful andd essential tool in thiss
field
d of science
e.
A prerequis
site of the eeffectivenes
ss of manyy
type
es of ballo
oon near sspace miss
sions is an
n
acc
curate patth forecassting capability. In
n
partticular, sam
mple returnn missions, or flightss
carrrying expe
ensive insstruments or whose
e
reco
overy is ess
sential, relyy on the sofftware used
d
for simulation.

Figure 8. S
Students and teachers at
a the entra nce
of Materials Research Centre to conduct
c
therrmal
ttest in a cry
yogenic chamber

Neverth
heless, the descent rate could be
estimated experimentally by throwing the
parachute with a loa
ad with equ
uivalent we
eight
from a high point, witth the help of a 50 me
eters
measuring tape to de
etermine the
e position. The
release w
was recorde
ed in a video
v
and the
descent ra
ate was calculated fro
om position
n vs.
time diagrrams, since
e time was obtained ffrom
the video fframe timing
g data.

In a first step, specificc online so
oftware wass
use
ed to calculate the relaationship between the
e
amo
ount of helium inside dde balloon, the ascentt
rate
e and the maximum
m
aaltitude, dep
pending on
n
the balloon siz
ze and the w
weight of th
he on-board
d
equ
uipment.

Fig
gure 10. An HAB’s lift an
nd burst calculator [8]

Furthermore
F
e, the moree critical as
spect is the
e
prediction of the
t
landingg point, wh
hich let us,,
toge
ether with the weatheer condition
ns, to take
e
the decision for launchingg the initially
y scheduled
d
date
e.

Figure 9.. Free fall tests in orderr to determin
ne
ex
xperimentallly the desce
ent rate

Studentts proved that the air resista
ance
provokes tthe stabiliza
ation of the descent ratte in
a few mete
ers from the
e release po
oint.
Addition
nal training
g were carried
c
outt to
ensure the
e correct infflation and fastening
f
off the
balloon an
nd to avoid delays due to unexpeccted
issues.

6. Simula
ation and prediction
p
ns
Taking into accoun
nt the limite
ed experime
ental
capability tto make te
ests, the use of simula
ation

Fig
gure 11. Trajjectory follo
owed by the device, as
predicteed [9]

The
T landing
g point obviiously depe
ends on the
e
traje
ectory, and this trajecttory (in horrizontal and
d
verttical compo
onents) de pends mainly on the
e
wind speed an
nd directionss at differen
nt altitudes..
The
e wind charracteristics can be obttained from
m
obs
servations and
a
numeriic models carried outt
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and publisshed by me
eteorologica
al agencies.. On
the other hand, the
e trajectory
y can be also
artificially and slightlyy adjusted by tuning the
ascend ra
ate, which depends directly
d
on the
amount of helium use
ed to fill the
e balloon att the
launching sstation.

7. Legal p
permissions
The lau
unching of this kind of
o balloons are
subjected to legal regulation
ns in Sp
pain;
moreover, the launch
hing point was
w include
ed in
the air serrvitude zone
e of the miilitary airpo rt of
León, and this last isssue made the applica
ation
for legal permissio
ons more complica
ated;
approval te
erms were longer as well,
w
due to
o the
different p
procedures used in civ
vil and mil itary
offices.

During
D
the arrangemeents for la
aunching, itt
was
s compuls
sory to eestablish direct
d
and
d
bidiirectional communicattion in reall time with
h
the León TW
WR (air trafffic control tower), to
o
abo
ort the activity in casse of emerrgency and
d
com
mmunicate their concclusion, it was also
o
nec
cessary to obtain
o
the A
ATC (air traffic control))
auth
horization, with a half hour advan
nce, before
e
take
eoff. Moreo
over, it wass legally ob
bligatory to
o
hav
ve detailed
d and upddated metteorologicall
info
ormation, in
n particularr, information on the
e
wind on the surface and aat altitude.

8. Launching
L
g and reco
overing
The
T
orography annd physical terrain
n
con
nditions around the IE S de Cand
dás are nott
app
propriate fo
or recoverinng the pay
yload afterr
land
ding: the se
ea is locateed on one side
s
and on
n
the other side there iss an area with high
h
mou
untains and
d with harddly walking paths; forr
this
s reason, we
w decided to search for anotherr
laun
nching point.

Figure 12. NOTAM
M

Applicattions for authorizatio
a
ons should be
made at le
east three weeks
w
beforre launching
g, in
this perio
od of time, information ab
bout
meteorolog
gical condittions are not
n availabl e in
order to co
onfirm definitely the lau
unching.
A nottice to airmen
a
(N
NOTAM) was
broadcaste
ed by EN
NAIRE, the
e institution
n in
charge of the air na
avigation managemen
m
nt in
Spain and
d Western Sahara; it consist iin a
notice to a
alert aircraft pilots of po
otential haza
ards
along a flight route or
ould
o at a loca
ation that co
affect the safety of the flight. NOTAMs are
common unclassified
d notices or adviso
ories
broadcaste
ed by te
elecommunication w
ways,
containing concerns about the establishm
ment,
conditions or chang
ge in any
y aeronau
utical
facility, se
ervice, pro
ocedure orr hazard, the
correct kn
nowledge of
o which is essentia
al to
personnel related with
h flights.
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Fig
gure 13. Prep
parations fo
or launching
g, filling the
balloon with
h helium

Figure 14.
1 Preparin
ng for launch
hing
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The lau
unch took place
p
in the
e playgroun d of
the IES An
ntonio Garcíía Bellido, in
n León, loca
ated
in the north
h of the cen
ntral plateau of the Ibe
erian
Peninsula. This re
egion is a flat a
area,
surrounded
d by cereal fields, othe
er arable crrops
and also so
ome smooth forests.
The ina
accuracy of the `predic
ction for the
e fall
point is ssignificant and can reach sevveral
kilometers, neverthele
ess, the acc
cessibility off the
predicted llanding are
ea, is an im
mportant as pect
to take intto account to take th
he decision
n for
launching.

was
s deployed to facilitatee the return
n, achieving
g
a descent
d
ratte of arounnd 5 m/s, somewhatt
high
her than inittially calculaated. Initiallly it headed
d
wes
st and, at an altitudde of arou
und 14,000
0
metters, veer east
e
due too different laminar airr
currrents in diffe
erent layerss of the atm
mosphere. Itt
rem
mained flying over the León
n sky forr
app
proximately 2 hours, until it landed in a
pea
aceful place near the T
Torío river

Figure 17. Image taken
n from the on board
cameera

F
Figure 15. Ty
ying off the ballon

After sseveral ca
ancellations and del ays,
mainly p
provoked by unsuittable wea
ather
conditions and lega
al restrictions of the air
space, the
e balloon wa
as launched
d on Decem
mber
4, almost seven mon
nths later th
han the inittially
scheduled date.

The
T
payload was eassily located in a grasss
field
d by a gro
oup of studdents, guide
ed by theirr
sma
artphones sharing thhe location
n with the
e
sma
artphone on
o board. T
The other positioning
g
systems worke
ed also corrrectly.
A group of 30
3 studentss travelled by
b coach to
o
Leó
ón; further the
t necessaary equipm
ment for the
e
laun
nch, the co
oach was lloaded with
h mountain
n
bike
es, in order to recover the payloa
ad if it fell in
n
a remote
r
are
ea or withh difficult access
a
forr
ano
other type of
o vehicles,, which fina
ally did nott
hap
ppen.

9. Data
D
analy
ysis
Later,
L
the students from botth schoolss
prepared a report anal ysing both
h the data
a
aining by the elecctronic me
easurementt
obta
system as well
w
as tthe inform
mation and
d
evid
dences obs
served in thhe images and videoss
take
en by the on board camera an
nd the finall
traje
ectory follow
wed by GPS
S.
Figure 16
6. Less than one second
d after takeo
off,
view from the
e on board camera
c

About m
more than an hour after
a
launch
hing,
the balloo
on reached
d its max
ximum altittude
(around 25000 m),
m
with an exte
ernal
temperaturre of aro
ound -60 ºC, and an
approxima
ate diamete
er of 8.5
5 meters, the
balloon exxploded and
d right awa
ay a parach
hute

The
T
main scientific outcomes from thiss
exp
periment [10
0] are the foollowing:
-

the
Temperature
of
atmosphere
a
e
decreas
ses significaantly with the altitude,,
although
h some daata at highe
er altitudess
were los
st due to thhe limited ra
ange of the
e
measure
ement low ccost sensorr.
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-

The heating system operated prope
erly,
as d
deduced fro
om the inner tempera
ature
whicch remain
ned always
s in possitive
Celssius degree
es.
-

-

Figure 17. Time variattions of the pressure, in
nner
and o
outer temperatures, and
d humidity

-

Hum
midity decrreases with
h altitude, no
sign
nificant amo
ounts of water
w
vapou
ur is
foun
nd at high altitudes.

landing points, sincce the mea
asurementss
started to
t be registtered in the moment off
plugging
g the elecctronics, almost
a
one
e
hour beffore taking off.
The curvature of the earth could be
e
observe
ed in the images taken from
m
space, although some camera lenss
d
waas provoked
d.
optical distortion
The obs
served blackk sky in the
e pictures iss
observe
ed as a connsequence of the veryy
low concentration oof air molec
cules above
e
ched altitudde and, the
erefore, the
e
the reac
absence
e of Rayleiggh dispersio
on.
The wind speed and direc
ctions can
n
change depending on the altittude. In thiss
ar experim
ment, the
e payload
d
particula
followed
d a path annalogous to
o a verticall
circle.

More
M
findin
ngs can bbe obtaine
ed from a
dee
eper analysis of imagees and num
merical data
a
collected by the elecctronic sen
nsors and
d
pos
sitioning sys
stems.

10. Conclusions
The
T
above mentionedd activities contributed
d
dec
cisively to engage students, teachers,,
parents and ex
xternal instittutions and individualss
on STEM
S
educ
cation.
Our
O goal is to provide our studen
nts with the
e
bes
st possible insight in the field of naturall
scie
ence, while they are thrillled aboutt
kno
owledge, dis
scovering aand eager to develop
p
long
g-term activ
vities.

Figure 18
8. Opening and
a checkin
ng the paylo
oad
after landing

-
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Presssure variations are
e the keyy to
dete
ermine the launching, exploding and

Fig
gure 19. Stu
udents and tteachers ple
eased after
successfful recoverin
ng of the pa
ayload
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Discove
er a whole new
n
world with
w fascina
ating
ents
learning sccenarios an
nd breathta
aking mome
all around
d the STEM related subjectss is
possible w
with the aid of
o the weath
her balloon and
a lot of entthusiasm.
Several discipliness have bee
en coopera
ating
collaborativvely and working together to
accomplish
h the realiza
ation of this
s project.
-

-

-

-

-Com
mputer scie
ence: with a data log
gger,
stud
dents are able
a
to code with Ard uino
and measure and
a
record many diffe
erent
para
ameters, likke temperature, presssure,
altitu
ude or the position. Later
L
they can
evalluate the data,
d
make diagrams and
pressentations.
Mathematics: is an essen
ntial part of this
spacce mission and indisp
pensable fo
or its
succcess. The major parts will be
e to
calcculate geom
metrical quan
ntities, the rright
amo
ount of heliu
um, statistic
cal calculatio
ons,
etc.
Phyysics and engineering
e
are the m
most
directly involved fields, including the
elecctronics design
d
an
nd assem
mbly,
materials pro
operties, fo
orces, ene
ergy
convversions, prroperties off gases, etc .
Phyysical educcation, stud
dents deve
elop
skills in open-fiield orientations and p
parts
embling byy using diffferent typess of
asse
rope
e knots.

The ffield of space exploration
e
at
experimental level still remains inaccessible
e for
pre-universsity educattion. In the last deccade
some proje
ects raised in this area
a and this iss our
first step w
which should
d be continu
ued.

11. Ackno
owledgem
ments
The pre
eparation of
o the proje
ect was a vvery
challenging
g work, both
b
from a techn
nical,
This
logistical a
and adminisstrative poin
nt of view. T
activity wo
ould not ha
ave been possible with
hout
the collab
boration of different individuals and
institutionss who, und
derstanding the beneffit of
this activityy for students and its contributio
on to
improving the quallity of education, w
were
involved iin the diffferent stag
ges in a fully
altruistic w
adio
way. The URE (Un
nion of Ra
Amateurs of Spain) contributed
c
with the AP
PRS

cking techn
nology, throough its in
nternationall
trac
netw
work of sta
ations and signal repeaters and
d
the collaboration of the communitty of radio
o
ama
ateurs, the payload w
was heard directly byy
stattions more than 500 kkm away an
nd reported
d
theiir position via
v web.
The
T
Carrburos
M
Metálicos
companyy
und
derstood the
e educationnal value of the projectt
and
d provided the helium bbottle free of
o charge to
o
get the balloon
n going. Thee ITMA (Technologicall
Insttitute of Materials
M
oof Asturias
s) opened
d
acc
cess to its fa
acilities in A
Avilés for thermal testss
in its cryogen
nic chambeers, with the
t
aim off
veriifying the operation of the equipment in
n
extrreme condittions at higgh altitude, while
w
these
e
testts lasted, th
hey offeredd a guided tour of the
e
cen
ntre for stu
udents and parents. The Poeta
a
Anttón School provided its
ts facilities, due to the
e
heig
ght of the building, foor parachutte tests, in
n
order to determ
mine the deescent rate. The Helio
o
Bro
others ice-c
cream shoop made possible
p
to
o
carrry out the
e first ope rational tests of the
e
diffe
erent system
ms at low teemperatures.

Figure
F
20. In
nstitutions tthat contribu
uted and
as
ssisted the IES de Cand
dás in the Candasat
C
I
near space mission

The
T
ENA
AIRE
Airrspace
Operational
O
l
Coo
ordination Departmennt advised on legall
asp
pects
and
d
provideed
the
necessaryy
permissions and was in charge of issuing the
e
Nottam (notific
cation to aairmen) to report the
e
eve
ent to the aircrafts flyinng through that
t
area off
airs
space durin
ng the asccend and descend.
d
A
real time two-way
t
communica
ation wass
esta
ablished fro
om the two hours priorr to launch,,
with
h the contro
ol tower of La Virgen del
d Camino
o
and
d the Air Traffic
T
Conntrol Squad
dron of the
e
military airport of León, pproviding ac
ccess to itss
resttricted airrspace. T
The Signa
al Theoryy
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department of the Gijón Polytechnic School of
Engineering provided guidance on the topic of
communications; even a teacher went to
School and gave a talk to students about
communications with mobile devices.
The colleagues in charge of Marumasat
project [11] in Galicia and Galasat [12] in
Andalucia helped and encouraged us at all
times, sharing their experience and knowledge.
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Abstract.. We would like to take
e advantag
ge of
this year's online con
nference an
nd demonsttrate
several exxperiments with whic
ch we can
nnot
travel due to the sizze of the devices or ttheir
dangerouss nature. The exp
periments will
concern N
Newton's laws, the im
mpulse of fo
orce
and chang
ge of mome
entum. We will also sshow
some expe
eriments fro
om acoustics.

Keywords. Mechan
nics, Acou
ustics, Phyysics
Experimen
nts.

1. Introdu
uction
Physicss concerning forces an
nd their efffects
is one of th
he foundatio
ons of mechanics. It m
might
seem thatt everything
g is very simple – it is
enough to
o know Ne
ewton's law
ws of mottion,
which con
ntain all the necessary informattion.
Unfortunattely, it is no
ot so easy.. Our everyyday
experience
es seem to tell us som
mething diffe
erent
It is
than the m
mentioned laws of movement.
m
therefore n
necessary to
t pay incre
eased atten
ntion
to forces a
and their efffects during teaching [1
1-3].
able
It is useful to havve a stoc
ck of suita
s
t the
experiments with whicch we can supplement
teaching. Several such exp
periments are
described and discusssed in the following
f
pa
aper.
We also in
ncluded two
o more exp
periments ffrom
acoustics.

Figure 1.. Plucking o
out the table
ecloth

The
T
experiment can be demon
nstrated in
n
ano
other, more interestingg variant. In
nstead of a
tabllecloth, we use a carppet and put bobsled on
n
it in
n which one
e demonstrrator sits (F
Fig. 2). The
e
othe
er plucks the carpet out from under the
e
needs to be trained, itt
bob
bsled. The experiment
e
take
es some prractice. Thee demonstrrator in the
e
bob
bsled must sit with he r back to the plucker..
Oth
herwise, she
e may fall bbackwards and hit herr
hea
ad.

This pa
aper is a free
f
contin
nuation of our
previous H
HSCI contrributions [4
4-7].
2. Pluckin
ng out th
he tableclloth and the
carpet
This exxperiment is
i often a part of m
many
magic sho
ows. The first variant, when we pull
the tablecloth out fro
om under the pot witth a
flower with a sharp movemen
nt, is not vvery
surprising (Fig. 1). Th
he pot need
ds to be he
eavy
enough an
nd have the
e centre of gravity low
w so
that it doess not tip ove
er. With a sharp twitch,, the
tablecloth exerts a fo
orce on the pot for a vvery
short time
e, which is not enoug
gh to set it in
motion.

Figure 2. Plucking
g out the carrpet

3. Several
S
ways
w
wooden
w
bar

ho
ow

to

break

the
e

In next exp
periments, w
we will break wooden
n
bars. Suitable are woodenn (spruce or pine) barss
with
h a cross-se
ection of 5 mm x 20 mm,
m 5 mm x
25 mm or similar. Such bbars can be
e bought in
n
variious hobby markets. T
Their length
h is about 2
m and
a
for our experimeents we cutt them into
o
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three partss - a suitab
ble length is 60 cm to
o 70
cm. For brreaking the bars it is su
uitable to usse a
large knife, resp. macchete.

3.1. Break
king the bar
b on fing
gers
We wo
ould like to point out that this
experiment needs to be practice
ed properly and
be careful during
d
it. You will perfform
you must b
ding
the experim
ment with an
a assistantt who is hold
of
the bar on outstretched forefingers
f
outstretche
ed hands (F
Fig. 3). Break the bar with
a sharp slash of the knife. The breaking m
must
xample, firsst by
be really sswift. Practice it, for ex
supporting the bar with
w
two backrests
b
o
of a
chair. Onlyy after you get
g the nece
essary train
ning,
proceed to
o breaking the bar on
o fingers. The
result is su
urprising forr the experimenter and
d his
assistant - the assista
ant feels alm
most nothin
ng. If
you are h
hesitant and
d the slash
h is not sh
harp
enough, the assisttant may feel it q
quite
intensely.

fing
gers are therefore "haarmless". Iff you chop
p
into
o the bar witth insufficieent force, it would
w
exertt
less
s force on the
t fingers, but for a lo
onger time,,
and
d the assis
stant wouldd feel it much
m
more
e
stro
ongly than with
w a sharpp cut.

3.2. Breaking
g the bar o
on glasses
s
You
Y
can follow upp on the
e previouss
exp
periment with another "action" va
ariant. Thiss
time
e, support the
t bar withh two wine glasses. Itt
is advisable
a
to
o place the glasses on
n the edgess
of two tables
s, betweenn which there
t
is a
ge gap (so tthat you do
o not hit the
e
suffficiently larg
tablle and dam
mage it whhen breakin
ng the bar))
(Fig
g. 4). The experiment w
will turn outt well again
n
if yo
ou hit the bar
b very shaarply. The explanation
e
n
is the same as before - when a larrge force iss
app
plied to the glasses,
g
buut for a very short time,,
the effects of the force aare not sig
gnificant. In
n
this
s very short time, theree will be no overturning
g
or breaking
b
of the glassess.

Figurre 3. Breaking the bar on
o fingers

What iss the expla
anation and what physsical
knowledge
e can we
e demons
strate by the
experiment? In orderr for the bar
b to brea
ak, it
must be subjected to a force
e equal to
o its
ultimate sstrength. Iff the impa
act is inte
ense
enough, th
he force exxerted by th
he knife on the
bar in conttact with it will
w increase
e very rapid ly to
the ultimatte strength value
v
and itt will burst. The
harder the blow, the faster
f
the bar will brea
ak. A
relatively large force acts on th
he outstretcched
fingers of tthe assistan
nt during the
e time the kknife
is in contacct with the cracking
c
bar, but for a vvery
short time
e. The effe
ects of this
s force on the
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Figure 4. Cutting thee bar on gla
asses

3.3. Breaking
g the flyin g bar
You
Y
can continue
c
thhe sequen
nce of barr
cho
opping expe
eriments byy trying to break it byy
thro
owing it up and
a breakinng it with a knife
k
during
g
its flight.
f
To begin with, yyou may sa
ay that you
u
are looking forr somethingg even morre fragile to
o
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support the ends of the bar tha
an fingers o
or a
glass, and
d you will think that you would not
have to support the bar with anything
a
att all.
That is, you break it during its airr flight (Fig. 5).
ome
This varriant of the experimentt requires so
gain
practice. T
The slash must
m
be verry strong ag
and you have to practice th
he method
d of
throwing.
n use this experiment
e
to demonsttrate
You can
important physical knowledge
k
- to show the
physical co
ontent of th
he term ma
ass (specificcally
inertial ma
ass). It is worth
w
recallin
ng the nota
ation
of Newton's 2nd law in the form
an
nd in
c
to that the m
mass
the discusssion to come
expresses "the relu
uctance of the bodyy to
change speed" (or to change
e its state
e of
movementt).

s
(both
h
"flyiing off" in the directioon of the slash
partts of the bar fall a little in front of you).
y
Now
N
you can
c
think w
with studen
nts how to
o
faciilitate the brreaking of thhe bar. Stud
dents could
d
find
d that it would heelp to inc
crease the
e
"reluctance of the bar to cchange spe
eed", i.e. to
o
incrrease its mass. You ccan increase
e the masss
of the bar, for example, bby injecting two lumpss
of plasticine at
a its endss. This willl create a
dum
mbbell that will weigh much morre than the
e
bar itself. Afte
er throwingg it into the air, it iss
eno
ough to break the baar less sh
harply. The
e
load
ded bar will acceleratee much less
s when the
e
kniffe strikes. The
T force exxerted by the knife on
n
the bar increas
ses faster aafter impac
ct, and afterr
ar breaks.
reaching the ultimate strenngth the ba

4. Change
C
off momenttum and im
mpulse off
force
f
An
A important consequuence of Ne
ewton's 2ndd
law
w is also the
e relationshhip between
n the acting
g
forc
ce and the change off momentu
um, i.e. the
e
intro
oduction off the notionn of impuls
se of force..
You
u can show
w students that this is a simple
e
nd
con
nsequence of Newton''s 2 law. We get to
o
the relationship
p by a sequuence of ma
athematicall
mod
difications of
o the notatiion of this la
aw:
∆
∆

∆
∆

∆
.
∆

From
F
here we can eaasily obtain the known
n
rela
ationship be
etween the impulse off force and
d
the change of momentum
m:
∆

Figure 5. Breaking th
he flying barr is easier affter
lo
oading its en
nds with plasticine

The ma
ass of the bar
b is small, and there
efore
its reluctan
nce to cha
ange speed
d is also ssmall
and the ba
ar will be willling to acce
elerate afterr the
impact of the knife. After all, acceleratio n is
"prevented
d" and therefore the knife has the
opportunityy to apply a force equ
ual to "ultim
mate
strength" o
of the bar in
n the case of
o a very sh
harp
slash. The bar breakss very quickly and the kknife
has a veryy short time to speed itt up. The re
esult
is that you
u break the bar without it significa
antly

∆ .

The
T
require
ed change of momentum can be
e
ach
hieved, for example, by applyin
ng a large
e
forc
ce for a short time, orr, converse
ely, a smalll
forc
ce for a lo
ong time. To demon
nstrate thiss
rela
ation, we can shhow the following
g
exp
periments.

4.1 Stopping
g an air gu
un pellet
You
Y
need a cloth baby diap
per to thiss
exp
periment. We
W recomm
mend to try everything
g
befo
orehand, and
a
again we encourage greatt
cau
ution when experimennting. If yo
ou have a
brav
ve enough
h assistant and you trust yourr
sho
ooting skills
s, ask the assistant to
t hold the
e
diap
per folded several tim
mes and sh
hoot from a
disttance of about 2 m at the lower edge
e
of the
e
diap
per (Fig. 6a
a,b). The ddiaper stops
s the flying
g
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pellet. You
u will find it either in
nside a fo lded
diaper or itt will fall to the
t ground under a dia
aper.
You can de
emonstrate the experim
ment in a sa
afer,
albeit lesss action-like
e form by attaching the
diaper to a cord stretcched betwe
een two sta nds.
Instead of diapers, an
nother piec
ce of fabric can
probably b
be used - but everythin
ng needs to
o be
tested prop
perly in advvance.

ave
erage magn
nitude of thhe force multiplied byy
the respective time.

4.2. Nutcrack
ker
We
W can also use thhe above mentioned
d
rela
ationship be
etween the impulse off force and
d
the change of momenntum to explain
e
the
e
owing expe
eriment. Thee assistantt lies down
n
follo
on the
t table an
nd you put a heavy me
etal plate on
n
her belly (we use
u 8 kg). T
Then hit the
e plate with
h
a ha
ammer. The
e assistant can barely feel it. The
e
exp
periment ca
an be enricched by cra
acking nutss
on the
t plate (Fig. 7).
The
T explana
ation is thatt the hamm
mer blow - a
rela
atively large
e force, actss for a shorrt time. Due
e
to the large ma
ass and thuus the greatt reluctance
e
to change
c
its speed, the pplate hardly moves.

Figu
ure 6a. Stop
pping the fire
ed pellet

Figure
F
7. Nu
utcracker

Figu
ure 6b. Stop
pping the fired pellet

The frree-hanging
g diaper bends forr a
relatively lo
ong time affter being hit
h by the p ellet
and exertss a force ag
gainst the fly
ying pellet. The
force is no
ot very greatt, but due to
o the fact th
hat it
acts for a relatively lo
ong time, the
t
result o
of its
action is a change in the mom
mentum of the
pellet to ze
ero. Note: In
n experimen
nts of this tyype,
the magn
nitude of the force
e is varia
able.
Therefore, we should speak corrrectly aboutt the
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Figure 8. Faakir bed

5. Fakir
F
bed
An
A
impre
essive
exxperiment
o
how
to
dem
monstrate th
he decompposition of force
f
is the
e
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fakir bed. We use a wooden board
b
with 950
nails (with
h sharp end
ds). With an
a assistan
nt of
mass of 60
0 kg lying on
n, let’s say 200 nails, e
each
nail would react with a force of 3 N.
d on
Nut - prreferably coconut - can be cracked
the fakir's b
belly to incrrease the efffect (Fig. 8 ).
(Be careful, drain the milk from it first).

e
we can speak about tone . The pitch of the tone
e speed of the wheel. Using thiss
variies with the
exp
periment, we can dem
monstrate ho
ow pitch off
the tone relates to freqquency. (Like Robertt
Hoo
oke in the Royal
R
Societty in 1681.)

6. Acousttics
Finally, we will describe
e
experiments from aco
oustic.

two

m
more

6.1. Crow
wing cup, mooing
m
bu
ucket
Pierce the bottom
m of a yo
ogurt cup and
stretch a sstring throug
gh it. Hold the
t cup in yyour
hand, take
e a wet clotth into yourr fingers, p ress
the string w
with it and move
m
it dow
wn. Then do
o the
same with
h a larger cup, a buc
cket and a big
bucket. (F
Fig. 9) Intteresting sounds will be
heard.

Figure
e 10. Savart wheel (siren
ne)

7. Conclusio
C
on remarkss

Figure
e 9. Crowing
g cup, mooiing bucket

6.2. Sava
art wheel (s
siren)
The Savart wheel (sometimes
s called Sa
avart
siren) is an
n acoustical device inc
correctly nam
med
after the French physicists Félix Savvart.
(Originally it was deve
eloped by Robert
R
Hookke in
17th centurry.) The main part of this siren is a
spinning to
oothed wheel. If we ho
old some ela
astic
card to the
e edge of a spinning to
oothed whe
eel a
sound is created (Fig. 10). With a little courrage

These
T
few
w experim ents in mechanics,,
toge
ether with considerattions and suggested
d
disc
cussions arround them , can help in teaching
g
thos
se parts of mechaanics that relate to
o
motion
New
wton's
laws
of
and
a
theirr
con
nsequences.
As
A we have
e indicated, these parts
s of physicss
are associated with varrious misco
onceptions..
The
ese ideas are often deeply in
ngrained in
n
stud
dents' min
nds and aaffect theiir physicall
thin
nking even after
a
the releevant parts have been
n
properly explained to theem in physics classes..
Corrrect understanding off Newton's laws (and
d
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not only them) is much more difficult than it
might seem at first glance. So there is no
choice but to return to them on various
occasions, discuss with students different
situations and hope that we may be able to
correct their (physical) view of the world in the
right direction.
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Abstract. In this work we present an
experience report of a project of integrated
activities in physics and mathematics using
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1. Introduction
As stated by John Allen Paulos in his book
Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and Its
Consequences, the term innumeracy can be
defined by “an inability to deal comfortably with
the fundamental notions of number and
chance” [1]. Although innumeracy is not often
mentioned or discussed, it is a reality teacher
face in classrooms in a variety of ways [2].
The Common National Curricular Basis [3],
hereby referred as BNCC, is a document
provided by Brazilian Ministry of Education
concerning public policies for education and the
development of curriculum proposals at
elementary and high school levels. The BNCC
states that mathematics literacy is the
competence and hability of reason, represent,
communicate and argue in a mathematic way.
It is the hability to use concepts, procedures,
facts and mathematical tools to solve problems
in a variety of situations.
In everyday situations physics and maths
teachers face typical mistakes commited by
students, them all evidencing students’
misinterpretation of mathematical proprieties,
such as:
√

1

√3

or

,

5

(1)

Students also struggle to identify the relation
between equations when the letters that
represent the same quantities are changed.
The combining concepts seen in physics class,
such as velocity and acceleration, as well as
linear or quadratic functions seen in math
classes, are a challenge when teaching
kinematics for first-year high school students.
All those concepts are distant from students’
reality, as pointed by some studies [4-5]. For
instance, some students interpret and treat in
distinct ways equations like:
and

(2)

Mistakes and difficulties of this nature hinder
the performance of our students. Although it
may seem such problems are only present in
the context of school exercises, the difficulty of
performing simple operations and establishing
satisfactory relationships between quantities
can be seen in real situations [6].
If on one hand there are difficulties intrinsic
to students’ background knowledge and
understanding of complex contents, on the
other hand there are difficulties inherent to the
school curriculums. In the case of schools with
technical courses integrated with high school,
for instance, physics and mathematics classes
are few, while the program is extensive,
covering all the typical contents of the first
grade. Whereas in both, physics and
mathematics classes, some quantities are
related by linear or quadratic functions, this
subject is first seen in physics, to only later be
discussed in math classes. Thus, students
have not yet properly developed language and
skills in algebraic manipulation of relationships,
which will be the focus in mathematics classes,
but must already apply them in physics classes.
In the context of our institution, specifically,
an additional issue was present: the great
number of exams and tests, due to the
integrated high school and technical courses,
proved to be rather stressful to students,
impairing
their
academic
results
and
psychological health [7-8]. Therefore, activities
carried out jointly by more than one discipline
could contribute to not only integrate skills and
improve students’ comprehension of contents
and its relations, but also extenuate the number
of assessments and student stress levels.
The pictures seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are
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two examp
ples of exerrcises from a physics b
book
and a math
h book, resspectively. In
n essence tthey
are similarr in the method of calc
culation and
d the
results.

argumentat
a
ion proceesses […
…]. The
competence
c
es directlyy associated with
representing
r
g presuppoose the ela
aboration
of
o records to evoke a m
mathematic
cal object
[…].
[
After solving the math
hematical
problems,
p
students
s
neeed to pres
sent and
justify its results, innterpret co
olleagues
results
r
and
d interact w
with them. In this
context,
c
the communnication sk
kill gains
relevance.
r
[…] In relation to the
its
ive
coompetence,
argumentat
a
developmen
d
nt also presuppos
ses the
and testinng of conjectures,
formulation
f
with
w
the prresentation of explana
ations in
addition
a
to
o the preeviously mentioned
aspects
a
rellated to thhe compete
ences of
reasoning
r
and
a represeenting.”
Add
A
to this the considderations of Professorr
Elon Lages Lim
ma [11]:

Figure 1. E
Example of an
a exercise from a phys
sics
textbo
ook [9]. Tran
nslated by th
he authors

Figure 2. Example off an exercise from a ma
ath
ook [10]. Translated by the
t authors
textbo

The tea
aching of mathematics
m
in high sc hool
level, acco
ording to BNCC [3] discoursess as
follows:
“The BNCC off mathema
atics and itts
technolo
ogies prop
poses a consolidation
n,
expansiion and de
eepening of
o the bas ic
knowled
dge
deve
eloped
during
d
th
he
elementtary school years. Hence, it
propose
es to addrress, interre
elatedly, th
he
knowled
dge acquire
ed in the pre
evious stage
e,
in orde
er to allow students to build a
an
integratted view of mathematic
cs, still withiin
the persspective of its applicattion to realitty
[…]. Th
herefore, in order to develop skil ls
that invvolve reaso
oning, it is
s necessarry
studentss can, in intera
action witth
colleagu
ues and teachers, investigate
e,
explain and justifyy the solve
ed problemss,
emphasis
on
mathematica
m
al
with
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“Finding meaningfuul applicattions for
the
t
subjec
ct being exposed are a
and shoulld be a constant
challenge
c
concern
c
of the teacheer […] The
e lack of
applications
a
s for the tthemes stu
udied in
class
c
is th
he most sttriking flaw
w in the
teaching
t
of mathemaatics in all school
grades.
g
It ca
annot be reemedied witthout the
concept
c
being reinforceed. […] Pro
oblems of
life are not accompanieed by formu
ulas! […]
The
T
dedica
ated teachher should
d try to
organize
o
his
s course in order to obtain the
balance
b
be
etween the three fund
damental
components
c
s: concept,, manipulattion, and
applications
a
s. In doingg so, he will
w have
taken
t
a larg
ge step tow
wards success in the
mission
m
of educating.”
e
with the sittuation of our studentss
Concerned
C
and
d with the above quootations in mind, we
e
proposed the project wee will soon explain in
n
deta
ails. We believe
b
thaat an interrdisciplinaryy
proposal comb
bined with teechnologica
al tools can
n
prov
vide a fa
avorable eenvironmen
nt for the
e
dev
velopment of
o skills:
“It is through enginneering des
sign that
students
s
are able to ssee the app
plicability
of
o abstract and so mewhat in
ntangible
concepts.
c
In
n addition, sstudents are
e able to
make
m
conne
ections acrross disciplines and
provide
p
improved soolutions to specific
problems.”[6
p
6]
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The
above
mentioned
d
favora
able
environme
ent also fosters ex
xperimentattion,
manipulatio
on of ob
bjects, reg
gister logs of
activities d
devoloped by students, as welll as
interaction between classmates
s and betw
ween
students and the teaccher.

2. The pro
oject
The pro
oject was carried
c
out with first-yyear
students o
of our high
h school integrated with
technical e
education courses.
c
The students had
free accesss to compu
uter labs and free tim e at
school to u
use them. Most of the
e students also
had their own noteb
books or a compute
er at
home.
The top
pics chosen to be explored in the
project w
were kinem
matics and
d linear and
ents
quadratic ffunctions. These
T
are topics
t
stude
see in the last yea
ar of elem
mentary sch
hool,
superficiallly, but in which
w
most of them h
have
doubts an
nd misconceptions when
w
stud ying
physics an
nd maths in high schoo
ol.
The prroposal imp
plied in th
he use of the
softwares Tracker, which is “a free v ideo
analysis and modelin
ng tool built on the O
Open
Source Ph
hysics (OSP
P) Java fram
mework” an
nd is
“designed to be use
ed in physics educatiion.”
[11], and Geogebra
a, which is a “dyna
amic
mathematics software
e […] that brings toge
ether
geometry, algebra, spreadshe
eets, graph
hing,
statistics and calcu
ulus in on
ne easy-to--use
package”. [12] In the project
p
we used
u
Geoge
ebra
Classic 5.

same in any recoording and during the
e
length of the recoording? Wh
hat kind off
scene (reproducedd, everyday or game
e
experim
ment) will bee chosen?
In our projec
ct we perfformed, in separated
d
yea
ars, three different
d
appproaches. In the firstt
yea
ar the stud
dents recoorded a vid
deo of an
n
exp
periment we
e planned. It was a ball
b
thrown
n
horizontally fro
om a rampp, shown in
n Fig. 3. Itt
was
s the same video for aall the stude
ents. In the
e
sec
cond year, the studennts selected a scene
e
from
m a game
e of their preference
e in which
h
som
mething ha
ad a horizzontal and//or verticall
mottion, Fig. 4. For the thhird year, th
he studentss
reco
orded, with their m
mobiles, an
n everydayy
situ
uation invo
olving a ffree fall or a two
o
dim
mensional motion, Fig. 55.

Figure 3. Print
P
of thee software Tracker
T
screen of
o ball throw
wn horizon
ntally

2.1. Prepa
aration
Before the develo
opment of the activi ties,
explored and tested the softwa
ares,
students e
knowing itss functionalities and prrocedures.
All the activities were perfo
ormed in e
extra
class time
e. The tea
achers werre available
e to
clarify their doubts, to guide, and
a
supervvise.
The develo
opment wass divided in four steps:


Sce
ene Definitiion: The sttudents, or the
teacchers, deffined the scene to be
ding
stud
died and ra
aised questtions regard
its availability or obtaining in a di gital
form
mat compa
atible with Tracker. H
Here
som
me questions could be
b raised and
som
me conjectu
ures noted.. For exam
mple:
doe
es the shoo
oting angle
e influence the
resu
ults? Is the frame rate per second
d the

Figure
F
4. An
nalysis of a parabolic
c motion
from a scene of a game


a
Thhe students performed,,
Video analysis:
a study
y of the hhorizontal and
a
verticall
compon
nents of thee moving object
o
using
g
the software Traacker, that allows to
o
display the graphhs of the horizontall
and/or vertical componentts of the
e
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possition in relation to time, a
spre
eadsheet with the values in the
sele
ected positions of the trajectory and
the parameters of the functions that
inte
erpolate the obtained values.
Discussion of mathematic
cal models: We
disccussed the mathematic
cal models that
represented the mov
vement un
nder
ana
alysis. Fro
om the data in the
spre
eadsheet, the students found the
funcction param
meters thatt approxima
ated
the given fun
nction in each case and
mpared witth the va
alues obta ined
com
ents
usin
ng Trackerr. After thatt, the stude
in
represented
those
functions
Geo
ogebra usiing both th
he parame
eters
obta
ained via
a Tracker and th
hose
dete
ermined byy them. The
ey also crea
ated
an animation in Geogebra that
represented th
he recorded scene.
nclusion: The
T
stude
ents wrote
e a
Con
report, an article, about the topic and
their results. In
n this case, we have fo
ound
it usseful to pro
ovide a text template to
o be
follo
owed, whicch containe
ed the scre
eens
representing each
e
step. One can ttake
advvantage of this work to
o deal with the
writting and rea
ading of sc
cientific articcles.
It iss also imp
portant for the teache
er to
com
mment on th
he work done and disccuss
with
h students any misco
onceptions that
havve arisen. This
T
projec
ct can also
o be
devveloped in conjunction
c
with langu
uage
teacchers, so that the results
r
can
n be
presented in the form of a techn
nical
report, scientiffic article, or
odel
o other mo
thatt is most ap
ppropriate.

Figure 5. Analysis
s of an objec
ct in freefall

It is wo
orth to be noted that when worrking
with game scenes, th
he teacher must
m
be carreful
as not all g
games follo
ow our laws
s of physicss, or
use the ssame consstants valu
ues, with ttheir
developerss sometime
es choosing
g other mod
dels.
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c
raise a
Stilll, this is intteresting beecause it can
disc
cussion ab
bout the reeal world versus the
e
virtu
ual world. In
n the case oof technicall courses in
n
the field of com
mputer scieences, such discussion
n
is more
m
natura
al for studeents, but itt serves alll
stud
dents and courses in the contemporaryy
worrld.

2.2. Objectives
This
T
projec
ct was plaanned to provide
p
the
e
stud
dent with a greater understand
ding of the
e
con
ncepts of linear andd quadratic
c functionss
stud
died
in
mathem
matics,
from
f
an
n
inte
erdisciplinary
propossal,
show
wing
theirr
app
plications in physics leearning. To do so, the
e
a
study of
stud
dents
conducted
the
e
inde
ependence of the hoorizontal and verticall
com
mponents in
n the moveement of a projectile
e
laun
nched ho
orizontally. In addiition theyy
mea
asured the value of loccal gravity by
b studying
g
the vertical componennt of the projectile
e
mov
vement.
It also intro
oduced the students to
o the video
o
ana
alysis tool Tracker,
T
whhich can be
e used laterr
for other task
ks or projeects, even
n for otherr
sub
bjects.

2.3. Analysis
s
The
T
work, as developped with high
h
schooll
stud
dents from different leevels and background
b
d
kno
owledges, is
s very richh in terms of possible
e
disc
cussions an
nd questionns to be pla
aced, as to
o
fostter
stud
dents
uunderstanding
and
d
com
mprehension
n of the toppics studied..
Tracker
T
setttings geneerate curves such as,,
. An inteeresting sta
arting pointt
is to discuss
s with stuudents the
e physicall
mea
aning of constants A, B, and C, and
d
esta
ablish a com
mparison w
with the equa
ations seen
n
in kinematics.
k
From
F
the Tracker
T
anaalysis and curve fit itt
was
s possible to obtainn the valu
ue of the
e
acc
celeration off local gravvity, in the case
c
of the
e
vide
eos made by the studdents. This
s has been
n
sho
own to be very imporrtant for stu
udents and
d
gen
nerates a good deal oof discussio
on because
e
the measurem
ment resultss normally differ from
m
ue, 9,8 / .
the known valu
When
W
a gam
me scene w
was used, the value off
grav
vity acceleration coould be completelyy
diffe
erent. For instance, in games
s from the
e
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Super Mario Bros series we have found values
around 50 / . Results like this also raised
the question of why that amount was chosen
for the game. In addition, this result was
discussed again when the gravitation content
was introduced to students, leading to
questions about the type of planet on which the
game takes place.
From the extraction of some points it was
possible to deduce mathematically the
equations of the curves, compare the
calculated parameters with those provided by
Tracker, and even simulate the observed
movements in GeoGebra.
When discussing the mathematical models,
students were asked to choose data in the
spreadsheet and obtain their respective
mathematical expressions. This made students
analyze the best data to be selected and how
the software obtains data for the models. It
raised a discussion that provided oportunity to
talk about linear, quadratic, least squares
regression and data statistics. Although not part
of students’ curriculum, these topics are useful
for their technical school subjects and
professional formation. This kind of discussion
generally does not occur in a traditional
approach with textbook exercises.
Other discussions raised were regarding the
value of the initial speed, maximum height
reached (when applicable), or the maximum
distance reached by the object or character.
The equations studied in kinematics predict
that the graph of the horizontal component of
velocity versus time is a horizontal line,
indicating that the velocity is constant.
However, the results of the analysis showed a
different behavior. This difference is due to the
presence of air resistance that is ignored in the
kinematics as a way of simplifying the
calculations. Air resistance can have a big
impact when the surface area of the object is
very large compared to its mass, for example in
the case of a cap left to fall under the influence
of gravity. Still, it was interesting to find a point
of comparison between the acceleration of air
resistance and the acceleration of local gravity.
In the case of free fall, once the movement
was linear, students also expected a linear
graph for the vertical motion. They did not
realize, as it was an accelerated motion, the

graph would be a parable. This discussion
evidenced the relevance of the use of
softwares and experimental activities to help
students understand complex and intangible
concepts in maths and physics.

3. Conclusions
It was observed that this work allowed
students to develop both practical skills in
relation to its execution, as well as skills related
to the mathematical and physical concepts of
the problems. The teacher instruction also
proved to be essential, helping students
explore the problems and conjectures that
arised,
avoiding
the
perpetuation
of
misconceptions
and
providing
a
well
constructed
knowledge
on
the
topics
discussed. Some aspects observed by our
students were the difference between the graph
of the motion and the mathematical model that
describes the movement under certain
hypothesis, like absence of friction, etc.
Also, in the cases when the graphics were
not straight lines but could be closely
approximated by them, the students had to
debate the ideas and choose the arguments to
be used. It was observed that the students
started to question what is happening and tried
to explain such phenomena, sometimes with
mistaken ideas, but that produced a rich
debate. Compared to a traditional list of
exercises, in which students only hope to reach
the correct number, a positive change in the
attitude of students in the search for
understanding the phenomena was noticed.
The development of this project allowed the
students to explore conjectures, something
natural in mathematics and physics but unusual
in performing traditional exercises. The search
for the answer to such conjectures provided a
rich learning environment, and the results of the
simulations encouraged students do question
and reshape their previous knowledges and
misconceptions.
During the work, students were more
involved with the discussion of the physical
understanding of the phenomenon on video,
than in the realization of conventional exercices
lists that ended up being seen only as
“bureaucratic” tasks to find the correct answers.
With
the
non-integrated
teaching
of
mathematics and physics, obstacles emerge,
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making it harder for students to interpret and
understand the concepts and the language
used by both areas. Our preliminary results
suggest a good efficiency in the use of
computational resources such as Tracker and
GeoGebra in integrated mathematics and
physics classes, however more research is
needed to measure qualitative results.
When working with game scenes, care must
be taken as not all games follow the natural
laws of physics, with their developers
sometimes choosing other physical models.
This is interesting, as it provides chance to
discuss the real world and the virtual world
engines.
Although these are
more preparation and
perception is that the
activities favors greater
students.

activities that require
monitoring time, our
development of such
learning on the part of

and
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Epoxy
y Jewelry
y as STEM Projec
ct

2. Materials
M
for
f polymeer jewelry
y

K Minakkova, T Tykkhomyrova
a, V Lebede
dev
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al Technica
al Universiity «Kharkiiv
Polytecchnic Institu
ute», Khark
rkiv, Ukrain
ne
Kse
eniia.Minakkova@khpii.edu.ua

Among
A
all different ppolymer ma
aterials forr
jew
welry we hav
ve choose thhis one:


Abstract.. In this pa
aper the re
esults of ha
andmade epo
oxy jewelryy both for children with
special needs and co
ommon child
dren are givven.
The easiesst and the most
m
popular example
es of
jewelry arre given. The
T
fundam
mental lowss of
epoxy curing and the
eir explanation for child
dren
are analyzzed. The exxamples off epoxy jew
welry
with differe
ent fillers bo
oth tradition
nal like glitte
er or
dry flowerss and shells and unus
sual like co
offee
grounds, plastic wa
astes, meta
al wastes are
described. The conn
nection with
h base sc hool
disciplines while realizzing such STEM
S
proje
ect is
shown.
eds,
Keywords. Childre
en with Special Nee
Curing, IInitiator,
Wastes.

E
Epoxy

Jew
welry,

Fil lers,




modifie
ed polyacryylamide (MPAM), thatt
crosslin
nked by ulttraviolet ra
ays in 5-15
5
minutes
s (time depend on
o
jewelryy
thickness);
epoxy resin (ER
R), that crosslinked
d
withoutt heating in 24 hours (using
g
curing agent);
a
hydroxy
yethyl metthacrylate with
w
photo
o
initiatorr hydroxycyyclohexyl ph
henyl keton
n
–well known materrial for nail art (HEM).

Table 1. Ch
haracteristiccs chosen polymer
p
materials
m
(PM
M): Price $/kkg, Substanc
ce Hazard
Class,
C
Special Equipmeent Needed (Price
(
$),
Color Paalette
PM
P
MPAM
ER
HEM
H

P
65
25
100

SHC
3
3
3

SEN
Y
Y, 15
N
Y
Y, 10

CP
RGBY
Tra
ansparent
>20

1. Introdu
uction
Any ST
TEM projectt must mee
et the follow
wing
criteria:







materials and equipment
e
must
m
be che
eap,
com
mpact and not heavy in weight;
materials and equipment must be ssafe
both
h for childre
en and envirronment ;
project results should be
e achievabl e in
shorrt time, from
m 1 hour to 5 days;
STE
EM projecct should deepen the
know
wledge gained through the sc hool
currriculum or explain so
ome theore
etical
material using hand-on
h
science classses;
hould be inte
eresting for boys and g
girls.
it sh

a)

If we ha
ave as parrticipants off STEM pro
oject
children w
with specia
al needs, than
t
two new
criteria are
e appeared:



ding
eassy for ma
aking and understand
seq
quencing looking for
f
childrren’s
phyysical and mental
m
cond
dition;
sho
own children
n with spec
cial needs w
ways
of ttheir future ability to make
m
busin
ness
usin
ng ideas of given STEM
M project.

Not all STEM pro
oject can be
b successsfully
realized in groups, wh
here commo
on and child
dren
with specia
al needs are
e together [1].

b)
Figure 1. Illus
stration of m
molds and frames for
jewel ry

Their
T
price
e and otheer characte
eristics are
e
give
en in Table 1. 1 kg off any polym
mer materiall
is enough
e
for making mo re than 100
0 exampless
of je
ewelry. As fillers
f
and aadditional materials
m
forr
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rings, braccelets, earrrings, pendants, broocches
you can use diffferent ma
aterials, e
even
diamonds. But we offfer to use cheap or free
materials:




wasstes materiials – broke
en glasses,, old
butttons, colo
orful plastic and m
metal
wasstes, coffee
e grounds;
florral materialss – fresh an
nd dried flow
wers
and
d grass, branches,
b
cones, co
offee
bea
ans, tea;
nattural materials – sttones, colo
orful
san
nd, shells and otherr materials for
han
nd-made.

Using o
of waste materials
m
is
s the wayy for
sustainable
e developm
ment of any country [2]. For
jewelry’s better app
pearance you can buy
reusable ssilicone mo
olds (Fig. 1a) and m
metal
frame (Fig. 1b).

3. Proces
sses,
w
which
demonstra
d
ated
during
g this STEM
M project
In Ukra
aine childre
en in seco
ondary sch ools
ogy,
have diffferent dissciplines like biolo
chemistry, physic tha
at are not in one inte
egral
course but are being
b
stud
died separrate.
Sometimess, depend on school program, ttopic
from chem
mistry, which
h was studie
ed in 8 classses,
repeated in 10 classe
es during studying phyysic.
That is wh
hy STEM project,
p
tha
at can com bine
several sch
hool discipline are important.
Polymer ER, MPA
AM, HEM curing
c
proccess
illustrate ffollowing th
heoretical knowledge for
children:
1) from
m physic - transition from liquid
d to
soliid withoutt changing
g tempera
ature
(he
eating or cooling) or presssure
cha
anging
2) from
m chemistry - polym
merization and
polyycondensattion reaction;
3) from
m ecology – environm
mental frie ndly
technology off making jewelry, w
when
notthing is emittted to atmo
osphere and
d no
fusel fuel is bu
urning for he
eating;
4) from
m biology – light is ess
sential not only
for living organ
nism (if you
u use HEM and
MP
PAM) from physic – sunlight
s
con
nsist
nott only from
m visible lig
ght but also
o of
ultrraviolet light (if the we
eather is su
unny
you
u can make jewelry
y from MP
PAM
with
hout specia
al lamp, ope
en air)
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4. Children
C
with sp
pecial ed
ducationall
needs
n
in the given S
STEM pro
oject
Working
W
tog
gether undeer some ST
TEM projectt
is useful
u
both for
f commonn children and
a children
n
with
h special educational needs. Forr three lastt
yea
ars authors have hold more than 15 eventss
like STEM projects, wheere commo
on children
n
and
d children with speciaal educatio
onal needss
werre together. Some of tthem have been taken
n
2 ho
ours, other – 2 weeks.
It was note
ed that the children with
w
speciall
edu
ucational ne
eeds are vvery happy about the
e
opp
portunity to receive finaancial rewa
ards for the
e
man
nufactured material object. The moneyy
rece
eived from the sale oof the making by theirr
han
nd object be
ecomes thee incentive that forcess
them
m to continue classes on the STE
EM topic att
hom
me.
Fashion
F
trends of five llast years have
h
shown
n
increase
an
e
in
poopularity
handmade
e
dec
corations. Two
T
last yeaars in Easte
ern Europe
e
one
e of the fashion trend is jewelry from
f
epoxyy
resiin with flowe
ers. Their pprice is diffe
erent (Table
e
2). As we se
ee, selling such jewe
elry is reall
bus
siness.
Ta
able 2. Price
e of epoxy reesin Jewelry
y: Sample
and Prrice
J

S

$

rings

5<P<45

bracelets
b

30<P<75

earrings
e

10<P<80

pendants
p

7<P< 50

5. Results
R
an
nd conclussions
The
T
cheapest materiaal, that doesn’t need
d
any
y additional equipmentt (ultraviole
et lamp), iss
ER. But for cu
uring you shhould mix epoxy
e
resin
n
with
h curing age
ent in clearr proportion. For some
e
children with special
s
neeeds it can be difficult..
Tak
king in the mind this pproblem, we
e decide to
o
crea
ate jewelry, based on MPAM and HEM butt
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also show them how to make jew
welry based
d on
ER.
This ST
TEM projectt was realiz
zed in Kharrkov,
Ukraine (w
winter 2020)) during pro
oject “Vacattions
with Polyte
ech”. Amon
ng participa
ants there w
were
6 children w
with specia
al educational needs.

laye
ers and transparent laayers of base and top
p
coa
at. Also we
e use flow
wers and got original,,
extrraordinary form
f
of ring..

First w
we explaine
ed children
n how MP
PAM
comes soliid in special ultraviolet lamp (Fig. 2).

a)

b))

Figure
e 3. sea horsse from MPA
AM

a)

b))

Figure 4. Making
M
pend
dants from MPAM

Figure 2. Ultraviole
et lamp or so calling 3D
D
ultrav
violet own

We havve made sta
andard figure – sea ho
orse
(Fig. 3a). M
Mould for itt was includ
ded to set with
3D ultravio
olet own (Fig. 3b). We
e also show
w the
possibility to mix two
o MPAM colors
c
(red and
yellow) an
nd get new
w color (orange) in one
object (Fig. 3a).
Our seccond step was makin
ng pendantts in
silicon mou
uld (Fig. 4a
a) and in me
etal frame ((Fig.
4b). As fillers childrren have proposed
p
d
dried
flowers (re
esult at Fig. 5). Many ch
hildren did ttheir
own herba
arium durin
ng summerr holidays. So,
this material was free for us.

Figu
ure 5. Blue pendant
p
witth flowers frrom MPAM

From E
ER we havve made necklace be
eads
(Fig. 6) with butterflyy and flowe
ers. If you add
special pig
gments, you
u can receive colorful ER,
not only tra
ansparent.
From H
HEM we ma
ade ring (Fig
g. 7). It con
nsist
of 6 layers of gel polish, inc
cluding colo
orful

Figure 6.
6 Necklace beads from
m ER
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Figure 7. Ring
R
from HEM
H

This S
STEM project was interesting for
children. T
Teachers, who
w
were with
w them, ttake
into account this idea for their futture project..
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Abstract. The last Spanish survey showed a
low social interest in science. This lack of
interest affects Europe students and the whole
society.
As science teachers we are interested in
understanding how children feel science, any
science. Allowing children to use their
imagination and creative originality for drawing
some images of science and scientists is one
opportunity for help them to increase their
interest about science.
The objective of this work is, using children
drawings, to analyze and understand how
science is perceived by primary school
students and to compare results with the same
approach performed and analyzed ten years
ago.

Keywords.

Creativity and Imagination,
Drawing Scientists, Gender Equality, Primary
School, Students and Teachers.

1. Introduction
The last Spanish survey about Perception of
Science in Society conducted in 2018 by the
Science and Technology Spanish Foundation
"Fundación Española para la Ciencia y la
Tecnología, FECYT" [1] showed a few interest
in science.
Survey answers were analyzed and let us to
understand why our society must increase
science knowledge. Some hot points are:
a) Science and technology arouse similar
interest (16.3%) to topics such as food
and
consumption
(18.9%),
travel/tourism (18.5%) and retirement

funds (16.1%). However they were a
considerably less interesting subjects
than medicine and health (37.9%), work
and employment (31.9%), education
(28.8%), sports (24.4%) even politics
(22.7%)
b) Spontaneously declared interest in
science and technology continues to be
greater among men (18.9%) than
among women (13.9%).
c) Interest in these topics decreases as
the age of citizenship increases, thus
the greatest interest in science and
technology is recorded among people
aged 15 to 24 (22.7%) and the lowest
among people over 64 years (6.7%).
d) The increase in the perception of
obtaining good information on science
and technology topics is greater among
younger people (15 to 24 years old).
However, younger and older people
who have a lower educational level
have considered that they receive less
information on science and technology.
While, children are not been represented in
this survey. As science teachers we have been
interested in understanding how children feel
towards science.

2. What about
children?

teaching

science

to

In the early twentieth century, appeared a
curriculum known as "nature study". It was an
approach to introduce science to elementary
education with the help of institutions such as
zoos, botanical gardens and museums. The
objective was to encourage the direct
knowledge of nature as a society benefit.
In the XXI century there are many activities
to introduce children to experimentation and
science. They learn experiments, in a fun way,
which illustrate science concepts of chemistry,
physics, biology, geology, mathematics or
robotics. Two of these activities are
"Nanorobots" and "YoMo Fair"

2.1. Nanorobots and Nanoscience
Nanoinventum [2] is a project based on
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and
Maths (STEAM), aiming to introduce science in
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primary scchool. The main
m
objecttive is to cre
eate
a model for a nan
norobot, im
mitating natture,
based on the knowle
edge of diffferent scien
ntific
topics, succh as nanottechnology,, matter, ato
oms
and moleccules. The project
p
uses
s strategies like
co-creation
n and desig
gn thinking, Fig. 1 sh
hows
two creatio
ons.

and
d programm
mers, in thee information age, use
e
adv
vancements
s from the digital revolution to
o
tran
nsform our world. Finaally, studen
nts can find
d
out how phy
ysicists, ggeologists and even
n
astrronomers are usingg the fu
undamentall
prin
nciples of the universe in their stud
dies.
Children
C
ca
an discover scientists around the
e
worrld who are
e tackling d iverse obsttacles such
h
as the challenges of huuman health, climate
e
cha
ange and food
f
qualityy. They ca
an observe
e
from
m virtual Reality
R
to Artificial Intelligence,,
adv
vanced manufacturingg in 3D. Finally,
F
the
e
adv
vancements
s in sciencee and technology allow
w
us to talk, en
ntertain andd inform in
n ways we
e
cou
uld never im
magined.

3. How
H
do ch
hildren deescribe science and
d
scientist?
?
Children
C
im
magination and creativity are
e
ess
sential in their perrsonal and
d scientistt
progress. Creativity is aan innate quality
q
thatt
eve
eryone poss
sesses and it is the fre
eest form off
selff-expression
n. As Einsstein once said, “To
o
stim
mulate crea
ativity, onee must de
evelop the
e
childlike inclina
ation for plaay.” Ask any
y child how
w
man
ny uses th
here are foor a paper clip, and
d
you
u’re get a qu
uantity of im
maginative id
deas.

Figure 1. Examples of Nanorob
bots drawing
gs
made by children

Young sstudents exxplain their drawings ""Our
nanobot w
will resolve and
a cure th
he heart atttack.
A quantityy of nano
obots will enter injeccted
through the
e Superior Vena Cava
a (SVC). Wiith a
special sensor, they will detect the blood clot
and will enter it. When the nan
nobots ente
er it,
they will w
warm up an
nd then the blood clott will
melt so tha
at the blood
d can norma
ally continu
ue to
circulating.."

2.2. YoMo
o Fair
ging
YoMo B
Barcelona 2019
2
[3] offfered engag
hands-on interactive
e activities designed for
children, te
eenagers an
nd adults.
Studentts can disccover scien
nce, chem istry
and biolo
ogy, from monitoring
g radiation
n to
exploring N
Nanosciencce or to unlo
ocking our own
DNA. Participants can also witness how
architects and desig
gners apply
y creativityy. In
addition, tthey can explore
e
how
w technolog
gists
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Imagination is the abiliity to form a picture in
n
our mind of something thaat we have not seen orr
exp
perienced. Every
E
childd is born with
w
a greatt
ima
agination. At
A times, parents and
a
adultss
sup
pport child
dren's imaaginations and take
e
plea
asure in th
heir creativee thoughts
s and acts..
Eve
ery so often, we supppress (consciously orr
not)) children's
s imaginatioons, probab
bly we are
e
worrried about children uunderstand reality and
d
ima
agination.
The
T younge
est kids imaagination is an usuallyy
ente
ertainment. for them. As examp
ple, Zoe, a
kind
dergarten girl
g close too six years old, wass
exp
plaining to her family an invente
ed story. In
n
the middle of her
h tale, shhe enthusiastically told
d
them
m, "… then
n we drankk pink milk that came
e
from
m a pink co
ow next to a pink unico
orn, do you
u
kno
ow?…" or else,
e
whenn children are
a playing
g
with
h invisible (for adultss) friends and
a
things..
How
wever, mos
st children oolder than three
t
yearss
old know that pink cowss don't reallly exist butt
y enjoy to imagine aand think creatively in
n
they
othe
er reality.
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The besst satisfaction for the majority
m
of kids
becomes perceptible
e when the
ey are able
e to
express themselvess openly and with
hout
judgment.
Allowing
g children to
t use theirr imaginatio
on is
very helpfful for them
m and crea
atively draw
wing
science an
nd scientissts is one opportunityy for
their expre
ession.

Table1
T
show
ws the 69.119% of prim
mary schooll
stud
dents who drew humaan image, balanced
b
in
n
gen
nder, 45.55% female iimages, 45
5.89% male
e
ima
ages, and 8.56%
8
hum
man spectrum but with
h
an unknown
u
ge
ender (Fig. 2).

3.1. Draw
w a scientis
st
It has b
been indica
ated that th
he stereotyp
pical
scientist re
emains a dominant image in m
most
children’s m
mind [4].
To inve
estigate it, in 2002 the Draw
w-AScientist T
Test [5] wass used by th
he authors with
Catalan primary and
a
secondary sc hool
students. T
Then stude
ents’ image
es and feel ings
about scie
ence and te
echnology were analyyzed
[6-8].
Since 2
2012, we ha
ave been ca
arrying out with
school children the “D
Draw a scien
ntist” suppo
orted
by the Offiicial College of Catala
an Chemistss [9]
and the Un
niversity of Barcelona [10-11]. In this
project sciience and scientists' drawings w
were
collected a
again from
m Catalan primary
p
sc hool
students (8-12 years old) and scie
ence
workshopss [12-13]. The
T
analys
sis of draw
wings
were used
d to comparre them witth our prevvious
works [6-7]. In addition, boys and
d girls draw
wings
uated along
g the last years
y
and tthey
were evalu
show some
e changes.

4. Results
s and disc
cussion
This pro
oject was co
onducted in
n Catalonia with
students from Barccelona and
d surround
ding
areas. Fina
ally, 844 prrimary scho
ool studentss (812 years o
old) drew im
mages about science and
scientists. Table 1 sho
ows its analysis.
Table 1. Results

Total d
drawings
No huma
an image
Human
n images
Man image
Woman
n image
Unknown

Boys
426
138
288
218
40
30

Girls
418
122
296
50
226
20

Figure 2. Re
epresentatio
on of human
n images

Results
R
pre
esented in T
Table 1 and Fig.2 are
e
con
ncordant with
w
our pprevious ones.
o
The
e
picttures drawn
n by these students were
w
similarr
to th
hese found in our prevvious researrch, in 2008
8
morre than 67%
% primary school students drew
w
the human ima
age (43.45%
% female im
mage, 43.78
8
% male imag
ge and 111.44% was
s unknown
n
gen
nder).
In addition, drawinngs withou
ut human
n
refe
erences (32
2.55% in 22008 vs 31% in thiss
worrk), usually show, in booth cases, a laboratoryy
ben
nch, some animals, plants and
d scientificc
insttruments, particularly glass an
nd plastic..
Lab
boratory gla
assware w
was illustrated in the
e
majjority of the
e drawings depicting a research
h
labo
oratory env
vironment. F
Figure 3 sh
hows some
e
exa
amples.
Glass
G
and plastic
p
equiipment draw
wings were
e
not a surprise
e for the aauthors bec
cause olderr
stud
dents (11-12 years oldd, in the la
ast years off
prim
mary education) have ooccasionally
y worked in
n
a chemistry/p
c
hysics andd biology laboratory..
The
ey had se
een many chemical reactions,,
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substancess changing its colour, form and sstate
(solid, liqu
uid and gaseous).
g
Usually th
hese
ons,
material, g
glass test tubes, botttles, balloo
Erlenmeye
er, etc. were us
sed in ttheir
experiments.

Figure 3. Man
ny laboratory
y tools

When tthe drawing
gs were examined
e
w
while
keeping in
n mind the gender of the
t
studentt we
observed ffew differen
nces betwee
en both gro ups,
boys and girls (Tab
ble I). In addition,
a
th
hese
images an
nd conceptts were similar to th
hose
found by o
other researrchers [14-15]
In Table 1 it can observe that
t
in prim
mary
school edu
ucation, the 75.69% (77.05% in 20
008)
of the boyys who drew
w a human representa
ation
did a malle scientistt. In the same
s
way, the
76.35% (72.99% in 20
008) of the girls who d
drew
a human image did a female scientist. T
This
analysis clearly show
ws that the gender off the
figure dep
picted wass unbiased, it only was
based on tthe gender of the stude
ent itself. It was
not affectted by adult
a
discrrimination and
intolerance
e.
The mo
ost reasona
able and ea
asy explana
ation
is that the
e children in primary school
s
are still
unaware o
of the sign
nificant role that gen
nder
plays in ou
ur society. There
T
is no
o reason wh
hy a
doctor, adm
ministrator, engineer or scientist h
have
to be the father rath
her than th
he mother, the
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brotther rather than the ssister, the boy ratherr
than
n the girl, lu
uckily the kkids do not think
t
so. Att
the time of making
m
draw
wings mos
st of these
e
children were imaginingg themselv
ves in thatt
env
vironment and alsoo conducting those
e
exp
periments, th
hey were "tthe scientistts" (Fig. 4).

Fig
gure 4. You can
c observee some hum
man images
drew
d
in their classroom
m by primary
y school
stude
ents A) girlss and B) boy
ys

Schreiner
S
[16]
[
think tthe drawin
ngs are an
n
iden
ntity symbol for both booys and girlls.
The
T
authors
s proposedd [17] to do
o a numberr
of measures
m
focussed onn young stu
udents and
d
dire
ected to girls to achievve gender equality. In
n
factt, the role that
t
gende r plays in our societyy
(wh
hich harms girls and deecreases th
heir interestt
in science or
o STEAM
M studies) arises in
n
sec
condary edu
ucation.
Furthermore
F
e, in every science fields, genderr
equ
uality could increase iif scientists
s, men and
d
wom
men together, find tim e to dissem
minate theirr
find
dings to so
ociety and more impo
ortant, theyy
hav
ve to disse
eminate theeir knowledge in an
n
und
derstandable approacch to primary and
d
sec
condary sch
hool studentts. In Spain
n the media
a
mus
st play an important role in this "science
e
diffu
usion."
Finally,
F
Ma
atthews annd Davies [18] had
d
proposed that teachers, scientists, journalistss
and
d science co
ommunicatoors, all toge
ether, mustt
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change ch
hildren’s im
mages of scientists and
science pe
erception.

The
T authors
s want to truust in it.

Comparring the results from 2018, the first
analyzed d
drawings on
o science and scien
ntists
images by the authorss, to the mo
ost recent o
ones
we do no
ot find gre
eat differen
nces but iit is
important tto emphasizze:

The
T
usual stereotype s about sc
cience and
d
scie
entists coex
xist in the drawings with otherr
ima
ages that are much closer to what the
e
scie
entific activ
vity really rrepresents in schoolss
and
d laboratorie
es. The imaage of an elderly man,,
dish
hevelled, with
w an evil or fanatica
al face and
d
hairr completely untidy, iss slowly decreasing in
n
the last drawings.

The dra
awings colle
ected offer a vision off the
perception that childrren have off scientists and
we can cconclude th
hat, over the
t
years, the
image of p
primary sch
hool studen
nts towards the
science an
nd the scien
ntist is slowly changing .

You
Y
can ex
xamine in F
Figure 4 the
e presence
e
of "normal
"
and young sscientists working
w
and
d
thin
nking in a laboratory eenvironmen
nt" in some
e
draw
wings did by both boys and girls from
m
prim
mary schooll.

In the la
ast study, more
m
human images w
were
drew repre
esenting sccientists tha
an the prevvious
one. This rresult lead us to think that both b
boys
and girls w
were seen themselves
t
in the scie
entist
profession.

For
F changin
ng the stereeotype of the
t
old and
d
craz
zy scientist we can shhow to prim
mary schooll
stud
dents the serious
s
imaage of Albe
ert Einstein
n
and
d his most im
mportant prrinciple (∆E = ∆m * c2,,
it explain
e
a relationship
r
p between mass and
d
ene
ergy), then the amussing Einste
ein's image
e
sho
owing his to
ongue and, finally, the
e Einstein'ss
ima
age using cartoons
c
annd comic sttrips. Fig. 5
sho
ows these th
hree imagess together.

5. Conclu
usions

In addition, if we givve the opportunity forr
you
ung university scientistts to visit primary
p
and
d
sec
condary sch
hools, talkinng to studen
nts, explain
n
and
d
develo
oping
deemonstratio
ons
and
d
exp
periments in
n the midddle of their classroom
m
and
d, alternatively in schoool laboratorries, we willl
con
ntribute to change thhese images of bad
d
scie
ence (Chem
mistry, atom
mic bomb and climate))
and
d crazy scientists.
In this context, youngg university
y scientistss
with
h their stories about sscience and research
h
will appear in primary annd secondary studentss
ima
agination.

Figure 5. Three diffferent Alberrt Einstein's
s
images wh
hich illustra
ate how we can
c change the
scientist sttereotype. Einstein's
E
pictures are ffrom
[19, 20] and
d Einstein's
s comic was
s drew by Jo
osep
Fernán
ndez, "Jepi"

In addition, the fem
male presen
nce in draw
wings
was also in
ncreased. Perhaps
P
this
s is a reflecction
of a deep cchange in our
o society in general.

Science
S
diversity in gender is becoming
g
morre and morre real, andd society pe
erception off
this
s fact is also
o adjusting to reality. This
T
is veryy
mottivating, ou
ur society could feell closer to
o
scie
ence if everrybody can see themse
elves or hiss
/ her neighbo
our, male oor female, doing anyy
scie
ence.
Probably,
P
th
his small im
mprovement has been
n
buillt by little changes inn teaching science att
elem
mentary
level
witth
increa
asing
the
e
exp
perimental part
p
and thee presence
e of women
n
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scientists who collaborate in bringing science to
schools.
The final objective is fight against the lack of
interest in science in our young students and
our society.
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Let’s Play with the SDGs
Toward a Sustainable Future:
2030 Is Coming!
M Ballatore
MUSE – Science Museum, Trento, Italy
manuel.ballatore@libero.it

Abstract. The paper reports a case study
concerning an activity developed to inspire
debate and reflections about our sustainable
future among the youth within the frame of the
SDGs of the UN 2030 Agenda. The contribute
contains a detailed description of the workshop
and the designing process, highlighting
contents, methods, and approaches. Moreover,
the activity has been successfully carried out in
two festivals and the evaluation outcomes are
reported too, thus providing interesting
arguments fostering the debate on youth
education and engagement on the SDGs. The
activity is an attempt to change how we
communicate and educate on sustainability
since informal education for sustainable
development needs further implementation to
be broadened and transformative.

Keywords. SDGs, Education for Sustainable
Development, Youth, Future
1. Introduction
In September 2015 the UN General
Assembly launched the 2030 Agenda for
sustainable development [1]. Worldwide
attempts in communication actions on this
transformative document and the 17 SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals) also involve
Science Centers and Science Museums,
particularly after the Tokyo Protocol “On the
role of Science Centre and Science Museum
worldwide in support of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals” [2]. MUSEScience Museum of Trento is a cultural
institution engaged in science and sustainability
education and communication by the mission
but has recently oriented its activity around the
UN 2030 Agenda introducing specific actions
on SDGs [3-4]. In 2017 the museum launched
the postdoc project “TASK - Toward A
Sustainable Know-how”, entirely focused on
SDGs’ communication and education [5-7], and
became member of ASviS (Italian Alliance for
Sustainable Development), participating in the
working group on SDG4 and education for

sustainable development. Among the activities
of the project TASK, the author developed the
workshop "Destination 2030" as an educational
activity on the SDGs for the youth. It has been
proposed during two festivals where more than
700 people partook in the workshop, giving the
opportunity for collecting data for evaluation
and research purposes. Therefore, the results
provide useful elements in supporting the
discussion on such informal educational
actions: how do participants approach the
future? How do they feel engaged with the
SDGs? Can informal education provoke
change in the youth? Which aspects of the
activity design are more effective?
These days science and sustainability
education have to be transformative, the main
goal should be to provoke reflections, dialogue,
and debates, to raise awareness and to
promote active participation and action for the
change. It is crucial to speak about
sustainability
without
catastrophism
or
alarmism, keeping the focus on the future and
change. A renewed idea of sustainability should
be presented, despite the historical vocation of
natural science museum we do not speak
about the environment only, we assert on the
four dimensions of the concept of sustainability
and the need to reinterpret the meaning of this
word [8-9]. The case study presented here is
an example of educational activity on
Sustainable Development Goals.

2. “Destination 2030 – Let’s change our
world through SDGs”
The workshop, designed to inspire thoughts
and discussion on the future in the youth within
the framework of the UN 2030 Agenda, is
based on two pillars: 1) the integrated nature of
the 2030 Agenda and the interconnections
among the SDGs [10-11]; 2) the System
Thinking approach to describe, understand and
maybe even rule our complex world in a
sustainable perspective [12-13]. System
Thinking is a new and useful conceptual tool
used to discern processes and learn how to
deal with the ambitious challenges of the future.
System Thinking allows us to understand the
whole picture, while seeking relations and
dependencies inside it, in order to explain its
complexity [14]. After the 2030 Agenda, this
results as the foundation to understand
sustainability, in fact, the SDGs present society,
economics, environment, and institutions as
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part of one intertwined crisis, challenging one of
them means to challenge the whole system.
The aim is to let young students talk about
these relevant topics in three different ways:
collective discussion with a facilitator, small
groups, peer-to-peer collective reflection. Since
we want them to discuss causes and effects in
the context of their real-life, in order to raise
awareness and prompt action and participation,
discussing in a structured manner help in-depth
reflections. As suggested by Heras and Tàbara
[15] this can support participants' engagement
with sustainable development. The different
steps try to link present actions to future
consequences and generate a context for the
articulation of own thoughts so that the
understanding of subjects will be deeper [16].

2.1. Activity design
The workshop is designed for youth from 11
years old. It is planned for groups ranging from
a minimum of 10 up to a maximum of 25
participants, one or two scientific explainers
facilitate the workshop. The activity is
structured in 5 steps with an overall duration of
90 minutes (Fig. 1):
1 - Launch (15’)
The facilitator opens a discussion about the
future, starting from the question: "How old will
you be in 2030?" and then asking the
participants how they see themselves at that
age
considering
physical
changes,
expectations,
and
dreams,
but
also
transformations of the society and lifestyle.
Then, they also investigate the general feelings
of the audience: are they excited by the
upcoming future, or maybe worried about it?
The facilitator then proceeds to upset the
setting, since those are serious topics and the
participants are invited for a stupid game: let’s
move on!
2 - We are a complex system (15’)
This multiple-steps game is designed to
approach complex systems funnily and
engagingly. First participants should dispose
themselves according to their height. In this
step, the position of each person depends on
the stature of two others (these are invariable
parameters). Each person can easily find its
position; the final disposition is a simple line.
Then, each person must choose two others as
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references (undisclosed), everyone spread
randomly in the room and when the facilitator
says “Go!” everyone has to place in between its
references. In this step, the position of each
person depends on the position of two others,
but they are not fixed since they are moving
following other people. In the end, the facilitator
stops the group and lets people scatter in the
room for a second round except for three
people, which are fixed in their position (this will
make some changes in the dynamics of the
group) - adapted from “Systems Scramble”
Copyright 2016 by Arizona State University,
published under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial-ShareAlike license.
Participants discover what is a complex system
and how it works, a system emerges from the
interactions among its components in a nonlinear way and, consequently, it is not the
simple sum of its elements. The facilitator must
underline that they had simulated a system
(referring to the role of models in science) and
provoke them into thinking about real systems
they are involved in. A collective conversation
can be initiated using food, social relations,
commerce, travels, and other everyday life
examples and experiences.
3 - Teamwork on SDGs (30’)
Due to the complexity of the real world, we
must think in a systemic perspective to solve
complex problems and reach the global goal of
a sustainable future. In this context, the
facilitator introduces the UN Agenda and the 17
SDGs to be achieved within 2030. In this large
and ambitious frame, participants are divided
into three groups, each of whom receives a die
and rolling it will select randomly the SDG on
which they will work. This allows speaking
about the influence of chance in complex
systems.
Each team is provided with a board, a
marker and the text of the Agenda for that
specific SDG. They have to draw a causal loop
diagram using basic tools of the Systems
Thinking: arrows to identify cause-effect
relations, plus and minus symbols to categorize
the positive and negative influences (‘+' is used
if causes and effects increase or decrease in
the same way; ‘-' is used if the cause's increase
leads to the effect's decrease and vice versa).
Eventually, they can identify feedback loops
(reinforcing or balancing) and add some delay
effects, once the diagram has been sketched
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out. Theorretically, the
e work is open-ended
o
d so
e to
participants must be stopped after
a
a while
keep the time.
4 - SDGs interaction (15’)
(

In the end, a uniqque net of
o multiple
e
con
nnections among
a
almoost the wh
hole SGDss
resu
ults from th
he work of the participants. Thiss
represents the concept off sustainabiility and the
e
inte
erdependence existing in the purp
pose of the
e
UN Agenda. Some
S
time is left for commentss
and
d questions..
5 - Let’s touch the future ((15’)
Closing
C
the
e activity, after reflections and
d
team
mwork on the
t future aand how to act in such
h
a complex
c
and changingg world, the
e facilitatorr
ask
ks the participant to uuse their sm
martphoness
and
d draw a connection th rough time by sending
g
an e-mail into the future.. Using FuttureMe [17]]
eac
ch participant can write them
mselves a
mes
ssage they
y will receivve one yea
ar later, so
o
whe
en they will be one yeear older an
nd closer to
o
our destination
n, the year 22030.
They
T
can write
w
a task tthey intend to achieve
e
or a personal purpose too change th
heir lifestyle
e
(e.g
g. reduce plastic, usee a bike, refill waterr
botttle…) and the conteent of this
s message
e
rem
mains secrett.

Figure 1
1. Pictures showing
s
the
e main steps
s

A final d
discussion gives voice
e to each grroup
to report w
what they talked
t
abou
ut and to s how
ants
the resultin
ng diagram to the othe
ers. Participa
are distrib
buted arou
und a round floor-bo
oard
where the three SDG boxes hav
ve been placced.
After each presentatio
on, the facilitator sumss up
the main cconnections that have emerged
e
byy the
causal loop diagramss linking the
e specific S
SDG
with some
e of the otthers (usua
ally every m
map
allows to identify se
everal intera
actions am
mong
different S
SDGs, in some cas
ses, they are
ould
reinforcing while in others trradeoffs co
appear).

Phase
P
1 opens the wo rkshop and provides a
plattform for critical reflect ion in which
h the publicc
can
n articulate
e their exppertise, de
esires, and
d
exp
pectations [18]. Phhase 2 introducess
partticipants to complex ssystems an
nd phase 3
requires to apply thee System Thinking
g
proach. Th
hese activvate crea
ativity and
d
app
personal know
wledge to deal with
h complexx
problems in a personall way mak
king globall
com
mplexity visible on thee local scale and with
h
personal relev
vance [18]. In phases
s 3 and 4
erpersonal communica
c
ation betwe
een friends,,
inte
fam
mily or strangers (both iin small gro
oups and in
n
collective sha
aring) imppacts how
w relationss
betw
ween cau
uses and conseque
ences are
e
und
derstood [2
20]. Finallly, personal actionss
sho
ould be understood aas part of a complexx
system and this will iintervene towards a
des
sirable futurre [21] so that indiffe
erence and
d
resiignation are
a
turnedd into re
esponsibilityy
ope
ening up fo
or collectivee and insp
pired action
n
(phase 5).
Attention
A
ha
as been paaid to the setting
s
and
d
matterials. Th
hree dice in carto
oon boxess
(30x
x30x30 cm
m) are useed for each
h group to
o
sele
ect the SDG
G they will w
work on (pha
ase 3). The
e
trick
k to rolling the “big” ddice sounds
s funny butt
also
o gives the
e relevant m
message th
hat chance
e
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has a role in what will happen in the future.
Then each group receives the box of the
selected SDG, as a support, and a transparent
plexiglass board to assemble a table. They can
write with a removable marker, which allows
noting down and continuously re-build the map
(causal loop diagram): every idea is good, there
are no right and wrong connections and new
ideas arise while working. The groups also get
the original text of the Agenda (extract of the
specific SDG), that is fundamental to see what
each goal means - even if they had to apply the
goal in their everyday life. They also receive a
short story, a case study, in which strong and
unexpected connections are pointed out - this
can be inspiring. For the final discussion on the
interaction among the SDGs, we use a floorboard that becomes the static center of the
conclusion of the activity. Ideally, it is placed in
the middle of the SDGs' wheel (floor adhesive)
and the SDGs' boxes in the middle.
The most important aspect remains the role
of facilitators. They should have a deep
knowledge of the UN Agenda and the key
elements of System Thinking, but, most
importantly, they should be able to guide the
discussion, listen to the outcomes, ideas, and
doubts from the participants. Facilitators do not
know the “right” answer or solution; they should
make the participants at ease and help them
find the best way to identify specific
connections or discover new unexpected
implications they had not considered before, in
a comfortable environment free of judgment.
The activity design follows the educational
criteria related to “Global Competence” as for
the OECD PISA Assessment [22].

3. Evaluation and research
The workshop has been proposed in two
festivals during the school year 2018/2019 - the
Genoa Science Festival for schools and the
general public (Genoa, 25/10-04/11/2018), and
the SDGs Week for schools only (MUSEScience Museum of Trento, 19-22/02/2019).
Thus allowing carrying out evaluation and
research on two different samples of
participants and with different methods, the
main aim is to assess the impact of the activity
and investigate students’ attitudes and thoughts
about the future.
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3.1. Data collection
At the Genoa Science Festival, the activity
reached about 570 people (mainly students of
11-19 years old, but also the general public
until 40 years old). A reflection wall was used
for summative evaluation, such a tool allowed
to gain feedback from participants in a playful
way, which is suitable for a festival context with
many participants, and to involve other visitors
who are not taking part in the activity. The
reflection wall also allowed them to strengthen
the need to being part of the collective change
and inspire other participants (leading to the
idea that we all are “traveling” toward our
common “destination”, namely 2030).
In Trento, during the SDGs Week, 10
classes (230 students and 19 teachers) took
part in the workshop. Pre-activity and postactivity surveys were arranged and we asked
students to fill in the former during the previous
week and the latter right after the conclusion of
the workshop. A survey for teachers had also
been arranged and handed them at the end of
the activity.

3.2. Results and discussion
During the Genoa Science Festival, 156
sticky notes were collected through the
reflection wall, they mainly contain text, few
have drawings. Most of them had #hashtag and
@mentions. Based on the content, they can be
classified into four meaningful categories (66%)
while circumstantial messages like “thanks”,
“hello” (34%) are all considered as not relevant
(Fig. 2-A). The four categories emerged from
the comments are the following:



Enthusiasm (21,79%). Considering the
festival atmosphere, it is not surprising
that many participants give enthusiastic
feedback. However, this is not a fun
science activity designed to entertain, on
the contrary, it deals with serious issues
and a bit of hard content unknown to the
audience (System Thinking): interesting
two sticky notes report “Strangely fun”
and “Lovely but also complicated”.
These declare participants’ feeling,
maybe a mixture of good vibes and
awareness.
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Edu
ucational value (19,87%
%). Since m
many
partticipants we
ere school classes, it is
wortth that many comm
ments expliicitly
refer to the educational
e
value of the
w
the ma
ain aim of the
activvity. This was
desiign, togeth
her with a fun wayy to
engage. Particcipants (stu
udents, ma
aybe
teacchers, but also gene
eral audien
nce)
eful,
foun
nd the workkshop inforrmative, use
interresting and
d reflective
e. A defin
nitely
reprresentative sentence must
m
be quo
oted:
“A ssimple way to learn ab
bout topics that
are not so simp
ple”.
 Takking action (12,82%). As a matte
er of
fact, call to acttion is the natural
n
outco
ome
pected from
m the activity; people can
exp
mo
ove by them
mselves from
m awarenesss to
s
and sh
hare
activism, and decide to state
eir position on a stic
cky note. The
the
ntent
of
many messages
is
con
extraordinarilyy relevant and must be
oted: “Future is in ou
ur hands”, “We
quo
are
e the futurre!”, “Let’s stop clim
mate
cha
ange!”, “I want
w
to be UN
U staff”, “N
Now
it’s my turn”, “C
Change is beautiful”.
b
 Connnections (11,55%). Close to the
edu
ucational va
alue of the activity, th
hose
ants
me
essages in
ndicate tha
at participa
derstood th
he complex
x nature of our
und
worrld, and the
ey were fas
scinated byy the
exisstence of connec
ctions. It
is
inte
eresting to
o find how
w the spe
ecific
con
ntent of Syystem Think
king struck the
parrticipants so
s that someone e
even
deccided to ske
etch their ide
ea (Fig. 2-B
B).

Thanks to pre and post-activ
vity surveyys, a
more pun
nctual inve
estigation was posssible
during the SDGs Wee
ek. We anallyzed 230 p
postactivity surrveys from students
s
(12-19 years old;
middle and
d high scho
ool from th
he province
es of
Treviso, Vicenza, Verrona, Bresc
cia, and Ro
oma)
and 19 que
estionnairess from teac
chers. Only 139
students’ p
pre-activity surveys
s
were collected
d.
We askked studentss two questions relate
ed to
their attitud
de and thou
ught about the future:
A) Five-po
oint Linkert scale (not at
a all – a lot)) for
owing itemss:
the follo






Future is far away,, I don’t carre about it
m choices
Future does not deepend on my
e is fast andd unavoidab
ble
Change
Change
e is hard to perceive, apparently
a
nothing
g changes aaround me

eeling (moree than one choice):
c
B) Selected fe
Worries; Interest;
Indifference
e; Hope.

B
Boredom; Challenge;;

Figure
F
2. A. Sticky notees collected from the
refllection wall have been cclassified ac
ccording to
the
e content as
s described in the text – pie chart
shows
s
the different
d
perrcentage; B. Graphic
sticky notes concerrning the ide
ea of
“co
onnections”, the text traanslation is “Extremely
y
interestting to undeerstand dive
erse
c-o-n-n-e-cc-t-i-o-s”

From
F
the comparisonn of resultts (Fig. 3))
stud
dents move
e from a m
medium dis
sagreementt
on irresponsive attitude ttoward the future to a
new
w position where
w
theyy express th
he need to
o
take
e care of th
he future a nd that it depends
d
on
n
theiir choices. There iss also an increasing
g
percentage of students tthat disagre
ee with the
e
idea
a that chan
nge is unavvoidable, meant
m
as a
sign
nificant shiftt from the ccommon tho
ought of an
n
othe
er-directed
future.
Concerning
theirr
perception of change, itt shows they alreadyy
hav
ve a clear perceptionn of chang
ges around
d
them
m, but afte
er the worrkshop, some moved
d
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from agre
eement to a doubtful or disagrreed
position, e
especially on
o the item
m of fast and
unavoidable change,, they con
nsider a m
much
relevant im
mpact of the
eir choices in shaping
g the
future and generate th
he change.

Figure 3.. Results of two questio
ons related tto
e
studentts' attitudes and though
hts about the
future, be
efore and affter the work
kshop, gain ed
through surveys du
uring the SD
DGs Week fo
or
research purpose

Among the propo
osed feelin
ngs (Fig. 3
3-B),
many stud
dents chosse the opposite termss of
“worries” a
and “hope”, pessimism
m and optim
mism
are both common among th
he youth, and
interesting, after the activity, a significcant
reduction appears fo
or “worries”. Students are
also intere
ested in discourses on future and
sustainabillity, and th
he worksho
op feeds ssuch
attitude. Th
he sense of
o empowerrment, linke
ed to
the idea o
of “challenge”, is not common,
c
b
but it
increases a
after the acctivity: the global goals,, the
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bal effort, and
a
the sysstemic app
proach mayy
glob
hav
ve led to the new ideaa of sustainability as a
cha
allenge for humanity.
h

Figure 4.
4 Results of two questions on
students’ an
nd teacherss’ feedback after
a
the
wo
orkshop, ga
ained throug
gh surveys during
d
the
SDGs Week
W
for evaaluation purp
pose

Since
S
the educationnal purpos
se of the
e
worrkshop, the post-activi ty survey investigatess
also
o how muc
ch the studeents feel fa
amiliar with
h
som
me key co
oncepts: suustainability
y, complexx
systems, and System T
Thinking. 90% of the
e
stud
dents know
w about ssustainabilitty (that iss
inte
egrated into
o school pprograms), while 56%
%
has
s already heard
h
abouut complex
x systems,,
which is a new
n
topic for the 43
3% of the
e
stud
dents. Fin
nally, thee System Thinking
g
app
proach is unknown
u
foor most of them, onlyy
31%
% answered
d positively on this item
m.
Concerning
C
w
asked
d
the evaaluation, we
stud
dents and teachers to use four ad
djectives to
o
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describe the activity and to evaluate the
duration:

A) Five-point Linkert scale (not at all – a lot) for
the following items:
Funny; Engaging; Boring; Educational
B) Duration of the activity (one choice only):
Too short; Appropriate; Too long
As shown in Fig. 4-A, the workshop resulted
quite funny, definitely engaging and not boring,
with a marked difference in the perception
between students (who experienced the activity
and are less enthusiastic) and teachers (who
only observed their students, giving an
overstated feedback). Surprisingly, students
and teachers agree on the educational value of
the activity, marked as high. They also agree
on the appropriate duration of the workshop
(Fig. 4-B).
Finally, we asked teachers about their
satisfaction (95% agree) and whether the
activity supply sparks for further work at school
(100% agree), this latter point is extremely
relevant, because the activity is expected to
bring new interest in some participants that will
learn more about the topics in a traditional
context [23].

4. Conclusions
The activity represents a concrete example
of the commitment of MUSE-Science Museum
in
developing
actions
toward
the
implementation of the SDGs, with particular
reference to SDG4 Quality education, but also
in a more integrated framework enhancing the
meaning of the whole UN 2030 Agenda,
boosting a new mindset for youth and
provoking action for a better future. The
workshop is the first educational activity in our
museum to teach the SDGs developed for
youth and has been run in the first edition of the
SDGs Week in Trento, and in the Genoa
Science Festival.
Audience engagement with the SDGs and
learning outcomes result positive, particularly in
combining with the System Thinking to get
evidence for the interdependency of the goals.
Among the several scenarios emerged during
the activity, participants linked SDG4 (Quality
education) with SDG1 (No poverty), SDG3
(Good health and well-being), SDG8 (Decent

work and economic growth), SDG9 (Industry,
innovation and infrastructure), and SDG10
(Reduce inequalities) – thus they identify SDG4
as a key goal with multiple positive interactions.
Less predictable are some connections
between war (SDG16) and pollution (SDG13),
via weapon industry; or bees increase (SDG15)
thanks to bike mobility (SDG11), because of
extended cycle-lanes and green areas in the
cities. These examples offer a glimpse of the
outcome
the
participants
gained:
the
interlinkages within the SDGs, that represent
the educational core of the activity, is not
explained as in a lecture but spontaneously
emerges during the teamwork, discussing in
small groups the personal experience in a new
perspective, using the tools of System Thinking
to discover unexpected connections. It is only
in the end that the facilitator discloses how the
maps of each group design a unique net
among the different SDGs so that everyone can
catch the meaning of sustainability. In fact, a
renewed idea of sustainability arises from the
UN 2030 Agenda, environmental issues are
intertwined with social challenges and
economical drivers, within a frame of
institutional powers. The education for
sustainable development should go beyond the
usual environmental education, thus keeping
the focus on the systemic vision of the world:
SDGs’ integration constitutes an efficient tool to
foster this idea, particularly at school, where
different
disciplines
are
far
from
a
comprehensive and transdisciplinary vision.
Participants’ feedback on the learning
outcome of the activity is clear, either from the
sticky notes collected from the Genoa Science
Festival and the specific question in the survey
during the SDGs Week, where both students
and teachers firmly recognize the educational
value of the activity. The experience allowed
exploring a bit of how participants approach the
future and comparing their attitude before and
after partaking in the workshop, it results that
the activity reaches the aim of provoking
students on a major awareness and
responsibility, possibly linked with taking action.
“Think global, act local” was written on a sticky
note collected at the Genoa Science Festival, it
seems that participants understood the global
implication of the ambitious program by the UN
Agenda, but also the role everyone has,
committing themselves toward a sustainable
future. Moreover, as stated by Salazar [24], the
future is not a stable object, there are multiple
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futures and to become real they require to be
acted upon [19]. The emotional aspect is
crucial too, our findings are in agreement with
Myers et al. [25] considering emotions
associated with a frame: frustration should be
avoided
when
discussing
sustainable
development while the proposed frame, which
links overwhelming problems of the 2030
Agenda to everyday life and concerns results
more engaging in a cognitive, affective and
behavioral dimension [26].
Concerning the activity design, it appears
that participants had fun, learned and displayed
desire of being involved – from the need of
information to action-taking; this emerges both
from the specific questions in the questionnaire
and from the reflection wall. The workshop has
an informal and engaging style, useful to deal
with hard topics positively and playfully. The
results support an overall positive impact of the
workshop but also highlight advice for further
adjustment, namely the need to pair the activity
with a social media campaign (e.g. most of the
sticky notes had #hashtag and @mentions).
This was an unintended outcome not
considered while planning the activity, but the
idea of people being connected through social
networks fits with the main concept of the
activity and represents a good direction for
improvements.
The role of facilitators is determinant
because the workshop is intended on the
concept of “communication about sustainability”
according to Newig et al. [27], which refers to a
horizontal communication flow, from many
providers to many receivers. This represents
the main challenge. The facilitators are decisive
to inspire and keep a comfortable setting for
open discussion, especially when dealing with
elements from the private sphere without
making someone feel guilty. Their fault is
clearly the main weakness. They should be
inspirers, neutral observers of the discussion
and not leaders pointing to a determined
direction; they should also be able to listen to
any detail and making the connections visible
and strong.
If the activity succeeds in stimulating the
audience, then such an informal education
format can provoke change in the youth:
attitude, thought, and maybe action. Even if it is
hard to measure the true impact, and it was far
from the purpose of the evaluation carried out
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in this case study, the overall positive and
enthusiastic feedback, with the awareness
concerning the global challenge of the
sustainable development, the need for urgent
action (2030 is not far away), and the
complexity of our world. For these reasons,
new projects on SDGs education are
welcomed. After this experience, we found that
the topic meets the public interest and the
global visibility of the UN 2030 Agenda makes
teachers and students curious and sensitive.
The high number of participants who register
for partaking the activity in the SDGs Week and
curious attracted by the workshop in the Genoa
Science Festival (this was the only one
highlighting the SDGs), indicate such a trend.
The workshop can be adopted in schools and
analog contexts. For example, it will be part of
the museum's school programs for the school
year 2019/2020 and has been proposed in the
program of the Sustainability Fest, which took
place on April 2019 at the Free University of
Bozen (IT) – university students main target
audience.
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Abstract. There are questions that arise in
scientific meetings and start very interesting
discussions. Usually, different answers to the
same question can appear, all of them are
valid, Why? These answers depend on the
teachers' personal circumstances who are
defending them, their living and teaching
experiences and their scientific background.
Two questions are shown in this article: Who
was the first scientist? and is it necessary to
apply the "Scientific Method" to become a
science teacher? Answers are enlightening
teachers' different points of view, from the first
artisans to Archimedes to the first question and
Yes or No to the second.

Keywords. First Scientist, Science Teachers,
Scientific Discussion and Scientific Method.

1. Introduction
Many scientific questions arise in scientific
meetings, they are interesting and also
stimulate exciting discussions. Some different
answers to the same question can appear but
all of them could be valid according our
approaching to them.
These different answers depend on the
personal circumstances of who are defending
them, their living and teaching experiences,
their scientific background and the classroom
level where he or she teaches science.
Two questions are shown in this article: Who
was the first scientist? and Should the scientific
method necessary perform to become a
science
teacher?
Both
questions
are
connected.
Questions started last year, the International
Year of Periodic Table (IYPT) [1] in a
conference on the Periodic Table of elements

held at the Official College of Chemists of
Catalonia (COQC) [2] in the presence of
chemistry and science teachers at high school
and university.
Once the conference was over, some
questions were proposed, nothing relevant for
this work. However, at the end someone asked
"Who discovered the first chemical elements,
such as gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, iron, and
mercury, the metals of antiquity." The speaker
answered without problems but, immediately, a
new question was asked "were they the first
scientists?" and a real and deep discussion
began about the first artisans, Pythagoras,
Chinese science and the scientific method.
After a brilliant discussion there were three
well-differentiated positions about who was the
first scientist: a) the first artisans, b) a
Mesopotamian women and c) Archimedes.
On the other hand, in the seventh
Conference on the teaching of chemistry in
Catalonia 7esJEQC in 2018 [3], with the
participation and contribution of chemistry and
science teachers from all educational levels, a
special session was focused on analyzing the
relationship between the scientific method and
the science teaching. It was raising the
question "Should teachers always apply the
scientific method? You can imagine the
answers, only two, yes or no. The answers are
enlightening the different teachers' points of
view.
In front of these differences, it is important to
remember the phrase attributed to Einstein “An
idea can be a great scientific and technological
advance and the opposite idea too”. We could
apply this premise in those discussions.
Our work will introduce and discuss two
special questions with many acceptable
answers. This is an important reality for science
teachers to make an approach to science
discussion between themselves and, probably,
they can describe it in their science classroom.

2. The first scientist
First of all, what is science? Science is all
about facts and discoveries, with some of the
remarkable breakthroughs which are in fact
coming from everyday occurrences and
experiences.
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The orig
gin of scien
nce is linked
d to the gettting
h as
and utilize of large am
mount of ma
aterials such
stones, bo
ones, wood,, fire, metalls and servvices
linked to th
he developm
ment of the
e first cities and
the agriculture.
uantities, an
nd weight w
were
Measurrements, qu
appeared in these
e processe
es and tthey
atics,
originated the "first sciences", mathema
arithmetic, geometryy and astrronomy, w
which
were born even befo
ore writing appears, 2
2700
years befo
ore our era [4].
[

2.1. The a
artisans
When mankind discovered
d
fire started
d to
cook mea
at. Then these
t
ancient men and
the
women realized that the clay surrounding
s
bonfire w
was harden
ned by th
he heat, and
increased their resisttance to water.
w
Later on,
they becam
me aware th
hat they cou
uld manage
ed to
produce th
heir first water and liqu
uids contain
ners,
all of them made by clay, the pottery.
ether tried to
Priests and artisans toge
d the naturre, ones by
y submissio
on to
understand
fear and tthe gods, while
w
the artisans
a
worrked
their metho
od trial - errror.
The firsst artisans, related to "soft" scie
ence
worked witth their han
nds, they we
ere goldsm iths,
builders, b
blacksmiths, and a furrther significcant
range of other workkers. In Fiig. 1 you can
observe a representattion.
onze Age is the ancient civiliza
ation
The Bro
defined byy its bronzze producttion, eitherr by
smelting itts own cop
pper alloyed with tin and
other meta
als, or by trading fo
or bronze ffrom
production areas elssewhere. Bronze
B
itse lf is
harder and more du
urable than
n other me
etals
available at that tim
me, allowing
g Bronze Age
civilizationss to augm
ment theirr technolog
gical
advantage
e.
Tin's lo
ow melting point of 231.9 °C and
copper's rrelatively moderate
m
melting
m
poin
nt of
1,085 °C p
placed them
m within the
e capabilitie
es of
the Neolith
hic pottery kilns, which date bacck to
6000 BC
C and were
w
able to prod
duce
temperaturres greater than 900 °C
C.
In spite of iron is very
v
abunda
ant on Earth
h, its
high meltin
ng point of 1,538 °C placed
p
it ou
ut of
reach of common use
u
until th
he end of the
second milllennium BC
C.
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Figure 1. Re
epresents a blacksmith under a
"ta
aula" meaniing "table" iin Catalan. They
T
were
built by the Ta
alaiotic cultu
ure. Drawing
g by Josep
Fernández,, "Jepi"

The
T
clay furnace aallowed stu
udying the
e
natu
ure of mattter. With tthis kind off clay theyy
starrted to prod
duce a lot recipients where
w
theyy
kep
pt different substances
s
s, between them food,,
and
d for this rea
ason the anncient men and
a women
n
disc
covered the
e fermentatioon.
Actually
A
it is believed that in the year 4000
0
BC the first kiln was maade in Egyp
pt. A lot off
Egy
yptian clay
y recipientss are found in the
e
exc
cavations throughout E
Egypt by the
e pharaohs..
A lo
ot of these
e recipientss have incrrustation off
mettals and pro
ove Egyptiaans were the
e leaders off
this
s issue, this sciencce. In addition, the
e
mum
mmification [5], the deeath body is
s preserved
d
by dehydration
d
n and it is pprotected by
y chemicalss
aga
ainst pests
s, such ass insects, could be
e
ano
other fact th
hat supporteed the idea
a that those
e
artis
sans were
e the firstt chemists, the firstt
scie
entists.
Some
S
scien
nce historia ns consider chemistryy
as a science, which studiies the properties and
d
beh
havior of ma
atter and itss reactions,, only since
e
the time of An
ntoine-Laurrent Lavoisier (1743 179
94). Howev
ver, other hhistorians believe
b
thatt
thos
se first artisans who more than
n 3,000 orr
4,00
00 years ago
a
workedd with fire
e to obtain
n
cop
pper or mak
ke alloys succh as bronz
ze or brass,,
alth
hough they were not chem
mists, theyy
acc
cidentally made
m
chem
mistry, mad
de science..
Forr some peo
ople who diiscussed about it, the
e
firstt scientists were
w
those artisans.

2.2. Astronom
my
Astronomy
A
is to know
wing the po
osition and
d
mottion of hea
avenly bodiies: sun, moon,
m
starss
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and planetts. On the other hand
d, there are
e no
predicted eclipse re
ecords be
efore the first
millennium
m BC, Fig
g. 2 show
ws an ecl ipse
representa
ation. Furthe
ermore, did you know that
astronomyy is alreadyy appearing
g on Sume
erian
cuneiform tablets?

2.2.1. Mes
sopotamia
a

It is known that she waas a learned
d, diverselyy
tale
ented woma
an of poweer. She em
mployed herr
crea
ative talents in the wrritten word, her poetryy
was
s the first written
w
form
m of a relig
gious belieff
system. Fig. 3 showss a bas-relief with
h
Enh
heduanna portait.
p
Shee was the editor of the
e
Sum
merian Temple Hym
mns and experts
e
on
n
Sum
merian cultu
ure have heer poems.

Sumeria
ans were th
he first to leave a wr itten
record in ccuneiform writing
w
and to
oday muse ums
have a legion of clay-baked cune
eiform table ts.
These baked tab
blets were
e marking the
passage o
of daily life around th
he fertile pl ains
between th
he Tigris and
a
Euphrattes Rivers, the
Mesopotam
mian area.

Figure 2.. A Sumerian representation of Sollar
eclip
pses [6] from
m the British
h Museum

In addittion, some of them indicate the Sun
and Moo
on position
ns at tha
at time, and
occasionallly, planets and stars position in the
Heavens a
are showed..
oing
Babylon
nian first motivation for do
astronomiccal studies was to obtain a calen
ndar,
but quicklyy became a study for obtainin
ng a
religious sstep betwe
een the Earth
E
and the
Heavens. S
Sumerian astronomy
a
was
w adopted
d by
their north
hern neigh
hbours, the
e Babylonia
ans,
around 2500 BC, and
d as a resu
ult it has co
ome
down to ou
ur day.

2.2.2. Enh
heduanna
a
nted
The mo
onarch of Sargonic
S
pe
eriod appoin
his eldest daughter, Enheduan
nna [7-8], high
priestess of the Mo
oon goddes
ss (Nanna ), a
position off considerab
ble prestige. Definitely,, the
priests a
and prieste
esses acc
complished
d a
fundamenttal position
n in the Mesopotam
mian
civilizationss.

Figure 3. Anc
cient bas-rellief portrait depicting
En
nheduanna (third from rright) Obtained under
the Crreative Com
mmons Doma
ain

Enheduann
E
a managedd the greatt temple off
Ur, this was an
n important Sumerian city-state
c
in
n
anc
cient Mes
sopotamia. In addiition, she
e
con
ntrolled the extensive agriculturall enterprise
e
surrrounding th
he temple aas well thos
se activitiess
sch
heduled around the lituurgical yearr. She also
o
dire
ected impo
ortant activvities such as trade,,
agriculture and
d handicraftts. It is beca
ause of thiss
role
e that she can bbe regarde
ed as an
n
Astronomer, one
o
of the aactivities fa
alling underr
her authority.
Confusing
C
astrology w
with astron
nomy is a
gen
neralized mistake.
m
T
The astron
nomy hass
alw
ways to be the first annd then the
e astrologyy
was
s appeared, this is a ppseudoscien
nce that tryy
to find
f
divine informationn about hum
man affairss
and
d terrestria
al events by studying the
e
mov
vements an
nd relative positions of celestiall
obje
ects (astron
nomy studiees). In the time of the
e
asc
cendance off Ur there w
were cuneifform tabletss
with
h astronomic data in uuse but not astrologicc
data
a.
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She wa
as using measuremen
m
nt to 'track the
path of th
he Moon' and she was
w
regula
ating
agriculture
e on the basis of some log
gical
hypothesiss of her astronomical ability. For
some peop
ple who arg
gued about it, this ama zing
story located in Bab
bylonia indiicates the first
scientist was Enhedua
anna.

2.3. Archimedes
The ho
onour of First Scie
entist wentt to
Archimede
es [9], wh
ho after observing the
increase in
n the depth of water in his bath ye
elled
"Eureka! E
Eureka! (I have found it! I have fo
ound
it!)," and rran naked through
t
the
e streets to
o his
workshop tto test his hypothesis
h
that
t
the volu
ume
of water displaced an
nd the appa
arent weigh
ht of
the objecct suspen
ould
nded in water wo
distinguish
h a solid gold
g
object from a less
dense matterial. Fig. 4 shows an
a Archime
edes'
drawing.

morre water than the piecce of gold. Therefore,,
the crown’s density was less than pure gold..
So, indeed the
e king had been chea
ated by the
e
gold
dsmith.
Archimedes
A
s went on tto make a number off
imp
portant con
ntributions in scienc
ce as the
e
Arc
chimedes Principle
P
aand mathem
matics, he
e
dete
ermined an accurate eestimation of
o the value
e
of Pi,
P among others.
An
A essentia
al criterion ffor "scientis
st" could be
e
to offering an explannation for observed
d
phe
enomena, which gooes beyon
nd simplyy
reco
ording the observatioons. And Archimedes
A
s
mee
ets this crriterion, forr some pe
eople who
o
disc
cussed about it, he wass the first sc
cientist.

3. Should
S
te
eachers aalways apply
a
the
e
scientific
s
method?
What
W
exactly the "scienntific metho
od" is? [10]..
Scie
entific meth
hod refers tto ways to investigate
e
phe
enomena, get new knowledge, correctt
mis
stakes, and analysis theeories. The
e process off
the scientific
c methodd involves
s making
g
hyp
pothesis, de
eriving preddictions from
m them ass
logiical conseq
quences, aand then ca
arrying outt
exp
periments or
o empiricaal observations based
d
on those
t
predictions.
When
W
7esJEQC particcipants were
e asked forr
theiir opinion about sccientific me
ethod and
d
teac
ching science, it can pprobably find
d two typess
of answers:
a
Obviously
O
yees, and ob
bviously no,,
both
h answers are
a possiblee.
YES,
Y
there
e is no sccience tea
aching and
d
learrning it without scientifiic method
NO,
N
teaching sciencee is possib
ble withoutt
scie
entific method.

Figure 4. Archimedes
s' drawing, it
i was drew by
Josep Ferrnández, "Je
epi"

It was ttime to che
eck out the crown. To find
out the cro
own’s volum
me, Archime
edes immerrsed
the crown in a bucke
et filled witth water to the
brim, and measured the volume
e of the sp
pilled
water. The
en he took a bar of pure gold off the
same mass and co
ompared the volume
e of
spilled water to dete
ermine if crrown is ind
deed
made of pure gold. Surprise, surprise, the
numbers w
were differe
ent! The crrown displa
aced
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The
T
answe
er dependss on the opinion off
teac
chers, their imaginattion, predile
ection and
d
pos
ssible applic
cation to stuudents in th
heir science
e
clas
ssroom, tea
aching sciennce to prim
mary schooll
children is not the same aas going to college.
c
Nevertheles
N
ss, the 'sciientific metthod' could
d
be something more/differrent than only
o
a strictt
procedure [11
1]. Fig. 5 shows a scientificc
metthod schem
me.
On
O the othe
er hand, theere is a first step in anyy
scie
entific activity (teacching, learning and
d
exp
perimenting)) which is "tthe observa
ation". Both
h
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antagonist teacher's groups agree with this
observation.
Some details from
m the two
o answers are
presented about the same obse
ople
ervation: peo
see that if the glass drops
d
on the
e ground, itt will
be broken..

insttead the plastic glaasses are made off
poly
ymers, verry long moolecules an
nd tangled
d
toge
ether that give
g
them a less fragile
e but softerr
stru
uctures.
The
T
science
e of everydday phenom
mena is nott
as easy as it sounds, sccience teac
chers need
d
the scientific method
m
to exxplain them.

3.2. No
The
T
conten
nts of the nature are: elephant,,
frog
g, sea, milk,
m
granitee, river, detergents,,
nutrrition, plane
ets, Mars, aand more and more. Itt
can
n summariz
ze in objeccts, species
s, systems,,
sub
bstances, products andd... Here it is there iss
all chemistry,
c
biology, geeology, phys
sics, mathss
and
d...
After
A
this introductionn, teachers
s from the
e
group "no" want
w
to reemember that
t
young
g
children ask fo
or all explannations from
m the world
d
around them in a mixtture of ind
discriminate
e
curiiosity and their why?? why? why?
w
which
h
nev
ver end.

Figure 5. S
Scientific me
ethod schem
me made by
y the
au
uthors

3.1. Yes
Teachers who deny in principle that any kind
of science
e can be do
one and lea
arn withoutt the
scientific m
method supp
port.
STEAM
M (Science, Technology
y, Engineerring,
Art and Mathematics) are crucia
al keystone
es in
today’s so
ems
ociety. For these teac
chers, it see
that the S
STEAM approach is apparently the
most com
mplicated thing to teaching and
learning without the sccientific me
ethod suppo
ort.
hers explan
nation requ
uires
Group "yes" teach
For
ave previouss scientific knowledge.
k
that we ha
stion, glasss is
example iin the previous ques
broken beccause the structure
s
of glass is form
med
by strong
g silicate bonds, bu
ut it has an
amorphouss structure that
t
allows to break it, and

Children
C
se
ee that if thhe glass drops on the
e
ground, it willl be brokeen. At this
s moment,,
teac
chers can explain thee foundation
n of formall
logiic, "push a glass (cauuse)" generates "glasss
is broken (efffect)". Theey are no
ot teaching
g
scie
ence, the final scien ce, but they will be
e
laying the esse
ential base to learn it. The same
e
situ
uation occurs when te
teachers make
m
"Wow
w
exp
periments" [12] is sciennce classroo
om, withoutt
the scientific method
m
suppport.
Finally,
F
the answer too basic questions, ass
alw
ways, will depend on who is ask
king it and
d
whe
ere it is don
ne. The elepphant has fangs,
f
ears,,
legs
s. But it als
so has liverr, stomach,, veins and
d
arte
eries. And each
e
organ iis formed by cells.
Mayonnaise
M
e is made by oil, egg
g yolk, salt..
And
d, in turn, the
t
egg yoolk is made
e by fat, off
watter, of pro
oteins. Annd fat is made byy
mollecules tha
at are mad e by atom
ms such ass
hyd
drogen, oxy
ygen, carboon,... Let's stop! Thiss
doe
es not belon
ng to this stuudy, thanks
s.

4. Conclusio
C
ons
The
T authors
s have exppressly refus
sed to take
e
partt in the disc
cussions beecause they
y agree with
h
the initial state
ements, all the answe
ers may be
e
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valid depending on the context. Say yes or no
is irrelevant.
Primary school science teachers must teach
science to children while science taught in
college will have a different approach. Both
descriptions are correct.
Science teachers must keep in mind that
different answers about one science question
or problem could be valid and they have to
explain it to their students and discuss it into
classroom.
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Abstract. Visually rich learning environment
could potentially serve as an effective approach
to organizing education for deaf students,
because persons who are deaf are primarily
visual learners. By the end of 2016, over 700
deaf students study at 72 universities and 41
vocational schools in Ukraine, but only 62 of
113 provided the assistance of a sign language
translator, which is a traditional method of
supporting the education of deaf students.
Instruments of information technology are being
increasingly used to support communication
with deaf students, both in the classroom and
during extracurricular events. Examples include
numerous voice typing applications and adding
subtitles to educational videos.

Keywords. Deaf Education, Communication
Divide, Voice Typing, Speech Recognition,
Video Materials, Subtitle, Accuracy, Error
Correction.
1. Introduction
The implementation of new effective tools
and strategies in deaf education is a vital issue
in Ukraine where the population with hearing
impairment reaches 42 thousand. They can
receive secondary and vocational education at
many special schools in all regions of Ukraine.
A few institutions of higher education have
introduced associate or higher degree
programs for deaf students, though these
students were enrolled in special groups and
did not have any instructional activities together
with other students.
According to the data provided by Dr.
Natalia Adamyuk (Institute of Special
Education, Kyiv) [1], Kyiv Vocational School of
Light Industry and Kherson Medical School
pioneered the vocational education for the deaf

in 1958 and 1978 correspondingly. Initially,
higher education has become available at 8
universities where special groups were
established. At present, increasingly high
school graduates are electing whenever
possible to go to institutions of higher or
vocational education on general terms within
the framework of inclusive educational model.
The number of universities and vocational
schools where deaf students can study
individually or in small groups and get
associate, bachelor or higher degrees is
constantly growing. By the end of 2016, over
700 deaf students study at 72 universities and
41 vocational schools. This will be the
appropriate place to mention that only 62 of
them offer the assistance of sign language
interpreters to deaf students. In addition, the
staffing of special high schools does not include
the position of a sign language interpreter, and
very few teachers, 17 in 11 schools, have sign
language interpreter certificates.
The Law on Inclusive Education in Ukraine
which was carried out into effect on October 13,
2018, determines the educational terms and
conditions for students with special needs and
expands educational opportunities for deaf
students. But nevertheless a communication
divide between them and their classmates and
teachers remains. Besides, deaf students are
rarely involved in extracurricular activities along
with fellow students, such as, for instance,
science clubs and conferences, summer camps
and the like. It is an additional challenge which
deaf students have in or outside the classroom,
and they would get through it if they are
provided with assistive tools to facilitate
efficient communication.
No universal method of deaf education
exists. Most students who are deaf are
primarily visual learners. That is why
communication and instruction with this student
population can be enhanced through building a
visually rich learning environment using
information technology tools and hands-on
teaching methods.

2. Information technology tools
Instruments of information technology are
being
increasingly
used
to
support
communication with deaf students, both in the
classroom and during extracurricular events.
Examples include numerous voice typing
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application
ns and adding subtitles
s to educatio
onal
videos.

2.1. Voice
e typing application
ns
From a user perspective, spee
ech recogn ition
accuracy iss one of the most imp
portant featu
ures
of a voice input tool. The accurracy of spe
eech
visualizatio
on was exp
plored using
g a fragmen
nt of
educationa
al material on laborato
ory diagnosstics
, the
with a size
e of 592 sym
mbols. For comparison,
c
two types o
of applicatio
ons of differrent techno
ology
implementation were
e selected:: 1 - Spe
eech
Texter, Vo
oice Dictattion and th
he voice in
nput
function fro
om the iPho
one keyboard (iOS), w
which
can be ussed without the Intern
net accesss; 2able
Google Tra
anslate web
b-based service, availa
via the Inte
ernet.
Speech
h recognition
n accuracy was assesssed
by calcula
ating a mettric, which can be ca
alled
User Errorr Correction Factor E:
E = (S + I + D) / N,
n
of substitutio
where S, I, D - numbers
ons,
insertions, deletions, respective
ely, required
d to
correct sp
peech reco
ognition errors; N - the
number of characterss in the textt. This metrric is
similar to UCER [2], but it is based on the
analysis off wrong recognition of characters,, not
words, tha
at may be important
i
to
o a user w
when
choosing a tool.
Figures 1 - 4 show
w examples of voice ty ping
with differe
ent software
e tools, witth fragmentts of
wrong reco
ognition being marked..

e result of vo
oice typing using the
Figure 2. The
oice input function from
m the iPhone
e keyboard
vo
(iO
OS) with false recognitio
on parts being marked

Figure 3. Th
he result of voice typing using
Spe
eech Texter with false rrecognition parts being
markeed

Figure 1. The result off voice typin
ng using Goo
ogle
Translatte with false
e recognition
n parts bein
ng
m
marked
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Table
T
1 contains
c
aaverage nu
umbers off
sub
bstitutions, insertions aand deletion
ns made to
o
corrrect the test text, and the values of metric E
(%)). Fig. 5 shows the total of su
ubstitutions,,
inse
ertions, and
d deletions made to correct the
e
testt text.
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Figure 4. T
The result of
o voice typin
ng using Vo
oice
Dictation with false recognition
n parts bein
ng
m
marked
Table 1. Average nu
umber of sub
bstitutions S
S,
insertions I and deletiions D made
e to correct the
test text,, and User Error
E
Correc
ction Factorr E
Applica
ation

S

I

D

Google Trranslate

6

1

3

1..68

IPhone (iOS)

55

3

1

9..97

Speech T
Texter

7

1

6

2..36

Voice Diictation

5

113

11

211.80

Video can
c be view
wed in the mute
m
mode
e
in office
es, transporrt and librarries, etc.,
Better user
u
interacction ensure improved
d
viewing
g results,
Better understannding whe
en strong
g
accent, loud backgground nois
se,
Easier to translatee into other languages,
l
Improve
ed literacy.

Creating
C
su
ubtitles is sshown on an
a example
e
of the
t
"Maggo
ot Therapy"" video, in which the
e
dem
monstration is accompaanied by co
omments in
n
Eng
glish.

E%

Figurre 5. Sum off average am
mounts of
substitutio
ons, insertio
ons, and delletions mad e to
correct tthe test textt dictated by
y experimen
nt
partticipants

The abo
ove data does not tak
ke into acco
ount
punctuation marks th
hat can be inserted u sing
voice
commandss,
beca
ause
w
when
communica
ating puncctuation marks
m
can be
ignored.

2.2. Adding
video
os

subtiitles

to

educatio
onal

The advvantages off subtitles in
nclude:



Acccessibility of materia
al for deaff or
hea
aring-impairred persons
s,
Bettter undersstanding fo
or people with
atte
ention deficit,

Fig
gure 6. Vide
eoShow videeo editing application,
several ssteps

In this case, the firstt step in the
t
subtitle
e
dev
velopment is
i translatinng into Ukrainian. An
n
effo
ort to use the feature oof automatic
c translation
n
prio
or to adding subtitlees on the
e YouTube
e
plattform was not
n successsful, although the textt
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of subtitless is formed
d correctly in the orig
ginal
language. Therefore
e, the translation into
Ukrainian and timing
g of the te
ext were d
done
"manually"".
VideoSh
how video editing application was
used to create su
ubtitles. The
T
proced
dure
consists off 15 steps:

serv
vice (1.68%
%) and Speeech Texter application
n
(2.3
36%). Howe
ever, whilee choosing a tool the
e
ava
ailability of Internet acccess should be taken
n
into
o account. In general, vvoice input is a usefull
sup
pplement to the asssistance of
o a sign
n
lang
guage interpreter whhich is the traditionall
form
m of learning support foor deaf stud
dents.

1-Open the
e application,
2- Select "V
Video Editin
ng",
3- Select vvideo file,
4- Select "T
Text (or Subtitle)" mod
de (Fig. 6a),,
5- Start adding subtitle
e by pressin
ng (+),
6- Type texxt (Fig. 6b),
7- Add textt effects,
8- Choose text color,
e,
9- Select "Font" mode
10- Choose font,
n (Fig. 6c),
11- Put texxt on a desired location
12- Define a time of subtitle displlay (Fig. 6d ),
b repeated
d to
Next, ssteps 4-12 need to be
form all th
he subtitles of the video, taking into
account th
he subtitle tiiming, i.e. moments
m
off the
start and d
duration of playback
p
on
n the screen
n.
When a
adding subtitles have been finish
hed,
the final sta
age of savin
ng the result can be do
one:
13- Export of the video file,
14- Save vvideo.
15- Progre
ess of exporrt (Fig. 7).
When tthe export is comple
eted, the v ideo
along with
h the subtittles will be
e saved in the
gallery of a mobile device.

3. Conclu
usions
The con
nvenience of voice inp
put tools iss not
limited to vvisual repre
esentation of
o speech. T
They
reduce the fatigue that is in
nevitable w
when
working wiith the keyb
board for a long time, and
reduce the
e time to tyype long te
exts. They can
also be ussed by teacchers to contact with d
deaf
for
students during classes,
c
especially
e
individual explanation
ns and in extracurriccular
activities. T
The resultss show thatt up to 80%
% of
the text is displayed correctly.
c
The lowest in
nput
error rate is provide
ed by Goo
ogle Transslate
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Figure 7. Progreess of exporrt

It should also be poinnted out th
hat that the
e
use
e of subtitle
es is reasoonable not only while
e
worrking with deaf
d
studennts, as they
y provide a
num
mber of ad
dditional beenefits: forr example,,
imp
proving lan
nguage skiills in lea
arning new
w
lang
guages; clear
c
undderstanding of anyy
tech
hnical term
minology, fuull names and titles;;
maiintaining co
oncentrationn for a lo
onger time;;
reducing the likelihood of fatigue
e. Creating
g
sub
btitles with VideoShow
V
may seem like a time-con
nsuming prrocess com
mpared to
o YouTube
e
auto
omatic mod
de, but VideeoShow allo
ows editing
g
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the content of subtitles, that is often necessary
when developing educational videos.
Thus, information technology tools in
combination with traditional methods of
organizing the educational process ensure a
more complete implementation of the inclusive
education model for deaf students.
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Creating of ST
TEM – Eq
quipmentt:
MagL
Lev Train
n
K Mina
akova, R Zaitsev,
Z
M Kirichenko
o
Nationa
al Technica
al Universiity «Kharkiiv
Polytecchnic Institu
ute», Khark
rkiv, Ukrain
ne
Kse
eniia.Minakkova@khpii.edu.ua
Abstract.. Ukraine iss rapidly de
eveloping in
n the
direction o
of technical innovation,, which is w
what
encourage
es the gro
owing need
d for a la
arge
number of highly qualified specia
alists in the field
of innova
ation, whicch will be
e the keyy to
and
successful
econom
mic
devellopment
competitive
eness of our
o
country
y in the n
near
future. A ra
apidly developing area of educatio
on is
the STEM
M learning system, through w
which
children de
evelop logiccal thinking
g and techn
nical
skills, lea
arn to so
olve proble
ems, beco
ome
innovators, inventors.
able
The main ttask and cu
urrent stage
e of sustaina
developme
ent of STEM
M - educatio
on in Ukrain
ne is
the deve
elopment of key devices for
demonstra
ation, promo
otion and study of b
basic
physical la
aws at the
e modern technical and
research le
evel. One of the most important arreas
of physicss, magnetism, is qu
uite difficultt to
understand
d and requires visual demonstratio
d
ons.
The
arrticle
pro
oposes
a
techn
nical
implementation of a train on
n a magn
netic
n for a ssimple dem
monstration
n of
suspension
magnetic fforces.

mag
gnets [1]. In 1934,, German Hermann
n
Kem
mper receiv
ved a patennt for the first conceptt
of a magnetic, levitating train [1]. Only
O
in the
e
196
60s did this idea reallyy begin to emerge. Att
this
s time, Germ
many and Jaapan began
n to explore
e
the potential of
o MagLev. In the 70s and 80s,,
both
h countries made ggreat strides in the
e
dev
velopment of
o these trai ns. German
ny built and
d
testted a num
mber of prrototypes of
o MagLevv
systems and named thee TransRapid projectt
(Fig
g. 1a). Train
ns reached speeds off more than
n
250
0 mph (402 km/h) on thhe test track
k [2]. Japan
n
also
o tested two
o series of iits own dev
velopments,,
called the ML
L-500, and then the MLU.
M
Theirr
train
ns were capable of reeaching 300
0 mph (483
3
km//h) [2].

a)

The develo
oped mode
el of the Ma
agLev train is a
fairly simplle demonstration that students
s
wi ll be
able to wo
ork with on
n their own
n, which alllows
them to e
easily expla
ain and de
emonstrate the
basic laws of magnetism and tec
chnical aspe
ects.

Keywords. Magnettism, Physics, Innovaative
Developme
ent of Edu
ucation, Ma
agnetic Fo rces
Innovatorss, Inventorrs, STEM – Educa
ation
MagLev Trrain.

1. History
y of Magle
ev
The fun
ndamental ideas unde
erlying Mag
gLev
technologyy can be tra
aced back to the early 20th
century. It took a lot of work to lay the
foundation for thesse trains, including the
developme
ent of electrric motors and
a researcch in
the field of magne
etism. Seve
eral scienttists,
obert Godd
dard and Emile
E
Bache
namely Ro
elet,
even dared to offer a vehicle th
hat will floa
at on
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b)
Figure 1. Ma
agLev train on testing center
c
in
Germany near Bremen (a)) and Shang
ghai Maglev
leav
ving the Pud
dong Internaational Airp
port with the
e
Sha
anghai Tran
nsit Map (b)

Japan
J
continued to develop itts MagLevv
tech
hnology in the
t 90s andd beyond. They
T
tested
d
a new series called
c
MLX,, which acc
celerated to
o
350
0 mph (563
3 km/h) in 22003 [1]. To
T date, no
o
com
mmercial lin
nes have beeen establis
shed in the
e
cou
untry, but th
hey are stilll conducting
g research..
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In Germany, the TransRapid commercial line
connecting Berlin and Hamburg was laid in
1992, but in 2000 the government closed the
project [2]. However, not everything was lost,
as the Chinese paid attention to this and
instructed the Germans to build the TransRapid
train in Shanghai.

them. There are three important and necessary
forces for achieving MagLev functionality:
levitation, movement, and direction (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Levitation, propulsion, and guidance in
MagLev

2.1. Levitation
Figure 2. Comparison of Wheel-Rail versus
Guideways

The Shanghai MagLev (Fig. 1b) resulting
from this project is currently the only MagLevstyle high-speed train in commercial use. It
carries passengers to a distance of 19 miles
(30 km) in 8 minutes, developing a top speed of
more than 250 miles per hour (431 km/h) [3].
Thus, China quickly became the only player in
the global MagLev market.

2. How Does it Work?
Maglev trains have no wheels or rails. As
shown in Figure 2, they have guides, and they
float along these guides without even touching

Levitation is the ability of a train to stay
suspended over a rail. There are two important
types of levitation technology.
Electromagnetic Suspension (EMS) uses
the attractive force of electromagnets located
on the rail and in the train to achieve levitation
(Fig. 4a). The advantages of this method are
that it is easier to implement than
electrodynamic suspension, and that it supports
levitation at zero speed. The disadvantages are
that the system is inherently unstable. At high
speeds, it becomes difficult to maintain the
correct distance between the train and the
guide. If this distance cannot be maintained,
the train will not be able to levitate and stop. To
take this into account, EMS requires
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sophisticated feedback control systems to
ensure that the train is always stable.

(Fig. 5). The stator lies in the plane, and the
rotor lies above it. Instead of a rotating
magnetic field, the stator generates a field that
moves along its length. Similarly, instead of a
rotational force, the rotor experiences a linear
force that pulls it along the stator. Thus, the
electric linear motor directly produces
movement in a straight line. However, this
motor can only exert force when the rotor is
above the stator. As soon as the rotor reaches
the end, it stops.

a)

b)
Figure 4. Electromagnetic suspension (uses
attractive magnetic forces) (a) and
electrodynamic suspension (uses repulsive
magnetic forces) (b)

Electrodynamic Suspension (EDS) uses the
repulsive force of the (superconducting)
magnets located on the rail and on the train to
achieve levitation (Fig. 4b). The magnets move
past each other while the train is moving and
generate a repulsive force. The advantages of
this method are that it is incredibly stable at
high speeds. Maintaining the correct distance
between the train and the guide is not a
problem. The disadvantages are that it is
necessary to gain enough speed so that the
train can even levitate. In addition, this system
is much more complicated and more expensive
to implement.

a)

b)

2.2. Propulsion
Propulsion is the force that propels the train
forward. MagLev uses an electric linear motor
for traction. A conventional electric rotary motor
uses magnetism to create torque and axis
rotation. It has a fixed element - a stator, which
surrounds a rotating element - a rotor. A stator
is used to generate a rotating magnetic field.
This field causes a rotational force on the rotor,
which makes it rotate. A linear motor is simply
an expanded version of a conventional motor
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c)
Figure 5. Rotary motor versus linear motor

When describing a linear motor, the
standard is to use the term "primary" instead of
"stator" and "secondary" instead of "rotor". On
MagLev trains, secondary is attached to the
bottom of the wagons, while primary is in the
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rail. Thus, the magnetic field is directed along
the guide, and it pulls the train. The entire
MagLev track can be considered part of the
train engine. The system that has been
described to date is the Linear Induction Motor
(LIM). It is called that because the magnetic
field in primary induces a magnetic field in
secondary. It is the interaction between the
initial field and the induced field that creates
traction.

traditional trains have. It follows that in the
future MagLev will only be faster.

However, in this configuration, the
secondary device is always slightly behind the
moving field in the primary. This lag is a source
of energy and speed loss. In Linear
Synchronous Motor (LSM), lag is eliminated by
attaching permanent magnets to the secondary
device. Since the secondary device now
creates its own stationary magnetic field, it
moves
along
the
primary
element
synchronously with the moving field - hence the
name of this version of the engine [4]. Because
LSMs are faster and more efficient, they are the
preferred engine on MagLev high-speed trains
[5].

a)

2.3. Guidance
Guidance is what keeps the train in the
center of the rail. For high-speed MagLev,
repulsive magnetic forces are used for this (Fig.
6). In TransRapid, on a train located on either
side of the rail, two electromagnetic rails are
installed.
In MLX guidance, it is associated with a
levitation system. Levitation rails on both sides
of the train are connected to each other.
Thanks to this connection, when the train
moves closer to one side, a force arises that
pushes it back to the center. Thus, MLX
simultaneously levitates and guides [5].

2.4. Benefits of Maglev
The most obvious appeal of MagLev trains
is that they can travel faster than traditional rail
trains.
The
only
commercial
MagLev
expressway, Shanghai MagLev, is currently the
fastest train available. It travels at 50 mph (80
km/h) faster than the fastest high-speed Rail
Train. And this is only the main advantage. The
lack of friction between the train and the rail
eliminates many of the limitations that

b)
Figure 6. Guidance system of TransRapid and
MLX (both use repulsive magnets)

3. How to do it?
No matter how complicated the design of
modern MagLev Trains is, their work is based
on the basic laws of physics, in particular
magnetism. And an understanding of these
fundamentals is necessary for the future
engineer from his school years. Within the
framework of a number of STEM-events held at
the National Technical University “Kharkiv
Polytechnic Institute” (Kharkiv, Ukraine) [6- 8],
one of the projects was the development of
such a MagLev train.
Based on several introductory classes, an
independent analysis by the project participants
of the available information and the principles
of maximum simplification of the design, we
came to the following design (Fig. 7), which we
propose to use in the future.
Regarding the three necessary forces
discussed earlier and necessary for the
functioning of MagLev, they are implemented
as follows.
Levitation in our project is provided by
permanent magnets, which makes MagLev
non-volatile. Primary magnets are located
along the entire line, thereby providing the
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necessary repulsive force
f
throug
ghout the ro
oute.
Secondaryy magnets are
a located directly on
n the
moving part - the train
n.
ovided according to
o a
Guidancce is pro
simplified scheme through the use of verrtical
guide axess moving along
a
a horizontal gro
oove
e of
along the entire routte. The ma
ain objective
mentation iss to reduce the coefficcient
the implem
of friction o
of the guide
e, which is ensured eiither
by using a material with a low
w coefficien
nt of
friction, or by using ro
olling elements.

Figure 7. Our sim
mple MagLe
ev system

The tra
ain comes into motio
on due to the
rotation off the prope
eller on the
e moving p
part.
However, tthe use of classic
c
AA batteries
b
on
n the
moving pa
art was una
acceptable based on ttheir
mass, whicch exceede
ed the perm
missible loa
ad. It
was decide
ed to power the propeller through
h the
feed rails. The basis of the rou
ute design was
made on the basis off aluminum corners, w
which
were both
h a strong
g structural material and
electrical cconductive sliding
s
conttacts. A volttage
was applie
ed to the corners
c
fro
om the batttery,
which wass removed by the sliding contactts of
the train (F
Fig. 7) along
g the entire route.
Using the
e proposed solutions, a worrking
MagLev tra
ain layout was
w created, example
es of
which are sshown in Fiigure 8.
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Figure 8. Exa
ample of sim
mple MagLev
v train for
schoo
ol
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4. Conclusions
Thus, the work offers an easy-tounderstand, mastery and implementation
example of a MagLev train, which makes it
quite simple to explain and demonstrate the
basic laws of magnetism, the transfer of
electrical energy and the interaction of various
forces.
A fairly simple design allows you to
implement this project in a short time with a
minimum of material and equipment costs.
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Abstract.

The growing concern about
environmental pollution and its side effects on
human health has attracted the attention of the
scientific and industrial communities. The
development of functional tissues capable of
reducing or eliminating organic compounds
and/or pathogenic microorganisms can be a
step forward in improving human and
environmental well-being. This class of
materials includes anti-odor, self-cleaning, UV
protection, hydrophobicity and antibacterial
fabrics.
The project consists in impregnating cotton and
polyester with titanium dioxide (TiO2) and their
use as functional fabrics for the degradation
and model pollutants (dyes, caffeine). The
characterization of the functional fabrics is
followed by electron microscopy, contact angle
determination and solid UV-vis spectroscopy.
The efficiency of the materials is assessed by
UV-vis spectroscopy.

Keywords. PBL, Surface Cleaning, Functional
Fabrics, Photocatalysis.
1. Introduction
The development of functional tissues
capable of reducing or eliminating organic
compounds
and
/
or
pathogenic
microorganisms is an enormous progress for
human and environmental well-being. This
class of materials includes fabrics with antiodor,
self-cleaning,
UV
protection,
hydrophobicity and antibacterial characteristics
[1]. Self-cleaning of light-activated surfaces is
widely used in the textile industry [2]. The selfcleaning behavior refers to the ability of a solid
surface to remove its contaminations under
natural conditions, presenting two fundamental
properties of hydrophilicity and photocatalytic
activity [3]. Thus, photocatalysis is applied to
favor the degradation of contaminating
compounds on surfaces of different materials.
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This mechanism is due to the activation of a
catalyst of the optical semiconductor type, by
the action of light. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is the
most used semiconductor in photocatalysis
studies, due to the good knowledge of its
physical and chemical characteristics, being,
therefore, selected for the work developed.
TiO2 has high chemical stability in aqueous
solution over the entire range of pH values,
photostability, low cost and non-toxicity [4]. The
use of TiO2 coatings in the functionalization of
surfaces is very promising, since they have
high resistance to organic contaminants and
their hydrophobic feature is quickly recovered
after their surface has been contaminated,
which gives them excellent self-cleaning
capabilities. In addition, TiO2, when exposed to
UV radiation, changes from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic.
The Figure 1 shows the TiO2 photoexcitation
mechanism. Semiconductor materials have a
valence band (VB - valence band) completely
filled with electrodes and an empty conduction
band (CB - conduction band). A selection
between these two energy bands called an
optical gap (band gap).
In the presence of light (excitation source)
with energy higher than the hiatus energy of the
material, an electron (e − CB) is excited,
passing from the valence band to the
conduction band, generating a positive electron
hole (h + VB) in the valence band (Fig. 1). The
photoexcited electron can recombine with the
electron hole and reduce the efficiency of the
process. Charge carriers, which do not undergo
recombination, migrate to the surface, where
photoexcited electrons can reduce atmospheric
oxygen and form radicals. The hole in the
valence band can also oxidize the adsorbed
surface, generating water or HO- and produces
OH. These reactive oxygen species are
responsible for converting organic pollutants
into CO2 and water, resulting in surface
cleaning. A major limitation in the development
of self-cleaning materials using TiO2 is its
semiconductor
bandwidth,
limiting
its
absorption to the UV region of sunlight, which
comprises only 3-5% of the solar spectrum.
Due to this gap, the usefulness of pure TiO2 is
restricted in the manufacture of self-cleaning
materials for outdoor application, using low cost
light sources, called light emitting diodes
(LEDs).
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EM) using th
he FEI Quaanta 400 FE
EG ESEM /
(SE
EDA
AX Genesis
s X4M (15 kkeV) equipm
ment.

2.3. Experimental Proccedures

Figure 1. Schematiic illustratio
on of severa
al
es that occu
ur after photoexcitation of
processe
pure TiO2 with
w
UV ligh
ht [4]

1.1. Objec
ctive
This wo
ork aims to
o apply pho
otocatalysiss for
the degrad
dation of organic pollu
utants, usin
ng a
model molecule (Rho
odamine B - RhB), u sing
TiO2 as a ccatalyst. Th
he present project
p
is ba
ased
on the use of TiO2-b
based phottocatalysts and
their imprregnation on
o cotton and polye
ester
substrates, aiming to show the effect of TiO
O2 on
the cleanin
ng of polluta
ants in artificial fibers ssuch
as polyester and in
n natural fibers
f
such
h as
cotton, thro
ough modiffications of textile surfa
aces
induced byy UV radiation.

The
T
self-c
cleaning eefficiency of tissuess
coa
ated with TiO
T 2 was eevaluated th
hrough the
e
pho
otocatalytic treatment of the su
ubstrate in
n
aqu
ueous solutiions containning RhB (0
0.005 mM)..
The
e textile su
ubstrates w
were subje
ected to a
was
shing with ionic deteergent for 1h and a
trea
atment with
h nitric acidd 1% by vol. (1h), to
o
faciilitate the adhesion
a
oof the catallyst on the
e
sub
bstrate surfface. Thenn, the tiss
sues were
e
imm
mersed in TiO2 suspennsions of co
oncentration
n
0.2 g / L, 0.5 g / L and 00.7 g / L at 40ºC for 3
urs, in orderr to impregnnate the cattalyst in the
e
hou
sub
bstrates. Fin
nally, the tisssues were washed to
o
rem
move loose particles.
p
For
F
the photocatallytic expe
eriment, a
borosilicate rea
actor equippped with a glass
g
waterr
reciirculation jacket (to maintain a constantt
tem
mperature) was
w
used, which was
s filled with
h
100
0 mL of the
e contaminaating solutio
on (Fig. 2)..
The
en, each prrepared coaated fabric (5.0 cm x
5.0 cm) was placed
p
insidde the reactor and the
e
con
ntaminating solution was co
ontinuouslyy
satu
urated with air.

2. Materia
als and me
ethods
2.1. Materials
As a m
model moleccule, Rhoda
amine B (R
RhB,
≥95%), pu
urchased from
f
Sigma-Aldrich, was
used. The catalyst ussed was TiO
O2 Evonik P
P25,
which is a reference material in
n photocata
alytic
application
ns. Cotton and polyes
ster substra
rates
were availa
able in the laboratory. Some of th
hese
substrates were subje
ected to an acid treatm
ment
with 1% (v / v) nitric acid (1% HN
NO3), in orde
er to
study the effect off this trea
atment on the
adhesion o
of the catalyyst on the surface.

2.2. Catallyses Feattures
The optical abssorption off cotton and
polyester fabrics coated
c
witth TiO2 was
obtained by diffusse UV-Vis reflecta
ance
spectrosco
opy (DRUV--Vis), using the JASCO
O V560 spectrrophotomete
er.
The mo
orphology of
o the coate
ed tissues was
analyzed by scanning electro
on microsccopy

Figure 2. Configuration u
used in phottocatalytic
experimen
nts [1]

Before
B
the
e experimeents, reacttions were
e
carrried out in
i the daark to esttablish the
e
ads
sorption-des
sorption baalance between the
e
coa
ated cotton fabrics andd the conta
aminant forr
30 min. The photocatal ytic efficien
ncy of the
e
coa
ated fabrics was evaluaated for 210
0 min using
g
a light emitting diode (L ED) with a maximum
m
wav
velength at 417 nm. T
The LED intensity (115
5
W) was me
easured att 9 cm from the
e
con
ntaminating solution using a UV-Viss
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spectrum-rradiometer device (USB2000 +,
OceanOptiics, USA). The RhB concentra
ation
was monittored by UV-Vis
U
spe
ectrophotom
metry
using the JJasco V-560
0 spectroph
hotometer.

3. Results
s and disc
cussion
3.1. Charracterizatio
on of su
ubstrates by
UV-V
Vis spectro
ophotome
etry
OT and ZEA could
d be studied
d under possitive
and The D
DRUV-Vis characteriza
c
ation of tisssues
coated or not with TiO2 were ev
valuated be
efore
the photoccatalytic exp
periments, and the ressults
were comp
pared (Fig. 3 and 4). These
T
analyyzes
were carrie
ed out in diffferent pointts of the fab
brics
to prove th
he homogen
neity of the coating.
c

abs
sorbance, which
w
indicaates the exis
stence of a
greater amoun
nt of mate rial depositted on the
e
fabrric.

3.2. Morphological ccharacteriz
zation off
substrattes
The
T
morpho
ology of th e coated tissues wass
inve
estigated by
y Scanningg Electron Microscopyy
(SE
EM). For comparison
c
n purposes
s, a SEM
M
ima
age of the control
c
fabrric (uncoate
ed fabric) iss
also
o shown (Fig. 5 and 66). After trea
atment with
h
HNO3, the introduction and defec
cts on the
e
surfface of the cotton fibe rs are obse
erved. SEM
M
ima
ages also re
eveal a hom
mogeneous distribution
n
of TiO
T 2 in tissues.

Figure 3. DRUV-Vis characteriza
c
ation of cottton
sub
bstrates

Figure 5. SEM
S
charactterization off cotton
substraates

3.3. Photocatalytic
coated fabrics
f

Figu
ure 4. DRUV
V-Vis charactterization off
polyeste
er substrate
es

It was p
possible to verify that the
t introducction
of acid ttreatment and the use of T
TiO2
suspension
ns with hig
gher concen
ntrations in the
impregnation step resulted in gre
eater
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self-clean
ning

off

In order to evaluatte the se
elf-cleaning
g
pho
otocatalytic properties oof TiO2-coa
ated fabrics,,
eac
ch substrate
e will be pplaced in contact with
h
aqu
ueous RhB solutions (m
model used as organicc
con
ntaminant). At this ti me, only the cotton
n
sub
bstrate imprregnated wiith 0.5 g / L TiO2 wass
eva
aluated, the results beiing shown in
i Fig. 7. In
n
this
s experime
ent, there was a de
ecrease in
n
rhodamine concentration over time
e, revealing
g
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that the im
mpregnation
n of the trea
ated substra
rates
is effective
e in the degradation of this dye, w
which
is a promissing result for
f the poss
sible applica
ation
of these su
urfaces in the
t degrada
ation of org anic
compounds.

a
was vverified, usiing RhB ass
selff-cleaning ability
targ
get contaminants uunder vis
sible lightt
radiation.

5. Future
F
work
In the futurre, degradaation reactio
ons should
d
be carried out
o
on cootton and polyesterr
sub
bstrates, without catalyyst and with differentt
con
ncentrations
s of it, in ordder to verify
y the effectt
of the concenttration of caatalyst on the removall
of Rhodamine
R
in the fabriccs. It is still possible to
o
com
mpare the behavior
b
of the two tissues in the
e
deg
gradation of
o pollutantts. In add
dition, it iss
sug
ggested th
he study of new catalysts,,
prefferably with
hout metallicc elements effective in
n
the photocataly
ytic degradaation of pollutants and
d
the adaptation of the exp eriment to other typess
of pollutants, for exam
mple other dyes and
d
cafffeine.
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Using Folklore and Sayings as a
Basis for Observing Our
Environment
D Balmer
UCL Institute of Education, UK
denise.balmer1@ntlworld.com
Abstract.

Observing and understanding
nature is a fundamental part of growing up and
childhood development, that should be nurtured
from as early as possible. The author suggests
simple ways of exploring elementary science
ideas based on folklore and local sayings,
which can be investigated through observation
and recording. The truth behind many of these
sayings can be explained simply at primary
school age. Theoretical understanding can be
imposed at a later stage, usually in secondary
school when children are considerably older
and have more understanding of the science
involved. Using safaris to generate observation
and recording skills which can then form the
basis for further simple analysis and discussion
are also suggested. Finally a point is made that
observing and understanding nature is an
essential part of Environmental Awareness
which should be part of every citizen’s
knowledge.

Keywords.

Environmental
Awareness,
Importance of Science Experiences, Natural
Environment, Observing, Recording Skills.

1. Introduction
The importance of introducing science to
young children cannot be underestimated.
Science experiences at an early age stage stay
with us for a lifetime [1], and memorable
experiences colour our feelings about science
for ever [2]. Developing the essential skills
necessary for science stands us in good stead
for whatever we may aspire to as we mature.
Enjoying science in primary school enables us
to develop our problem solving skills through
observation, recording, and analysing in later
life [3] and currently offers an understanding to
the issues facing our planet. Recent research
carried out by the Institute of Education at UCL
for the (English) Wildlife Trust [4] found that
children feel more confident after spending time
participating in outdoor activities. This article
suggests that children would benefit from
spending at least one hour everyday
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participating in outdoor activities.
Our world is a place of never ending
surprises and more so for young children. Our
role as teachers should be to encourage their
development
through
experiences
and
observation when they are very small to
watching and recording their observations as
they mature into primary school age [5].

2. Practical Observing projects
Much of my working experience has been to
develop observation and recording skills with
children aged from five up to students aged 18
or more. I believe that currently our education
system in England particularly is far too formal
at age five. We should be looking at extending
the Early Years programmes of getting children
to appreciate and understand some of the
wonderful things that go on round about us. In
Britain, we are particularly lucky to have
seasonal weather which we can name as
spring, summer, autumn and winter. Each
season has very distinctive characteristics in
nature – in plant growth, bird and animal life
and weather all of which work together to
produce these different features.
The word nature suggests a ‘power’ that
encompasses all natural phenomena [5] and I
prefer to use the word environment instead.
However, children of all ages are interested in
various aspects of their surroundings from the
earliest age – interacting with animals,
investigating water and soil and going on to
explore woods and parks or other local
environments. Observing environments is a
skill applicable to all and gradually as young
people develop they become more adept at
recording
their
observations,
then
understanding
and
interpreting
them.
Observing is the first stage of enquiry and a
basic scientific skill.
I have used a number of ways to integrate
science observation with other subject areas at
this level (age 3 up to 11); one is by using
some of the many folklore and old wives tales
to investigate our environment, and the second
is through the idea of a ‘safari’ which children
find exciting.

3. British Folklore
In Britain we have many tales, rhymes and
stories that have been handed down through
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the genera
ations. Trad
ditionally pe
eople obserrved
and unde
erstood how nature affected ttheir
everyday lives. Fa
armers an
nd sailors in
particular h
had good reason to become intu
uitive
about obsservations and
a
the ou
utcomes th
hese
would bring. Todayy these id
deas can be
investigate
ed from an
n early age
e and in m
more
depth as children grrow in unde
erstanding and
ability.

thicker amoun
nt of atmoosphere. The
T
shorterr
wav
velength blu
ue light is sccattered furtther, as the
e
sunlight passes
s over a greeater distan
nce, and we
e
see
e the longerr wavelengtth yellow and red light..
This
s effect can be demonsstrated in the
e classroom
m
by passing
p
ligh
ht through prrisms where
e white lightt
is broken
b
into its compo nent parts and colourr
varies according to the thicckness of the
e prism.

Weathe
er in particular is something difficu
ult to
understand
d theoretica
ally but easy to obse
erve.
Practice a
at observing actual weather and
outcomes means that it is possible to fore cast
what might happen next.
n
Sailors
s had exce llent
observation and pred
diction skills
s – I hesitatte to
call this forrecasting, but
b in essen
nce that is w
what
it was. The
e sailors watched the sky and no
oted
the differrent cloud
ds, horizon
ns and w
wind
directions. Children can
c
do the same! Sun sets
are very u
useful and generally very
v
correcct in
predicting the followin
ng days wea
ather.’ Red sky
at night is the shephe
erd’s delightt, but red skky in
the mornin
ng is the sh
hepherd’s warning’
w
is one
of the bestt known of English
E
trad
ditional wea
ather
rhymes.
Figure 2. Win dy sunset

Figure 1. Red sunse
et

Figure 3. Broody ((yellow) sun
nset

Other colours at sunset can be vvery
predictive too. Yello
ow tinged skies in the
evening ssunset pred
dict windy conditionss to
come.

Red
R
sunrises are suppposedly in
ndicative off
bad
d weather – the rhym
me says ‘shepherd’s
‘
s
warrning’, but this
t
needs testing outt: recording
g
sun
nrises in the
e winter moonths when
n sunrise iss
abo
out 0730 (ju
ust before sschool) is a good wayy
to get
g children observing!

Simply recording sunset colours and tthen
following u
up on their predictions
p
is an easy way
to start llearning observing, recording and
predicting skills. Understanding
g the reassons
why red su
unsets are forecasters
f
of fine wea
ather
is much m
more difficultt and proba
ably best le
eft to
much late
er. Althoug
gh a simple explana
ation
would be
e that at sunrise an
nd sunset, the
Sun is low in the skyy, which means
m
that the
e see has travelled th
hrough a m
much
sunlight we

Clouds
C
werre frequentl y observed
d by sailorss
to be
b predictors of oncom
ming winds or storms..
‘Ma
are’s tails and
a
mackeerel scales make talll
ship
ps take in th
heir sails’.
The
T
saying
g ‘Mackereel sky, less than 24
4
hou
urs dry’ has some truth too.
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By plotting cha
anging cloudd types from
m very high
h
(cirrrus) with gradually low
wer clouds appearing,,
a warm or cold frontt can be observed
d
app
proaching by
b older puupils and th
his can be
e
link
ked to observations takken from a barometerr
which will show
w falling preessure.
Watching
W
th
he horizon at sea, and
d also overr
watter ‘if the La
akes are cleear there’s rain on the
e
way
y’ is a say
ying I grew
w up with as
a a child..
Clearly defined
d horizons are indicattion of cold
d
fron
ntal air, and
d suggest tthat rain, in
n particularr
hea
avy showers
s, may be oon the way.
Figure 4. Red sunris
se

Figure 7. Cleaar Horizon

However,
H
others
o
will ssay if you can
c see the
e
horizon its not raining, if yyou can’t it is!
Figu
ure 5. Mares
s Tails cirrus
s clouds

Fine
F
settled
d weather associated
d with high
h
pressure results in a blurrring of the horizon
h
and
d
orizon is a
so not being able to ssee the ho
pos
sitive sign fo
or your holidday.
Halos
H
often form arounnd the sun and moon..
The
ese are circles of lighht, sometim
mes slightlyy
colo
oured and predict rainn on the wa
ay, with the
e
moiisture in the atmossphere ca
ausing the
e
halo
o/rainbow effect.
e
Haloss around the
e moon are
e
partticularly efffective andd sometime
es look like
e
circ
cular rainbow
ws.

Figure 6. Mackerel sky

But
B the idea
a that rainbbows have buried gold
d
whe
ere they re
each the grround is un
nfortunatelyy
not true and difficult to find evidence for ass
rain
nbow ends move quickkly before one
o can gett
to th
hem to dig.

Both th
hese saying
gs understtand the c loud
types asso
ociated with oncoming depressio
onal
weather, a
and childre
en can reco
ord when tthey
see the cclouds and
d what ha
appens to the
weather to
o assess the truth of the
t
stateme
ents.

Understand
U
ing how raainbows form can be
e
dem
monstrated using a hosse pipe spra
aying waterr
on a sunny da
ay. Facing iinto the sprray and the
e
sun
n, children will
w see a m
magical ‘rainbow’, and
d
will learn whe
ere to lookk for one when it iss
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raining and
d the sun iss shining by
y facing into
o the
sun.

he summerr
Swiithin’s Day falls at thee end of th
term
m and the forty
f
days aare within th
he summerr
holiidays, so this projecct would have to be
e
des
signated a ‘special pro
roject’ by most
m
British
h
sch
hools if teac
chers wantted children
n to collectt
data
a!

4. Observing
O
g Plants an
nd Animals
Plants
P
and animals haave long been used byy
farm
mers to pred
dict forth cooming weather events,,
thou
ugh not allways with success. There are
e
man
ny sayings
s, known aas ‘old wiive’s tales’’
which children can investtigate. It is said that a
goo
od crop of berries onn bushes and
a
shrubss
indiicates a cold winter too come. Ho
owever, thiss
is not
n often tru
ue, and if a weather diary is kept,,
it will
w be seen that the previous spring had
d
wea
ather condu
ucive to floower formin
ng and the
e
settting of berrries, ratherr than any
ything else!!
Obs
serving the
e first new
w leaves and budss
ope
ening in spring
s
can be comp
pared with
h
prev
vious years
s, if you haave records
s, but there
e
are also many recordingss from a hun
ndred yearss
or so
s ago that can be acceessed nowa
adays.

Figure 8. Sun Halo
o

d record sim
mple
Older children can gather and
ata then make their own forecassts –
weather da
perhaps to
o the class at
a first but as
a they beco
ome
more accu
urate, to their school, many sch ools
have theirr own prog
grammes ru
unning in ttheir
reception a
areas on vie
ew to all!

Figure 9. Rainbow
w

And ano
other saying that can be investiga
ated
by children
n is that ‘rain on St Sw
withins Dayy (15
July) will b
bring 40 dayys of rain! Unfortunatel
U
ly St

Figure 10
0. Animal an
nd Plant Follklore

‘Ne’er cast a clout ‘till May be out’
o
can be
e
take
en to have two meaninngs, both off which can
n
be studied. Th
he first sugggests that one
o doesn’tt
take
e off one’s
s winter cllothes and exchange
e
them
m for lighter summer ggarments until the end
d
of the month of May, aas it won’tt be warm
m
eno
ough. The second sugggests that th
he May, the
e
flow
wer of the hawthorn
h
buush, is the indicator off
warrmth to com
me. There aare many other
o
tales::
‘Oa
ak (budding)) before ashh – forecastts a splash,,
ash
h before oak, suggessts a soak
k’, predictss
morre heavy rain.
r
Lookinng for blac
ck coloured
d
ash
h buds on stems andd leaves be
eginning to
o
ope
en on oak trees, will gget children looking forr
spe
ecific trees in spring.
Rooks
R
nestting high in the trees suggests a
fine
e, windfree summer.
s
W
Whereas it is
s said that iff
the nests are built
b
lower inn the trees, it is a sure
e
sign
n of wind to come. It has nott yet been
n
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proven tha
at this is co
orrect, but there
t
seem
ms to
be some trruth in the saying.
s
oing
Scarlet pimpernel flowers ope
en if it is go
to be sunn
ny, pine con
nes close if rain is on
n the
way.
We hum
mans too are
a often able to fore cast
what weatther is com
ming. Many say that ttheir
joints begin to ache
e before cold weathe
er. I
sneeze be
efore the onset of frontal weathe
er –
this is due
e to the spo
ores in the atmosphe re –
but it wo
ould be in
nteresting to investig
gate
whether otther people
e have simillar experien
nces
with comin
ng weatherr. Children can ask ttheir
families if they notice
e weather causing acches
and pains
Apart ffrom using
g traditional folklore
e to
investigate
e nature th
here are many ways that
oing
children ca
an explore and
a observe
e what is go
eing
on around them, not seemingly seen as be
’science’. T
The first sig
gns of new growth – th
hese
can be ha
azel catkinss in Januarry – identiffying
the male a
and female
e flowers, then
t
lookin g in
the autumn to see iff nuts have formed, b ulbs
starting to flower, gra
ass starting to grow – it is
interesting to keep records of wh
hen your fa
amily
had to mo
ow the lawn
n and how often overr the
winter, ass grass on
nly grows ifi the averrage
temperaturre is abovve 8C. In many partss of
Britain ave
erage winte
er temperatu
ures are be
elow
grass grow
wing levels,, so cattle have to be
e fed
on hay o
or brought inside to feed. Ano
other
attle
project cou
uld be to se
ee where your
y
local ca
spend the winter!
All inve
estigations use the skills child
dren
develop b
by asking their favo
ourite quesstion
’Why?’ surrely we sho
ould put this to good use,
and encou
urage their observation
n and hencce a
little more
e understan
nding of the environm
ment
around the
em. This ca
an then develop into a lifelong unde
erstanding of their lo
ocality and the
ability to lo
ook at science positively for the resst of
their lives.

5. Safaris
s
Safaris are anothe
er simple wa
ay of enthu sing
children to
o go and loo
ok around them. The w
word
safari mea
ans expedition or huntt and inevittably
requires clipboards an
nd pencils. Young child
dren
an adult to record wha
at they find and
will need a
sometimess where. Th
he class ne
eeds to de cide
what they are going to hunt and
d how theyy are
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goin
ng to record
d it. It may be a bug hunt,
h
a tree
e
hun
nt, a geological hunt foor different materials,
m
a
windy place hunt, thhere are numerouss
pos
ssibilities. All however need a sim
milar format..
The
ere needs to
o be a set aarea in which to ‘hunt’’
and
d a given tim
me. A formaat for recorrding needss
to id
dentified – sometimes
s
it is just the
e number off
sim
milar items found,
f
eg 110 woodlice
e, 3 wormss
but can also include locatiion – underr flower pot,,
on grass
g
etc.
The
T
day of the safari children ca
an dress in
n
app
propriate sa
afari outfits and it is intteresting to
o
see
e what is deemed apppropriate we
ear. Nearlyy
alw
ways children wear hatts, always have a clip
p
boa
ard, sometimes wellinngton bootts! I have
e
foun
nd that any
y safari cauuses great excitementt
and
d the word
d in itselff can lead
d to more
e
disc
cussion and
d research.

Fig
gure 11. Safaaris outline

Urban
U
area
as are not bbereft of th
he wonderss
and
d safaris around the sschool playg
ground can
n
dem
monstrate th
his. How dooes a plant manage to
o
pus
sh its way up throughh a tarmac path, or a
crac
ck in a pavement? Whhat strength
h is needed
d
to achieve
a
this
s? Look at tree roots pushing up
p
pav
ving stones. How do soome plants manage to
o
grow
w on heaps of brokenn building stones
s
and
d
rubble? Why do plants or what creatu
ures live on
n
walls – so man
ny investigaations here! Where do
o
pud
ddles form and why ddo some take
t
longerr
than
n others to dry out. – I could go on
o for ever..
Plottting the in
nformation gained on a specificc
safa
ari can spark many questions and more
e
inve
estigations. Each childd can explorre as much
h
or as
a little as they can aand returnin
ng to these
e
idea
as at a late
er stage in the year can
c
show a
child’s thinking
g progressioon and deve
elopment. Itt
is also
a
necessary to ensuure there is time to use
e
the data collec
cted. Generrally it is be
est to ‘pool’’
the data on a large boardd or on a co
omputer so
o
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that everyone can se
ee what ha
as been fou
und.
The data can be co
onverted in
nto bar or line
graphs as appropriate
e.
Anotherr safari tha
at is very different iis a
‘noise’ saffari. The ch
hildren go outside
o
and
d sit
quietly witth their eye
es closed and
a
just lissten.
They need
d an adult with each small grou p to
record what the child
dren hear and it is o
often
surprising at how man
ny different sounds can
n be
recorded. Birds sing
ging, the wind blow
wing,
scuffling along the grround - all sorts
s
of sou
unds
which you cannot see
e, but which are very m
much
part of the
e environme
ent that we
e rarely ide ntify
with as we
e are too busy. Older children find this
quite difficcult but alsso are surrprised at how
many diffe
erent sounds they do hear
h
which tthey
wouldn’t no
ormally notiice.

nts and ha
abitats worrk togetherr. Surely a
plan
bettter understa
anding of oour own earth science
e
wou
uld
encourage
apppreciation
of
the
e
imp
portance of local changges on a world
w
scale..
Now
w is the tim
me to ensurre the next generation
n
hav
ve this know
wledge and understand
ding.
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6. Environmental Awareness
A
s
There a
are numero
ous question
ns to be assked
and hence
e plenty of opportunity
y for childre
en to
discover w
what goes on
o in their worlds,
w
loca
al to
them. Eve
ery child ne
eeds to un
nderstand ttheir
own surro
oundings and how soils, ro
ocks,
weather plants and habitats
h
wo
ork togethe
er. A
better und
derstanding of our ow
wn local e
earth
science w
will encoura
age appreciation of the
importance
e of local changes
c
on a world sccale.
ding
This is th
he initial phase of understand
Environme
ental Awareness.

[8] https://www.metofficee.gov.uk/we
eather/learn
-about/we
eather/optica
cal-effects

Figure 12
2. Environm
mental Aware
eness Flowe
er

7. Conclu
usion
Every cchild needss to understand their own
surroundin
ngs and ho
ow soils, rocks,
r
wea
ather
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Seafuel: Seaweed Used as
Biofertilizer
N Francisco, D Galhardo, J Araújo, J Sá
Colégio Cedros, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

nunofrancisco@colegiocedros.pt
Abstract. Acknowledging the negative effects
that non-organic fertilizers have on all the
ecosystems [1], our team decided to create an
alternative for this method, so we can
contribute to the decrease of both water and
soil pollution.
To do that, knowing that Portugal has a long
coastline with a lot of unique advantages, we’ve
decided to use one of these many advantages:
seaweed [2,4]. Since ancient times, the
Portuguese, especially the ones that live in the
coast, have been using seaweed to fertilize
their soil by means of traditional methods.
Our experience is a study about the effects of
different types of seaweed when applied using
different methods on a bean growth project
[3,5]. This approach to sustainable fertilization
has the capacity to improving the bioeconomy.
To test this, we measured different parameters:
the size and matter of the leaves, roots and
beans. We also aim to do biological analysis of
the plant in order to compare and discuss the
results of the study. In fact, we can take from
this experience that there are differences when
it comes to the growth of the plants between
the soils that had seaweed and the ones that
don’t.

Keywords. Bioeconomy, Fertilizer, Growth,
Seaweed, Sustainability.
1. Introduction
The use of different inorganic fertilizers,
pesticides and insecticides is important for the
agricultural economy, but harmful to the
environment and damages/destroys the soil.
This type of chemical, over time, makes the
land unsuitable for agricultural production and
compromises ecosystems [11]. The production
of a natural algae-based fertilizer is an
environmentally sustainable alternative [6] and
would replace commercial fertilizers, as it would
prevent eutrophication and pollution of soils
and the environment due to the high amount of
nitrates and phosphates that chemical fertilizers
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contain in their composition, and which
contribute largely to soil contamination [7].
Algae are a good alternative to commercial
fertilizers because they contain essential
nutrients, promote accelerated seed growth
and increase crop yields. Furthermore, they are
biodegradable and are neither polluting nor
toxic to living beings [5]. This alternative is a
combination of nitrogen, phosphorus and
postasium,
contains
alginate
and
monosaccharides. As seen in the Skelton
experiment, (1969) the use of a liquid algaebased fertilizer on cereal seeds and vegetables
caused a significant increase in the germination
capacity of the plant.
Sustainable organic fertilisers come from
natural resources, such as algae, and thus
represent
viable
alternatives
for
crop
fertilisation due to their high content of organic
matter, micro and macro elements, vitamins,
fatty acids and growth hormones [4].
In order to identify the potential of various
types of algae as a biological fertilizer, we
created a bean crop [3]. Seaweed extracts are
an alternative of organic fertilizers that contain
high amounts of nutrients and promote rapid
seed development and germination [10].
After the planting of bean crops (with algae,
in solid state), and in partnership with ISEP
(Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto), we
subjected a liquid fertilizer, based on these, to
numerous tests and analyses, which allowed us
to infer plausible conclusions regarding the
possible chemical and organic contributions
that could be made to the crops.
Thus, the objective of our study is to test if
the application of different types of algae (red,
green and brown) on the soil of the beans will
present significant differences from the control
group, where we will grow beans without any
additives.

2. Materials and Methodology
2.1. How was the algae preparation
process performed?
Samples of brown algae (Fucus vesiculosus;
Sargassum; Saccorhiza; Laminaria), green
(Ulva lactuca) and red (Gracilaria verrucosa;
Palmaria Palmata; Gelidium corneum) were
used in this investigation, collected from the
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Portuguese
e coast (likke our anc
cestors), in the
region of Vila Novva de Ga
aia and P
Porto
(Madalena
ach,
a beach and Carrneiro bea
respectivelly). The alg
gae were co
ollected and
d put
ould
to dry (Fig
g. 1) so tha
at the salt present wo
stay on tthe surface
e and thus facilitate
e its
washing, which wass done tw
wice, with cold
running w
water, in order to remove ssand
particles and other tyypes of impure waste ((Fig.
1).
After drrying, they were
w
cut intto small pie
eces
into
in a shre
edder and properly separated
s
different deposits: on
ne for each
h type of a lgae
(Fig. 3).

Fig
gure 3. Shred
dded algae

2.2. How was the algae prreparation
n
process
p
performed?
?

Figure 1. Algae
A
washing

Once
O
the algae prepparation process wass
com
mpleted, diffferent beann crops (bla
ack beans Pha
aseolus vu
ulgaris) weere created
d, using a
cus
stomised method [5] - using alga
ae in smalll
piec
ces, in a pre
e-prepared bottle with 200 gramss
of gravel
g
and 1300 gram
ms of soil: three
t
cropss
with
h red algae, three cropps with gree
en algae [8-9], three crop
ps with broown algae and three
e
con
ntrol group crops, givinng a total of
o 12 crops..
The
e crops were placed iin demijohn
ns with the
e
sam
me amoun
nt of soil and gra
avel, were
e
periodically wa
atered with the same amount off
watter and were
e exposed tto the same
e amount off
ligh
ht in order to
o reduce thee variables.
Thus,
T
our research coonsisted of 12 culturess
of three beans
s in each boottle, in whic
ch, in those
e
inte
ended for testing withh algae, 20
0 grams off
alga
ae of each type weere depositted, mixed
d
eve
enly in the soil.
In the bottle
es 1, 2 andd 3, (Fig. 4)
4 a total off
nine
e beans, the
t
Controol Group took place,,
with
hout any algae additivve or fertilizer, just a
laye
er of gravel and soil.
In the bottle
es 4, 5 andd 6, (Fig. 5)
5 there are
e
crop
ps with the
e same pree-preparatio
on, but with
h
20 grams
g
of grreen algae, the (Group A)

Figure 2.. Algae dryin
ng

In the bottle
es 7, 8 and 9 (Fig. 6) the
t culturess
werre mixed with 20 gram
ms of red alg
gae (Group
p
B)
Finally,
F
in th
he bottles 110, 11 and 12, (Fig. 7))
were used (Group C)
20 grams
g
of brrown algae w
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5
pending on the absorrption of th
he previouss
dep
irrig
gation.

Figure 4.
4 Bottles 1-3
Fiigure 7. Bott
ttles 10-12

2.3. How was
s the expeerience followed?
In the two/tthree montths in which
h the bean
n
grow
wers deve
eloped, seeveral com
mmon and
d
indiividual aspe
ects were reecorded in writing and
d
pho
otographed in the croops, our main
m
focuss
bein
ng to measure the groowth of the beans overr
time
e, allowing
g us to elaborate a graphicc
syn
nthesis.

Figure 5.
5 Bottles 4-6

Figure 6.
6 Bottles 7-9

This whole structture of bean crops was
planted on
n January 22
2, after a rig
gorous stud
dy of
literature ffrom other experience
es of seaw
weed
use in agrriculture, for two montths. During the
experience
e, we follo
owed each crop clossely,
watering th
he beans with
w
100, 200
2
or 300 mL
whenever necessary,, always th
he same in
n all,
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In fact, from the firstt day of planting
p
we
e
mea
asured the beans, in itially using
g a 50 cm
m
rule
er, but abou
ut a month later the be
eans began
n
to grow
g
exponentially, forrcing us to use a tape
e
mea
asure. Toge
ether with tthis measure, we also
o
had
d to adopt the
t use of something that would
d
mak
ke a stake/support for the plants, since theyy
werre climbing plants, us ing a fishin
ng line thatt
was
s attached to
t the roof, vertically to
o each one
e
of the demijo
ohns, so thhat they could
c
grow
w
with
hout the risk
k of leaving .
The
T measurements weere made weekly
w
and,,
toge
ether with Instituto Suuperior de Engenharia
E
a
do Porto, at th
he end of tthe experim
ment, when
n
the beans have
e reached ttheir maximum growth,,
we will proceed withh the org
ganic and
d
bioc
chemical study of the ddifferent pla
ants, so thatt
we can draw more
m
substaantiated con
nclusions.

2.4
4. Preliminary
chaaracteriza
ation
seaweed
d extractss

off

The
T
seaweed extractss were pre
epared with
h
20 g of seaw
weed in 1000 mL of water.
w
The
e
mix
xture was boiling for one hourr and then
n
filte
ered before
e analysis.. The extrracts were
e
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analysed ttogether wiith a comm
mercial ferti liser
(Profertil) a
and the resu
ults comparred.

2.5. Deterrmination
content (TPC)

of

to
otal

phe
enol

One of the most commonly used meth
hods
for the sspectrophoto
ometric qu
uantification
n of
phenolic ccompounds (one of the
t
familiess of
antioxidantt compound
ds) is the Folin-Cioca
alteu
method. T
This method
d uses the Folin-Cioca
alteu
reagent (a
a mixture of phosph
homolibdic and
phosphotungstic acids) which by
y means o
of an
oxidation-rreduction re
eaction, wh
hich occurss in
basic med
dium, is red
duced and the phenolls in
the sample
e are oxidized (Equattions 1 and
d 2).
The colora
ation develo
oped is proportional to
o the
content o
of phenoliic compou
unds and is
measured by absorba
ance at 765 nm.

4. In micrroplate (andd in triplica
ate) add in
n
this ord
der:
µL
 25
ssample/stan
ndard/waterr
onised;
deio
 75 µL
µ deionizeed water;
 25 µL
µ diluted F
Folin reagen
nt;
 Res
st 6 min undder the lightt;
 100
0 µL of Na2C
CO3 solution
n;
 Sha
ake;
 Kee
ep in the daark for 1 hou
ur;
 Rea
ad the absoorbance at 765
7 nm and
d
calc
culate the equation of
o the line
e
(Table 2).
Table 1. Prreparation o
of solutions for the
calibration
n curve

Na2WO4/N
Na2MoO4 → (phenol - MoW
M 11O4)-4
4 (1)
Mo
o(VI) (yellow
w) + e- → Mo(V)
M
(blue)) (2)

2.6. Expe
erimental procedure
p
e
1. Pre
epare 25 mL
L of a stand
dard solutio
on of
gallic acid (AG
G) ≈ 200 mg
g/L in ultrap
pure
ution should
d be
watter (Fig. 3)). This solu
pro
otected from
m light. Galllic acid (Fig
g. 8)
is u
used in this test as a re
epresentativve of
the
e family of phenolic com
mpounds.

St.

AG
G (µL)

Wateer (µL)

Con
nc. (µg/mL)

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

10
25
2
50
5
100
150
200
2

1 90
1 75
1 50
1 00
550
0

10
25
50
100
150
200

Table
T
2. AG concentratiion and mea
an of the
absorbance
a
values for tthe calibration curve
A (mg/L)
Conc AG

bs.
Media Ab

0,00
11,4
28,5
57,0
5
114
1
171
1
228
2

0,0459
9
0,116
0,289
0,501
0,940
1,36
1,69

Figure 8.
8 Gallic acid
d

2. Fro
om GA stan
ndard solutio
on prepare 200
µL of each of the dilluted stand
dard
ble 1).
solu
utions (Tab
3. Pre
epare Folin reagent so
olutions (dilu
uted
1:1 in deionized water) and
a
Na2CO
O3 at
75 g/L (10 mL).

Absorbance

Total phe
enolic
2

y = 0,0074x + 0,00658
R² = 0,9969

1,5
1
0,5
0
0

50

100

150

20
00

250

Ga
allic acid conncentration (m
mg/L)
Figure 9. Calibration curvee for the dettermination
of total pheenolics

djust concentrations in
n the
mAG= 5.7 mg (ad
A concenttration)
table frrom actual AG
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2.7. Deterrmination of florota
anin conte
ent
The con
ntent of floro
otanins in th
he sampless will
2,4be
de
etermined
by
the
benzaldehyyde method
dimethoxyb
d (DMBA, Fig.
10), referrred to in th
he literature as a sim
mple
method forr the estima
ation of the content of ttotal
florotanins. The standard used
u
will be
floroglucino
ol.









30 µL sample/stan
s
ndard/waterr deionised;
150 µL of working solution;
b
wells of the sam
mples place
e
In the blank
30 µL of sample and 150 µL of aceticc
stead of thee working so
olution;
acid ins
Shake;
Keep in
n the dark for 1 hourr inside the
e
hotel;
t
absorbaance at 49
94 nm and
d
Read the
calculate the equaation of the line (Table
e
4).

Table
T
4. AG concentratiion and mea
an of the
absorbance
a
values for tthe calibration curve
A (mg/L)
Conc AG

bs.
Media Ab

0,00
6,00
6
15,0
30,0
3
45,0
60,0
6
75,0
7

0,0458
8
0,125
0,476
0,832
1,17
1,56
1,89

Figure 10. Structure
S
off 2,4dimethoxy
ybenzaldehy
yde

Experimen
ntal procedu
ure:

Table 3. Preparation of solutions for the
calibra
ation curve
St.

AG (µL)

Water (µL)

Conc. (µg/m
mL)

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

10
25
50
75
100
125

190
175
150
125
100
75

5,0
12,5
25,0
37,5
50,0
62,5

4. In microplate (and in triplicate) ad d in
thiss order:
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Totall Florotan
nins
2,50

Absorbance
Ab b

1. Pre
epare 25 mL
L of a stand
dard solutio
on of
florroglucinol (F
FG) concen
ntration (≈) 100
mg/L in ultrap
pure water (Table 3). T
This
ution should be protec
cted from l ight.
solu
In this test floroglucino
ol is used as
presentative
e of the floro
otanin familyy;
rep
2. Fro
om the FG standard so
olution prep
pare
200
0 µL of eacch of the diluted stand
dard
solu
utions;
3. mF
FG= 3.0 mg
g (adjust co
oncentration
ns in
the
e table from the actual FG
con
ncentration)).

y = 0,0249x + 0,00481
R² = 0,9964

2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
0

20

40

60

80
8

Florogluccinol Conc (m
mg/L)
Figure 11.
1 Calibratio
on curve for the
determ
mination of ttotal phenolics

3. Results
R
The
T
follow
wing Graaphs (Figs
s. 12-17))
represent the growth off the beans
s over the
e
initial 50 days of the expeeriment.

3.1. Control Group
G
Three
T
black beans w
were planted on each
h
crop
p. As with the
t other crrops, it was
s found thatt
the plants gre
ew stronglyy about a week afterr
they
y were grow
wn. By the 220th day, all crops had
d
grow
wn at abou
ut the sam
me rate. Alll the cropss
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reached very reasonable and similar values in
terms of height of the beans. From the 20th day
on, there was a slight difference between the 3
crops: while crop 1 decreased its speed of
development, crop 2 significantly increased its
rates of development and growth. Crop 3, on
the other hand, remained more or less stable,
evolving at the same rate and without great
oscillations. Until the end of the growing period,
there was a very slight increase and a very low
evolution of the bean plant on the part of crop
1. And a very sharp and evident growth, in the
last week recorded, of crops 2 and 3, which
allowed the bean plants, after 50 days of
experience, to show very high values of growth
of the species.
1

100

2

3

developed on a larger scale than the rest. After
the first month of planting the beans, the growth
of crop 4 overcame the growth of crops 5 and
6, which grew at more or less the same rate.
From the 30th, while crop 4 continued to
develop at an accelerated level, and quite
expressively, crop 6 also gained momentum.
After 1 month and a half, since the beginning of
the project, the 3 cultures started to grow
significantly and gradually, especially culture 4,
which, in the last week analyzed, reached quite
positive growth levels. All this can be seen in
graph 2. Another evidence in these crops was
the accentuated leaf growth, the strong green
colour of the leaves and the appearance of
numerous branches on the stem, which made
its perimeter larger compared to the other
crops.

80
HEIGHT/CM

7

60
HEIGHT/CM

40
20
0
DAY0

8

13

20

30

37

43

9

4

5

50

0
DAY 0

8

13

20

30

37

43

50

Figure 14. Measurement of the stalk height of
the plants of the Group B over time

6
10

11

12

150
HEIGHT/CM

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
DAYS 0

100

50

Figure 12. Measurement of the stalk height of
the plants of the Control Group over time

HEIGHT/CM

8

150

8

13

20

30

37

43

50

Figure 13. Measurement of the stalk height of
the plants of the Group A over time

3.2. Group A
Three black beans were planted on each
crop. It was found that the plants grew sharply
about a week after they were grown. The
beans, until then, grew and developed in a
similar way and at the same rate. From the
second week onwards, crop 4 progressed and

100
50
0
DAY 0

8

13

20

30

37

43

50

Figure 15. Measurement of the stalk height of
the plants of the Group C over time

3.3. Group B
Three black beans were planted on each
crop. Contrary to what happened in crops
where algae of other species (green or brown)
were inserted, it was found that the growth of
the beans, where red algae were inserted, was
much more homogeneous and regular, and the
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beans of the same crop developed at a level
that was practically identical and proportional. It
was found that the plants grew at a pronounced
rate, approximately one week after they were
grown. Until then, the beans grew and
developed at a similar rate. Although crop 8
was less developed, compared to crops 7 and
9, the beans grew at the same rate, and from
the 20th day they grew faster, especially crop 9.
After the first month of planting the beans, there
was already a significant difference in height
and development, between crop 8 and the
others, but it was still growing at a good rate.
From the 37th, the difference between crop 7
and
9
decreased,
almost
completely
disappearing. Until the end of the growth
period, crop 8 was growing steadily and
invariably, and the remaining 2 crops, although
with some ups and downs, reached quite
reasonable
and
identical
growth
and
development values after 50 days of study.
Control

Group A

Group B

Group C

140

HEIGHT/CM

120

80

Table 5 shows the results obtained.

60
40

0
DAY 0

8

13

20

30

37

43

50

Figure 16. Height measurements of the largest
plant in each group over time
Control

Group A

Group B

Group C

120
100
HEIGHT/CM

Three black beans were planted on each
crop. As with the other crops, it was found that
the plants grew strongly about a week after
they were grown. One of the crops planted,
crop 11, was found not to have grown as well
as the others, it grew in a conditioned way, and
perhaps because it did not adapt to the
conditions imposed, it did not grow as
expected, reaching the end of the study period,
only 46 cm high. The remaining 2 cultures,
cultures 10 and 12, developed in a similar and
uniform way, until approximately the 37th day.
The great particularity of these cultures
occurred, from this period on. Cultures 10 and
12 started to grow, evidently and quite
significantly, evolving more than any other
culture, in any period. Until the end of the
project, this enormous and relevant evolution
was proved, which allowed them to reach very
high values at the end of the analysis period.
Another factor evidenced in these cultures was
the formation of fungi, which, consequently, led
to the appearance of insects.

3.5. Preliminary analysis of seaweed
extracts

100

20

Table 4. a) total phenolic ± SD (in mgAG/L), b)
total florotanin ± SD (in mgFG/L) content and c)
% florotanins in relation to total phenolic
content in the Brown, Green and Red seaweed
extracts analysed and comparison with the
commercial extract (Profertil)
a

b

c

B

107 ± 9,3

2,94 ± 2,75

2,75

G

90,4 ± 7,0

n.a.

n.a.

R

107 ± 6,8

n.a.

n.a.

P

13568 ± 1147

297 ± 28,5

2,19

80
60
40
20
0
DAY 0

8

13

20

30

37

43

50

Figure 17. Average height measurements of the
three bottles of each group over time
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3.4. Group C

The phenolic values are lower in the case of
green algae and about 100 times lower than in
the case of commercial extract. No florotanins
have been detected in green and red algae, as
florotanins only exist in brown algae. The brown
algae extract has a similar florotanin ratio to the
commercial extract.
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The commercial extract has been boiling for
4 hours and Profertil dry extract has 20 %
Ascophylum nodosum algae. In foliar
fertilization it is recommended to apply in
concentrations below 1,2 L Profertil/100 L
water. If it is placed in the soil the amount of
Profertil should be increased by 25% (about 1,5
L Profertil/100 L of water).
Considering the results obtained, about 1 L
of Profertil's solution can be prepared to be
placed in the vessels by diluting 15 mL of
extract in water. The extracts obtained from the
algae can be placed directly in the pots without
dilution.
To prepare an extract with 20 % algae in dry
weight, a larger quantity of extract can be
prepared and dried and then diluted in water to
the desired concentration.
These results also indicate to us that the
algae used in these experiments are rich in
antioxidants that allow good plant growth.
At a later stage the algae used will be
characterized in relation to their macro and
micronutrients with impact on plant growth and
development. Beans obtained from these
experiments will also be analyzed to see if their
nutritional value is affected using natural
fertilizers.

an optimized and faster growth as with
chemical fertilizers.
At present, the use of natural products made
from algae as an alternative to the use of
inorganic fertilizers has gained relevance and
importance. Recent studies show that algae
based fertilisers can compete with other types
of fertiliser, and in return are more costeffective.
Bearing in mind the current situation of our
world (COVID19), our work is unfinished and
some of the studies that we aimed to do (eg:
measurement of organic matter and the
nutrients present in the soil of each group)
weren’t completed. In spit of this, we plan to
finish these studies as soon as possible
because we think this is a promising work that
can have a remarkable impact on the planet.
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Abstract. Bioinformatics tools are suitable
didactic instruments to combine updated
knowledge with spotlight teaching strategies,
e.g., e-learning. This study depicts the status of
computational resources at schools pinpointed
by teachers. Frequently, computers are
obsolete, with outdated software, not
connected to internet, their number is limited
and often placed in areas not primarily aimed
for teaching (schools’ libraries and/or
classrooms
for
professional/technical
programs). These are key limitations preventing
the implementation of digital-based activities in
classrooms. This reality calls for the need to
provide schools with updated informatics
resources and fast internet connection to
scaffold top-notch learning.
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1. Introduction
Computational resources and biological
research are strongly connected [1-3].
Nowadays, every biology laboratory has
computers with robust internet access to
perform bioinformatics analysis [4-5]. In this
regard and trying to adequate modern teaching
practices to the new developments in biological
research, several initiatives have been
implemented to integrate bioinformatics-based
approaches as an educational strategy [6-9]. In
this scope, a portfolio of bioinformatics activities
is available for the educational community to
approach scientific issues such as antibiotic
resistance, genetics, food preservation or
evolution [10-13].
Recognizing the key role of teachers in this
process, research institutions, universities,

policy makers and teachers training programs,
need to focus their interventions in helping
teachers to implement bioinformatics in their
classes [14-17].
Several studies were carried out to diagnose
teachers’ perceptions about bioinformatics
integration in middle and high school curricula
[17-20]. Teachers revealed to be interested in
bioinformatics and recognized the importance
of its incorporation in the curricula. However,
from these studies was not clear the impact of
the availability of computational resources at
schools, namely computers and internet
access. This study is a diagnostic of in-service
teachers’ perceptions about the accessibility of
computational resources at schools to promote
digital-based teaching and learning approaches
in general, and to implement bioinformatics
activities in particular.
1.1 Study Context
In a previous study, we diagnose teachers’
perceptions about bioinformatics and identify
the constrains for bioinformatics integration in
middle and high schools [20]. In fact, Martins et
al. [20] showed that teachers were interested in
bioinformatics as a scientific area and as a
didactic resource. Teachers revealed to be
acquainted with bioinformatics definition, wellaware that computer and consistent internet
access is required for data mining of biological
datasets to retrieve meaningful information.
Alongside with teachers’ need of further training
to boost their confidence to carry out
bioinformatics-based interventions [20], it is
urgent to revise middle and high school
curricula to fuel an effective integration of
bioinformatics in teaching practices, which is in
line with other studies [6-7,16-19].
When in-service teachers were asked about
the informatics readiness of their schools to
promote bioinformatics-based approaches in
their teaching practices, the majority admitted
that their schools have the necessary
conditions to implement bioinformatics-based
approaches. Despite this, participants pointed
out as one of the main constrains the poor
internet connection and lack of computers [20].
The importance of clarifying these
testimonials was reinforced particularly taking
into account the recent need to rapidly
implement
e-learning
strategies
as
a
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consequen
nce of the compulsorry containm
ment
due to CO
OVID-19 pa
andemic [2
21-23]. To fully
investigate
e
the
r
reason
why
w
teach
hers
acknowled
dge that altthough sch
hools have the
resources (i.e. comp
puters and internet) th
hese
are unsuiitable to implement bioinforma
atics
activities, we carried
d out an inquire to 37
Biology tea
achers who
o attended a bioinforma
atics
workshop ffor science teachers [2
24].
To tackkle this, two
o research questions
q
w
were
raised:



How
w well are Portugues
se middle and
high
h schools prepared to implem
ment
bioin
nformatics in
i the classroom?
Is th
he informatiics equipme
ent availablle at
scho
ools, updatted and accessible fo
or all
teacchers and at
a any time, i.e., do sch ools
available to
have
e the equipment
e
teacchers and ready to be
b used in the
classsroom?

as designedd and imple
emented forr
Classroom” wa
n 2018 undder the scop
pe of the V
the first time in
Inte
ernational meeting
m
for teachers of Casa dass
Ciências [25]. This woorkshop is aimed to
o
exp
plore with teacherss the po
otential off
bioiinformatics as a didacttic resource
e. Following
g
spe
ecifically designed guiddelines [11], teacherss
are guided to explore fouur bioinform
matics toolss
in order to data
d
mininng a DNA sequence
e
focu
using on id
dentifying ggenes and determine
e
the putative functions of their products..
Add
ditionally, using bioinfoormatics re
esources off
com
mparative genomics, thhe presence
e of certain
n
gen
nes in diffe
erent taxonnomic grou
ups is also
o
ana
alysed in order too infer evolutionary
e
y
rela
ationships. This
T
holisticc approach contributess
to understand
d basic nnotions of genomics,,
gen
nes, genom
mes and prooteins and,, adding to
o
this
s, introduces
s genomicss-related ke
ey conceptss
suc
ch as Open
n Reading Frame (ORF), Basicc
Loc
cal Alignmen
nt Tool (BLA
AST) or syn
nteny [26].

2. Method
ds
2.1. Partic
cipants
This ressearch focu
us on a gro
oup of teach
hers
who atte
ended a training workshop in
bioinforma
atics “From DNA to Genes and
d to
ormatics in the
Comparatiive Genomics: Bioinfo
Classroom
m”. This fourr-hours work
kshop occu
urred
in Lisboa
a in the context of
o an an nual
This
international meeting
g for teach
hers [24]. T
7 Biology teachers from
m 28
group conssisted of 37
schools (2
26 public and 2 prrivate) from
m 8
eing
different rregions, ma
ainly urban
n areas, be
78.40% off the participants teach
hing at sch ools
in Lisboa a
and Setúba
al which are
e built-up arreas
with a high
h population
n density.
Eight off the 37 tea
achers hold a MSc deg
gree.
ants
One teach
her holds a PhD degre
ee. Participa
have an a
average off 25.44 ± 7.75 yearss of
teaching e
experience.. At the moment
m
of the
workshop, 12 teacherrs taught att middle sc hool
level (stud
dents betwe
een 12-15 years old) , 12
taught at h
high schoo
ol level (students betw
ween
16-18 yearrs old) and 12 taught both
b
middle and
high schoo
ol levels. On
ne participa
ant did not ffill in
this information.

2.2. Materials
2.2.1. The
e Worksho
op
The wo
orkshop “Fro
om DNA to
o Genes an
nd to
Comparatiive Genomics: Bioinfo
ormatics in the
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Fiigure 1. Gen
nome compaarison betw
ween three
stra
ains of Esch
herichia colii using a Venn Diagram
m
to
o identify the
e core geno
ome, pan genome and
accessory g
genome

In 2019, a reedition oof the worrkshop wass
con
nsidered and perform
med durin
ng the VII
Inte
ernational meeting
m
for teachers of Casa dass
Ciências [24]. The worksshop was updated to
o
include further resourcess. Efficientt Database
e
fram
mework for comparativve Genome
e Analysess
usin
ng BLAST score Ratioos (EDGAR
R) platform
m
was
s added in the workfloow of the workshop
w
to
o
run genome co
omparisonss [27].
The
T activity was intendded to identify, among
g
up to five bacterial strains, th
he set off
mologous and specificc genes of each strain
n
hom
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using the
e Venn Diagram
D
fu
unctionalityy of
EDGAR (F
Fig. 1). Base
ed on the re
esults obtain
ned,
notions off core gen
nome, pan genome and
accessory genome are discussed. Circcular
Plots and
d the Nuccleotide Ide
entity Averrage
matrix (AN
NI) (Fig. 2)
2 are ana
alysed from
m a
comparativve genomics perspective. EDG
GAR
functionalitty for the creation of
o phylogen
netic
trees is alsso explored.

Figure 2. G
Genome com
mparison be
etween a se
et of
three strains of Escherichia coli and one strrain
of Escheriichia ferguso
onii using an
a ANI matriix to
identify
y genomes that
t
belong to the same
e
bacteria species (>
>95% accord
ding to [28]))

All the exercises proposed
p
in
n the worksshop
privileged simple, in
ntuitive and
d user-frie ndly
tools. Adding to this, the
t graphic interface off the
outputs ob
btained at EDGAR
E
are appealing and
empower a
analytical skills
s
of data
a interpreta
ation
through gra
aphs and/or tables.

2.2.2. The
e Question
nnaire
The que
estionnaire (Fig. 3), de
eveloped in
n our
previous sstudy [20], was clustered in two
dimensionss: teacherss perceived knowledge
e on
bioinforma
atics (Q1, Q2,
Q Q3, Q4
4, Q5, Q6, Q7,
Q9, Q12, Q
Q13, Q14, Q15, Q16) and in-serrvice
onal
teachers’ p
perceptionss about the
e computatio
and interrnet resources available at ttheir
schools tto implement bioinfo
ormatics-ba
ased
activities (Q
Q8, Q10, Q11).
Q
These ttwo dimenssions aimed
d to know iff the
participants are acqu
uainted with
h the defin ition
and scope
e of bioinform
matics, and
d to collect d
data
on their p
perceptionss of school readinesss to
implement bioinforma
atics as a did
dactic tool.
uestionnaire
e also inclu
uded an in
nitial
The qu
section forr demographic charactterization off the
group and
d three ad
dditional ite
ems to asssess
teachers’ opinions about the questionn
naire
itself.

Figure 3. Questionnairre used in th
he study

2.3. Data Colllection
Teachers
T
voluntarilyy enrolled
d in the
e
worrkshop whic
ch included a theoretic
cal part and
d
a practice
p
com
mponent dduring which teacherss
co-w
worked in te
eams of twoo or three participants.
After
A
the wo
orkshop all the participants were
e
info
ormed about the main aim of this study and,,
with
h their consent, the qquestionnaiire (Fig. 3))
was
s applied.

2.4
4. Data Ana
alyses
Descriptive
D
and inferenntial statistic
cal analysiss
werre performe
ed for quanntitative datta [29]. Forr
qua
alitative data
a, a themattic content analysis off
the participan
nts’ responnses to open-ended
o
d
estions was carried outt [30-31].
que

3. Results
R
an
nd Discusssion
3.1. Teachers
s’ perceivved know
wledge on
n
bioinformatics
The
T
partic
cipant teacchers of this studyy
reve
ealed to be aware oof the main
n scope off
bioiinformatics field (Q1). T
The majoritty (54.29%))
of the participants deefined bio
oinformaticss
acc
cording to th
he etymologgy of the word,
w
which
h
is a one-dimen
nsional deffinition referrring to the
e
app
plication of information technology
y to biology..
How
wever, data
a analysis aand data sto
orage were
e
also
o mentione
ed. In thiss regard, it can be
e
con
nsidered that
t
particcipants kn
new whatt
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bioinforma
atics is, reco
ognized its importance
e for
scientific rresearch (Q
Q5) and revealed to
o be
highly inte
erested in this scienttific topic ((Q3)
(Fig. 4).

*Stattistically significan
nt differences betw
ween groups.
**Statistically
ly significant differrences before and
d after the workshoop

Figurre 4. Answe
ers given by participantts
according
g to a Likert Scale (Rang
ge 1 to 5). B
Bars
represen
nt the mean value and the
t error barrs
re
efer to the standard dev
viation

Participants
(51
1.35%)
agreed
that
bioinforma
atics can be framed in Biology
B
classses
and underrstand its po
otential as a teaching and
learning ttopic (Q2). Interestin
ngly, teach
hers
added that bioinformatics co
ould also be
explored both in Biology classes and
Information
n and Com
mmunication
ns Techno logy
(ICT) cla
asses. Th
he reason
ning is that
bioinforma
atics can be
b framed in the Bio logy
curricula, b
but it can also be us
sed to prom
mote
interdiscipllinary bassed pedag
gogies. Th
hese
ding
approache
es are strongly encoura
aged accord
to up-to-da
ate science teaching standards,
s
ssuch
as the Next Genera
ation Scien
nce Standa
ards
ecially in th
he Science
e, Technolo
[32], espe
ogy,
Engineerin
ng and Math
hematics (S
STEM) field [3336]. This rresult revea
als that parrticipants off the
study we
ere aware of the adequacy of
bioinforma
atics for Biology clas
sses, but also
the
went furth
her and sh
howed to understand
u
follow-up potentialitie
es of this integration for
eas. It is importantt to
other currricular are
emphasize
e that pa
articipants were scie
ence
teachers and consequently do
d not te
each
Information
n and Com
mmunication
ns Techno logy
(ICT) classses.
There was a ge
eneral agre
eement am
mong
participants that bioin
nformatics-b
based activvities
are adequa
ate for high school leve
el (Q7) (Fig
g. 4).

100

How
wever, tea
achers inquuired in this
t
study,,
sho
owed concerns abou t the importance off
inte
egrating bioinformatics--approache
es in middle
e
sch
hool level (Q
Q6) (Fig. 44). This result is lowerr
and
d statistica
ally significcant (p<0..01) when
n
com
mpared to the results obtained among the
e
teac
chers who participate
ted in the workshop
p
edittion of 2018
8 that moree confidently agree on
n
the importance
e of integraating bioinfformatics in
n
mid
ddle school [20]. This ddifference can
c be due
e
to th
he exercise
es explored in worksho
op edition off
201
19 that broaden thee range off platformss
exp
plored when
n comparedd with the first
f
edition
n
of the worksho
op. This couuld have contributed to
o
teac
chers bette
er understannd how the
ey integrate
e
bioiinformatics in high scchool class
ses and, att
the same time, feel that aall bioinform
matics toolss
are too comple
ex for midddle school le
evel. When
n
des
signing a ne
ew workshoop other pla
atforms can
n
be explored such as Pathogen Modeling
g
Pro
ogram (PMP
P) [37] or Coombined Da
atabase forr
Pre
edictive Micrrobiology – ComBase [38-39] thatt
sho
owed to be
e compatiblle with mid
ddle schooll
leve
el to explore
e, for exam
mple, food preservation
n
tech
hniques [12
2,40].
Not
N surprising, and cconsolidating the data
a
obta
ained in th
he first stuudy [20], th
he majorityy
(70.27%) of participantss admitted that theyy
hav
ve never explored
e
biooinformatics tools byy
them
mselves (Q
Q9) and moost of them
m (72.73%))
reve
ealed to have
h
actuaally implem
mented the
e
bioiinformatics tools in ttheir class
ses (Q9.1)..
Tea
achers confirmed tthe perception thatt
bioiinformatics--based straategies are more time
e
con
nsuming and requires more reso
ources than
n
othe
er type of practical classses (Q12.3
3) (Fig. 4).
Furthermore
F
e, they feeel that theirr academicc
bac
ckground and
a
professsional train
ning is nott
suffficient for them to confidently explore
e
bioiinformatics tools withhin a didac
ctic contextt
(Q9
9.1.1; Q12.1
1; Q12.2) (F
Fig. 4).
Concerning
C
the perceeived back
kground off
teac
chers on bioinform
matics, the
ere is a
stattistically significant
s
difference between
n
teac
chers’ answ
wers (p<0.0 1) before and after the
e
worrkshop (Q4
4.1; Q4.2) (Fig. 4). Teacherss
clea
arly agree that
t
the woorkshop con
ntributed to
o
dee
eper their background
b
on bioinfo
ormatics. In
n
factt, workshop
p participannts admitted
d that theirr
bac
ckground on bioinform
matics imprroved afterr
the workshop, boosting their con
nfidence to
o
exp
plore bioin
nformatics in the classroom..
Inte
erestingly, the reason tthat motiva
ated around
d
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half (48.65
5%) of the teachers to
o participatte in
the worksh
hop (Q13) was
w to gain further train
ning,
corroborating the prevvious study [20].
ere also ob
btained in the
These results we
nt of otherr training in
nterventionss on
assessmen
bioinforma
atics for teacchers and corroborate
c
e the
need of te
eachers upd
date on this
s field (Q12
2.5.;
Q16) [6-7,1
16,18-20] (F
Fig. 4).
Regarding the wo
orkshop itse
elf (Q14, Q
Q15),
most of th
he participa
ants did no
ot mention any
improveme
ents on the
t
bioinfo
ormatics-ba
ased
activities e
explored att the session. The o
ones
who did, cclaimed for a longer workshop
w
(m
more
than 4 hou
urs) or a 25
5 hours training coursse to
broaden th
heir perspe
ectives on the
t
potentia
al of
bioinforma
atics-based tools adapted to diffe
erent
evels. Add
ding to th
his, inform
mally
school le
teachers e
express the
eir will to ac
ccess scien
ntific
counselling
g to implem
ment bioinfo
ormatics in ttheir
classes all over the scchool year.

3.2. Teachers’ perceptions about the
computational
and
interrnet
resources ava
ailable att schools
s to
imple
ement
bioinform
matics-bas
sed
activ
vities
According to th
he first dimension of
questions, regarding teachers’ perce
eived
knowledge
e on bioinfformatics, iti is legitim
m to
assume th
hat particip
pants were aware of the
main aim o
of bioinform
matics, of its potential ass an
educationa
al resource, and that teachers w
were
interested and motiva
ated to lea
arn more ab
bout
this scientific field.

thatt teachers are used tto take advantage off
tech
hnologies in
n their classses (Q8.1).
When
W
asked
d specifical ly about the
e readinesss
of their institu
utions to ddevelop bio
oinformaticss
actiivities, the
e majorityy (62.16%
%) of the
e
partticipants
assumeed
tha
at
the
e
sch
hool/institutio
ons wheree they were teaching
g
did not have
e the neceessary con
nditions to
o
inte
egrate bioinfformatics-baased strate
egies (Q11)..
Alth
hough this data may apparently
y contradictt
wha
at teachers mentionedd in the firs
st edition off
the workshop [20],
[
the eviidence gath
hered in the
e
currrent
stud
dy
suggeests
that
teacherss
und
derstood tha
at the existeence of com
mputers and
d
inte
ernet does not
n ensure by itself the
e possibilityy
to carry
c
out bio
oinformaticss exercises.
Other
O
cons
strains poinnted out by teacherss
imp
pairing the implementaation of bio
oinformaticss
actiivities in th
he classrooom (Q10) are
a related
d
with
h: logistic constrains
c
((75%); train
ning needss
(8.3
33%); litera
acy (perceeived know
wledge and
d
skills) (13.89%
%); and sttudent’s pe
erformance
e
(2.7
78%).
Regarding
R
the
t logisticss constrains, teacherss
maiinly mention
ned that coomputers at school are
e
obs
solete, not easy to access an
nd internett
con
nnection is often poor (Fig. 5). Around
A
10%
%
reportedd
teachers
of
informa
atics-based
d
reso
ources un
nderstood as computers and
d
inte
ernet limitations.

These participantss were also
o consciou s of
what is needed in
i
order to implem
ment
bioinforma
atics in the
eir classes
s. Accordin
ngly,
they are a
able to havve a criticall and a he lpful
perception about th
he possibillities and the
constrains to integra
ate bioinformatics in ttheir
different scchool realitie
es.
med
The seccond dimen
nsion of qu
uestions aim
to diagnosse in-service teacherrs’ percepttions
about the ccomputation
nal and inte
ernet resou rces
available at their scchools for bioinforma ticsbased activvities.
More th
han 90% off the participants adm itted
using com
mputers/tab
blets to explore
e
di gital
ates
resources in their classes (Q8) which
w
indica

Figure 5.
5 Main logisstics constrrains to
imp
plement bioinformatics in the class
sroom from
an in-service teacher perspective
e (Q10)

Participant
P
teachers w
who referred
d not to use
e
tech
hnological equipment in their classrooms
c
s
(Q8
8.2) mentioned reasonns such as
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mputers and
d time-conssuming adm
ministrative
e
procedures to
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m
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uipped witth computters”; “Diffficulties to
o
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access the internet” and “Lack of computers in
the schools and so teachers have to ask
students to bring their personal computers”.
These statements suggest that school
computers are not really available for teaching,
being frequently allocated to no teaching
activities (school libraries and/or classrooms for
professional/technical programs).
Furthermore, it is important to highlight that
these results are likely biased since the
inquired teachers serve in central schools
located in large urban areas, in which is
expected that informatics resources (i.e.
computers and internet connection) are more
likely accessible comparatively with non-urban
schools. This suggests an inequity between
urban and non-urban schools regarding the
integration of bioinformatics in learning
activities.
A possibility to overcome the lack of
computers at school or to avoid using obsolete
computers is inviting students to use their own.
However, between 2009 and 2012, the
percentage of students who reported having a
least one computer or more at home in
Portugal is lower than OECD average [41]. This
reality become recently obvious with the elearning strategies implemented due to COVID19 pandemic [42-43].
Computers are now a key tool for teaching
and learning and more than ever their role as a
didactic instrument, that can connect students
and teachers, is highlighted [44-46]. In this
regard, governments should develop programs
and create funding opportunities in order to
make possible for each student to have a
computer at home.
Alternatively, personal smartphones may be
used to perform simple and accessible tasks
that do not require a computer as for instance
to introduce Phyton to answer biological
questions [47], or explore biodiversity using
deep-learning
platforms
such
as
the
iNaturalist [48-49].
Regarding limitations related with internet
access, teachers stated: “It is present at school,
but it is not working in an efficient way”. In fact,
among the schools sampled, although internet
connection is available, its efficiency can only
provide basic tasks, such as email or to access
digital resources for teachers, thus not suitable
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for bioinformatics analysis. In public schools,
the internet network is provided by the ministry
of education and it has a limited access (both
concerning speed and number of computers
connected with). This means that even if the
students bring their personal computers, a
request for access a robust wireless connection
has to be made to execute bioinformatics
exercises. In this context, improving internet
access to both teachers and students within the
schools needs to be urgently considered by
educational stakeholders.
Finally, it is worthy mention that technical
support is important to ensure that informatics
equipment is set to operate normally. Although
this aspect was not mentioned by teachers, it
was inferred from informal discussions at the
workshop “From DNA to Genes and to
Comparative Genomics: Bioinformatics in the
Classroom”
(2019).
Furthermore,
interdisciplinarity and collaboration between
Biology teachers and ICT teachers during the
activities could help to address problems
related with computers and internet connection.

4. Conclusion
Generally, teachers acknowledged that their
schools are equipped with computers and
internet connection [20]. This may suggest that
resources would be available to integrate
bioinformatics in teaching practices. However,
in the present study teachers admitted that
often computers are obsolete with outdated
software, poor internet connection and
inaccessible for teaching.
Focusing on these considerations the active
use of educational web-based resources, in
which bioinformatics can have a key role, calls
for a digital reform of schools as encouraged by
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
[32].
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to
determine how the thermal insulation subject at
the 7th grade of Science course can be applied
according to STEM learning approach. The
Energy Saving Home STEM event, developed
by the researchers, was implemented in the 7 /
B class of 27 students in the Ova Küme Evleri
secondary school of Salihli district. The
research was designed in the form of action
research. Opinions of students and researchers
were taken regarding the application. Content
analysis was used in the analysis of the
qualitative data obtained in the research. As a
result of the research, it was found that it is
possible to organize STEM learning activities,
students cooperated without getting bored
during the application, used their problemsolving skills and gained the attainment of
thermal insulation.

Keywords. Problem Solving, STEM, Thermal
İnsulation.

1. Introduction
STEM education provides multi-dimensional
learning by bringing together different
disciplines and providing a link between them
[1].
STEM
education,
which
is
a
multidisciplinary approach that aims to educate
students with a holistic perspective on science,
technology, engineering and mathematics,
requires that these disciplines are used
independently and together in the solution of
daily life problems [2]. STEM education
approach in primary education can increase
students'
interests,
achievements
and
motivations especially with issues involving real
world problems [3]. One of the real-world
problems is the thermal insulation of the
houses to reduce the use of fossil fuels. When
conducting thermal insulation, it should be
known what insulating materials that heat
preservation will be best. Before starting the
activity, students in the class were divided into
groups of 5. In the distribution of professions
such
as
engineers,
architects
and
entrepreneurs, the group tried to choose the
people who can perform the profession they
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have determined by making the most
appropriate decision. In this study, the Energy
Saving Home STEM activity prepared for the
students to work in collaboration and find
solutions to the thermal insulation which is a
real-world problem will be presented.

2. STEM Activity, Energy Saving Home
2.1. Attainments








Science Course: From the heattemperature relationship experiences,
students infer that the most prominent
effect of heat on substances is warmingcooling.
Maths: By modelling different rectangular
prisms with given volume measures,
students infer that the volume is the
multiplication of floor area and height.
Engineering: For the design idea s/he
developed for the solution of the
problem, students conclude how well
s/he can meet the criteria and
constraints of the problem.
Technology: Students conclude that it
should be the tools to be used in the
design will give the best thermal
insulation.

2.2. Problem
People on earth live in homes to shelter.
People use either fossil fuels or electrical
energy to heat their homes on cold days.
Making more use of solar energy will save
these energy sources. The energy sources we
use will eventually be exhausted. We must
save energy in order to leave enough energy
sources for future generations. For this reason,
can you design a house that can protect the
heat of our houses, which are the areas we live
in, for a long time?

2.3. Aim of the Activity
The purpose of this event is to design and
build a house model using solar heating
techniques to maintain its heat as long as
possible.

2.4. Information on Thermal Insulation
In some cases, we want to protect the heat
and in some cases to be protected from its
harmful effects. For example, while we try to
maintain the ambient temperature in winter, we
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try to prevvent the am
mbient heat in summe r. In
such case
es, we use heat insulating mate rials
with very little heat transfer. The
T
purpose
e of
thermal inssulation is to
t prevent heat
h
exchan
nge.
In other w
words, we trry to preve
ent the amb
bient
heat from coming outt or entering
g the heat ffrom
outside. T
Thermal in
nsulation is
s provided by
covering tthe areas where th
he indoor and
outdoor en
nvironmentss directly co
ontact with h
heat
insulating materials. For example, the exte
erior
surfaces o
of the buildin
ngs are cov
vered with h
heat
insulating materials for therma
al insulation
n in
buildings. Any processs that is done
d
to pro
otect
the heat o
of the mate
erials by preventing
p
h
heat
exchange is called th
hermal insulation. Therrmal
insulating materials used
u
for the
ermal insula
ation
are called
d insulatio
on materia
als. Insula
ation
materials a
are made of
o heat insulating mate rials
that do no
ot conduct heat well. Wood, pla
astic,
glass woo
ol, rock wool,
w
plastic foam, tar,
bakelite, a
air gap are
e used as
s an insula
ating
material. T
The best example
e
of the use off air
gap is the air between
n the double
e glasses.

ulation shou
uld be usedd in which parts
p
of the
e
insu
hou
use. They marked annd cut a rectangularr
bas
se 15 x 10
0 in size frrom the foams. Theyy
form
med the do
oors and cllaws on the
e foams in
n
any
y shape and
d size they wanted (Fig. 1). Theyy
des
signed the house in thhe optimal volume forr
hea
at preservation. At this stage, they
y completed
d
theiir mathematics attainm
ment. They applied the
e
volu
ume formula
a when creaating the ho
ouse modell
with
h the rectan
ngular prism
m.

Fig
gure 1. Measuring insu
ulation material (foam)
according
g to the wall size of the house

2.5. Desig
gn
According to the
e question "How ca
an I
provide the best hea
at preservattion at hom
me?"
students designed the
e house where the therrmal
insulation will be the
e best. While design
ning,
students cclearly thou
ught how to reach ttheir
intentions by turnin
ng their id
deas into the
drawing; fo
or example, to put the
e window off the
wards the
ents
house tow
e south. The stude
ems
proposed different ideas about their proble
oduce. With the de sign
as they could pro
drawing, tthe starting point of the solu
ution
started. I n
noted that th
he materials
s may not w
work
as they e
expected, th
hat engineers may o
often
have to m
make a few changes to
t their orig
ginal
designs to
o be successsful. Each team mem
mber
drew at le
east one design
d
idea
a. (The gro
oups
were given
n design dra
awing paper).

Fig
gure 2. Meas
suring insullation materrial (wood)
according to the floorr size of the house

2.6. Tools
s
Foam, thin transparent plastic, thin rub
bber,
cardboarrd,
black
ba
ackground
adhessive,
abeslang, utility knife, scissors, silicone
s
gun .

2.7. Product Development
Studentts, in their applications
s, created ttheir
e of
prototypess, taking intto account the volume
the house
e, its positioning, the direction
n of
windows a
and doors, and which
h materialss for

Figure
e 3. Top view
w of the hou
use

The
T
materrial to bee used fo
or thermall
insu
ulation varie
es accordinng to accorrding to the
e
region. For ex
xample, glaass wool on
n the roofs,,
woo
od (Fig. 2) on
o the floorrs, plastic fo
oam on the
e
walls, double-g
glazed systtems are used on the
e
windows. For this
t
reason,, wood and rubber and
d
foam
m materials
s were useed on the floor, ceiling
g
and
d walls of the house.
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Abeslan
ng rods we
ere brought side by side
and glued to the base
e with silico
one (Fig. 2)). Its
dimensionss were mea
asured in accordance with
the base dimensions.

the sun. Stud
dents testedd their hom
me modelss
acc
cording to this feature of heat prreservation..
The
e stages off this testinng process
s are given
n
belo
ow.

me size of the
They cut rubber in the sam
e, they adhe
ered
foams. Witth the help of adhesive
rubbers to the inner surface and
d ceiling off the
hey combin
ned the rec
ctangular fo
oam
foams. Th
edges into
o a rectangu
ular prism with
w the hellp of
a fastener.. They taped
d across the cellophan
ne to
prevent the
e edges of the prism from
f
getting
g air
(Fig. 3).
overed the walls, ceiling and floo
or of
They co
the house with suitable insulation
n materials and
created th
he house prototype
p
(F
Fig. 4). Fin
nally,
they covered the exterior with colo
ored
cardboardss to make th
he house viisually beau
utiful
(Fig. 5).

Figure
e 6. Wind recceiving hou
use

Figure 7.
7 Degree affter wind bre
eeze

Figure 4. In
nsulated ho
ouse

Figure 8.
8 House recceiving sunlight

Fig
gure 5. Evin dış cephesi yapımı

2.8. Testing
The reg
gions where
e the heat lo
oss is highe st in
the housess are roof, windows,
w
doors and w
walls.
In order to
o prevent lo
osses here, these secttions
should be heat insula
ated. At the same time,, the
direction of the ho
ouse designed is also
important to proviide heat conservattion.
Windows a
and doors should
s
be designed
d
to see
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Figure 9. Degre
ee of the Ho
ouse receiving sunlight

In the first stage, theey simulated
d the wind
d
breeze (Fig. 6)
6 and recoorded the te
emperature
e
with
h the wind breeze (drryer). This part of the
e
testt will show
w how welll your mo
odel house
e
reta
ains heat.
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The temperature of the house with its
window and door in the direction where the
wind blows was measured as 8 degrees (Fig.
7).
In the second stage, they placed a
thermometer in their prototype houses and
illuminated their houses with a large bulb
(representing the sun) at an angle of 45
degrees for 8 minutes (Fig. 8). During this time,
they recorded the temperature inside the house
to see how warm the house was.
The door and window of the house facing
the sun were seen to benefit more from solar
energy and the temperature of the house was
measured as 14 degrees.

3. Findings
3.1. Student Opinions
After the activity, opinions regarding the
application were collected from the students.
These data were analyzed by content analysis
method. Themes were created in line with the
answers received from the questions. When
students give more than one answer to a
question, these answers are added to the
relevant themes. Students' opinions about the
activity are given in the table.
According to Table 1, students found the
STEM activity beneficial because they
understood thermal insulation, were able to
design, find solutions to real problems, develop
manual skills and are referred to thinking. They
stated that collaboration, problem solving,
prototyping, designing and communicating with
team members are positive features. Some
students stated that they had difficulty in
creating prototypes, raising time, working with
team members and design drawings. Nearly all
of the class found the STEM activity positive
and stated that they wanted it to be applied in
other lessons.

Table 1. Student Opinions on STEM Activity
Questions
Do you think
the activity you
have applied
has benefits
for you? In
what areas?

What were
your favorite
aspects in the
activities you
applied?
What was
difficulty in this
event? Why is
that?
Would you like
to reapply
such activities
on other
lessons or
topics?

In collaboration
Respect different ideas
To be able to design
Finding solutions to real
problems
How can I insulate
The development of my
dexterity
in thinking
Design
Finding a solution to the
problem
Collaborate
Prototyping
Communications
In drawing
In prototyping
In raising time
Working with the group
Yes
No

N
12
5
19
14
21
9
7
12
15
23
17
7
3
4
2
5
25
2

4. Results
Most of the teachers practice heat-insulated
home activities in their classrooms. This event
is not a new event. The specificity of the
Energy Saving Home STEM activity in this
study is to determine in which parts of the
house the insulating materials are used to
create the thermal insulation and to decide the
direction of the house in order to provide the
best heat protection.
According to the opinions of students and
researchers in this activity,
•

3.2. Researcher Opinions
According to the opinion of the researcher,
the Energy Saving Home STEM activity
implemented can be applied in the form of
STEM activity, the activity is completed in the
desired time and features, students complete
their studies in cooperation without getting
bored in the lesson.

Opinions

•

•
•

The students worked in groups taking
responsibility. It was observed that they
collaborate with teamwork and in this
way, they also use their communication
skills.
To solve the problem, students were
prompted to think and team members
envisaged different ideas. While trying to
find the best idea, they respected each
other's ideas.
Hand skills are improved when designing
and making a house model.
It was observed that some students had
difficulties in design drawing and model
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•

building. It has been determined that
some
students
experience
time
problems compared to other team
members.
Researchers stated that there was no
problem in implementing STEM activity
and stated that it served for the purpose
of the activity.

According to the result of the research,
STEM activity served for the purpose of the
Science course.
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Magnetic nanoparticles currently have
extensive applications, namely in the
nanomedicine, bioengineering, magnetic drug
delivery systems (MDDSs), biosensors and
improving the quality of medical diagnostic
images, such as nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR).

Abstract. Chitosan is a natural biopolymer,
cationic,
biodegradable,
non-toxic
and,
therefore,
biocompatible.
The
Magnetic
Nanoparticles
currently
have
extensive
applications,
namely
in
nanomedicine,
bioengineering, magnetic drug delivery systems
(MDDSs), biosensors and in improving the
quality of medical diagnostic images such as
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance imaging (NMR).
The importance of biomaterials for the
sustainability of the planet is currently a given
and inevitable fact and that's also the main
theme of this project. Thus, in this project
chitosan was synthesized from the chitin of the
shrimp shell, and later were developed
ferromagnetic particles of chitosan. The
functionality of the chitosan nanoparticles was
tested in a simple experiment, in which the
MNP adsorption capacity for the methylene
blue dye was evaluated.

Keywords. Adsorption, Biomaterials, FourierTransform Infrared Spectroscopy, Sustainability.

1. Introduction
Chitosan is obtained from the chitin present
in the shells of most crustaceans. It is a cationic
biopolymer, biodegradable, with low toxicity
and,
therefore,
biocompatible.
These
characteristics and the fact that it is a natural
material, of low cost and abundant, made it
chosen as one of the main materials for our
project.
This product is obtained from the
deacetylation of chitin and the subsequent
presence of the amine groups makes it highly
reactive and, consequently, there is a better
adhesion with other materials. It can be used in
several areas namely in the pharmaceutical
and biomedical sciences. In addition, the shells
of crustaceans are waste that are neglected by
the industry and their integration in experiences
like this ends up highlighting the importance of

In this project, we synthesize chitosan from
the chitin of the shrimp shell for the
development of magnetic chitosan coated
nanoparticles. From these nanoparticles, it is
possible to use them in several ways: it can be
possible to test its adsorption properties using
Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS) and
to characterize the chitosan by Fouriertransform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).
One of the characteristics of these chitosan
nanoparticles is their ability to adsorption for
various anionic or cationic dyes. So, possibly,
they could be used for cleaning waters
contaminated by these dyes, such as removing
from methylene blue from pharmaceutical
wastewater effectively.
In this project, we focused on cleaning water
dyes due to the timeless importance that this
resource represents.

2. Methodology
Initially, the shrimp shells were washed to
remove protein residues and other types of
impurities, dried in an oven at 80ºC overnight
and crushed until small particles were obtained.
15 grams of that powder resulting from the
shrimp shells were weighed and 250 mL of the
2% sodium hydroxide solution was added. This
mixture was heated to a temperature of 6070ºC, with constant stirring and for 1 hour.
Subsequently, filtration and washing with
deionized water was performed until the pH of
the washing water was neutral, that is with
pH=7.
Finally, drying took place in the oven at 80ºC
overnight. The purpose of this step is to
denature and remove proteins present in the
exoskeleton.
In a next step, the shrimp shell was
transferred to a beaker and 250 mL of 7% HCl
solution was added, leaving under constant
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stirring until the gas (
) release ceased. To
verify that the reaction was complete, 10 mL of
7% HCl was added. If no gas is released, filter
the chitin and wash the filtrate until the washing
water comes out with neutral pH. Drying of the
material.
As the calcium carbonate present in the
shrimp’s exoskeleton was removed, chitin was
deacetylated to obtain chitosan. Thus, 100 mL
of 50% NaOH solution was added to 2 g of the
obtained chitin (heat to 100ºC, under reflux and
stir for 5 hours). If there is no reflux equipment,
it will be necessary to top up the water volume
constantly so that the reaction does not dry out.
After completing the reaction, the chitosan was
filtered and washed with water and then with
ethanol. Drying of the product.
To purify the chitosan, the product was
dissolved in a 0.5 mol.dm-3 acetic acid solution,
allowing to stir for 1 day. Subsequently,
insoluble compounds were filtered, discarding
them. The NH OH solution was added until
complete chitosan precipitation, the product
was filtered, washed with distilled water until
the pH of the washing water was around 7.0,
and then washed with ethanol. Drying of the
obtained chitosan.
Dissolving 2 g of chitosan in 100 mL of 2%
glacial acetic acid solution in a 150 mL beaker
made it possible to prepare a chitosan solution.
An important stage of this project was the
production of nanoparticles. For this purpose,
proceeded: the preparation of 20 mL of a 0.5
mol.dm-3 aqueous hydrochloric acid solution;
preparing 100 mL of a 1.5 mol.dm-3 aqueous
sodium hydroxide solution; solubilizing 2.1624
g (8 mmol) of iron (III) chloride hexahydrate in 5
mL of 0.5 mol.dm-3 HCl aqueous solution;
mixing the two iron salt solutions mentioned
above; adding the resulting solution to the
aqueous NaOH solution under vigorous stirring
for 30 minutes; magnetic separation of the
resulting black precipitate and washing twice
with 50 mL of deionized water; finally, the
dispersion of the precipitate in a stabilizing
medium
(tetramethylammonium
hydroxide
solution).
In the next stage, the chitosan ferromagnetic
nanoparticles were prepared. For this, 1 g of
magnetite nanoparticles were weighed and
suspended in 50 mL of deionized water.
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Under vigorous stirring, the magnetic
nanoparticle solution was added over the acetic
chitosan solution. Thereafter it was stirred for
30 minutes. A magnet was placed under the
beaker and waited until complete decanting of
the compost (around 5 minutes). The
supernatant solution was removed with a
pipette until approximately 50 mL volume
remained and 25 mL of 5.0 mol.dm-3 NaOH
solution was added slowly.
With a magnet placed under the beaker, the
supernatant solution was discarded and the
magnetic nanoparticles coated with chitosan
thus obtained were washed. It was washed first
with deionized water and then with acetone.
Finally, a diluted methylene blue solution
(0.2 mg.dm-3) was prepared (solution A0).
Then, different mass values of the chitosan
nanoparticles were weighed in 3 beakers (0.1
(A1); 0.2 (A2) and 0.3 (A3) grams).
Subsequently, each of the masses was added
to three methylene blue solutions of equal
volume. Samples of each of these beakers and
a sample of methylene blue solution were
collected in cuvettes in order to test the
adsorption properties of the nanoparticles
through UV-VIS spectrophotometry at 665 nm.
Chitosan was characterized by FTIR.

3. Results
The magnetic chitosan nanoparticles
production didn´t led to the exact expected
result. Due to the agglomeration of some of
these nanoparticles, their dimension become
bigger than desired, what make the interaction
between nanoparticles and the magnet much
more difficult.
In order to solve this issue, an additional
filtration process was needed to isolate the
smallest nanoparticles. This nanoparticles were
suspended in the solution that was previously
decanted and due to their smallest dimension,
their interaction with the magnet was better
(Fig. 1 and 2).
In the final phase of this project, four
different samples have been produced: the A0
sample which contained only a solution of
Methylene Blue and the A1, A2 and A3
samples that besides containing the same
amount of solution of Methylene Blue, also
included, respectively, 100, 200 and 300 mg of
magnetic chitosan nanoparticles (Table 1).
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west are the absorption values.
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Grraph 1. Adso
orption specctrum of sollutions A0,
A1, A2 an
nd A3

Based
B
on the formula (1), using absorption
n
valu
ues and molar
m
absorrptivity coe
efficient we
e
werre able to calculate
c
thee concentra
ation of the
e
solu
utions and, with formuula (2), the absorption
n
valu
ues of the samples.
In the secon
nd equationn (2),
represents the
e
ads
sorption valu
ue (mg AM// g Adsorbe
ent) that we
e
prettend to ach
hieve,
iss the conce
entration off
AM (mg/L) in
n the sam
mple A0,
is the
e
ncentration of
o AM (mg/LL) in the sample which
h
con
we are tryin
ng to calcculate the value off
ads
sorption, m is mass oof nanoparrticles (mg))
and
d V volume of
o solution ((mL).
(1))
(2))

Figure 2. In
nteraction between
b
nan
noparticles a
and
m
magnet
Table 1. Expe
erience data
a table

In equation (3) it’s posssible to ca
alculate the
e
valu
ue
(mola
ar attenuatioon coefficie
ent) of the
e
AM solution.
(3))
The
T
values of Table 22, let us conclude thatt
the biggest the nanopartticles conce
entration in
n
e
the solution is, the bbiggest wiill be the
ads
sorption valu
ues.

The G
Graph 1, obtained
d by u sing
the
spectrosco
opy techn
nique, sh
how us
absorption values of these samp
ples in the UValue
VIS radiation. The maximum
m
ab
bsorption va
is obtaine
ed for ea
ach samp
ple when the
wavelength
h of the rays is 665 nm,
n
as we can

It is also ve
ery importa nt to mention that the
e
pH also has influence on the adsorpttion values..
In our
o case we
e decided too not adjust the pH ass
it was
w
already
y very closee to 6, vallue alreadyy
validated by other sttudies as the one
e
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Table 2. Adsorp
ption obtaine
ed values

4. Conclu
usions
Through
h the analysis
a
of
o
absorp
ption
spectrum, we could conclude
c
th
hat sample A0,
without na
anoparticless, has a be
etter absorp
ption
at 665 nm than samples A1, A2 and A3. Th
his is
related to tthe fact that nanopartic
cles absorb
b the
Methylene Blue and, therefore, having a lo
ower
absorption. Analyzing
g the resullts allow ass to
conclude that incre
easing the
e amount of
nanoparticcles in the solutions, the absorp
ption
values also increase and the co
oncentratio n of
This
Methylene Blue will drop sign
nificantly. T
cannot be solely explained by th
he addition of a
of
solute
reduction
a
and
conssequent
concentrattion.
Based o
on adsorption values and
a the dro
op of
the concen
ntration, we
e can concllude that th
hese
nanoparticcles have an
a efficientt adsorption
n of
Methylene Blue, wha
at make the
em approprriate
for remove
aste
e, for examp
ple, pharma
aceutical wa
from waterr. Last but not
n least, we
w would likke to
mention th
hat the efffects from the pH of the
solutions o
on nanopa
articles ads
sorption or the
effect of co
ontact time and initial concentratio
c
on of
Methylene Blue, cou
uld have be
een studied
d to
give more consistenccy to our prroject, howe
ever
due to th
he actual pandemic situation we
decided to perform on
nly FTIR tes
sts.
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Abstract.. Nanoinve
entum is a scientific cocreation project, ba
ased on discipliness in
Science, T
Technologyy, Engineering, Arts and
Mathematics – STE(A
A)M – aimin
ng to introd
duce
nanotechnology in primary
p
school. The m
main
objective iss to create a model fo
or a nanoro
obot,
based on the knowle
edge of diffferent scien
ntific
topics, succh as nanottechnology,, matter, ato
oms
The
and moleccules, adaptted to the curriculum.
c
project use
es strategie
es like co-c
creation, de sign
thinking a
and concept maps. The proje
ect’s
pedagogical approacch works with diffe
erent
areas of th
he curriculu
um through didactic de
emo
activities tthat attract the interrest of sc hool
pupils and enhance their competences thro
ough
reasoning, deduction, play and key roles.

Keywords. Nanoinvventum, Prrimary Schhool,
Nanotechn
nology, Nan
nomaterials,, Mind Map..

1. Introdu
uction
While b
being children, we us
sed to won
nder
about the falling of le
eaves or sn
now, didn’t we?
As a matte
er of fact, while
w
wonde
ering aboutt the
mechanism
ms behind nature, children natu rally
n is,
behave in a scientificc fashion. The
T question
s something
g we
when and how sciencce becomes
are not inte
erested in anymore?
a
Why
W do we lose
our scientiific vocation
n? Science is a two-s ided
coin; one of them tells us abou
ut the certittude
(equationss, known facts) and the other, wi dely
ons,
more unkknown, tells us abo
out vocatio
feelings, e
emotions, dimensions
d
of human life
which are
e usually misrepresented in our
classroomss but mucch closer to
o the classsical
scientific sspirit that sp
prouts from
m the cry off joy
“Eureka!” and that nurtures our crea
ative
dimension, passionatte to appre
ehend the ttruth
and embed
dded in the challenging
g experiencce of
discovering
g our surroundings. Science, th
hen,
becomes a game thatt tries to und
derstand life
fe by
means of experimental activities that child
dren
understand
d as someth
hing close and
a familiarr.

The
T
teach
hing and spreading
g of new
w
tech
hnologies is not an easy tas
sk [1] and
d
Nan
noscience and
a
Nanoteechnology (N&N) are,,
by no means,, no excepption; N&N deals with
h
high
hly complex
x phenomeena, seasoned with a
den
nse and verry specific tterminology
y, usually in
n
Eng
glish. It is mandatory to promotte activitiess
thatt, far from losing connceptual rig
gorousness,,
let students an
nd teacherss to develo
op the skillss
to be
b able to re
emain criticcal in face of
o the future
e
usa
ages of N&N in daily life. One of
o the main
n
partticularities of
o teaching N&N is the
e challenge
e
thatt sprouts from multiidisciplinary
y (physics,,
biollogy, chem
mistry, enngineering,...), as itt
nou
urishes fro
om conceppts that break the
e
(ima
aginary) lim
mits betweenn disciplines
s.

Figure
e 1. Sciencee as a vocation

Nowadays,
N
youngsterss living in developed
d
cou
untries are lo
osing intereest in scienttific careerss
[2]. In Spain, scientific vocations are in fulll
retrreat; this fact leads ass to a main
n crossroad
d
whe
en it comes
s to consideer the rege
eneration off
scie
entific critica
al mass. W
Willing to de
eal with thiss
factt, “La Caixa” founddation (and
d FECYT))
eng
gaged a sttudy to evvaluate the impact off
scie
entific divulg
gation initiaatives in the
e promotion
n
of scientific-tec
s
chnological vocations [3]. One off
the main conclusions iss that these kinds off
actiions posittively affe ct the number
n
off
you
ungsters inte
erested in ppursuing sc
cientific and
d
tech
hnological careers. Exxperts agre
ee with the
e
factt that prom
moting scie ntific vocattions at alll
edu
ucational le
evels is ann urgent and
a
utterlyy
imp
portant enterprise, annd that th
he role off
edu
ucators in th
his challengge is param
mount. Lastt
PIS
SA report [4] eval uated ma
athematical,,
scie
entific and reading skkills. All th
he Spanish
h
regions particiipated in thhe study. In science,,
ain (483) sc
cored 6 pooints below the OCDE
E
Spa
ave
erage (489) and 10 beloow the 2015
5 report.
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Undoub
btedly, and in order to improve th
hese
results, pro
ojects orien
nted to boo
ost the num
mber
of scientificc vocationss and to imp
prove the m
mean
scientific le
evel of pop
pulation mus
st be engag
ged.
These p
projects, as
a
is th
he case of
ents
NANOINVENTUM [5], must en
ngage stude
itself both in the co-creation off materials and
contents a
and in the developmen
d
nt of teamw
work
skills, so as to set the basiis of the I+D
philosophyy sprouting from
f
multidisciplinary.
The ma
ain goal off NANOINV
VENTUM iss to
introduce tthe N&N la
anguage an
nd tools to the
participants, as well as to set up worksh
hops
and ready--to-use learrning conte
ents for prim
mary
school envvironments. In order to do so, we plan
to contact with the different
d
age
ents implie
ed in
N&N communicatio
on and disseminattion.
Knowledge
e in the fields
f
of of science and
technologyy is para
amount to
o tackle the
enormous global challenges we will all face
e as
society in years to come. Acc
cording to the
paper “Movilidad virtu
ual, el reto del
d aprendi zaje
de la educcación supe
erior en Europa 2020”” [6],
more than
n 40% of workplace
es will req
quire
advanced educationa
al skills. The study cla
aims
that scientific divulgattion initiative
es increase
e the
number off youngsters intereste
ed in purs uing
scientific o
or technolog
gical careers
s.

2. The p
project: Nanotechnology
primarry school

The
T project deals with a series of successive
e
actiivities thatt are bassed on a didacticc
progression map
m
and eeducational resources,,
with
h the aim off obtaining aan artefact based on a
NAN
NOROBOT
T that is able to develop
d
an
n
app
plication for the futurre. Particip
pants mustt
sub
bmit a dra
awing or a model made
m
with
h
recy
ycled mate
erials with brief expla
anations off
theiir proposals
s.

a
and

Nanoinvventum is a scientiffic co-crea
ation
project, b
based on disciplines
s in Scie nce,
and
Engineering,
Arts
Technology,
A)M – aimin
ng to introd
duce
Mathematics – STE(A
nanotechnology in primary
p
school. The m
main
objective iss to create a model fo
or a nanoro
obot,
based on the knowle
edge of diffferent scien
ntific
topics, succh as nanottechnology,, matter, ato
oms
The
and moleccules, adaptted to the curriculum.
c
project use
es strategie
es like co-c
creation, de sign
thinking an
nd concept maps.
The pro
oject seekss on one hand
h
to invvolve
of resea
students in the co-creation
c
arch
materials, thus gettting to know
k
a new
technologyy for the future,
f
and on the o
other
hand, workking togethe
er as a team, assimila
ating
work in rresearch and
a
development tha
at is
increasinglly based on
o multidisc
ciplinary, w
which
favours interaction with
w
other team
t
memb
bers
and audie
ences. Th
he project’s
s pedagog
gical
approach works with
h different areas of the
curriculum through didactic demo activities that
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attract the in
nterest of school pupils
p
and
d
enh
hance their competencces through reasoning,,
ded
duction, play
y and key rooles.

Figure
e 2. Nano rob
bots creatio
ons

The
T
first edition
e
of tthe NANOINVENTUM
M
projject was developedd and de
eployed in
n
spriingtime 201
17, in the frame of the Festivall
Nac
cional de Nanodivulggación, 10
0alamenos9
9
[7]. All along the 2018//19 school term, the
e
pplied in 5 sschools in the area off
projject was ap
Barrcelona (220 students ). 3 schoolls engaged
d
the first edition
n of the prooject (6 prim
mary schooll
groups, 130 students):
s
during this
s period off
time
e, and by
y using thhe NANOINVENTUM
M
web
bpage [5], 36 differeent ideas/a
applicationss
aroused. All of
o them w
were publish
hed in the
e
NAN
NOINVENT
TUM webppage and shared in
n
soc
cial networks
s.
2018/19
2
edition was deevised to ha
ave a more
e
amb
bitious scop
pe: the caleendar widen
ned so as to
o
bettter suit the needs of 5 schools tha
at produced
d
differentt
52
ideas/aapplications
s/proposals,,
periodically pu
ublished in tthe NANOINVENTUM
M
web
bpage and social
s
netwoorks. Then,, specialistss
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in scientificc divulgatio
on, didactics
s, developm
ment
of activitiess and resea
arch in N&N
N implemen
nted
the projeccts in the classrooms
s. The pro
oject
ended with
h a Scientiffic Fair in th
he frame off the
Festival
Nacional
de
Na
anodivulgacción,
10alameno
os9, 2019 edition.
e
During the 2019
9/20
school term
m, the projject was re
eedited. Du
uring
Novemberr 2019, a training course was
implemented and in February 2020
2
a mee
eting
with teache
ers took pla
ace so as to provide th
hem
with the N
Nano kit NA
ANOEXPLO
ORA [8] an d to
initiate th
he classroom work. Results are
summarize
ed in [9] and
d [10].

Cattalunya (CE
ESIRE). So as to corre
ectly deployy
the activities, didactic
d
chaarts will be
e created in
n
the shape of progression
p
maps [11] in order to
o
prov
vide teache
ers with su itable tools
s to explain
n
N&N
N concepts
s. These ccharts will include
i
the
e
bas
sic notions to undersstand the atom, the
e
mollecule, the properties
p
oof matter, th
he influence
e
of shape
s
and size,
s
etc.

NANOIN
NVENTUM’’s main goal is to
incorporate
e science and
a
technology in prim
mary
schools. In practical terms, we
w intend that
students to
o create a model of a nanorobo
ot by
using the
e skills an
nd knowled
dges acqu
uired
during
the
the
de
evelopment
of
NANOINVENTUM prroject. We truly
t
want kids
to be familiar with science, to en
njoy it, to w
wake
up their lo
ove for it with
w
the ulltimate goa
al of
feeding the
eir interest for
f science and to imprrove
their scienttific knowled
dge.
NANOIN
NVENTUM offers a did
dactic prop
posal
in conseccutive step
ps. First of
o all, spe
ecific
training iss provided to teache
ers, which are
furnished w
with didactic and experimental ttools
(most of tthem highlyy innovative
e) to deal with
N&N con
ncepts in the cla
assroom. The
consecutio
on of the
e training process and
ents
application
n in real educative environme
results in the generration of didactic
d
cha
arts,
written in
n a collab
borative basis
b
betw
ween
teachers a
and studentts, with spe
ecific propo
osals
that aim tto generate
e N&N cha
allenges. F
Final
products w
will be ultimately shown in a scien
ntific
fair that willl simulate a scientific meeting.
m

2.1. Phas
ses of the project
The prroject is divided in a seriess of
consecutivve steps:

2.1.1. Tra
aining of th
he teachers
Teachers will pa
articipate in
n a forma
ative
session, w
where the ke
ey points off the projectt will
be thorou
ughly disccussed. Th
heoretical and
practical contents willl be provide
ed, so as to
o be
straightforw
the
wardly
implemente
ed
in
classroom. This se
essions will be held
d in
collaboratio
os i
on with the Centre de
d Recurso
Innovació Pedagògicca de la Generaltat de

Figure
e 3. NanoInvventum phas
ses
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2.1.2. Training of students
The final goal is for the students to create a
N&N-based project. To do so, a didactic
toolbox called NANOEXPLORA will be used.
The toolbox holds the materials to perform 8
different experiments that exemplify the key
points of the present project: What is
nanotechnology, what is a nanorobot, what are
nanomaterials, atoms and molecules and so
on. The webpage of the project will be used as
a backup and support platform where
divulgative materials will be published.

2.1.3. Visit of a so-called NanoExperta
(and redaction of the nanorobot
charts and documentation)
During 4 days, a range of activities about
N&N will be performed and models of the final
projects will be manufactured by the students.
A divulgator and expert about N&N will
accompany the students in a fascinating
journey across the Nano world, showing them a
selected variety of real projects to exemplify the
interdisciplinary and disrupting extent of this
discipline. The third phase will be completed
with a co-creation workshop that will bring birth
to the projects designed by the students.
Multidisciplinary teams of 4 students will be
created and each member of the team will hold
a specific function (an image of the chart that
teams will work on is included). The roles are
as follows:
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Team leader (preferably a girl): it
coordinates the team and presents the
results to the audience. She describes
the problem and its main characteristics
and exposes the solution proposed by
the team.
Production manager: the production
manager designs the model and picks
up the correct materials to bring the
project to life.
Research manager: the research
manager describes and analyses the
problem to be solved and chooses the
correct scientific tools to do so.
Communication
manager:
the
communication manager is in charge of
the redaction of a document that
summarizes the characteristics of the
project itself. Publication of results and
evaluation.

2.1.4. Publication
evaluation

of

results

and

Each team will present a final project to be
assessed and evaluated by Nano experts. The
finalists will record a video explaining their
proposal. These videos will be published in our
YouTube channel.

2.1.5. Presentation of results (Scientific
Contest)
The project manager will present the results
and the final models. The finalists will be
selected, having in mind the following items:
scientific proposal quality, innovation degree,
communication and design.
NANOINVENTUM tackles the goal of
changing the vision that primary school
students have about science. After the whole
process, they consider that science is
something natural and challenging. The project
succeeds in waking up interest about science
and technology and STEAM disciplines
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Mathematics), improving their skills and
chances of success in the academic and
professional spheres and boosting their will to
participate, to innovate and to create by means
of artistic activities. The project highly
underlines the key role of girls, historically
underrepresented in these kinds of disciplines.
A whole variety of didactic strategies are
deployed, as could be team working, Design
Thinking (an innovative methodology) and
progression maps. The project deploys a series
of consecutive activities based on a didactic
chart that underlines the evolution of the project
and on educative resources that point towards
the manufacturing of a “Nano invention”,
designed to fulfil a specific function in the
future. The project holds to a set of main
guidelines: Education, Divulgation, Ethics,
Science and Arts.
Besides, the project aims for a set of
secondary goals: a) the development of a
logical and independent thinking in students
that helps us to take rational decisions, to solve
conflicts and to consolidate the necessary skills
to tackle daily life situations; b) To Boost
scientific vocations in young girls and to
encourage them to actively participate in
scientific activities; c) To train both students
and teachers to high standards of scientific
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knowledge, while providing educators with tools
and activities that promote a dynamic and
attractive vision of science and technology as a
suitable complement of academic curricula; d)
To teach science by performing experiments
based on scientific thinking, as a rightful and
necessary complement of theoretical contents.
NANOINVENTUM encourages personal and
team-based initiative, originality and creativity
to respond to problems, develops the
paramount “learning to learn” skill, putting into
practice
experimental
experiences,
observations and researches that let students
to get closer to the world of science, mind
storming together and team working, always
with a multidisciplinary scope. Besides,
NANOINVENTUM promotes:
The ability to think in a logical and
independent way, to solve conflicts and to
acquire the necessary resources to tackle daily
life challenges.









The processing of daily life knowledge
so as to to give it a new significance.
Opportunities to develop scientific
vocations and to promote interests.
The engagement of young girls in the
path of science and technology.
Team working. Two minds are more
than the sum of their individual
potentialities.
Experimentation as a key component of
knowledge.
The fact that we must deal with real
problems together and find solutions
together. Doing so, and step by step,
we learn to apply our creativity to real
life, which becomes a key skill for the
future.
The demystification of the Pygmalion
effect, where sciences are regarded as
difficult
but
necessary
for
the
development of professional careers.

From a didactic point of view, the project
promotes the introduction of scientifictechnological concepts by means of the socalled “progression maps”, that is, charts where
concepts are introduced in a consecutive and
progressive way and in a pre-established
logical order. From a scholar point of view, the
introduction of concepts will benefit from
ludification,
game
and
interpersonal

interactions to facilitate the assimilation of
concepts.
NANOINVENTUM promotes the interest for
observation and generation of scientific
questions and provides the necessary
scaffolding to produce coherent answers based
on well-known scientific facts. It uses materials,
instruments and specific laboratory techniques,
keeping in mind security and operational
instructions. NANOINVENTUM is devised to be
applied in the second part of primary school
and adapts to legal curriculum
We firmly believe that this project, being
oriented towards primary education students,
may boost interest for science and may
contribute to break gender stereotypes, leading
to an increase in the number of feminine
careers in college degrees where their
presence is, even today, very sparse, as is the
case of engineering, mathematics and physics.
In this sense, an important part of the proposed
contents devised to deal with ethical and social
aspects of nanotechnology will focus on the
urgent need to provide an egalitarian access to
new technologies.

3. Progression Map
NANOINVENTUM is a scientific co-creation
project that intends to introduce N&N in the
primary school classrooms. By means of
experimentation and progression maps a whole
range of scientific concepts are introduced.
After that, work teams are formed and roles are
chosen. Then, with the help of provided
materials, the students create a model based
on nanotechnological concepts designed to
solve a future problem. The singularity of the
present project lies in the fact that all this
knowledge will be introduced and presented to
very young students, that is, in primary school,
a special moment of life where scientific
vocations begin to build up. Besides,
NANOINVENTUM offers new tools so as to
approach STEAM disciplines, like the toolbox
with didactic experiences based on a
progression map that sets a progressive and
comprehensive way for students to apprehend
the nanotechnological concepts. Finally, the
experimental work is complemented by an
artistic part that boosts creativity and breaks
frontiers between disciplines, promoting a less
intimidating regard on science.
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NANOIN
NVENTUM is intimate
ely bounded
d to
cu
the
academic
urriculum
and
exxpert
assessmen
nt has bee
en considerred. The b
basic
competencces that students develop w
while
progressing through NANOINVE
N
NTUM are:
make
the
a) To
questions
about
diate
envvironment
and
immed
surroundings, applying strategiess of
a research and data analysis so
o as
data
to rreach scienttific answerrs;
b) To consider social issues w
while
inte
erpreting ca
auses and consequen ces,
proposing answ
wers for the
e future;
c) To use materiials in an efficient
e
wayy by
mea
ans of sciientific and
d technolog
gical
crite
eria so as to
o solve daily life issuess;
d) To design sim
mple machin
nes and to use
efacts in a safe
s
and effficient way;
arte
e) To adopt good
g
habitts about the
quisition an
nd use of
o goods and
acq
servvices by ap
pplying socia
al and scien
ntific
kno
owledge and
d promoting
g a responssible
con
nsumption;
and
f) To generate in
nterest in observation
o
herent scien
ntific
in tthe generattion of coh
que
estions;
g) To design and put into pracctice
exp
To
and
periments.
analyse
a
com
mmunicate results;
r
h) To use materia
als and spe
ecific labora
atory
hniques
considerin
ng
sec urity
tech
asp
pects.

The
T
didacttic approa ch combin
nes theoryy
(training for teachers) and experimentation
n
(hands-on worrk by the stuudents using the Nano
o
kit NanoExplor
N
ra). This Naano kit is the
e first to be
e
spe
ecifically designed for primary sch
hool and iss
intim
mately linke
ed with the progressio
on map thatt
pav
ves to way
y to a thhoroughly learning off
nan
notechnolog
gy conceptss.

3.1. What do
o we teaach? How
w do we
e
structurre knowled
dge?








An inv
visible worrld. The prroperties off
materials can bee explained
d according
g
to theiir structure,, that is, ho
ow are theyy
formed
d and whicch is the ordering
o
off
their composingg particle
es. These
e
ures can onnly be seen by using
g
structu
nanote
echnology-rrelated instrruments. In
n
this activity, the main fram
me of whatt
“nano”” means is sset.
Smalle
er but moree… We tack
kle with the
e
differe
ence in propperties thatt arise from
m
the variation of paarticles size
e. Having in
n
mind that the amount of
o surface
e
incredibly increaases as pa
articles gett
smalle
er and sm
maller, the
e differentt
interac
ction
of
light
and
the
e
predom
minance off certain forces in frontt
of gra
avity can be explained. Thiss
second activity pprovides th
he tools to
o
simula
ate these eeffects and to observe
e
the diffferent coloours that na
anoparticless
have in water acccording to th
heir size.
Amazing possibillities. Nano
otechnologyy
opens the way to produce
e materialss
with in
ncredible prroperties, so
s amazing
g
applica
ations openn wide.
It’s time to ttake your decision..
Nanom
materials arre increasin
ngly presentt
in our daily life. T
They have advantages,
a
,
but itt is neceessary to use them
m
respon
nsibly and to conside
er the pross
and cons
c
(usuaally in the shape off
potenttial dangerss for health
h). We stilll
lack off long-term risk studies
s to assesss
their potential
p
haarmfulness, as well ass
suitable legislatioon to deal with theirr
use an
nd commerccialization.

3.2. Progress
sion mapss steps
Figure 4
4. NanoInve
entum progrression map
p
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T progres
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h
the different concepts willl be presented to the
e
stud
dents:
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Phase 1: a) Structure of matter; b)
Description of the objects in terms of
materials.
Phase 2: a1) How particles bind
together; a2) Distribution of particles; b1)
Surface and volume; b2) The properties.
Phase 3: c1) Binding of particles and
formation of compounds; c2) Specific
surface.
Phase 4: d1) Inner structure; d2)
Relationship between specific surface,
interaction and reactivity.
Phase 5: e1) Properties of materials as a
function of the structure; e2) Properties
of materials as a function of the surface.

3.3. Applied methodology is based in 4
basic ideas:








Experimentation in the classroom: the
conditions to promote a certain
phenomenon are set up, so testing can
be done after following the sequence
Observation / Hypothesis / Experience /
Results / Interpretation / Conclusions.
Progression map: didactic charts are
developed by following the strategy of
the progression map so as to help
teachers to explain N&N concepts in a
structured way by considering basic
concepts as the atom, the properties of
matter and so on. We firmly believe that
this is a tool of great interest for primary
schools to teach students how to read,
think and learn. Progression maps are
paramount when it comes to deeply
comprehend
how
concepts
are
interlinked and how they fit in bigger
knowledge structures. Progression maps
organize in the shape of trees that grow
and sprout from a central concept and
expand and ramify to reach a variety of
secondary concepts.
Team dynamics and roles: a series of
different roles are specified in order to
promote the creation of new ideas and
team working
Design Thinking and creativity: thinking
is oriented towards the resolution of real
problems and searches for adapted
solutions to deal with the real needs of
students. Prototypes are generated and
their pros and cons are assessed,
conclusions are applied to produce
better and more interesting prototypes.



Team work and team mind storming are
highly
regarded
by
keeping
a
multidisciplinary approach.

4. Timing of the project
4.1. First activity
Organization, certification and enrolling of
teachers in the Training Course for Primary
School Teachers (third term of the school year).
From July to October, the selection of the
educational centres that will participate in the
project will he held.
Training course for primary school teachers
(November - January): 8 hours in total.

4.2. Second activity
Hands-on
work
in
the
schools:
experimentation with the kits NANOEXPLORA
(February - March). Kits and didactic charts will
be sent to the educational centres so as to
perform the practical part of the project. During
the development of this phase (theory and
practice imparted to students), team works will
be arranged by the teachers. During the
development of this phase, the teacher will
collect questions and comments and will be
assisted by an expert tutor (a researcher). At
the same time, the organizers of the final
contest will provide information about it and will
detail the format and content of posters,
presentations, as well as all the details about
the final venue.

4.3. Third activity
Visit of the NanoExperta and redaction of
the nanorobot charts (March - April). After the
experimentation phase, the redaction of the
proposals
will
be
initiated
and
the
nanotechnology experts visit the schools so as
to solve questions, impart specific contents,
share knowledge and become referents for the
students in the field of nanotechnology. During
this phase, the groups of 4 that will develop
specific proposals will be set.

4.4. Fourth activity
Publication of results and evaluation by
Nano experts (April - May). Team proposals,
redacted according the knowledge acquired
along the development of the project, will be
published. The teams will try to solve a
challenge (a present or future one) related with
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nanotechnology. Proposals will be assessed by
experts. After that, teams will receive feedback
and will be able to present an improved
proposal, manufacture a prototype and record a
video where they would explain their proposal.

4.5. Fifth activity
Presentation of results (Scientific Contest
(Fair)). May. A scientific fair with all the
prototypes manufactured by the teams will be
presented. A panel of experts will assess the
implemented improvements in terms of
creativity, design and scientific proposal. The
venue will include other ludic activities.

4.6. Other (parallel) activities
Creation of a virtual community online
(September - February). This is a transversal
activity that takes place during phase 1 and that
points towards the establishment of a
community where scientific and educational
agents are implied so as to support the project.
The main goal is to boost the exchange of
knowledge and facilitate the improvement of
the project and that of the applied didactic
methods.
Evaluate the impact of the project (May June).

5. Mechanisms of impact evaluation
The evaluation will be held by means of two
different paths of actions: firstly, a formulary
that is proposed to the students after the
completion of the activity and secondly, the
transference of some of the contents to other
learning environments. According to the first
path of action, the general perception of
students according to the degree of subjective
significance that have represented the tackled
contents is assessed, as well as the formal
aspects of the presented proposals. According
to the second path of action, the ability to relate
the contents of the activity with other areas of
knowledge (for example, linguistics) is also
assessed.
The quantitative evaluation of the project
impact will be performed according to the
following indicators: 1) Number of participants
(researchers, teachers and students). 2)
Number of educative centres enrolled in the
project. 3) Distribution of the educative centres
and the participants. 4) Level of acquired
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knowledge: students will be evaluated with a
knowledge test before and after the project. 5)
Degree of satisfaction of the participants by
means of a formulary. 6) Number of visits to the
webpage. 7) Number of received messages
and assessment of their impact in the social
networks (this is a key point to reach the virtual
goals set up in the NANOINVENTUM
documentation). As an example, two tweets of
the final fair: 1) https://bit.ly/34dTV8b
(encouraging participation, more than 4000
reactions), and 2) https://t.co/JzG7keeX3s (final
venue preparation, 5000 reactions). Results
and products after the consecution of the
project will be as follows: 1) After the
consecution of phases 1 and 2, a pool of 200 to
400 students and 15 to 25 participant teachers
will have acquired remarkable knowledge in a
field that it is not yet represented in the official
curriculum. 2) A virtual community will be
created where educative agents (students,
teachers, educational centres for teachers,
associations), scientific agents (CSIC centres,
universities, scientific associations) and society
itself will be encouraged to participate. 3) The
number of students will double thanks to the
number of teachers that will also participate in
phase 1. It is believed that the activity as a
whole will keep active after the execution of the
project.
NANOINVENTUM will be supervised by
CREA (Community of Researchers on
Excellence for All (12), a community of
multidisciplinary researchers that sprouted from
the University of Barcelona. It is formed by
more than 60 professors that cover a wide
range of Social Science disciplines. CREA
coordinated in the past several research
projects funded by the European Commission.
These researchers lead research I+D+i projects
at a state level. It is worth to highlight projects
as IMPACT-EV, funded in the frame of the 7th
Programme of the EU, where research
guidelines concerning research politics in the
fields of scientific, social and political impact of
research, both in the EU as a whole and in their
individual members were set up.

6. Conclusions
There is a remarkable misunderstanding in
Spanish society about the professional
openings that sprout from scientific careers and
about the different academic subjects that are
interlinked with them, and this creates a deep
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fracture that is so perceived from early ages.
The project points towards the creation of a
prototype based on nanotechnology. To do so,
recycled
materials
are
used.
The
implementation of projects that are heavily
focused on the environment, energy, health is
of capital importance. NANOINVENTUM
provides teachers and students with a set of
tools to introduce research, science and new
technologies in the classroom and to boost
creativity and teamwork. It promotes the
participation of students in proposals of
scientific communication. Doing so, they move
from passive information receptors to active
subjects, a change of paradigm where curiosity
becomes the core driving force. The study of
N&N spans, not only the domains of science
and technology, but also other regions of
human knowledge. For example, Social
sciences
and
Humanities
are
also
implemented, by means of the introduction of
philosophical, ethical and social concepts. It is
a powerful tool to boost scientific vocations and
to transform science into a close, quotidian and
playful discipline.
After the consecution of the project, we will
obtain the following products: a) Didactic guide
for the training of teachers; b) Didactic guide
and experimental kit adapted to students and
curriculum; c) Guidelines for team working and
creativity tools to promote ideas; d) Videos of
the prototypes created by the students; f)
Webpage of the project; g) Documentation of
the project that can be exported to other
communities and places; h) YouTube channel
of the project; i) Creation of a virtual community
via webpage and social networks and j)
Evaluation and impact of the project.
Implementation
of
NANOINVENTUM
becomes an important educative complement
as far as the following items are considered: a)
Vocational aspect, as it provides opportunities
to discover and develop new skills; b) Social
aspect, because of team working and its
interlink with community; c) Personal aspect, as
it lets the development of hobbies deeply
adapted to the development stage of the
participants.
We want to democratise knowledge, to
make it accessible to all population,
independently of their income level, and to
show that scientific knowledge can contribute to
social equality and integration. The importance

of science in society is of common knowledge
but we still fail in engaging students in the
consecution of a suitable scientific level. Then,
initiatives like NANOINVENTUM points towards
the fact that it is important to introduce such
disciplines at an earlier age. Nevertheless,
there is a lack of compelling contents in the
nowadays curriculum, especially in compulsory
education levels, that promote and boost the
taste for science, independently of gender and
social background.
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Abstract. Sustainability is spoken about these
days as having a great impact worldwide,
mainly due to climate change. In this way, this
research tries to recreate an idea of growing
aromatic herbs and plants in a more efficient
way, through light-emitting diodes and with a
totally renewable energy source, through
photosensitive organic molecules, such as
melanin. Light-emitting diodes have great
potential as a complementary lighting system to
the sun or as a unique light source for the
growth of aromatic herbs and plants. Their
small size, long and useful life and, finally, the
specificity of the wavelength make this light
source ideal for use in lighting projects. Seven
different colours as well as a control group
were used for the research in order to
investigate which colours are the best and how
they influence the plants.
As the energy required to power the lightemitting diodes is relatively low, we thought of
feeding the diodes with energy from a battery
whose electrolyte would be melanin. Such a
battery would have copper and zinc as
electrodes. When acting as an electrolyte, the
melanin would be responsible for the transport
of electric current between the electrodes.
Being a chemically very stable molecule, the
melanin does not degrade, so it is possible to
continue this cycle for an undetermined period
of time. Such energy supplied by melanin
would be used to sustain energetically the
consumption required by the different lightemitting diodes, thus doing justice to the name
of the project, ecofriendly box.
As more sustainable ideas were brain
stormed during the research, it was decided to
investigate natural fertilizers, and in the end it
was coffee grounds and melanin diluted in
water that were the two natural fertilizers
chosen for the test.

Keywords. Coffee, Fertilizer, Growth, LEDs,
Melanin, Plants, Sustainable Development.

1. Introduction
Melanin is a bio macromolecule with
particularly interesting characteristics for our
project. To create an environmentally friendly
power supply that could bear the energy costs
of a future prototype. The result of months of
intense research, lead us to the idea of a
possible generator that we would refine over
time. Melanin therefore plays a central role in
this.
Among the most varied physical and
chemical characteristics of the aforementioned
molecule, the one that sparked more interest
was undoubtedly the conduction of electric
energy in the presence of water [1]. Taking into
account this physical and chemical property we
have created an aqueous solution of melanin
that occupies the position of electrolyte in a
certain container where there are two other
electrodes, one composed of copper and the
other of zinc. Besides the fascinating property
of conducting electric energy in the presence of
water, melanin, a molecule so common in our
body, presents a high durability that potentiates
the creation of an electrolyte that can last for
years, composed of sustainable materials and
molecules such as water and melanin with
which we are so familiar.
The light-emitting diode, LED, is a
semiconductor diode that emits light by
electroluminescence. It is usually a light source
with a small area to which a lens is normally
added to increase the light emitted. Lightemitting diodes have advantages over
traditional forms of plant lighting. Their small
size, durability, long life and the option to select
specific wavelengths to get a response from the
plant make LEDs the most suitable type of light
in plant growth. These advantages put us in a
revolutionary position in horticultural lighting.
But this is not the only aspect that
revolutionizes this study and plant growth [2].
Coffee is a substrate rich in organic matter
and many nutrients, therefore, ideal for
fertilizing the planting of various aromatic herbs
and plants. On the other hand, melanin is a
molecule that, besides being a good electric
conductor, has mineral substances in
abundance. Thus, this molecule can also be a
good fertilizer for the aromatic herbs and plants
of the study.
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1.1. The possibility of making the project
energy sustainable
Our research aimed to be ecologically
sustainable, thus resembling the project's goal
of creating a prototype in which all the actions
taken for the growth of plants were as efficient
as possible, never failing to take into account
the
environmental
cost
and
energy
independence.
Having a well-defined objective, we thought
about different options to get around the
problems that were appearing. Now, the first
observation was that we needed a power
supply.
We
therefore
thought
about
photovoltaic plates, but the high environmental
cost induced in their production went against
the morale of the project. The melanin molecule
emerged then, among great prominence.
As we had already mentioned, this molecule
has characteristics that fill all the boxes in our
list of requirements. The fact that it is
biodegradable [3] adjusted to our concern for
environmental sustainability, on the other hand,
its incredible durability, combined with the
power of conduction of electricity in aqueous
solution, made us dream about an incredibly
durable electrolyte.

1.2. The power of LEDs in plant growth
system
As mentioned in [4], the first time that the
use of LEDs to grow plants was suggested was
at the University of Wisconsin, where the first
paper on the subject was developed [5], in
which they reported that the growth of lettuces
under red LEDs supplemented with blue
fluorescent lamps was equivalent to cold white
fluorescent lamps plus incandescent lamps. At
the time of the study, blue LEDs were not yet
widely available on the market, so they used
blue fluorescent lamps to replace them. Tests
carried out subsequently by this group showed
that the cotyledons of lettuce seedlings under
red LEDs (660 nm) became elongated, but this
effect would be avoided by adding 15mmol.m2.s-1 of blue light [6]. After this research,
studies on the growth of plants using LED lights
began to grow, comparing red LED light with
other types of lights, concluding that there are
small differences, a consequence of different
lighting sources. Performing a comparison of
the photosynthesis rates of strawberry leaves
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with red (660 nm) or blue (450 nm) LEDs
showed higher quantum efficiency under the
red ones [7]. More recent studies on this
subject have shown that rice plants grown
under a combination of red (660 nm) and blue
(470 nm) LEDs kept the photosynthetic rates
higher than the leaves of plants grown only
under red LEDs [8]. The authors of this study
granted this event to a higher nitrogen content
in implemented blue light plants.

1.3. LEDs in agriculture
LEDs can play a variety of roles in vegetable
lighting. They are suitable for research
applications, for example in growth chambers,
as a result of their unique capabilities and low
radiant heat production [9]. LEDs are also used
for
production
lighting
in
controlled
environments and supplementary lighting in
greenhouses, and these applications can
control spectral quality.

1.4. Coffee sludge as a natural fertilizer
In the course of the project, more ideas to
make the project sustainable emerged, and one
of them was to use coffee as a natural fertilizer
for the plants. Coffee is one of the most
important agricultural products in world trade,
being mostly produced in tropical climates and
consumed mainly in Europe and the United
States of America [10]. The coffee drink is
usually produced from the mixture of several
beans of different types of coffee, producing
coffees with identical characteristics, but
different flavors among them.
As mentioned in [11], coffee is one of the
raw materials produced in larger quantities, so
there are large quantities of coffee grounds that
become waste days after days. Nowadays, the
political pressure to reduce coffee grounds
waste has been increasing and has brought
new research and ideas for the reuse of this
residual asset. Thus, it has been concluded
that using coffee grounds as fertilizer in
agriculture can be very beneficial for plants,
since coffee grounds are rich in organic matter
and macronutrients and micronutrients [12].

2. Methods
The questions that this investigation seeks
to answer are the following:
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Is it possible to sus
stain resea
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through
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prod
duced by orrganic molecules?
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at are the best
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wth of the plants
p
underr study?
How
w to create a sustainab
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ment
for tthe growth of
o aromatic herbs?
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ounds and melanin g
good
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s?

2.1. The c
characteristics of LEDs
The op
peration of a LED is based on the
emission of light th
hrough a semicondu
uctor
diode. This type of lamp is usually
u
a light
source with a small area where a lenss is
applied to project the
e emitted light. Thus, the
colour of tthe light em
mitted by the LED va
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erial
according to the type of semicon
nductor mate
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e infrared, visible
v
or e
even
ultraviolet.

2.2. LEDs an
nd their effficiency compared
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to the market
m
To
T choose the best type of lam
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e
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c
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k
which
h
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s the most sustainable
s
e lamp, in other words,,
the one with a better perfformance an
nd a longerr
life. In this way, Tabble 2 pre
esents the
e
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d
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Table 2. Co
omparative data betwee
en various
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ombination of red, grreen and blue
The co
LED's enables us to produce
p
wh
hite colour l ight,
which is how white
e light was
s used in our
project. Ho
owever, a white
w
LED is now availa
able.
Table
e 1. Charactteristics of LED
L
lights

Over tim
me this type of light was
w develop
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and a seco
ond type of LED was created,
c
the
e socalled OLE
ED's (Organic Light Emitting
E
Dio
ode),
which co
onsists of emitters with org anic
compounds, carbon molecules,
m
which
w
emit light
when receiving the ele
ectric charg
ge.
The sim
mplicity of LED tech
hnology alllows
great verssatility. During the lastt years, it was
concluded that it is possible
p
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alize
this tech
hnology with
w
severral types of
configurations, allowing it to com
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rest of the
e market. Not only for this reason
n we
chose LED
D light to de
evelop our project,
p
but also
because it has the be
est performa
ance compa
ared
to the resst of the market.
m
In Table 1 so
ome
characterisstics of LED
D lights are presented.

Figure 1. Energy
E
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ngs versus energy
ption
consump
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F
th
he analysis of Tables 1 and 2, we
e
werre able to realize thaat LED ligh
hts are the
e
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es that present
a good luminouss
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a
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g
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t choice in
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Still after this study, we continue the
research, to have the best conclusions to
present to future customers. In this way, energy
savings versus consumption were compared in
different types of lamps.
At the end of this study, we concluded that
LEDs presented the greatest advantage in our
work due to several aspects: higher
performance over any other lamp on the
market, no need for filters to emit a color and
they have a very high life span and have very
small dimensions.

2.3. The growth of parsley under the
influence of LED lights in a
sustainable environment
By combining the main objective of research
with the recently discovered technology of
melanin, we obtain a desired product from the
very beginning of research. As we know,
melanin is a molecule capable of conducting
electricity in the presence of water. Melanin,
being a molecule capable of causing hydrolysis
of the water molecule, has an enormous
potential in building future sustainable batteries.
In order to carry out the above study in a
sustainable way, we connected the circuit
created by us to several micro LED's that lit a
simple cardboard box with a parsley inside.
With the power provided by the battery we were
able to light some micro LED's, although right
now these are still not enough for the healthy
growth of the plant with the use of LED light
only.

2.4. The growth of parsley under the
influence of LED lights
As already mentioned in the introduction,
different LED colours have different powers,
being this one of the main factors for the
change in plant growth. To carry out this
experiment we used parsley as a support for
our study. First, we started by sowing parsley
seeds from the same lot on the same type of
soil to maintain scientific accuracy. Then, after
the aromatic herbs have grown under the same
conditions (greenhouse conditions, plenty of
sunlight and appropriate amount of water) we
divide the parsley into the eight compartments,
each one with its respective LED light (blue,
green, red, yellow, magenta, cyan, white,
control). The aromatic herbs were arranged
inside the box, in which they were subject to
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different types of LED light, so that they all
received the same amount of sunlight, and the
LED light was the only independent variable
that was different in each sample, as they all
received the same amount of water, the same
amount of sunlight and finally the same
ventilation. Thus, the first part, the plantation,
was completed. Then, at the most laborious
stage of the research, we recorded the
dependent variable, the growth of the plant.
Over time, we took steps to make the research
as scientific as possible, in other words, we
used the same amount of water to all the
samples at equal and regulated intervals of
time. All these data were recorded in graphs for
further analysis of the yield of each of the LED
colours influencing plant growth. As the last
step of the research, and to better accept the
results obtained through the research, the
leaves of the parsley were to undergo bioresonance tests at the Abel Salazar Institute of
Biomedical Sciences, a partnership established
to help complete the study of plant variables.
However, due to adverse conditions for us, the
growth of the parslther hand, we also realised
that the weather condition at the time of the
study was not ideal and could be another
source of the study disaster.
In this way, we changed the plant and
started to plant lettuce but this time we also
changed the place of germination. A lot due to
the covid-19 pandemic that took us away from
the place where we were doing the study, we
had to adapt the study and once we already
had the prototype done, we used it and planted
at home the lettuce seeds in four pots, but
always with the same colour to all. So, this
study was to draw conclusions from what had
already been discovered before. However, as
we did not have any variables in study, we
deepened the subject and decided to plant the
lettuces under different soil conditions, that is,
adding natural fertilizers, in order to show one
more sustainable side in our project. This
subject of fertilizers will be addressed more
specifically in point 12 of the methods.

2.5. Introduction to the energy concept
for research
Energy is an essential commodity these
days. It drives sociability, economy, and
especially industrial development. In the case
of our research we decided to try to make it
100% sustainable. To do so, as described
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above, we use energy from a battery, which we
have designed and built.

2.6. Physical and chemical characteristics of melanin as an electrolyte
As mentioned in the previous points,
melanin is a macromolecule present in our
body, more specifically, in our skin, eyes and
hair. The melanin that is present in our body,
which we all know by influencing the colour of
our skin, does not vary from person to person
just in quantity, this is because there are three
types of melanin present in nature, eumelanin,
pheomelanin and finally nuromelanin, which
only differ from each other by the colour they
cause. In short, in our body, the main role of
this substance is the photoprotection. However,
the presence of eumelanine (the type that
beings belonging to the animal kingdom
possess) in exposed and unexposed places of
our body to sunlight suggests that this familiar
biopigment can perform more functions than
simply photoprotection.
Over time, therefore, more and more
physical and chemical characteristics have
been discovered, allowing us to better know
this molecule, among them are the antioxidant
activity, the oxidation-reduction activity, its
biocompatibility, its affinity to the metallic bond,
the photo conduction [13] and finally, the
recently
discovered
hydro
dependent
conductivity.
After long reflections and research on the
ability of melanin to become a good electrolyte,
we came to a conclusion regarding the
manufacturing process. Aware of the fact that
melanin is a photoconducting molecule we
immediately concluded that our energy source
would have to be exposed to sunlight, so our
image of a future prototype was beginning to
take shape piece by piece.
Our conclusion was corroborated when we
read that, as mentioned in [13], the oxidation
activity reduction of melanin, central to the
operation of the generator as will be explained
later, is nothing less than a response to
oxidation imposed by photochemical stress.
When we knew that the oxidizing and reducing
activity was essential for the operation of the
energy cycle that resulted in the electrical
conduction, we realized that the photochemical
stress would be the real engine of our

generator, and could even be compared with a
photovoltaic plate. Furthermore, during the
reduction oxidation process, in which the
molecule oscillates between one state and
another, since it is a reversible and natural
system [14], it was observed that in solutions of
oxidized melanin, the light absorption was up to
70%, thus improving the electric conduction
properties of the electrolyte (when oxidized
clear). In short, Figge [14] concluded that in
solutions of oxidized melanin the absorption of
light is up to three times greater than in the
reduced one, thus discovering an important
attribute in the electrical conductivity of this
photosensitive molecule. That is, the fact of
being exposed to the sun (photo chemical
stress), presents extreme importance for the
oxidation process (response to stress, caused
by sun exposure).

2.7. Technical
specifications
generator operation

and

As we had already revealed in the
introduction, the generator is composed of five
core parts, the sunlight, the melanin molecule,
the water and finally the two electrodes.
Our power supply was assembled by steps
with simple everyday objects that had no use at
home. We began by arranging a firm wooden
platform to serve as a reliable base. For the two
electrodes we used copper wire and galvanized
steel screw, the two poles were then applied to
several cells (each cell with one electrode of
each type), the cell consisted of a transparent
and translucent plastic container (the fact that
the cells were transparent corresponded to the
needs of the solution requiring sunlight). We
created with this method of assembly about 20
cells. For the connections between them we
used copper conductor wire, this way we
connected the cells two to two in series, having
now only 10 cells, each one with double the
potential difference they had initially. Later on,
we connected all the cells in parallel, thus
adding all the intensities formed. For the design
of the electrolyte we used sepia ink as a source
for the melanin molecule because it is more
affordable than synthetic melanin, of the
eumelanin type present mostly in the animal
kingdom. We started by creating a
concentrated solution of sepia ink. Later, after
minutes of mixing, we filled the cells with the
solution.
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The innovative operation of this system can
be explained by the ability of this bio-molecule
to dissociate the molecule from the water with
the help of sunlight, thus creating a significant
difference in the concentration of hydrogen and
oxygen in the electrolyte solution, since for
each molecule of dissociated water one atom of
oxygen and two of hydrogen are obtained, in
addition to which two electrons are also
released that play a central role in the contours
of energy production. Given the existence of
two poles, created by the two electrodes, the
electrons tend to move from the negative pole
to the positive pole, creating a directed
movement of electrons (electric current
phenomenon). By creating an electric current
we also create a potential difference, and the
intensity of this generator will be higher
depending on the number of loads that cross a
given section of the conductor in a given time
interval, so the more loads, that is, the more
electrons are in motion, and by logic, the more
molecules are dissociated, the more intensity
the generator will have [15-16].

2.8. Battery performance
As previously mentioned, when we created
a prototype of a generator we knew that its
operation was correct in theory, however in
practice nothing was proven, so we did not
know the intensity produced by the circuit,
whether the resistance of the conductor wires
was high or not, or whether the difference in
potential fitted the type of LEDs we wanted to
light.
In short, we discovered that our generator
produced 1.3 volts and 0.3 milliamps, and when
we measured the circuit with a multimeter, the
voltage remained constant, but the amperage
fluctuated a lot, which could have several
explanations, such as the variation of sunlight
incident in the circuit, or else the decrease in
the concentration of eumelanine in the solution
that was deposited at the bottom of the cell.
Due to the lack of amperage that we lacked,
we decided to change the final consumer of this
energy, so we started to recharge rechargeable
batteries, since the voltage of these same
batteries coincided with the voltage produced
by the circuit, something that determined the
correct charging of a battery. The recharged
batteries would later be incorporated into a
portable LED light system. In this way the
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generator would no longer power the circuit to
become a continuous power source that was
now charging batteries.
The charging time of a battery is the quotient
between its capacity (mAh) and the capacity of
the charger, which means when trying to
charge a 200 mAh battery it would take 666
hours (28 days) to complete its charge.
The high charging time of a single battery
made us go back and rethink the purpose of
the energy produced. So we decided to use
micro LED's, since they had the same
consumption as the one produced by the
generator.

2.9. Problems raised by the electrolyte
One of the most amazing characteristics of
the melanin molecule is its longevity, that is, it
has great chemical stability, often lasting
thousands of years. A proof of this is the fact
that melanin was found in remains of fossilized
sepia ink. Therefore, one might think that the
electrolyte would never stop conducting energy
because it would never deteriorate. However,
the low solubility of this molecule causes the
solution to lose concentration over time, thus
reducing the useful power of the circuit.
Over time, a sepia ink deposition is formed
in the soil of the cells by the effect of gravity,
which ends up proving to be our greatest
enemy. It should be remembered that the
decrease of melanin in this solution means that
this molecule cannot perform its dual function,
that of decoupling and conduction of electrons
from pole to pole.

2.10. The choice of electrodes
For the choice of the electrodes we took into
account several criteria, among them, its
location in the electrochemical series and its
market cost. As for the location in the
electrochemical series we knew, by theory, that
we would have to choose a strong reducing
agent and a strong oxidizing agent. The
reducing agent, in this case the anode in
relation to the electrodes is responsible for
causing the reduction of the electrolyte,
oxidizing itself. On the other hand, the oxidizing
agent, also known as cathode, is responsible
for causing the electrolyte to oxidize, reducing
itself and thus transporting the electrons to the
rest of the circuit.
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Howeve
er, the functtioning of th
his device iss not
the most ccommon, be
ecause in a normal batttery
there are tw
wo separatte electrode
es, each witth its
own electrrolyte, conn
nected by a salt bridge
e, in
this case tthere is neither a salt bridge nor two
electrolytess.
The operation of this
t
battery
y, compose d of
an electro
olyte resultting from the
t
mixture
e of
melanin a
and water, is differrent from the
operation of a convventional ba
attery such
h as
Daniell’s. F
First of all, in the elec
ctrolyte solu
ution
there are several su
ubstances that we do not
know abou
ut, such ass metallic io
ons and oth
hers
that we kknow aboutt, such as biomolecu
ules.
Thus, we a
are only surre that there
e is oxidatio
on of
the anode and reducttion of the electrolyte,
e
and
later, oxida
ation of the
e electrolyte
e and reducction
of the cathode. Thuss, ions wou
uld have to
o be
formed fro
om the mettal chosen for the ano
ode,
creating a
an ionic im
mbalance that
t
would be
counterbalanced by the move
ement of ions
present in the electrolyte (whose e xact
chemical ccomposition
n we do no
ot know) in that
direction. On the other
o
hand,, biomoleccules
such as m
melanin and
d its varian
nts would h
have
the role of conducting the electric
e
currrent
formed.
We alsso knew that the in
ntensity of the
electric cu
urrent form
med is exp
plained by the
difference in potentiall existing be
etween the two
electrodes chosen. Thus,
T
we chose
c
zinc and
copper as electrodes, with zinc being
b
the an
node
and copper the catthode. We
e chose th
hese
metals be
ecause of their abu
undance, ttheir
relatively cheap price comp
pared to the
efficiency tthey offered
d us and, finally,
f
beca
ause
we tried to
o resemble
e the work done by JJohn
Frederic D
Daniell at the
e time of his
s invention,, the
Daniell's p
pile, in this way
w we sta
arted to use
e the
same elecctrodes and
d we tried to follow ttheir
success e
even if it was
w
a comp
pletely diffe
erent
operation, however there are similarrities
between tthe pile in
n question and the one
produced by us, since in bo
oth occurs the
migration o
of ions from
m one direction to the o
other
to promote
e the chemical balance
e. We can also
mention th
hat besidess Daniell's pile,
p
the on
ne in
Volta also presentts similaritties with the
prototype created byy us by having the sa
ame
electrodes.

2.11. Compo
osition of ccoffee gro
ounds
Coffee
C
is th
he powder resulting frrom drying,,
roasting and grinding
g
thee seeds of the coffee
e
tree
e. Over time
e, coffee haas gained great impactt
worrldwide and, from manny years to the
t presentt
day
y, it is the most
m
widelyy consumed
d beverage
e
on a global lev
vel. Much d ue to its hig
gh levels off
cafffeine present in the seeeds of the coffee tree
e
thatt stimulate the humaan body, itt is widelyy
con
nsumed, esp
pecially in E
Europe and
d the United
d
States of Ame
erica. But caaffeine is not
n the onlyy
sub
bstance forr which thhis powder is made..
Cofffee also co
ontains othher substan
nces rich in
n
min
nerals, which helps to eenhance its use on the
e
plan
ntation. In Table
T
3 wee can see the
t
organicc
and
d mineral co
omposition of the coffe
ee grounds,,
a su
ubstance th
hat results fr
from the pre
eparation off
the coffee drink.
Table
T
3. Orga
anic and min
neral compo
osition of
coffee grou
unds [17]

After
A
analys
sing the daata, we can conclude
e
thatt the high amount
a
of oorganic matter helps in
n
the compostin
ng and foormation of
o fertilizer,,
which is mainly
y composedd of carbon molecules..
On the other hand,
h
the higgh number of nitrogen
n
in plants, com
mpared to the other chemicall
elem
ments, also
o helps as a fertilizer, since it iss
the fourth most needed ellement by plants,
p
afterr
carb
bon, present in oorganic ma
atter, and
d
hyd
drogen and oxygen, preesent in water.

2.12. The us
se of cofffee resid
dues and
d
melanin solution
n as material with
h
potential agriculttural application
The
T
coffee grounds aare an idea
al substrate
e
for planting in urban areeas, since they are a
e
resiidue that is selectiveely separated at the
sou
urce and undergoes a "pre-pasteu
urization" in
n
the coffee drawing proceess. Thus, this projectt
testted the use of coffee ggrounds as fertilizer on
n
the plants.
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At the beginning of the test, four pots were
placed in a controlled place of temperature,
humidity and light, so that all the plants had the
same conditions. Of these three variables that I
indicated, only one varied, the light. This one
varied according to the studies we had already
done before and which we will explain later. For
the germination, the red light has been put,
then the blue light to do a growth of the stem
and, finally, the white light, since it is the
mixture of all colours, therefore doing a
generalized growth of the plants. All the pots
were planted with lettuce seeds belonging to
the same lot, but the substrate in each pot
varied. In a first pot, only soil existed, calling it a
control pot. Then the other pots all had more
than one substrate, one pot with only coffee
grounds and soil, another with soil and melanin
and a last one with soil, coffee grounds and
melanin.

2.13. Prototype and its development
The Box Ecofriendly project started in 2014
with other students, but with the same main
objective of finding the best light conditions for
the growth of herbs and plants. First of all, and
with another team one year older ahead of the
project, in 2014 an experiment called Light
Bean was developed, which consisted in the
study of the influence that the different colours
of light, reproduced by filtering sunlight with
cellophane filters, have on the growth of beans.
For this experiment, two domestic greenhouses
were used, divided in half. Of the four halves
created, three were covered with red, green
and blue cellophane paper. The remaining half
was not covered at all, the control group being
the only part of the greenhouses that absorbed
all the sunscreen. In carrying out this
experiment, we concluded that there are
colours of the solar spectrum where the plants
adapt better than to the solar spectrum in its
entirety.
After the conclusion of the first experiment
we decided to develop another one, but instead
of using solar filters, we used light provided by
various types of lamps. In this experiment,
artificial light only served as a complement to
sunlight and not as a substitute.
Later, the project gained other proportions
and another experiment was developed. With a
little help from partnerships, a cube was
developed divided into eight divisions, all with
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the same properties and with a built-in
ventilation system to eliminate variables and
possible plant malformations due to lack of
ventilation. Finally, in each compartment a LED
ribbon with different colours was used,
distributing the primary and secondary colours
according to the RGB colour code (red, green
and blue, respectively) and also the white light,
leaving a compartment that served as a control
space, that is, there was no LED ribbon. More
concrete conclusions have already been drawn
from this experience. As the project was more
in-depth, the team that carried out the
experiment was able to conclude that different
colours have different functions throughout the
life of the plant. In this way, the team
corresponded the various stages of the plants
to the colours that make their development
more accelerated. As the last action of the
experiential development in the last school
year, the team established the following
similarities between the colours and the
different phases of growth: red - germination,
blue - growth of the stem, white - growth and
green - growth, but with successive death due
to the lack of chlorophyll, since the colour is the
same.
This school year, the current team joined the
project, changing its name to Box Ecofriendly
Project, since the idea arose to create a
prototype with a commercial purpose, a
prototype that would resemble a box and would
be as sustainable as possible. This way the
ideas came up and finally a final design
consisting of an acrylic box with holes to
provide air to the plants. At the top of the box,
besides being present the lid for watering,
would also be placed the multicolour 12 watts
LED strip. Once the design was done, it was
time to go into production. After some contacts
with companies, we got partnerships to help us
develop this idea. Finally, with the box
completed, we proceeded to the tests, with the
results present in point 3 of this article.

3. Results
To record the data collected on lettuces,
three graphs were created with the three
variables the plant covered. In this way, all the
graphs have four lines, each one corresponding
to each of the pots present in the study. Thus,
the three main variables, growth, number of
branches and leaf area of lettuces were
recorded.
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obta
ain a highe
er yield froom the gro
owth of the
e
plan
nts.

Figure 2
2. Height gro
owth of plan
nts over tim e

Figure 3. Number of plant branc
ches over tim
me

Figurre 4. Leaf are
ea of plants
s over time

To com
mpare the variation in voltage and
amperage over the days in the melanin cirrcuit,
the followin
ng graph wa
as used:

Figure 5. Relationship betwee
en potential
differen
nce and elec
ctrical curre
ent over time
e

4. Discus
ssion
After rreading an
nd studying
g the artiicles
referred to
o, we can co
onclude tha
at the best light
conditions for plant growth
g
vary according
g to
the stage of growth in
i which the plant is. The
various LE
ED lights havve several effects
e
on p
plant
growth. Th
hus, we co
oncluded that, at an e
early
stage, diffferent types of LEDs would be
required frrom those used
u
at a more
m
advan
nced
stage. Th
hus, throughout the project, the
cultivation of parsley in different LED lights was
carried ou
ut in order to draw more accu
urate
conclusion
ns about wh
hat type of LEDs
L
should
d be
placed in each phasse of grow
wth in orde
er to

As
A mentioned in point 2.4, due to
o the majorr
clim
matic chang
ges that weere felt thro
oughout the
e
dev
velopment of the pl ant and a possible
e
sus
spicion of placing
p
the plants under a high
h
leve
el of stress when trannsplanting was
w carried
d
out, the experriment folloowed paths
s that were
e
not expected. In Marchh, with the
e prototype
e
alre
eady carried
d out, how
wever, affec
cted by the
e
COVID-19 pandemic, wee started the
t
second
d
stud
dy, this one
e carried outt at home and
a with the
e
lettu
uce plant. With
W four poots inside the
t walls off
the prototype, on March 27th the stu
udy had itss
beg
ginning. Since then, thee results sttarted to be
e
promising, sinc
ce the germ
mination took place justt
3 da
ays after planting and in the seed
d package itt
said
d that it would take 6 days to germinate..
With the prototype with the prope
er light forr
germination, red
r
light, iit took half the time
e
fore
eseen. As can
c be seenn in graph 1, the plantss
imm
mediately affter the day of germination started
d
to grow
g
and th
herefore thee light provided by the
e
LED
D's was cha
anged from
m red to blu
ue after five
e
day
ys, since the
e blue light is the mostt suitable to
o
acc
celerate the growth of tthe stem. After
A
5 dayss
with
h the blue light, the steems were already high,,
and
d all plants already hhad several branches,,
exc
cept the con
ntrol pot andd the melan
nin variable
e
pot, which both
h ended upp dying. The
erefore, the
e
ligh
ht was changed from bblue to magenta. Once
e
the stem was already hig h, it was ne
ecessary to
o
stre
engthen it in order n ot to break and die..
Fina
ally, after 17
7 days of sttudy, and as
s it was stilll
dev
veloping at the time oof the reporrt, the lightt
was
s changed from maggenta to white, which
h
was
s supposed, accordiing to the
e previouss
readings, to be
e the last coolour necessary for the
e
grow
wth of the plants. As can be see
en in graph
h
2, it is possible to noticee the high number off
branches that plants havve been ga
aining overr
e and will continue
c
too have. Alre
eady in the
e
time
graph 3, althou
ugh it is withh little information (the
e
stud
dy is not yet finished)), it can be
e seen thatt
therre is also a growth inn the leaf area
a
of the
e
plan
nt, this area
a is given byy the produ
uct between
n
the length and
d the width of the bigg
gest leaf off
the plant. In short, it wass possible to
t draw the
e
con
nclusion that we were aalready exp
pecting it to
o
hap
ppen, that is
s, the accelleration in the
t processs
of growth
g
of the
t
plants with the use
u
of LED
D
ligh
hts. On the other hhand, we also drew
w
con
nclusions ab
bout the feertilizer to be
b used forr
the lettuce plant. As yoou can see
e from the
e
graphs, the co
offee grounnds showed
d to be the
e
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best fertilizer for the plants than the coffee
grounds along with the melanin solution, which
always remains a little lower in measurements.
Perhaps, and looking at the data, we can
conclude that the plant with the coffee grounds
and melanin is currently with a higher growth
rate than the pot with only coffee, which may
help us to draw different conclusions from
those drawn on the 18th of the investigation.
Even so, as we are at an early stage of
research, we will have to wait to obtain more
concrete results.
As for the energy factor of the project, it was
possible to create a sustainable environment
for the growth of herbs and plants from organic
molecules (water and melanin) and sunlight.
Based on the electrochemical characteristics of
the melanin molecule we created a model of a
voltage source that was recharged with
sunlight. While it worked with a battery it also
worked as a battery, since the electrolyte was
responsible for conducting electrons and also
for dissociating the water molecule. So, we can
say that yes, it is possible to create a
sustainable source of energy from organic
molecules. However, melanin has only proved
to be capable of producing part of the energy
needed for the prototype, however we can say
that in a few years it will be possible to have
batteries based on environmentally friendly
molecules.
The integration of biodegradable elements
such as these molecules into elements of the
future and the present such as computers,
cars, mobile phones or batteries that all have in
common
sets
a
sustainable
and
environmentally friendly pace or path. In fact,
there is already promising research on the use
of these same materials in devices as super
capacitors [13].
Finally, we conclude that it is possible to
accelerate the growth of plants with the use of
LED's and natural fertilizers. In short, this
electric current generator composed of melanin
allowed us to demonstrate a concept and, as
we predicted, to feed micro LEDs in order to
light some of our samples.

support he gave us in the supervision of the
experiments and this article.
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Abstract. STEM activities require working as a
group. Developing the ability to collaborate
within the group is one of the features of the
STEM approach. With this feature in mind, the
aim of this study is to obtain the opinions of the
students for their collaboration as a group
through the STEM activity called Let's Make a
Telescope. It is an activity for 7th grade
students. The implementation of the activity
started by creating 5 groups of 4 in a class of
21. After the activity, each student in the groups
was interviewed in accordance with the openended questions prepared by the researchers
for cooperation. The data obtained after the
interviews were analyzed by content analysis.
According to the results of the analysis, it was
concluded that the students used collaboration
skills such as solidarity within the group, being
open to ideas, forming team spirit, being
respectful, developing friendship relations,
creating
common
ideas,
helping,
communicating.
Keywords. Collaboration, Lens, Refraction of
Light, STEM.

1. Introduction
With the change in what communities expect
from individuals in the 21st century, it is aimed
that the 21st century individual will be
individuals who think critically, creatively, have
strong communication skills and cooperate [1].
Cooperative learning is a course in which
students work in teams, interact face to face
and display a high level of positive dependence
[2]. It is for students to help each other learn in
small groups for a common purpose. In order
for a group work to be cooperative learning,
students in the group; both themselves and
others are expected to maximize their learning.
In other words; The feature that makes
collaborative learning of group work is that
students try to develop both themselves and
their friends to the fullest of their capacities [3].
One of the approaches aimed at cooperative
learning is STEM. STEM education is to
provide
students
with
experiences
to
collaborate to solve real life problems by
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providing them with interdisciplinary thinking
skills, and to provide experiences that will
prepare the ground for developing solutions for
life [4]. In this study, Let's Make a Telescope
STEM activity was applied. Through this
activity, the opinions of the students about
cooperation were taken.

2. STEM activity, Let's Make a Telescope
2.1. Objectives
Science goal: Distinguishes the properties of
the lenses depending on the refraction of light.
Math goal: Calculates the circumference of
the circle.
Engineering goal: Using a systematic
process to determine how well they meet the
criteria and constraints of the problem, he
distinguishes his solutions positively and
negatively.
Technology goal: He distinguishes the most
suitable one from the technological tools for his
design.

2.2. Problem
People thought the world stood at the center
of the universe. Moreover, they thought that the
sun, the moon and all the stars roamed around
the earth in perfect circle orbits. Galileo
observed the sky. Like everyone else, he
thought that the Moon was like smooth polish.
But as a result of his observations, he noticed
that there were pits on the Moon. You will go
back about 400 years ago and become Galileo.
You will observe the Moon closely. You thought
you needed a telescope to achieve this. How
do you make the telescope you need using the
most convenient and economical materials?
State the question as clearly and precisely
as possible. Details are very important. The key
question that arises from the question is: How
can I make a telescope using the refraction
feature of the light?

2.3. The purpose of the activity
This design aims for students to refine the
light, adjust the angle of refraction and the focal
points of the lenses in order to obtain the image
clearly with a telescope design optimized to see
distant celestial objects.
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2.4. Inform
mation ac
cquisition / Researc
ch
Studentts were asked
a
to actively sseek
information
n about the
e problem by the gro
oup.
Computer or textboo
oks can be
b used a
as a
research to
ool.
Studentts were dire
ected to res
search thro
ough
the followin
ng question
ns.
1. What informattion do you need to s olve
thiss problem?
2. How
w can you reach
r
the best
b
view off the
tele
escope you will design?
?
They acctively searcched for the
e most relevvant
information
n about the
e question by the gro
oup.
They resea
arched the history of Telescope and
entists
developm
the
scie
i
in
its
ment.

Figure 1. Uses
U
of lens
ses

The ressearched id
deas to crreate the m
most
suitable te
elescope can
c
be as
s follows: The
lenses refrract the ligh
ht, and the mirrors re flect
the light. F
For this reasson, I should use a len
ns to
break the light. I sho
ould be ablle to focus the
lenses to create the
e clearest image of the
telescope.
Refractiion of lightt when changing from
m a
transparen
nt medium with differe
ent densitie
es to
another transparen
nt medium
m is ca
alled
refraction.

Figure 2. Re
efraction of light

The op
ptical tools that we will observe the
refraction of light besst are lense
es. Lenses are
used in many op
ptical instrruments, ffrom
microscope
es to glasses, from
m camerass to

tele
escopes. Le
enses are sspherical to
ools with att
leas
st one side generally m
made of gla
ass or hard
d
plas
stic. Tools made of transparent materialss
with
h the ability to maggnify and reduce
r
the
e
ima
ages of obje
ects are callled lenses. Lenses are
e
divided into 2 according tto their characteristics..
The
ese are thin
n-edged lennses and thick-edged
t
d
lens
ses. Thick-e
edged lensees make the
e image flatt
and
d small. Thin-edged
T
lenses enlarge the
e
ima
ages of the objeccts. The projector,,
bino
oculars, flas
shlights andd floodlightt have thin-edg
ged lenses. Telescoppes also allow us to
o
zoo
om in and see
s very farr objects wiith the help
p
of thin-edged
t
lenses in their struc
ctures. The
e
sma
all lens is used as a m
magnifying glass
g
to see
e
the image more clearly.

2.5
5. Design
While
W
desig
gning, the sstudents in
n the group
p
thou
ught aboutt how to re
reach the solution
s
byy
puttting their ideas intoo the dra
awing. Forr
exa
ample, wha
at type of llens they will use to
o
mag
gnify the im
mage in thhe telescop
pe, how to
o
brin
ng two lens
ses back tto back to clarify the
e
ima
age, from which
w
subsstance the main bodyy
will be made. The groupp members
s proposed
d
diffe
erent ideas
s about theeir problem
ms as theyy
cou
uld produce
e. Each teaam membe
er drew att
leas
st one design idea. (T
The groups were given
n
des
sign drawing
g paper).

2.6. Tools
2 cartons, 2 small leenses (foca
al length 1
inch
h, 25 mm), 1 large lenss (focal leng
gth about 8
inch
hes, 200 mm
m), siliconee gun, scisso
ors (Fig. 3)..
The
e lens was used in thee telescope
e, since the
e
ligh
ht would hav
ve to be brooken. Speciial attention
n
was
s paid to ensure thaat the teles
scope wass
inta
act.

Figure 3. Tools

2.7. Product developm
ment
Cut
C one of the cardbooards in the length off
the small lense
es. At this sstage, the diameter
d
off
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the lensess was calculated firrst. Thus, the
mathematics goal wass integrated
d (Fig. 4).

1. Look att the lens tipp of your tellescope.
2. Focus on
o a distantt object by moving the
e
inner ca
ardboard in and out.
3. If you cannot
c
see clearly, yo
ou will have
e
to cut the cartons a little or realign
r
both
h
lenses.
4. Try looking at thee moon in the evening
g
with yo
our telesccope. Look
k at otherr
objects in the nig ht sky. Never look att
the sun with this teelescope!

Figure 4. Circle circu
umference measuremen
m
nt.
(Math integration)
i

Place tthe lensess on both ends of the
cardboard.. Wrap the
ese lenses
s in a rolll by
sticking th
hem with silicone
s
(Fig
g. 5). Cut the
second ca
arton with a large lens diameter. Just
wrap the lens with silicone
s
on one end and
wrap it in
n a roll. Put the small
s
diam
meter
cardboard into the la
arge diame
eter cardbo
oard.
The large lens colle
ects light and
a
focuse
es it
inside the tube. The small lens
s magnifies the
image thro
ough the tub
be.

Figure 7.
7 Prototypees of the gro
oups
Figure 5
5. Sticking th
he lens to th
he cardboarrd

There
T
are two issuess to be addressed to
o
max
ximize the
e visibility and clariity of the
e
tele
escope. The
e first is to choose a thin-edged
d
lens
s, as the th
hin-edged llens has th
he ability to
o
collect parallel incoming llight at the focal pointt
and
d magnify th
he image. T
The second is to adjustt
the focus by sequencing
s
g the two lenses in a
suittable range
e repeateddly to ensure clarity..
Thin
n-edge lens
ses featuree the ability
y to collectt
parallel incomiing light at the focal point
p
and to
o
mag
gnify the im
mage.
Students
S
sh
hould:

Figu
ure 6. Stickin
ng the rolls together

2.8. Testing
A test fo
orm is distrributed to ea
ach group. The
students w
were directe
ed in accorrdance with the
instructionss below:
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In order to optimize
o
thee clarity, the first testss
can
n be tried manually oon an obje
ect withoutt
usin
ng pipes. Groups ccan take notes byy
mea
asuring the
e distance tthey see cle
early. Theyy
sho
ould then pe
erform theirr trials by painting
p
the
e
inne
er surface of the pipee in black color
c
or byy
cov
vering it with
h a black baackground cardboard.
c
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3. Findings
3.1. Student opinions
Table 1. Students' views on the collaborative
STEM activity

Question

Opinions

N

Let's do a telescope in the science class,
you did the STEM activity. In this way, what
are your feelings and thoughts about
lecturing based on collaboration within the
group?
Positive
thoughts
and
feelings

Negative
thoughts
and
feelings

I started to deal with my
friends that I hadn't agreed
with before.

8

I was never bored, it was
fun.

17

My confidence has
increased.

12

We learned by helping.

14

We have communicated
more with our friends.

16

We learned by discussing
as a group.

11

It made me gain social
skills.

6

We finished the tasks in a
short time.

9

We respected each other's
ideas.

10

We couldn't do the work on
time.

6

Some of my group friends
caused problems and did
not participate in the
studies.

5

I couldn't get along with my
group friends.

2

There was a lot of noise in
the classroom.

4

The failure of others also
affected me.

1

After the event, interviews were made with
students about cooperation within the group.

The opinion of each student was noted by the
researchers. The answers of the students were
subjected to content analysis method and
themes were created from these answers. The
questions asked to the students and the
answers received are given in the table below.
When students give more than one answer to a
question, these answers are added to the
relevant themes.

4. Conclusion
We know that telescope making activities
take place in most classrooms. In this study,
this activity was not unique. The aim of this
study was to learn the positive and negative
thoughts and feelings of the study by the
students in collaboration, which is one of the
objectives of the STEM approach, through the
Let's Make Telescope STEM activity.
As positive aspects of collaborating in STEM
activity; They stated that the lesson was
enjoyable, they were not bored, they
communicated with the group members, their
trust in them increased, they learned by helping
and discussing, they respected each other's
ideas, they completed the task in a short time.
Few students stated the negative aspects of
working in collaboration with group members;
that the study does not end on time, some
group members do not participate in the study,
there is noise in the classroom, cannot agree
with the group members, and group failure is
affected by itself. According to the opinion of
most students, we can conclude that working in
cooperation with STEM activity has many
positive aspects.
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Abstract. This article presents a practical
example of the development of a STEAM
project, carried out with elementary school
students in Brazil. The goal was to promote
interdisciplinary project-based learning, where
the free software DuinoBlocks4Kids facilitated
the teaching of programming. The interaction
between teacher and student happened
through the technique of Directed Elaboration
in all stages of the work.
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Directed

Elaboration,

1. Introduction
Since the middle of the last century,
humanity has been developing increasingly
complex systems such as the Internet, air traffic
control, and artificial intelligence, which are
reflections of a society that is undergoing rapid
development. The transformation of traditional
education into configurations that lead the
student to think about this new interconnected
world can benefit the students of this current
generation by helping them to integrate into this
socio-technical society in constant evolution [1].
According to Dewey [2], education is defined
as the set of responses to the processes of
reconstruction and reorganization of acquired
experiences, which will influence future
experiences. Any activity can be an experiment
and possibility in education since the favorable
conditions direct the students in his selflearning practice.
Dewey's approach is complemented by
Seminério's studies [3], whose proposal of
Directed Elaboration is the pedagogical
intervention to improve the student's cognition
based on questions that help him to reach the
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contents he needs. These questions occur
through reflections induced by the adult during
the dialogue, in an elaborated and discussed
transmission, and not with the repetition of
ready contents.
In line with the arguments above, the
present work reports an experience that
resulted in the process of construction of
multidisciplinary ideas and knowledge, where
students were protagonists of the self-learning.
Throughout this process, concepts such as
STEAM, Brainstorm, Computational Thinking,
and Project-Based Learning were developed.
This article has nine sections: the
introduction presented the tools used in this
work; Section 2 describes the technique of
Directed Elaboration as a means of teacherstudent interaction; Section 3 contains precepts
of the STEAM concept addressed in this
project; the development of the Recycled Paper
Machine Prototype, a project developed by the
students during this proposal, is detailed in
Section 4; Section 5 contains the teaching of
programming through the free software
DuinoBlocks4Kids. Section 6 presents the main
results of this non-traditional learning process,
followed
by
conclusions
(Section
7),
acknowledgments (Section 8), and references
(Section 9).

2. Directed Elaboration
Directed Elaboration emerged as a
response to the analysis of certain phenomena,
observed by Seminério [3], approached by
other authors who also researched the
formation of human cognition. Among them,
Colinvaux [4] proposes that the structure of
knowledge supposes a mutual dependence
between the real and the rational: if, on the one
hand, there is pressure to understand reality,
as science explains, on the other, there are
intrinsic intelligence requirements of the
cognitive subject.
Also, Piaget [5], an author widely studied by
Seminério, suggested that Better Equilibrations
between
two
fundamental
processes,
Assimilation and Accommodation, constitute
cognitive development. The Assimilation
process is the absorption of an external
element, be it an object, situation, or any new
content, by a conceptual or sensorimotor
scheme existing in the subject. For the author,
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the intera
action of the pers
son with the
environme
ent since birrth, more co
omplicated as it
matures, fforms these
e schemes that make
e up
the construction of
o knowled
dge [6]. The
Accommod
dation process, on the
e other hand
d, is
the need to conside
er the pecu
uliarities of the
newly asssimilated ne
ew outer element,
e
w
which
causes th
he transfo
ormation of an exissting
of a
scheme in the individual or the emergence
e
new
sch
his
prevvious
heme,
modifying
knowledge
e. According
g to Piagett [5], there is a
cognitive d
disequilibriu
um when an
a individua
al is
faced with a new expe
erience. A disturbing
d
sstate
awakens the feeling of
o denial orr exploratio
on to
understand
d the new knowledge
e in search
h of
cognitive rre-equilibriu
um. In Piag
get's Theorry of
Cognitive Developm
ment [5], the Be
etter
Equilibratio
on is when the recove
ery of cogn
nitive
equilibrium
m refers to a new state
e of equilibr ium,
ase,
different frrom the was
w
before. In this ca
there was the Accom
mmodation process, w
which
means that there was
w
a change in p
prior
knowledge
e [7].

everything that is perrceived or thought.
t
L3
3
and L4 arre specificaally human languagess
and form the
t
basis fo
for the cons
struction off
logical reas
soning.
The
T
purp
pose
of
applying
Directed
d
Elaboration is
s to reachh L3 and L4, where
e
teac
cher-studen
nt interactioon cannot happen as a
mon
nologue in possessionn of the te
eacher, butt
with
h dialogue focused onn what the
e adult can
n
offe
er using qu
uestions thaat take turn
ns with the
e
ans
swers obtain
ned until th ey make se
ense to the
e
stud
dent.
to the ttechnical proceduress
According
A
sug
ggested by
y Seminérrio [3], during
d
the
e
app
plication of the Direccted Elabo
oration, the
e
teac
cher starts
s the secction by asking
a
the
e
stud
dents to an
nswer a subbmitted que
estion or to
o
solv
ve a propos
sed problem
m. The tea
acher, then,,
mus
st verify that the students acted
a
and
d
inte
erpreted the
e question/pproblem correctly and,,
bas
sed on theirr answers, proceed according to
o
the alternatives
s presentedd in Figure 1.
1

ons,
For Se
eminério, the Better Equilibratio
cited by Piiaget, prom
mote the stru
ucturing of new
languages from the
e existing ones. Th
hese
languages mentioned
d by him do
d not refe
er to
speech or writing, bu
ut language
es that are at a
level abo
four
ove these, which represent
r
fundamenttal compete
encies of hu
uman cogn ition
found in the evidence of his research:








(L1) L
Language 1 - It is the abilityy to
structure perception into org
ganized figu
ures,
as already ide
entified in the Ge stalt
principles (imitatio
on, continu
uation, clossure,
similariity,
pro
oximity,
figure-grou
und,
symme
etry,
and
d
pregnancy),
wh
hose
percep
ption is und
derstood as
s a totality and
not ass the sum
m of isola
ated eleme
ents,
meanin
ng that the whole
w
has a much gre
eater
significcance than the
t sum of the
t parts.
(L2) La
anguage 2 - It is the ability
a
to as sign
meanin
ng to the perceived
p
shapes and not
only sttore them as geometric shapes . L1
and L2
2 are lowerr hierarchy languages that
include
e memoriza
ation learnin
ng, used in the
traditional school, whose content
c
is only
retaine
ed, without cognitive
c
lea
aps.
(L3) La
anguage 3 - It is the ability
a
to as sign
successsive mean
nings to facts, form
ming
episode
es or phra
ases, which
h make up the
founda
ation of the capacity
c
forr imaginatio
on.
(L4) L
Language 4 - It is the volunttary,
reflectivve, and conscious control o
over

Fig
gure 1. Application of D irected Elab
boration [3]

3. STEAM
S
Ed
ducation
The
T term ST
TEAM is ann acronym formed
f
with
h
the initials of the words Science, Technology,
T
,
Eng
gineering, Arts,
A
and Maathematics and meanss
the interdisciplinary work of knowledge in these
e
areas.
According
A
to Boy [1], tthe disciplin
ne Arts wass
enc
compassed by the S
STEM conc
cept of the
e
exa
act
area
as
(Scieence,
Technology,
T
,
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Engineerin
ng, and Ma
athematics)) because the
current fre
eely conneccted societty requires the
developme
ent of crea
ativity to bring
b
back the
education that prepa
ared human
ns for soccietal
life. Due to consum
merism pro
ovoked by the
media, socciety has turrned into sp
pectators ra
ather
st
than contrributors, an
nd 21 cen
ntury educa
ation
needs to rescue peo
ople's abilitty to deal with
unprecede
ented situatiions to know
w what to d
do in
each ca
ase, and understa
and how to
communica
ate the co
orrect inforrmation to the
This
correct pe
eople at the
e right mom
ments [1]. T
type of inttellectual ca
apacity can
n be develo
oped
with prop
posals worrked in groups,
g
in an
interdiscipllinary way,, formulate
ed on ProjjectBased Lea
arning, who
ose approa
ach focusess on
the engag
gement of students
s
in a coopera
ative
and sustained investig
gation [9].

4. The Re
ecycled Pa
aper Mach
hine Proje ct
The pro
oject started
d when the
e theme off the
Science Fa
air was pressented to th
he class. Ab
bout
ten students were present at the Robo
otics
Workshop,, which takkes place as an elecctive
course from a Municcipal School in the Inte
erior
of Rio de Janeiro, which attend
d students ffrom
the 6th to the 9th gra
ade of Elem
mentary Sch
hool.
At the tim
me, the top
pic of bioe
economics was
worked on through Directed Elab
boration, wh
hose
questions raised were
e of the type: what is B
Bio?
What is Economicss? Thus, the dialo
ogue
extended until everyyone had verbalized the
understand
ding that th
he topic is the econom
my of
natural ressources.
After understand
ding the theme, w
were
questioned
d types of natural reso
ources nee
eded
to econo
omize, and
d respons
ses such as
electricity, water, and petroleum were cited until
class reached a conssensus: sav
ve paper, w
which
consequen
ntly saves the
t
trees (d
due to nee
eded
cellulose) and conse
equently sa
aves waterr for
their manu
ufacture.
It is esssential to highlight th
hat any of the
natural ressources tha
at the clas
ss had cho
osen
would beccome the object of study for the
project beccause when the stude
ent acts ass the
protagonisst of his lea
arning, the content ma
akes
total sen
nse to him,
h
as defended by
professionals who work with constructtivist
to
Becker
[[10],
education.
According
Constructivvism is a theory capable of
conceiving
g
knowle
edge
as
s
somet hing
constructed by each one from their
t
interacction
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with
h the environment. Coonstructivism´s theoryy
exp
plains the fa
act that stuudents chos
se recycled
d
pap
per as a solution for thhe Bioecono
omy theme
e
bec
cause to use and to diiscard pape
er is part off
the school univ
verse.

4.1. Inserting
g Roboticss in the Prroject
As
A it is a class
c
of reegular stude
ents at the
e
Rob
botics Work
kshop, theyy were cha
allenged to
o
inse
ert robotics into the suuggested ide
ea of paperr
recy
ycling. Giv
ven the unanimity that thiss
inse
ertion should happen with the crreation of a
robot or machine that reccycles paper, the firstt
step
p was to make ressources av
vailable forr
stud
dents to lea
arn, in practtice, the enttire processs
of paper
p
recycling.
On
O the agrreed day foor the first attempt to
o
recy
ycle paperr, some sstudents ha
ad alreadyy
wattched
vid
deos
thatt
taught
recycling
g
tech
hniques an
nd took tthe shredd
ded paper,,
alre
eady softened in wateer, even witthout being
g
ask
ked, which demonstraates the engagementt
obta
ained by constructivvist choice. The firstt
resu
ult was a thick
t
mass that did no
ot look like
e
pap
per, and forr this reasoon, new res
search wass
carrried out on the processs.

Figure
F
2. Pra
actical Papeer Recycling
g Process

Three
T
othe
er attemptss were ma
ade, where
e
stud
dents adjusted the ssteps of th
he processs
acc
cording to their new reesearch (Figure 2). A
thin
n and homog
geneous paaper was ob
btained and
d
testted with se
everal actioons such as
s writing in
n
pen
ncil; erase with
w rubberr; printing on
o an inkjett
prin
nter; fold to make enveelopes and packages,,
as shown
s
in Figure 3.
After
A
underrstanding aall the stag
ges of the
e
pap
per recycling process, students were
w
invited
d
in a Brainnstorm to id
to participate
p
dealize the
e
robot or mac
chine suggeested by them. The
e
Bra
ainstorm co
onsists of a meeting to explore
e
idea
as, where th
he group triies to find a solution to
o
a given
g
proble
em based on the varrious ideass
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presented [11]. On occasion,
o
th
he studentss sat
around a large table
e equipped
d with pen
ncils,
pens, adhe
esive tapess, scissors, and cardbo
oard
boxes. Th
he momen
nt was tre
eated, by the
participants, with surrprise and fun due to
o its
basic ruless of applica
ability not so
s prevalen
nt in
the tradittional classroom: criticism
c
b
ban,
encourage
ement of "o
out of the box"
b
ideas, and
combining and improvving them.

ve at the answers for himself. Als
so, through
h
arriv
the manipulatio
on of resouurces and th
he attemptss
and
d changes that occcur in the collective
e
dyn
namics, sttudents aachieve th
heir goalss
auto
onomously and in theeir own tim
me, favoring
g
soc
cial skills, reflective
r
aattitude, and scientificc
literracy [12].

Figure 4. Initial Card
dboard Proto
otype

4.2. Assemblly of the P
Physical Part
P

Fig
gure 3. Fourth Attempt Result

Brainsto
orm started
d with sev
veral sketcches
and ended
d with the creation of the cardbo
oard
prototype sshown in Figure 4.
Directed
d Elaborattion was used so that
students d
did not forge
et to add all the stage
es of
the recycling process already learned in the
machine's idealization
n. It was als
so necessarry to
signal the devices ne
eeded for th
he autonom
mous
operation of the project. The
T
questtions
designed ffor studentss to achieve these answ
wers
were: wha
at should be
b the firstt action of the
machine? How will it be trigge
ered? Wha
at is
necessary to make this move
ement hap
ppen
automatica
ally? Is card
dboard a ma
aterial resisstant
enough forr the final prresentation of the proje
ect?
All these questionss elaborated and direccted,
as the acctivities unffold, help the
t
studen
nt to

With
W
the ca
ardboard pprototype in hand and
d
the conviction
n that the cardboard
d was nott
resiistant enough to suppport the ins
stallation off
the electronic devices, tthe studentts received
d
the option to cut
c the macchine's piec
ces in MDF
F
usin
ng a CNC la
aser cutter. For that, th
he studentss
invo
olved got to know the Free
e Software
e
Inks
scape and started
s
its hhandling stimulated byy
Dire
ected Elab
boration. Innkscape is a simple
e
graphical interrface softwaare (Figure
e 5), where
e
the basic commands havve clear and objective
e
icon
ns, which makes itt possible to raise
e
que
estions such
h as: to draaw this parrticular partt
of the
t
machine
e, what geoometric sha
ape can be
e
use
ed? Which of these ssoftware ic
cons allowss
you
u to create
e this geom
metric shape? If the
e
des
sired option is not fou nd in the software,
s
iss
therre an answe
er on Internnet search engines?
e
The
T next step was to hhandle the laser cutterr
they learne
and
d, with this experience,
e
ed:





The diffference bettween a ve
ector image
e
and bitm
map image;
How to import the drawing filles into the
e
laser cutter softwarre;
The po
ossible file extension
ns for thiss
work;
How to make a cutting pla
an to save
e
MDF;
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How
w to chang
ge the las
ser speed and
strength setting
gs to cut or engrave pa
arts;
How
w to calibratte the laser´´s pen heigh
ht to
e of
adju
ust the focu
us and the importance
this adjustmentt.

come some
ething robootic, accord
ding to the
e
bec
cha
allenge pre
esented too studentts at the
e
beg
ginning of th
his project.
The
T
Duino
oBlokcks4K
Kids (DB4
4K) visuall
programming environmennt (free sofftware) wass
cho
osen to teach program
mming language using
g
technique due to itss
the Directed Elaboration
E
actic and in
ntuitive interrface. In this way, the
e
dida
dev
velopment of Computtational Thinking [14]]
gain
ns more im
mportance thhan the me
emorization
n
of commands,
c
reserved w
words, and symbols off
programming languages.

5. Teaching
T
Program
mming witth Duino
o
Blocks
B
4 Kids
K
(DB44K)

Figurre 5. Inkscap
pe Software
e Interface

Also, th
he studentss used the ruler to ch
heck
the proporrtions of the
e prototype
e parts to d
draw
was
them on th
he compute
er, and the centimeter
c
the unit o
of measure
ement chos
sen becausse it
was more familiar to them. Whe
en handling
g the
Inkscape ssoftware, students had to work with
converting measurem
ments from centimeterrs to
millimeterss. At that time, they did
d not ma
aster
this task well, but they
t
learne
ed quickly and
naturally because learning to
t
make this
conversion
n was not the
t
ultimate
e goal, butt the
means to a
achieve it.
After asssembling the final pro
ototype with
h the
pieces cu
ut in MDF
F, the ass
sembly of the
electronic devices be
egan. At tha
at moment, the
students e
experimente
ed with the
e work of DC
motors and
d LEDs con
nnected to th
he batteriess, so
that they understoo
od the co
onnection and
of direct currrent.
operation o
To conttrol and auto
omate the project
p
devi ces,
the Arduin
no prototyp
ping board
d was cho
osen
because itt has Free Software and
a
Hardw
ware.
Its scheme
es for the developmen
d
nt of electrronic
components are freely available
e for anyon e to
reproduce them, po
opularizing and redu cing
their cost. A crucial aspect
a
of th
he developm
ment
of applications that usse Free Sofftware and F
Free
Hardware, as oppose
ed to the use
e of proprie
etary
solutions, is the dem
mocratization of accesss to
technologyy [13].
With th
he choice of
o devices, the stage
e of
learning p
programmin
ng began so that the
ould
Prototype of Recycle
ed Paper Machine co
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DB4K
D
[15] is a kit for learning prrogramming
g
thro
ough educa
ational robootics aimed at children
n
from
m elementary schoool onward
ds, based
d
entiirely on fre
ee technoloogy and recyclable orr
low
w-cost mate
erials. Thee Kit cons
sists of a
programming environmennt for Ardu
uino boardss
bas
sed on plu
ug-in blockks, a set of
o roboticss
matterials, and a series of teaching ac
ctivities.
Some
S
of the
e features tthat differen
ntiate DB4K
K
from
m other vis
sual prograamming en
nvironmentss
for Arduino
A
are
e:







Interface
e designedd and dev
veloped forr
use sinc
ce the earlyy years of Elementaryy
School;
Program
mming
bl ocks
simple
e
with
semantics, directly related to the
t devicess
that thes
se blocks ccontrol, for example,
e
to
o
turn on an LED, tthere is the
e “Turn on
n
LED” blo
ock;
Simplific
cation of thhe paramete
ers used in
n
the bloc
cks, for exaample, in the
t
“Rotate
e
DC Motor” block, instead of the child
d
having to enter a numerica
al value to
o
determin
ne the mottor rotation speed, he
e
only needs to chooose one of
o the three
e
common
n possibilitiees in your universe off
knowled
dge: slow, m
medium spe
eed or fast;
Use of iconic languuage, which
h facilitatess
the iden
ntification oof blocks and
a
makess
them mo
ore attractivve, as show
wn in Figure
e
6.

Along
A
with the
t DB4K S
Software programming
g
env
vironment, some roobotic devices were
e
dev
veloped witth reusablee materials
s such ass
plas
stic pots and PET boottles, how
wever otherr
dev
vices can be createed and pro
oduced byy
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teachers a
and studentss according to their nee
eds.

boa
ard program
mming learniing.
In the first contact
c
of sttudents with
h the DB4K
K
Sofftware, they
y were askeed to set up
p a program
m
thatt would make an LED flash, first quickly
q
and
d
then
n more slow
wly. Questioons were ra
aised, such
h
as: which of these
t
blockks serves to
t light the
e
LED
D? Once lit, what is the next block
b
to be
e
add
ded to the schedule so that the LE
ED flashes?
?
Doe
es the computer perfoorm tasks at
a the same
e
spe
eed as peop
ple? Which block can be used to
o
repeat this actiion?

Figure 6. Programming Blocks DB4K
D
softwa
are

One of the examp
ples presentts in the D B4K
Kit is the Magic Box: small plastic box that
contains
used
in
devices
commonly
introductorry robotics classes with Arduino. The
Magic Boxx allows sttudents to develop m
more
elaborate programs to contro
ol circuits that
would, at first, be difficult
d
for them to b uild.
Through th
he Magic Box,
B
studen
nts learn ab
bout
the device
es and learn to contro
ol the actua
ators
and senso
ors. The co
ontextualizattion of the use
of these acctuators and
d sensors is done thro
ough
PET bottle
e robots, which are presented
d to
children ass characterss in stories, and they n
need
to program
m the robotss to assume
e the behavviors
described during the narratives.
n
With the
e DB4K Kit,, it is possib
ble to work with
children, among others, the
t
follow
wing
Computatio
onal Thinkin
ng skills:






Absstraction ca
apacity;
Und
derstanding
g of control flows;
Use
e of conditio
onal logic;
Deccomposition
n of problem
ms;
Deb
bugging
and
systtematic
dettection.

e
error

This la
ast skill is
i especia
ally interessting
because itt allows ch
hildren to assume
a
gre
eater
autonomy during the
eir program
mming learrning
process.
According to Pa
apert [17], programm
ming
languages should ha
ave a low floor (easyy to
start) and a high ceilin
ng (opportu
unities to cre
eate
projects w
with increasiing complex
xity over tim
me).
In this se
ense, the visual
v
block-programm
ming
environme
ent of the DB4K Kit performs the
function o
of the low floor within the Ard uino

Thus,
T
facilitated by thee friendly intterface thatt
DB4
4K offers, students eexperiment, check the
e
resu
ults and change thhe program
m, through
h
refle
ection motivated by Directed Elaboration,
E
,
untiil the goal is reached. In this way, studentss
dev
velop Computational Thinking from theirr
reasoning and transcend L1 and L2, which are
e
cog
gnitive languages thatt include learning byy
mem
morization, which cann be lost. When
W
theyy
reach L3 and
d L4, wheere the pro
ocesses off
crea
ativity and logical reaasoning are
e anchored,,
acc
cording to the studiees of Sem
minério [3],,
stud
dents achieve signiificant learning with
h
permanent tra
ansformatio ns. This means
m
thatt
eve
en if an individual forgeets to solve
e a problem
m
or how
h
to deal with speccific tools, examples
e
off
info
ormation sto
ored in mem
mory, he will still know
w
the logic of how
w to solve itt, just by reviewing the
e
forg
gotten tools.
After
A
carry
ying out sseveral programming
g
cha
allenges, worked with the same
e elaborate
e
and
d directed approach, the stud
dents were
e
alre
eady able to
o program tthe activatio
on of all the
e
reso
ources available in thhe DB4K, such as the
e
ligh
hting of LE
EDs, the aactivation of
o displays,,
buz
zzers, DC motors,
m
servvo motors, use of the
e
ultra
asonic sen
nsor, tempperature se
ensor and
d
lum
minosity sens
sor.
At
A this poin
nt in the exxecution off the entire
e
projject, about eight weekks after its beginning,,
the students had Com
mputational Thinking
g
dev
veloped en
nough to assemble the linearr
program nec
cessary too operation
nalize the
e
prottotype. Acc
cording to P
Papert [15], when the
e
stud
dent uses th
he computeer as a tool for building
g
his knowledge, conscioussly and of his
h interest,,
wha
at he called Consstructionism
m, learning
g
hap
ppens more effectively..
One
O
of the most impoortant tools that DB4K
K
offe
ers for th
his momennt of work is the
e
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presentatio
on of the Arrduino code
e correspond
ding
to the prog
gramming that
t
studentts develop with
the graphicc interface blocks
b
(Figu
ure 7).

Figure 7. DB4K
K Software Interface

This translation from the graphic languag
ge to
the linearr programm
ming that DB4K offfers
promotes a smoo
oth transition in the
ents
programmiing learning of th
hese stude
because tthey absorb the com
mmands of the
linear pro
ogramming language
e without the
obligation to memorizze them, at the same ttime
that theyy feel motivated by
b
see ttheir
experience
es working
g. Directed Elabora
ation
contributess to this transition whe
en studentss are
asked to m
make modifiications to their
t
progra
ams,
for example, changin
ng the spee
ed at which
h an
LED flashes at the same time that they see
both progrrams on th
he screen (graphical and
linear). At the time off Directed Elaboration,
E
, the
teacher ca
an do que
estions such as: whe
en a
DB4K blocck is chang
ged, what changed
c
in the
Arduino co
ode can hap
ppen? If a certain
c
DB4
4K´s
block is removed, which com
mmand in the
Arduino co
ode will disa
appear? If a DB4K´s b
block
is added, which com
mmand will appear in the
Arduino co
ode?
ents
It was possible to
t observe that stude
went through this tran
nsition naturrally becausse in
the first challenges prroposed, the
ey felt the n
need
to change
e the progrramming bllocks in D B4K
software, tto copy late
er the code translated into
the Arduino language. Howev
ver, as th
hese
actions became trivial, the students themse
elves
wanted to "save workk" and chan
nged what tthey
needed dirrectly in the
e Arduino code.
c
In a sshort
time, they already knew
k
how to
t activate the
simple devvices directlly in the Ard
duino code and
managed to make the entire prototype
p
w
work
autonomou
usly.
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6. Results
R
As
A a first result, thhe Prototype of the
e
Rec
cycled Pap
per Machinne, designe
ed by the
e
stud
dents, had its autom
mation com
mpleted byy
them
m. The prottotype repreesents a machine thatt
mus
st be previo
ously suppllied with raw material,,
shre
edded paper and water, to
o perform
m
auto
omatic recy
ycling, consiisting of six
x steps:
1.
1 The pro
ototype is aactivated viia a button
n
that trigg
gers the 9-ssecond time
er, counting
g
down, shown
s
on a 7-segment display. Itt
serves to simulatee the time needed forr
the pap
per to soakk, to soften the fibers,,
before being
b
beate n.
2.
2 When the countdoown on dis
splay ends,,
the first DC motor is activated for a few
w
seconds
s simulatingg the opera
ation of the
e
blender propeller, rrepresenting
g the paperr
shreddin
ng.
3.
3 After the
e first DC motor is tu
urned off, a
servomo
otor is aactivated to tilt the
e
blender,, demonstraating that th
he crushed
d
dough must
m
be pouured over a thin fabricc
and stre
etched in a frame, whic
ch is inside
e
a container with waater.
4.
4 A vibration motor iss activated to simulate
e
the dilution of the crushed mass
m
in the
e
water in the containner.
5.
5 After the
e vibration m
motor is turned off, the
e
second DC mottor is ac
ctivated to
o
suspend
d the screeen, using the cabless
that con
nnect them.
6.
6 Finally, when thee screen is alreadyy
suspend
ded to drainn excess water,
w
a fan
n
is activ
vated to aaccelerate the drying
g
process.
First,
F
the work was preesented at the Schooll
Scie
ence Fair [18], wherre it was used as a
rese
earch tool.. Students tested th
he level off
kno
owledge off the papeer recyclin
ng processs
amo
ong memb
bers of thee school community.
c
.
Thu
us, as a second reesult, stud
dents were
e
initiated into scientific thinnking and understood
d
asp
pects of the
e quantitatiive researc
ch method..
The
ey elaboratted a quesstionnaire that
t
asked,,
initially, if the participantss knew how
w to recycle
e
pap
per and ask
ked them to explain the
e process iff
the answer was affirmativve.
The
T questio
onnaire conntained all the detailed
d
step
ps that students took to recycle
e the paperr
suc
ccessfully and marked the steps mentioned,,
as the participants exxplained. Then, the
e
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students
activated
the
prrototype
and
demonstra
ated the entire
e
recy
ycling proccess
learned byy them and
d, in the end,
e
asked the
participants to explain, again, what
w
they had
ants
understood
d. The resp
ponses of the
t
participa
obtained after the presentatio
on were also
annotated in the second stage
s
of the
questionna
aire.

Figure 8. P
Prototype of Recycled Paper
P
Mach
hine

Of the 2
21 interview
wees during
g the exhib ition
at the Scie
ence Fair, among
a
stud
dents, teach
hers,
and emplo
oyees, 16 participants
p
s did not kknow
how to reccycle paper, and the otthers cited less
than 50% o
of the proce
ess. After th
he presenta
ation
ants
of the prrototype, 75%
7
of th
he participa
verbalized more tha
an 50% off the recyccling
process.
This re
esearch serrved for th
he studentss to
have conta
act, for the
e first time,, with scien
ntific
thought. IIt was an
n experienc
ce where the
participatin
ng studentts had th
he chance
e to
experience
e aspects of scientific resea
arch,
whose stteps starte
ed in reco
ognition o
of a
problem, in
n this case, the waste of paper. T
Then
ople
they went on to askk the question: do peo
know how
w to recycle
e paper? He
H went on
n to
formulate a hypothessis, where they estima
ated
that peop
ple would learn by observing the
working p
prototype and
a
analyzed the d
data
obtained in
n the questiionnaires. They
T
conclu
uded
that the p
prototype´s presentatio
on was usseful
because a
all interview
wees mentiioned some
e of
the stages of the recyycling proce
ess. Even th
hose
who did no
ot know how to recycle paper be
efore
the prototyype´s prese
entation kne
ew the proccess
more clearrly.
The pro
oject and th
he results of
o the resea
arch
carried outt by the stu
udents were
e subseque
ently
presented at the Municipal Fair of the

ucation Sec
cretariat of Macaé, in partnership
p
Edu
with
h the Federal Universsity of Rio de Janeiro
o
(UF
FRJ).

7. Conclusio
C
ons
The
T
present work iss the rep
port of an
n
edu
ucational process
p
caarried out with non-trad
ditional teaching m
methods, where
w
the
e
tech
hnique of Directed
D
Elaaboration was
w used in
n
all stages of the constrruction of a proposall
idea
alized by the studeents. The proposed
d
alte
ernative to paper waaste came after the
e
diallogue on the
t
bioeconnomy them
me in workk
carrried
out
in
a
constructtivist
and
d
con
nstructionist manner.
It was foun
nd that DB44K is a grreat tool to
o
teac
ch programming to elementa
ary schooll
stud
dents because it has a simple and
a
intuitive
e
graphic interfa
ace. This faacility keeps
s the focuss
of
learning on
thee
develop
pment
off
Com
mputational Thinking and in an
n elaborate
e
and
d directed interactionn between
n teacher-stud
dents. In th
his way, thhe schoolch
hildren can
n
ach
hieve the an
nswers usinng his know
wledge in a
mea
aningful and
d lasting waay.
It was unde
erstood thatt the approa
aches used
d
in this project for teaaching pro
ogramming,,
worrked in an interdiscipplinary way, promoted
d
acc
cess to technology andd effectively introduced
d
the school con
ntents not ppreviously absorbed byy
the students. The
T result was positiv
ve because
e
the learning of
o these coontents was not theirr
fina
al objective, but the nnecessary means forr
them
m to put the
eir ideas intto practice. During the
e
projject, the students'
s
ggrowing mo
otivation to
o
mak
ke the prottotype workk was found
d. For this,,
they
y develope
ed ideas, sstudied pro
ogramming,,
and
d understoo
od the schhool content, as the
e
orig
gin of the pa
aper, the paaper recyclin
ng process,,
the electric current,
c
an d the con
nversion off
mea
asures. The
ese simple ttasks that they
t
did nott
mas
ster were quickly learnned due to the
t need to
o
projject the entire functioniing of their ideas.
Therefore,
T
it was posssible to ob
bserve thatt
learrning the co
ontents worrked from a process off
sign
nificant con
nstruction ffor the stu
udent, keptt
them
m more inte
erested andd engaged than in the
e
trad
ditional metthod of meemorizing content
c
forr
eva
aluation. In practice, thhis conclus
sion meanss
thatt students have learnned to see
ek answerss
and
d solutions to
t solve thee challenges proposed
d
by the Scho
ool and, consequently, have
e
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prepared themselves to deal with the
challenges that will arise throughout their lives.
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Abstract. Natura 2000 is the European
Union’s key strategy to address the current
sharp decline of biodiversity. However,
according to a recent survey, most Europeans
never heard about it. The present study
intended to further explore the perceptions of
residents in Portugal about this network of
protected areas through the nationwide
implementation of a survey. Results showed
that even respondents who knew what Natura
2000 is were not well-informed about it, which
is worrisome as public participation is
considered a key factor for successful nature
conservation initiatives.

Keywords. Wildlife, Europe, Ecological
Behaviour, Pro-Environment Behaviour.
1. Introduction
Despite its intrinsic value and its importance
for human well-being, biodiversity is being lost
at alarming rates worldwide [1-2]. To address
this pressing issue, the European Union
launched Natura 2000 – a coordinated network
of protected areas. This network has a huge
coverage, comprising more than 18% of the
land of the European Union plus 6% of its sea
area [3-4]. Its goal is to ensure long-term
protection of the most valuable and threatened
species and habitats. This requires taking
action to protect, maintain or restore those
species and habitats to a favourable
conservation status [4-5]. Natura 2000 plans to
fulfil its conservation mission through an
inclusive
and
sustainable
management
approach. Hence, cooperation with all
stakeholders is highly desirable. Also, this
implies
that
socio-economic
activities
compatible
with
site
preservation
are
encouraged [4].
Despite Natura 2000 intentions to engage
stakeholders, according to a survey carried out
by the European Commission in 2018, most
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Europeans are still not aware of the existence
of this network (70%, N = 27 643). The same
study also reported that only 11% of
respondents claimed to know what Natura 2000
is [6]. This suggests that this important network
is still unknown to the majority of European
Union’s population, which is a very worrisome
finding as public participation plays a critical
role in the achievement of biological
conservation goals [2,7-10]. For instance,
addressing the current drivers of biodiversity
loss requires changes in citizens’ behaviour [2].
Plus, people can pressure the government to
take action, can get involved in policy
discussions and can also facilitate local
conservation initiatives [2,7-10].
In Portugal, Natura 2000 is composed by
166 protected areas, covering almost 21% of
the land area of the country [10]. Despite
devoting such a large area to Nature
conservation [10], Portugal has failed to comply
with some mandatory requirements regarding
designation and management of the sites
forming this network [11]. Due to this noncompliance,
the
European
Commission
referred Portugal to the Court of Justice of the
European Union in January 2018 [11]. Besides,
Portugal is also struggling with Natura 2000
monitoring demands. In fact, the country
submitted the most incomplete Habitats
Directive monitoring report among all Member
States for the period 2007-2012. In this report,
about 35% of the mandatory data was absent
or referred to as unknown [12]. Although
Portugal has found it rather difficult to fulfil all
its network obligations [11-12], its residents
seemed to be more aware of Natura 2000 than
the average European. In the prementioned
survey carried out by the European
Commission, 35% of respondents from
Portugal claimed they had heard of Natura
2000 before, which stands 5% higher than the
average [6].
Given this rationale, the present study
intended
to
further
understand
how
knowledgeable the Portuguese population is
about Natura 2000, including which sites are
most well-known and which species are
thought to inhabit them.

2. Methods
A questionnaire on Natura 2000 was
adapted from the literature [6,13-18]. This
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Only inquired people that claimed to know
what Natura 2000 is fulfilled the second part of
the
questionnaire.
During
2019,
this
questionnaire was broadly disseminated
through the internet (e.g. published in
Facebook groups, shared by a citizen science
platform) and was also implemented in-person
during a few science communication activities
somewhat related to Natura 2000. In these
events, the questionnaire was applied both
before and after activities. All collected data
were codified and submitted to a quantitative
analysis on Microsoft Office Excel (2002
version) and IBM SPSS Statistics (version 26),
consisting on the calculation of percentages,
arithmetical averages, standard deviations, and
Spearman’s correlations.

3. Results and Discussion
Overall, 232 individuals participated in this
study: 60 (26%) fulfilled the questionnaires
remotely, while 172 (74%) did it at presential
events.

3.1. Socio-demographic data
As showed in Fig. 1, most respondents were
females ageing within 12-29 (67%, n = 155).
Regarding the geographical location of
residence, Porto was the best represented
district (52%, n = 121), followed by Aveiro
(16%, n = 38), Braga (9%, n = 20), and
Bragança (9%, n = 20), all from the centre and
north of Portugal.
Almost half of the participants were still
attending middle school (48%, n = 111); but, a
great number of questionnaires were also
fulfilled by people who held a university degree
(29%, n = 68) or a high school diploma (22%, n
= 50). About 30% of participants (n = 70) had
jobs or where pursuing studies related to
biology and/or Nature conservation.

120
Female

100

Male
80

Nr. of respondents

questionnaire was divided in two parts: the first
focused on unravelling if participants knew
what Natura 2000 is, and on with which
frequency they engaged in ecological
behaviours (e.g. recycling) using a 5-point
Likert scale; the second one was composed by
multiple open- and close-ended questions
aimed at assessing the knowledge of
respondents about this network.

60
40
20
0
<18 19‐23 24‐29 30‐34 35‐39 40‐44 45‐49 >50

Age
Figure 1. Age and gender distribution of
respondents

3.2. Awareness about Natura 2000
As expected based on previous literature
reports [6,17-18], most respondents had never
heard of Natura 2000 (54%, n = 126). However,
20% (n = 47) had heard of the term beforehand
and claimed to know what Natura 2000 is. This
percentage is slightly higher than the one
obtained for Portugal in the survey carried out
by the European Commission (20% > 15%) [6].
This difference in percentages is likely due to a
lower representativeness level of the sample,
which is supported by the fact that 81% of
respondents (n = 38) contributing to the “20%
result” studied or worked in fields related to
biology and/or Nature conservation. Besides, a
high proportion of respondents, who knew what
Natura 2000 is, held a university degree (74%,
n = 35); in a similar study carried out in Poland,
this population segment was shown to be more
aware of the network than people who did not
attend higher education [17]. Nonetheless, as
the goal of the present research was to further
explore the perceptions of respondents, this
higher percentage of participants aware of
Natura 2000 is welcome.

3.3. Knowledge about Natura 2000 sites
The 47 respondents that claimed to know
what Natura 2000 is were asked to name
between one and ten Portuguese Natura 2000
sites. Overall, 39 distinct protected areas were
named, which represented 23% of all network
sites located in Portugal [10]. On average each
participant correctly named 2.8 ± 2.2 sites; but
this was highly variable, e.g., six participants
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named none and one mentioned 10.
Peneda/Gerês (PTCON0014) was the site
mentioned by a higher number of participants;
Serra
da
Estrela
(PTCON0014)
and
Montesinho/Nogueira (PTCON0002) came
second and third, respectively (Table 1).
Table 1. Portuguese Natura 2000 sites named by
respondents, their respective site code and
number of participants mentioning each one
(N = 47)
Natura 2000 sites
Peneda / Gerês
Serra da Estrela
Montesinho / Nogueira
Alvão / Marão
Ria de Aveiro
Arrábida / Espichel
Litoral Norte
Sintra / Cascais
Douro Internacional
Estuário do Tejo
Malcata
Ria Formosa
Rio Lima
Côrno do Bico
Costa Sudoeste
Estuário do Sado
Ilhas Berlengas
Serras da Freita e Arada
Valongo
Barrinha de Esmoriz
Cabrela
Complexo do Açor
Dunas de Mira, Gândara e
Gafanhas
Gardunha
Lagoa da Sancha
Lagoa de Santo André
Laurissilva da Madeira
Maciço Montanhoso Central
da Ilha da Madeira
Monfurado
Montemuro
Paul de Arzila
Paul do Boquilobo
Ria Formosa / Castro Marim
Rio Minho
Rio Vouga
Serras d'Aire e Candeeiros

Site code
PTCON0001
PTCON0014
PTCON0002
PTCON0003
PTCON0061
PTCON0010
PTCON0017
PTCON0008
PTCON0022
PTCON0009
PTCON0004
PTZPE0017
PTCON0020
PTCON0040
PTCON0012
PTCON0011
PTZPE0009
PTCON0047
PTCON0024
PTCON0018
PTCON0033
PTCON0051

n
33
12
9
7
7
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

PTCON0055

1

PTCON0028
PTZPE0014
PTZPE0013
PTMAD0001

1
1
1
1

PTMAD0002

1

PTCON0031
PTCON0025
PTCON0005
PTZPE0008
PTCON0013
PTCON0019
PTCON0026
PTCON0015

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The record of Peneda/Gerês as the most
mentioned site was expected as this is
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simultaneous the only national park in Portugal
[19] and a very popular protected area in the
country, as demonstrated by the fact this is the
one contacted by the highest number of
visitants (more than 1 million visitor
contacts/year during the period 1996-2019)
[20]. The presence of Serra da Estrela in top 3
was also expected; being the highest mountain
range on the mainland [21], this site receives
many visitors during Winter to enjoy snowfall
[22]. However, the high number of people
mentioning Montesinho/Nogueira is harder to
explain. This situation may have occurred
because this is one of the largest protected
areas in northern Portugal [19], where most
respondents were from.
Afterwards, respondents were asked to
name their favourite Natura 2000 site along
with some species that inhabit it (max. 10) as
well as to select from a list the main threats that
such protected area faces (max. 5). From this
point on, unless otherwise stated, besides the
47 participants that said knowing what Natura
2000 is beforehand, the data analysis also
included answers given to post-tests by 99
people that claimed to already know what
Natura 2000 is. Overall, 21 different sites were
designated by participants as their personal
favourites: Peneda/Gerês, Serra da Estrela,
Ria de Aveiro, and Rios Sabor e Maçãs were
the ones selected by most respondents (65%, n
= 95); all the other sites were mentioned by up
to four individuals.
But how knowledgeable were inquired
people about their favourite Natura 2000
protected areas? Regarding the threats, the
ones selected by more participants were:
1. Pollution (30%, n = 44);
2. Tourism / recreational activities (28%, n
= 41);
3. Climate change (26%, n = 38).
To better understand their perceptions, a
detailed analysis was performed focusing on
threats to Peneda/Gerês, Serra da Estrela, Ria
de Aveiro and Rios Sabor e Maçãs (Table 2).
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Table 2. Main threats to each Natura 2000 site
(PG – Peneda / Gerês; SE – Serra da Estrela; RA
– Ria de Aveiro; RS – Rios Sabor e Maçãs), as
selected by respondents (N = 95)

Agriculture /
Grazing
Forest
plantations
Mining and
extraction of
materials
Energy
production
Transportation /
service corridors
Urbanization
Fishing /
Aquaculture
Hunting (incl.
collection of wild
animals)
Removal of
terrestrial plants
Tourism /
Recreational
activities
Climate change
Invasive alien
species
Pollution
Do not know /
remember
Invalid answers

PG SE RA RS
T
R n R n R n R n
M 8 - 1 M 3 H 2 14
L 8 L 2 M 2 M 0 12
L 3 L 2 M 1 M 0 6
L 3 - 4 - 0 - 0 7
M 9 M 7 H 3 M 1 20
M 7 M 8 H 3 - 0 18
- 6 - 0 H 4 - 5 15
H 12 L 5 M 2 M 0 19

A detailed analysis of the wild species that
respondents thought to inhabit Natura 2000
protected areas was also performed, focusing
only on answers given by participants who
elected Peneda/Gerês, Serra da Estrela, Ria
de Aveiro or Rios Sabor e Maçãs as their
favourite site. Overall, 52 taxa were correctly
named, with birds being the most wellrepresented group (Fig. 2). All mentioned taxa
were native, except for one: the common water
hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes), an invasive
alien plant that is present in mainland Portugal
and Azores [24].
25

M 6 M 1 - 0 - 5 12
M 14 L 10 - 4 M 0 28
- 9 - 11 - 4 - 0 24

20

Nr. of taxa

Threats

pollution only has a low to medium relevance,
and the relevance of tourism/recreational
activities varies between none to medium [23].
In contrast, invasive alien species – which
represent a highly relevant threat in two of the
protected areas further scrutinised and has a
medium relevance in the other ones [23] – were
selected just by 19 participants (Table 2).
Therefore, respondents did not seem to have a
clear perception of the main factors threatening
their favourite Natura 2000 site.

15
10

H 13 M 2 H 4 M 0 19

5

L 10 M 12 M 6 L 0 28

0

10

3

1

3 17

5

9

1

2 17

R: threat relevance to the respective site (H – High; M –
Medium; L – Low; “-“ – irrelevant threats). T: total number of
respondents (nPG + nSE + nRA + nRS).

On average, respondents who provided a
valid answer selected correctly only 1.7 ± 1.4
threats (out of five). It is important to highlight
that a response was deemed correct if the
selected threat had a medium or high relevance
for the respondent’s favourite site. Pollution,
tourism/recreational activities and climate
change were the threats selected by more
participants (Table 2). However, according to
the managing authorities, climate change is not
a relevant threat in any of the analysed sites;

M

A

B

R

P

I

F

Taxonomic group
Figure 2. Number of taxa that respondents
correctly indicated to be present at their
preferred Natura 2000 site, by taxonomic group
Taxonomic group: M – Mammals; A – Amphibia; B – Birds; R –
Reptiles; P – Plants; I – Invertebrates; F – Fish.

Most participants (n = 65, 66%) were not
able to name any species correctly. n order to
assess if a given species was present – or not
– in a specific Natura 2000 site, several
sources were consulted [23-30]. The remaining
respondents correctly mentioned, on average,
3.3 ± 2.5 taxon (out of 10). These numbers
suggest they were not very familiar with the
biodiversity of their favourite Natura 2000 sites.
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These results are in accordance with similar
studies carried out in Poland, which also
revealed that the majority of people who were
aware of what Natura 2000 is knew little else
about it [13,16].

3.4. Natura 2000 visits

Nr. of respondents

Most respondents who were aware of what
Natura 2000 is only visited it once per year or
even less frequently (Fig. 3). Regardless, the
number of times participants visited this
network was not significantly correlated with
their knowledge about it (r = 0.181, p = 0.082).
This is a surprising finding as it suggests that
spending time more often at Natura 2000 sites
has little improvement on visitors’ knowledge
about them. This may indicate that there is a
shortage of Natura 2000 information at the
network sites.

mentioned, with most of them being mammals
(n = 12, 36%) or birds (n = 11, 33%). However,
currently there are 568 taxa classified as
threatened with extinction in Portugal [24,25];
which means the replies of the sampled
population represent only around 6% of the
total specific richness. Iberian lynx (Lynx
pardinus), Iberian wolf (Canis lupus signatus)
and Spanish imperial eagle (Aquila adalberti)
were the ones referred by more participants
(Fig. 4). All the other taxa were only named by
up to seven respondents. This disparity in
awareness about different threatened species
in Portugal is very intriguing and should be
further studied.
180
160

Nr. of respondents

It is also worth mentioning that, in this question,
many participants provided broad answers,
referring to kingdoms, orders or families (e.g.
animals, plants, bats, ants); but, for the purpose
of this work, only common names exclusively
used for genus or species were considered.

140
120
100
80
60
40

60

20

50

0
Iberian lynx Iberian wolf

40
30

Others

Threatened taxa

20

Figure 4. Threatened taxa in Portugal that were
mentioned by respondents (N = 232)

10
0
≤1

2

3

4

5

6

7

≥8

Nr. of visitis to Natura 2000 per year
Figure 3. Number of self-reported visits to
Natura 2000, per year (N = 144)

3.5. Knowledge
species

about

threatened

Each participant, on average, named
correctly 1.7 ± 1.2 taxa (out of 10) that were
threatened with extinction in Portugal.
Conservation status was checked on
Portuguese Red Book of Vertebrates [24] and
on Portuguese Red List of Vascular Plants [31].
In total, 33 nationally threatened taxa were
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Spanish
imperial
eagle

The number of threatened taxa mentioned
by respondents was once again weakly
correlated with their knowledge about Natura
2000 (r = 0.393, p = 0.000).

3.6. Ecological behaviours
Table 3 presents the average frequency of
engagement in the following ecological
behaviours:
A. Depositing garbage in the appropriate
recycling bin;
B. Reusing shopping bags;
C. Avoiding buying single use plastics;
D. Talking to others about environmental
issues and Nature in general;
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E. Being
involved
in
environmental
restoration
actions
(e.g.
tree
plantations);
F. Participating in citizen science initiatives
targeting
Nature
and/or
the
environment;
G. Having a shower instead of a bath.
Table 3. Average frequency with which
respondents engaged in the ecological
behaviours described above (N = 232)

Ecological
behaviour
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Average
frequency
4.3
4.6
3.6
3.5
2.6
2.2
4.4

SD
(standard deviation)

0.9
0.8
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.2

A 5-point Likert scale was used by participants to
indicate the frequency with which they adopted proenvironment behaviours (1 - never; 2 - rarely; 3 sometimes; 4 - often; 5 - regularly)

Taking part in citizen science projects was
the behaviour participants showed less
frequently (Table 3), which indicates this was
the most difficult task to accomplish for the
sampled population [15]. In contrast, reusing
shopping bags, having a shower, and
depositing garbage in the appropriate recycling
bins seemed to be easier behaviours to adopt
[15]. Nonetheless, the frequency of ecological
behaviours was poorly correlated with the
respondents’ knowledge about Natura 2000 (r
= 0.277, p = 0.007). Despite increasing public
knowledge about biodiversity being widely
considered necessary to foster willingness to
adopt pro-environment behaviours [2,32], this
study failed to show a strong correlation
between Natura 2000 knowledge and the
engagement in ecological behaviours. This may
be due to a restriction of knowledge about the
network to people highly literate about
biological diversity, which is supported by the
following statistics:


In this study, 81% of respondents who
were aware of Natura 2000 worked or
pursued studies related to biology or
nature conservation (n = 38);



74% of respondents that claimed to
know what Natura 2000 is held at least
one university degree (n = 35).

This explanation is also backed up by the
results of a survey published by the European
Commission in 2015, which revealed that
Natura 2000 was unknown even for 39% of
Europeans that self-reported to be wellinformed about biodiversity loss [18].

4. Conclusion
Natura 2000 is the main instrument of the
European Union to tackle biodiversity loss.
Although this network of protected areas
intends to fulfil its conservation goals while
engaging stakeholders in the management
process, Natura 2000 is still unknown by a
large majority of Europeans. This can
undermine its conservation mission as public
participation is considered a crucial factor for
successful Nature conservation initiatives. The
findings of this study confirm this negative
scenario, since the literacy about the network
was shown to be very low, even for the people
who were aware of it. These findings are even
more worrisome when considering that the
current study has an overrepresentation of
people who are expected to be highly literate in
biodiversity issues (university diploma holders
and biology-related workers/students). Plus, the
present study is not the only one reaching to
this conclusion: similar research projects
carried out in Poland also revealed low Natura
2000 literacy levels among its respondents.
Hence, the current paper is another testimony
of the urgent need for the improvement of
science communication efforts focusing on
Natura 2000, with the ultimate aim of
enhancing its performance regarding species
and habitats conservation.
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Preliminary Evaluation of a
Serious Game on Biological
Invasions
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University of Porto. Porto, Portugal
oliveira.scds@gmail.com
Abstract. Invasive alien species are one of
the biggest threats that biodiversity faces
worldwide. However, society remains poorly
aware of this issue. In order to raise awareness
on this matter among middle school students, a
strategy board game was developed. A
preliminary assessment of the game’s ability to
improve players’ knowledge on this subject was
performed based on the experience of 132
participants distributed through 11 game
rounds. Results suggest this serious game was
successful in engaging students with biological
invasions as well as in increasing their literacy
on this topic.

Keywords. Science Communication, Ecology,
Environmental Education.

1. Introduction
Alien species are defined as the ones
introduced outside their native range, directly or
indirectly due to anthropogenic activities. When
these species can survive and proliferate on
foreigner ecosystems, they are often harmful to
native biodiversity. In these cases, alien
species are deemed invasive and it is said that
a biological invasion occurred [1]. Nowadays,
invasive alien species (IAS) are regarded as a
key cause of biodiversity loss worldwide, along
with climate change, pollution, overexploitation,
deforestation and other habitat disturbances [14]. Plus, IAS have a major negative impact on
the economy, health and well-being of human
societies [5-8]. For instance, in Europe, they
are responsible every year for losses valued in
at least 12 billion euros [5,8]. Hence, it is of
utmost importance to properly manage
biological invasions. Since anyone can be
responsible for the dissemination of IAS (e.g.,
by releasing unwanted pets into the wilderness
or by unwilling transporting plant seeds to other
locations), everyone can play a role in
preventing further biological invasions [9]. But,
are regular citizens aware of the threat IAS
pose? In 2019, the European Union published
a report where they inquired over 27,000
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people on their awareness, knowledge and
attitudes regarding biodiversity. This report
revealed that 72% of respondents thought IAS
represented a relevant threat for native
biodiversity. Still, this was the threat less
participants believed to be relevant [10].
Unawareness about IAS and their broad
harmful impacts are present even among key
stakeholders [11-12]. For example, a study
involving representatives of pet shops located
in San Francisco (USA) revealed that only 60%
of respondents had previously heard of the
term “invasive species” [11]. In Portugal, only
40% of municipalities that replied to an IAS
questionnaire recognized these organisms had
negative impacts [12]. Given this scenario, it is
clear that more efficient science communication
and education efforts are needed to tackle this
global issue.
Over the past recent decades, serious
games and gamification have been increasingly
applied to science education [13-14]. Serious
games can be defined as the ones which have
a clear purpose besides entertainment [14-15],
while gamification implies the use of game
mechanisms (e.g. leader boards, badges) in
non-game contexts [13,16]. Several studies
reported that both strategies increase
engagement and promote positive learning
outcomes in students [13,15-16], including
evidence that suggests these may help
struggling students obtain better grades [16]. In
light of this literature, the current study aimed to
assess whether or not a serious game on
biological invasions could promote awareness
and increase knowledge about this concerning
matter among Portuguese middle school
students.

2. Board game “Boundary Breach”
To the authors best knowledge, no serious
games on IAS were available in the mother
tongue of the selected audience (Portuguese
middle school students) thus, a new strategy
board game was conceptualized. The game
can be played by 6 persons or teams, who are
responsible to manage a given continent with
the goal of preventing biological invasions. The
winner will be the player(s) that accumulates
less IAS, both in species number and
abundance. The gameboard (Fig. 1) is
composed by a coloured world map, with six
continents connected by a steppingstone
pathway. Each continent contains 10
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steppingsto
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and two
special ones. The latter can be any of the four
different sp
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Pre
evention hub
b: players that
t
stop in this
step
ppingstone can take a card from
m the
respective decck. Each card represen
nts a
spe
ecific preve
ention measure that tthey
can
n apply to their continent, but tthey
havve to deciide immediately whe
ether
theyy want to im
mplement it or not.
Con
ntrol hub: when
w
playe
ers stop at this
spe
ecial steppin
ngstone, they should ttake
a ccard from th
he respective deck. E
Each
one
e describes specific co
ontrol measu
ures
thatt can be ap
pplied in the
eir continen
nt to
reduce the ab
bundance of
o a given IAS.
Players can ho
old on to it for as long
g as
theyy want, but they sh
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ention that they can only retaiin a
maxximum of three con
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ds on their hand.
Era
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ub: players stopping
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at this
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Each
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d include
es detailed eradica
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c
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pletely remo
ove a rece
ently
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oduced IAS
S.
Cam
mera: playyers that stop in th
hese
step
ppingstoness receive a postcard with
a p
photograph of a fam
mous landm
mark
from
m where th
hey are at that mom
ment.
The
e game will be over when one pla
ayer
or tteam collectts all six pos
stcards.

After se
electing the continent they
t
would like
to manage
e, each pla
ayer/team gets
g
a toke n of
d a
the same colour off their continent and
scoresheet where the
ey can regis
ster the num
mber
of times e
each IAS iss introduced in their land
(Fig. 1). Be
efore startin
ng the game
e, players m
must
position
their tokken on any reg
gular
steppingsto
one within their respective contin
nent.
Afterwardss, all particip
pants have to roll the d
dice;
the player who obtain
ns the highe
est numberr will
be the firstt one to playy. Then, a clockwise
c
o
order
will apply. In a single play, first, each
e
particip
pant
has to rolll a dice in
nside Boun
ndary Brea
ach’s
roulette (Fig. 2).
Depend
ding on wh
here the dice
d
stops, the
player will need to takke differentt actions be
efore
moving its token on th
he board:







Transpo
ortation: thee player has
s to pick up
p
and tra
ansport onee IAS that is
i native to
o
the co
ontinent w
where his//her token
n
stands;
ction: the pplayer will in
ntroduce alll
Introduc
IAS he
e/she is ttransporting
g into the
e
continent where tthe token is
i currentlyy
standing on. Thhe manage
er of the
e
invaded
d continent must take note of alll
IAS introduced on his/her own
n
scoresh
heet.
None (--): no extra action need
ded.

Fiigure 1. Schoolchildren
n (aged 10-12) playing
Boundary Breach during
g Junior Uniiversity: a
summer
s
sch
hool for mid
ddle and high school
students orrganized by University of Porto
(Portug
gal)

Figure 2. Boundary B
Breach’s roulette

Afterwards,
A
players m
must move their token
n
acc
cording to th
he number on the dice
e. Although
h
the token can be movved in any
y direction
n
follo
owing the stteppingstonne pathway, in a single
e
play
y it is only possible too move it in
n one way..
Play
yers are allowed too move within
w
and
d
betw
ween contin
nents.
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Finally, it is also worth mentioning that
Boundary Breach comprises one IAS deck with
12 cards; each one includes the name and
picture of an IAS species, along with a short
description of it and a reference to its continent
of origin.

3. Educational potential of Boundary
Breach
During June and July 2016, Boundary
Breach was included in the programme of a
junior summer school ran by University of Porto
(Portugal) – Universidade Junior [17]. Overall,
eleven game matches were played, involving a
total of 132 students aged 10-12 years old (Fig.
1). Participants’ knowledge acquisition about
IAS was evaluated through the application of
pre- and post-tests, being complemented with a
group discussion on the best strategy to win the
game. Only 128 pre- and post-test
questionnaires were properly fulfilled. The pretest included six close-ended questions:
1.

Have you ever heard of invasive alien
species?
1.1. Do you know what they are?
2. Which of the following plant species
(Table 1) can you recognize?
2.1. Which ones do you think are invasive?
3. Which of the following animal species
(Table 1) can you recognize?
3.1. Which ones do you think are invasive in
Portugal?
The post-test contained only questions
number 2 and 3. Plus, at the end of the activity,
students were asked to report on how much
they enjoyed Boundary Breach by individually
rating it from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much).

3.1. Previous knowledge about IAS
Before playing Boundary Breach, 51.6% of
students (n=66) mentioned they have heard of
the term “invasive alien species” beforehand.
Nevertheless, only 33.6% (n=43) stated they
knew what IAS are. After this individual selfreport moment, a slide with 12 photographs
portraying different plant species was showed
to all participants. The most recognized plant
was a native fern, followed by the invaders blue
morning glory (Ipomoea indica) and giant reed
(Arundo donax). The plants most participants
thought to be invasive were the native Bracken
fern (Pteridium aquilinum), giant reed (Arundo
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donax) and water
crassipes) (Fig. 3-A).

hyacinth

(Eichhornia

Table 1. Plant and animal species showed to
students during pre- and post-tests
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Plant species
Bermuda buttercup

Animal species
European hedgehog

(Oxalis pes-caprae)

(Erinaceus europaeus)

Ice plant

Red swamp crayfish

(Carpobrotus edulis)

(Procambarus clarkii)

Wattles
(Acacia spp.)

Zebra mussel
(Dreissena
polymorpha)

Pampas grass

Goldfish

(Cortaderia selloana)

(Carassius auratus)

Bracken fern

Common carp

(Pteridium aquilinum)

(Cyprinus carpio)

Blue morning glory
(Ipomoea indica)

Red-eared slider
(Trachemys scripta
elegans)

Maritime pine

Asian hornet

(Pinus pinaster)

(Vespa velutina)

Rockrose

Asian clam

(Cistus crispus)

(Corbicula fluminea)

Giant reed

European honeybee

(Arundo donax)

(Apis mellifera)

Blue gum

Chinese mitten crab

(Eucalyptus globulus)

(Eriocheir sinensis)

Water hyacinth

Brown rat

(Eichhornia
crassipes)

(Rattus norvegicus)

Pittosporum

Common blue

(Pittosporum
mussel
undulatum)
(Mytilus edulis)
Only the taxa highlighted with grey are native to
mainland Portugal [18-19]. All the other ones are also
present in the mainland, but they are considered IAS
[20-22]

Then, a slide showcasing 12 animal species
was displayed to each class. Regarding
animals, the overall recognition percentages
were higher. Red-eared slider (Trachemys
scripta elegans), European honeybee (Apis
mellifera) and European hedgehog (Erinaceus
europaeus) were the ones recognized by a
highest percentage of students. Asian hornet
(Vespa velutina), red swamp crayfish
(Procambarus clarkii) and brown rat (Rattus
norvegicus) were the animals most children
thought to be invasive (Fig. 3-B).
The percentage of wrong answers (wrong =
identifying native species as IAS) was higher
for plants (24.7% > 17.8%).
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h mentioning
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of each ga
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e asked to give
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b
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egy that m
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e the best (8
81.8%, n=1 08);
the following most mentioned
m
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s
w
were
introducing
g IAS into other conttinents (78..0%,
ents
n=103) and celebrate
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how
(53.8%, n
n=71) (Tab
ble 2). Regarding
R
ents
engaging B
Boundary Breach
B
is, overall
o
stude

Figure 4. Perc
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at thought
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nu
in Table 1. The
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na
ative and inv
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at were not
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4. Discussio
D
n
The
T
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e of perfoorming a preliminaryy
eva
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o
Boundaary Breac
ch during
g
Universidade Júnior
J
wass mainly mo
otivated byy
the possibility of havingg a huge number off
partticipants over
o
a shhort period
d of time..
How
wever, this
s approacch introduc
ced some
e
con
nstraints to the curreent study. First, the
e
purpose of th
his event iss not to carry
c
out a
scie
entific research, but tto entertain
n kids and
d
teen
nagers with
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e
des
sign of the
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p
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testt. Besides, the
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(unrelated to the board game) was
implemented between pre- and post-tests.



Table 2. Best strategies to win Boundary Breach,
according to players (N=132)

Best strategies to win

n

%

Management of IAS
Prevention is the best
management option
Celebrate international
agreements
Strategically choosing your
continent at the start
Introducing IAS into other
continents

108

81.8

61

46.2

71

53.8

53

40.2

103

78.0

Before playing Boundary Breach, only about
1/3 of participants self-claimed they knew what
IAS are. Plus, many animal species with high
recognition percentages were wrongly thought
not to be invasive (e.g. red-eared slider, brown
rat) (Fig. 3-B). Regarding plants, the species
most students recognized (bracken fern) was
also the one most thought to be invasive (Fig.
3-A). However, their beliefs were wrong as the
bracken fern is actually native to mainland
Portugal. This rationale suggests the majority of
participants in this study was poorly informed
about biological invasions. Nonetheless, after
playing Boundary Breach, their knowledge
seemed to have improved. For instance, in
post-tests, there was a much higher percentage
of students that correctly identified each
species involved in the board game as an IAS
(Fig. 4). Besides, native species and IAS not
mentioned in the game (e.g. maritime pine,
giant reed) had similar results in pre- and posttests (except the brown rat) (Fig. 4), which
strengthens the idea that Boundary Breach was
indeed the responsible for the improvement of
their knowledge about IAS. The brown rat was
the only species not included in the board
game that experienced a much higher number
of correct identifications as IAS, which is likely
explained by the fact that this species was
addressed in another activity that participants
were involved in-between tests. In addition to
increase players’ ability to recognize some IAS,
the present results suggest Boundary Breach
was also successful in increasing players’
literacy on pathways and management of
biological invasions (Table 2):
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Most participants highlighted the need
to manage IAS to win the game, as this
strategy t will allow them to accumulate
less IAS in their continent. Some went
further and claimed prevention is the
better management strategy. These
ideas are in line with current scientific
literature that unanimously urges the
responsible authorities to manage
biological
invasions
and
that
undoubtedly states prevention should
always be the first option as it is the
most efficient action [1,23-24];
A large number of players also said that
transporting IAS to other continents
instead of their own was one of the best
strategies to win, suggesting that they
were aware that transportation of IAS
might result in future introductions.
Again, their ideas are supported by
scientific
evidences
that
show
transportation is an important pathway
of biological invasions [25-26];
About half of the students also stated
that
celebrating
international
agreements would help them win. In the
game,
this
was
simulated
by
players/teams being able to trade
control/eradication cards and by them
avoiding going to certain continents
when transporting IAS. The need for
international cooperation is widely
acknowledged, e.g., the European
Union has recently implemented a
common policy on biological invasions
[1];
A few students also mentioned that
strategically choosing a continent at
start would help them win. After being
asked to further explain their rationale,
they said continents with more
pathways connecting them to other
ones
are
more
subjected
to
introductions.
Once
again,
their
reasoning was correct. As explained
above, transportation is a major
pathway of IAS [25-26]. So, places with
higher transportation capacity (e.g.
number of airports and seaports) and
more dependent on imports are under a
higher introduction risk [26].

Boundary Breach is not the only serious
game on biological invasions described in the
literature [27-30]; however, it is one of the few
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for which educational outcomes
quantitatively assessed and reported.

Biodiversity
Outlook
4,
Montréal:
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, 2014.

were

5. Conclusion
Previous literature on serious games
reported that, when applied to science
education, this approach was considered very
engaging by students and often led to positive
learning outcomes. The results obtained with
the current work are another evidence of such.
Boundary Breach turned out to be a very
engaging way to inform middle school students
about biological invasions. Nonetheless, a
more thorough evaluation of this board game
should be performed in order to assess if
players can retain this newly acquired
knowledge for longer periods of time. Despite
its potential to engage students with IAS,
Boundary Breach covers only their recognition,
pathways, and management; hence, its
application in formal and informal education
should be complemented by an activity on the
harmful impacts IAS cause on biodiversity and
on human societies.
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Abstract. The reasons for and importance of
readiness for distance learning in higher
education are identified, especially regarding
some aspects of teaching in higher medical
education. The history of introduction of
distance learning components in educational
process at the I. Horbachevsky National
Medical University in Ternopil (TNMU) is
shown. Purpose of online cloud services that
TNMU has been subscribed to as well as selfhosted by TNMU distance education tools are
explained. The experience gained during the
implementation of full-scale distance education
at TNMU during the COVID-19 quarantine is
presented.
The
analysis
of
students’
performance
during
the
full
distance
educational period in comparison with a
blended part of the Medical Informatics course
is presented.

Keywords. Distance Education, Learning
Management Systems, LMS Moodle, Google
Suite for Education, Office 365, Medical
Education, Open-Source Software, Scheduler
Plugin, Software Development, Version Control
System.
1. Introduction
Medical education should provide training
for specialists who have to be able to effectively
use available capabilities of modern medical
information systems. To achieve this goal,
modern learning tools and technologies must
be used in higher medical education [1].
Conceptual approaches to introduce modern
information technologies in medical education
have included the application of Learning
Management information Systems (LMS) which
also often provide services of distance
education too - as well as learning material

management systems (LMMS or LCMS learning content management systems).
Latest challenges like threat of bioterrorism
and global pandemics (like COVID-19) had
introduced new demands and requirements for
organization and providing tye educational
process. Higher education institutions should
be ready and capable to migrate into a fully
online and remote educational model.

2. Distance education solutions at
TNMU: history, technologies and
tools
Distance Education (DE) technologies were
introduced at Ternopil National Medical
University (TNMU) in 2006. At that year
Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle
[2] was introduced to evaluate the results of
students' self-preparation for practical classes.
The assesment was provided by using the
Moodle “quiz” activity only.
The use of the Moodle LMS was
continuously expanded during the following
years [3-7]. Finally, at the end of 2019, all
training materials of all TNMU courses were
fully presented in Moodle in various formats of
training activities ("workshop", "assignment"),
or as Moodle resources (“files” and “folders”,
typically filled with pdf documents ) or even as
external links (links to video lectures on
YouTube).
Important changes took place in 2012. The
Microsoft Office 365 [8] and Google Suite for
Education [9] services were introduced almost
simultaneously at TNMU.
From 2012 and up to now Google Suite
platform is used as a centralized user
authentication tool for all TNMU information
services. It provides corporate e-mail service
for TNMU as well.
Microsoft Office 365 was introduce to
provide video conferencing. Skype for Business
(former Lync) supported a large number of
participants (from 50 to hundreds). This service
was replaced with MS Teams now.
New safety and health threat involvr new
challenges and demands for the organization
and implementation of the educational process
in higher medical education to improve distance
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learning an
nd support a students’’ self-educa
ation
mode.
The aim of pape
er is to present
p
TN
NMU
experience
e regarding
g the vario
ous aspectss of
implementating
distance
educa
ation
technologie
es and too
ols into med
dical educa
ation
under glob
bal pandemiic threats.

3. Organiization off distanc
ce educattion
proces
ss at TNM
MU during
g the COV
VID19 lock
kdown
Since M
March 12, 2020,
2
when the COVID
D-19
quarantine
e in Ukraine
e was intro
oduced, TN
NMU
has been using all available
a
dis
stance lear ning
services o
on a full sca
ale. Studen
nts are allo
owed
to:
-

4. Teaching
T
the Meedical In
nformatics
s
course
c
at TNMU during COVID-19
9
quarantine
q
e
The
T
Medic
cal Informaatics (MI) course att
TNM
MU is offered to 2nd year stude
ents at the
e
med
dical schoo
ol. Currentlyy it includes 14 hourss
of lectures, 32
2 hours of practical classes and
d
abo
out 60 hours
s assigned to self guided work. In
n
factt, the MI co
ourse is dessigned as a “blended””
cou
urse since LMS
L
Mood le inception
n at TNMU
U
[16]]. Students have to pe rform some
e amount off
onliine activities in adddition to classroom
m
stud
dies.
As
A a rule, a topic of tthe MI courrse in LMS
S
Moo
odle include
es the elem
ments shown
n in Fig. 1).

odle
use tra
aining materrials posted on the Moo
platform
m [10] for trraining;
post ttheir answ
wers in electronic fform
through
h Moodle activities (“worksh
hop”,
“assign
nment”);
ogle
commu
unicate with
h teachers through
t
Goo
service
es (texting via
v Gmail / Chat,
C
and h
have
video-cconversations via Hang
gouts / Mee
et).
watch education
nal videos
s and vid
deolectures on teacchers’ YouT
Tube chan nels
(for exa
ample [11])

Video-cconferencing
g tools like
e Google M
Meet
tools [12], MS Teamss [13] and even
e
Zoom [14]
are used to supporrt academic
c collabora
ation
during tuto
oring semin
nars, trainin
ng conferen
nces
and sessio
ons of acade
emic counc
cils.
As a part of IT general infrastruccture
developme
ent, TNMU
U Microsofft Office 365
account w
was finallyy integrated
d with TN
NMU
Google Su
uite platform
m. It becam
me possible
e via
Single sig
gn-on (SSO
O) approa
ach based on
Security A
Assertion Markup
M
Language (SA
AML)
for user a
account datta provision
ning as it w
were
described in [15]. Fina
ally, it give all
a TNMU ussers
(students as well as faculty) instant and
transparen
nt access to all ap
pplications and
features off both cloud
d-based serv
vices.
The TN
NMU Moodle platform [10] is use
ed to
perform a ffinal control at the end of 2020 sp
pring
semester. Exams we
ere presented in form
m of
test assesssment. Unlike previou
us times, m
more
different ttypes of questions
q
and formss of
quizzes w
were used. For examp
ple, an “esssay”
Moodle question typ
pe was us
sed to acccept
answers for “oral” part of
o exams.
students' a
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Fig
gure 1.Struc
cture of a top
pic of the MI
M course in
LMS Mo
oodle

They
T
include:
1. Required practical cclasses ma
aterials and
d
methodica
al instructioons.
2. List of tasks that must be completed
d
(during cla
ass hours oor individuallly).
3. Recomme
ended addditional educational
e
l
materials.
4. Assessme
ent tools. Using “a
assignment””
activity students havve to submiit results off
their prac
ctical workss. A “quiz” activity
a
hass
been use
ed to perrform asse
essment off
theoretica
al knowledg e.
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This exxtensive ba
ackground allowed ea
asily
change fro
om the “blen
nded” mode
e to a full sscale
distance education workflow
w when the
lockdown w
was introdu
uced in Ukrraine on Ma
arch
12, 2020.

Fina
ally, the total MI coursse average scores are
e
sho
own in Fig. 5.
5

e to
Main cchanges provided in the course
support a ffull scale on
nline educattional proce
ess:
1. Alm
most all tim
me limitation
ns for quizzzes
and
d assignm
ment activiities in L
LMS
Moo
odle were
e eliminated to m
make
stud
dents’ workk more comffortable.
2. Extra timeslotss for online
e meetings with
groups and / or
o individuall students w
were
intro
odle
oduced by using custo
omized Moo
All
“Sccheduler”
module
[17].
app
pointments were provided with llinks
to
onding
video-meeti
v
correspo
ngs,
sch
heduled by MS
M Teams cloud servicce.
3. Pro
ocess of reccording of additional vid
deolesssons was in
nitiated and
d conducted
d by
facu
ulty members. MI departme
ent’s
You
uTube chan
nnel [18] wa
as used to host
thesse videoss among other vid
deolecttures [19].
4. Usa
age of online demo [20]
[
and op
pensou
urce altern
nate softwa
are [21] was
intro
oduced to
o fulfill requirementss of
spe
ecific topics..
5. Gm
mail-based TNMU co
orporate e mail
servvice was used
u
to com
mmunicate with
stud
dents too.
odle
Statisticcs gathere
ed from LMS Moo
confirms th
hat the activity of stud
dents within
n the
platform g
grew aboutt three tim
mes during the
quarantine
e (Fig. 2). Itt is importa
ant to note that
about 2/3 of the MI course topic
cs were alre
eady
completed when the quarantine
q
was
w introdu
uced
(10 topics out of 16).
nalysis of results off teaching the
The an
ents
Medical In
nformatics course
c
to fo
oreign stude
(173 stude
ents in 14 groups)
g
is used
u
to pressent
practical outcomes of migratting from the
blended e
education model to full scale DE
workflow.
ents
The average scorres achieve
ed by stude
during the blended part (topics 1 to 10) off the
MI course in 2019/20
0 academic year is sh own
in Fig. 3. T
The next fig
gure (Fig. 4)
4 presentss the
average sccores for th
he full scale
e DE part o
of MI
course du
uring March
h / May 20
020 (6 top ics).

Figure 2. Activity of stud
dents studyiing the MI
cou
urse in LMS Moodle du ring 2019/20
0 academic
yearr

Figure 3. Students’ aveerage score
e for the
ble
ended part of
o the MI 20119/20 course
e (topics 110)

It should be noted that TNMU uses a
com
mmon Ukra
ainian acaddemic grading system
m
with
h 12 levels of
o students’’ achieveme
ents, where
e
“4” is a minima
al positive g rade.
Ch
harts (Fig. 3-Fig. 5) sshow a rellatively low
w
perfformance of studentss in the MI
M course..
Mig
gration from
m the blendded mode to the fulll
sca
ale DE ed
ducational workflow made the
e
situ
uation worse
e when aboout one half of studentss
(84 of 173 or
o 48%) faailed to earn even a
min
nimal positive gradee (“4”). Low
L
basicc
edu
ucational skills andd poor educational
e
l
bac
ckground off foreign stuudents at TNMU
T
mayy
be a poss
sible expllanation of above
e
uns
successful results. Thhis is quitte obviouss
bec
cause most students ccome from developing
g
cou
untries with low incom
me and high povertyy
(Afrrica, Middle
e East annd South Asia).
A
Low
w
com
mmon digital literacy competencies along
g
with
h basic com
mputer skillls of students provide
e
add
ditional obs
stacles whi ch make educational
e
l
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Abstract. An Ultra-High Performance Liquid
Chromatography combined with Time-of-Flight
Mass Spectrometry (UHPLC–ToF-MS) method
has been developed for determination of nine
mycotoxins, namely aflatoxins (AFB1, AFB2,
AFG1 and AFG2), ochratoxin A (OTA),
zearalenone (ZEA), toxin T2 (T2) and
fumonisins (FB1 and FB2) in maize. The
different concentrations tested take in account
the Maximum Levels (ML) for maize
(Commission Regulation EC no. 1881/2006).

Keywords.
Aflatoxins,
Aflatoxins
B1,
Fumonisins, Maize, Mycotoxins, UHPLC-ToFMS.
1. Introduction
Maize (Zea mays L.) is a staple food,
responsible for more than third of calories and
protein intake in some countries. In 2016,
maize production in the European Union (EU)
about 21% of the total production of 301 million
tons (Eurostat, 2017). Under a wide range of
favorable environmental conditions (humidity,
oxygen, adequate temperature, pysical damage
and the presence of fungal spores) and poor
hygiene conditions, some fungi, mainly
Aspergillus, Fusarium and Penicillium, can
produce naturally occurring fungal toxins, socalled, mycotoxins. Climate change can also
influence the occurrence of mycotoxins due to
extreme rains and drought events that favor the
formation of deoxynivalenol and fumonisins,
respectively. Mycotoxins can contaminate food
products, such as maize, consumed by humans
and animals and they can be harmful [6].
Contamination of goods can happen at different
stages in the period before to harvest, postharvest, storage, processing and postprocessing [3]. Mycotoxins are associated with
vast adverse health effects, including
carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, hepatotoxicity,
genotoxicity, immunotoxicity, among others.
Mycotoxins
can
also
induce
immunosuppression [7].
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1.1. Objective
The aim of this study, carried out in the
frame of a stay of three students from Escola
Secundária da Maia at INIAV, was to determine
mycotoxins (aflatoxins, AFB1, AFB2, AFG1 and
AFG2), ochratoxin A (OTA), zearalenone
(ZEA), T2 toxin (T2) and fumonisins (FB1 and
FB2) in cornpopocorn kernels. The results of
the analysis of 12 different samples of maize
was carried out by Ultra-High-Performance
Liquid Chromatography coupled with Time-ofFlight Mass Spectrometry (UHPLC-ToF-MS) [12]. Maximum levels (ML) according to the
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1881/2006
and its amendments.

2. Materials and methods
The work was accomplished in a laboratory
at the National Institute for Agricultural and
Veterinary Research (INIAV).

2.1. Chemicals and reagents
All chemicals and reagents were supplied to
us by the National Institute for Agricultural and
Veterinary Research (INIAV) laboratory. During
this Project, we used methanol, acetonitrile
(both HPLC gradient grade), formic acid and
purified water. Mycotoxins standards and
internal standard (zearalenone, ZAN) were
dissolved in acetonitrile (AFB2, AFG1, ZEA, T2
and ZAN), methanol (AFB1, AFG2 and OTA) or
acetonitrile: water (50:50, v/v) (FB1 and FB2).

2.2. Samples and sampling procedure
We bought twelve samples of popcorn
kernels at various supermarkets, hypermarkets
and producers for quantification of multimycotoxins. These samples were intended for
human consumption. In the laboratory, the
samples have been homogenized by grinding.

2.3. Extracion
About 2 g of crushed maize (2.0 ± 0.1 g)
was weighed in 50 ml polypropylene tubes.
Internal standard (zearalanone) (100 μl of 10
μg / mL). Subsequently, the corn was extracted
with 10 mL of 80% (v / v) acetonitrile for 1 h at
110 rpm. After centrifugation at 3000 rpm to 10
min, the supernatant was removed to another
Falcon tube and samples were re-extracted
with the same volume of 80% (v / v) acetonitrile
for 1 h. After centrifugation (3000 rpm, 10 min),
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supernatan
nts were collected.
c
For
F analysiss of
fumonisinss, one ml of
o the extra
act was dilu
uted
with 1 ml o
of ultra-pure
e water. Forr the analys is of
the other m
mycotoxins, 8 mL of the
t
extract was
transferred
d to a 15
5 mL Falc
con tube and
evaporated
d to drynesss under a gentle
g
stream
m of
nitrogen att 40 C. The
e residue was
w redisso
olved
with 1 ml o
of 40% (v / v)
v acetonitriile, vortexed
d for
30.

3. Results
R
an
nd discusssion
3.1. Development an
nd validation
UHPLC-ToF-MS m
method

off

OTA
O
and ZEA couldd be stud
died underr
pos
sitive and negative mode electrospray
e
y
ioniization (ES
SIþ and ES
SI) [5]. However, the
e
othe
er studied mycotoxinss were dettermined in
n
ESII þ mode, consequeently, this mode wass
sele
ected in order to deteermine all the
t
studied
d
myc
cotoxins. Th
he developeed method included a
two
o-step extraction with aacetonitrile 80% (v/v)..
Pea
ak resolutio
on of the tw
welve myco
otoxins wass
ach
hieved in a chromatog raphic (Fig. 5, 6 e 7)..
The
e optimized method waas validated
d according
g
to the crite
eria defineed by Commission
C
n
Reg
gulation (EC)
(
No,,
401/200
06
which
h
esta
ablishes th
he methodds of sam
mpling and
d
aná
álisis for the
e official coontrol of th
he levels off
myc
cotoxins in foodstuffs. Compariso
on between
n
the assigned contaminatio
c
on levels off the CRMss
and
d the measured valuees by UHPL
LC-ToF-MS
S
is presented
p
in Table 1 and show
ws excellentt
agreement fo
or the evvaluated mycotoxinss
(afla
atoxins, fum
monisins an d ZEA).
Table
T
1 Conttamination l evels of the
e certified
reference materrials (maize)

Figure
e 1. Ultra-Hig
gh-Performa
ance Liquid
Chromatog
graphy, internal standarrd (Zearaleo
one),
maize
e centrifuga
ation, and alll samples

2.3.1. Spiiking expe
eriment
Calibrattion standa
ards were prepared by
spiking bla
ank sample
e of maize with
w 6 diffe
erent
concentrattions of multimycoto
m
oxins stand
dard
solution p
prepared in
n acetonitrile 80% (vv/v),
thoroughlyy mixed and kept at amb
bient
temperaturre in the da
ark for 30 min.
m Afterwa
ards
extraction was perforrmed as described in ssubsection 2.3
3.

2.4. Identtification of
o mycotoxins
The ide
entification and
a
data prrocessing w
were
made
th
hrough
t
the
Peak
kView™
and
MultiQuantt™ (SCIE
EX, Foste
er City, CA)
softwares.

Figure 2. Chromatograam of a blank maize
sample Fumonissin B1 (FB1)
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Figure 3. Chromato
ogram of a blank maize
e
s
sample Fum
monisin B2 (FB2)
(

3.2. Occu
urrence off mycotoxiins in maiize

Figure 6. Ch
hromatograam of a third
d sample
(positivve)

FB1 wa
as detected
d in four samples (in the
second, third, fifth and
d tenth sam
mples). FB2 was
present in the second
d, third and
d tenth sam
mple.
The last m
mycotoxins we found were
w
Aflato
oxins
B1 in the ssecond sam
mple. All the
e samples w
were
negative fo
or the otherr mycotoxin
ns under st udy.
Table 2 co
ompiles the
e results of these sam ples
for FB1, FB
B2 and Afla
atoxins B1.

m of a secon
nd sample
Figure 7. Chrromatogram
(positivve)
Table
T
2 Result of the tw
welve samples of maize
LoQ-125 μg/kg;
μ
LoD-662.5 μg/kg; Undf.Undefin
ned

Figure 4. Chromato
ogram of a blank maize
e
s
sample Aflattoxin FB1 (A
AFB1)

Figure 5
5. Chromato
ogram of a third
t
sample
e
(po
ositive)
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Figures
F
5, 6 and 7 aree examples of positive
e
chro
omatograms and Figuures 8, 9 and
a
10 are
e
neg
gative exam
mples.
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hniques an
nd to assuure the protection off
tech
indiividuals. The
T
analyttical UHPL
LC-ToF-MS
S
metthod develo
oped and vaalidated in maize
m
is an
n
exc
cellent tool to monnitor the levels off
myc
cotoxins in this
t
cereal [[5].
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Fernão
o de Mag
galhães: A STEAM
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elebrate the
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m

Abstract.. This paper presents a case studdy of
a worksho
op that have used the
e celebratio n of
500 years of circum-n
navigation of
o the globe
e, by
the
porttuguese
navigator
Fernão
de
Magalhãess, as a motiif to develop some han
ndson activitie
es integratting history
y and STE
EAM
topics, inccluding physics and geography. The
participants were 7tth grade students ffrom
Oeiras pub
blic schoolss. The resu
ults showed
d the
interest an
nd envolvem
ment of the
e students with
the activitie
es and som
me of them demonstrate
d
ed a
strong dessire in particcipating in future
f
activvities
with roboticcs and prog
gramming.

resu
ults. Section
n 5 refers tto the concllusions and
d
futu
ure work.

2. Motivation
M
n and relevvance
The
T
stimulation of creativity associated
d
with
h scientific knowledgee often depe
ends on a
solid knowle
edge basee in the
e STEAM
M
nt authors aargue that most
m
jobs off
areas. Differen
the future will require a deep technologicall
kno
associate
owledge
ted
with
the
e
areas of Science,
Maathematics
and the
e
prin
nciples of en
ngineering aand design [1, 3].
Therefore,
T
it is impoortant to arouse
a
the
e
inte
erest of our students in these areas off
kno
owledge as a way to pprepare a fu
uture based
d
on knowledge
k
and sustainnable for an
ny nation.

Keywords. Educatiional Robo
otics, Scien
nces
Education,, STEAM, Education
E
Te
echnologiess.

1. Introdu
uction
The cellebration off the 500th anniversarry of
the first cirrcumnavigation of the terrestrial
t
g lobe
has
by the Porrtuguese Fe
ernão de Magalhães,
M
been cele
ebrated in Portugal th
hrough varrious
artistic and
d cultural evvents.
With the
e objective of drawing the attentio
on of
students a
and teacherrs to this im
mportant evvent
in global history, as well
w
as sho
owing diffe
erent
possibilities of usin
ng digital resourcess in
teaching a
and learning
g situations
s, the Clube
e de
Ciências d
do Liceu de
d Oeiras, in partnerrship
the
with the startup Inovlabs, developed
d
STEAM acctivity reportted here.
The acctivity aimed to demo
onstrate to the
school com
mmunity otther possib
bilities of u sing
ICT in d
different subjects
s
of
o the sc hool
curriculum.
and
m
Section 2 presents the motivation
relevance of this acttivity. Sectio
on 3 descrribes
the pedag
gogical strattegy adopted, as welll as
the detailss of the tasks develo
oped. Sectio
on 4
presents the collectted data and pa
artial
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Figure 1. Stages
S
of deevelopmentt of the
wo
orkshop (are
ea marked in
n green is th
he focus of
this wo
ork)

On
O the other hand, thhe scientific literature
e
has
s shown that studdents' inte
erest and
d
und
derstanding of new concepts is more
e
effe
ective if we associate tthe new con
ncepts with
h
the knowledge
e and interrests that are
a alreadyy
partt of their daily lives [2-33].
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Thus, based on
n the stru
ucturing id
deas
presented above, the
e InovLabs team, toge
ether
with secon
ndary scho
ool teacherrs at Liceu
u de
Oeiras,
develo
oped
the Handss-on
activity “Fe
ernão de Magalhães
M
- 500 yearrs of
circumnaviigation of th
he globe” fo
or students ffrom
third cycle,, involving history,
h
pro
ogramming and
communica
other
in
nformation
and
ation
technologie
es (ICT) [4].

3. Materia
als and me
ethods
The w
work was developed
d as app
plied
research a
aiming to pro
oduce know
wledge that can
be effectively applied in the real world and with
the objective of contrributing to the training and
interest off students involved in the STE
EAM
areas. The
e development of the activity
a
follo
owed
approxima
ately the cyccle shown in
n Figure 1.

3.1. Partic
cipants an
nd the workshop
The workshop wass developed
d to be app
plied
during two
o consecutivve classes, making a ttotal
of about 9
90 minutes. It was repeated 8 tim
mes,
for 4 days.
The parrticipating students
s
belong to classses
of 7th grad
de (aged 13
3 to 14) an
nd, on avera
age,
were mixe
ed groups of
o about 25
5 students and
their accompanying teachers
t
(1
1 to 2 teach
hers
for each class).

3.2. Materials
two
For the
e applicatio
on of the Workshop,
W
caravels w
were printe
ed in 3D coupled tto a
flexible sspring in order to simulate the
as to
oscillation of the wavves. The objective wa
of
simulate
the
posssible
movements
the vessel (on the X,
X Y and Z axes, kn own
as Roll, Pittch and Yaw
w, respec
ctively) w
when
sailing on h
high seas (F
Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Model
M
of the 3D printed caravel
mounted on
o a spring and wooden plate
(siimulating th
he movemen
nt of the carravel in the
sea))

Each
E
group of three stuudents had a personall
com
mputer with internet acccess. As th
he activitiess
werre being presenteed, students were
e
enc
couraged to explore informatio
on on the
e
Inte
ernet
and
d/or
use tthe
afore
ementioned
d
app
plications to develop sppecific tasks
s.

3.3. Tasks pe
erformed
The
T four pro
oposed actiivities were
e developed
d
usin
ng a narrative as the "gguiding thre
ead", where
e
stud
dents were led tto reflect on the
e
circ
cumnavigation carried out in the year 1509,,
the technolog
gies existinng at the time, the
e
allenges fac
ced and, fiinally, how the eventt
cha
wou
uld be if the fleet of vvessels had
d access to
o
som
me technolo
ogical devicees existing today.
After
A
a brieff introductioon of our tea
am and the
e
obje
ectives of the
t
worksh op, the following fourr
actiivities were presented:


In the vvessel mod
del, a micro
o:bit board was
installed, u
used to re
ecord the rotation
r
va lues
around the
e X, Y and Z axes, and
a to plot the
respective graphs to be
b explored
d over time.
d ( see secction
During the tasks developed
ogle
oftware were
e used: Goo
3.3.) The ffollowing so
Earth, to e
explore the maritime navigation ro
oute
and the main places
p
vis
sited by the
fleet; progrramming en
nvironmente
e for blockks of
micro:bit (editor makecode
m
);
) MU Pytthon
IDE (for accquiring the
e values of acceleratio
on in
the rotation
n axes); and
d MS Powe
erpoint®.



Google Earth, tthe teach
hing team
m
provided
d a set of geogra
aphic data
a
(in.KML format)
with th
he entire
e
circumnavigation
path,
also
o
georeferencing thee main plac
ces visited..
For eac
ch location and route
e, studentss
were able
a
to exxplore and complete
e
informattion about tthe locations and were
e
encoura
aged to inveestigate and
d enrich the
e
informattion
withh
new
relevantt
complem
mentary datta.
Calculatting the caardinal points - During
g
the seco
ond part thee teacher in
nquired the
e
students
s
about
the
te
echnologiess
employe
ed at that ttime in orde
er to guide
e
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the
vessels. After
that
the
stud
dents progra
ammed in the MakeC
Code
enviironment the
t
interva
als of an gles
corrresponding to the main card
dinal
and
poin
nts (North
h, South,, East
Wesst). The cod
de generate
ed in the on
nline
application
was
subseque
ently
dow
wnloaded to
o the micro:bit of e
each
grou
up of students, in orde
er to be tessted.
From
m the ideass and opinions presen
nted
by the studen
nts, a disc
cussion sta
arted
about the four main cardinal points and
how
w we could find
f
them (intervals) u sing
angles and the Cartesian plane.
Prog
gramming and the micro:bit
m
bo
oard,
nextt, the micro
o:bit board was presen
nted
to tthe studentts and refe
erenced tha
at it
had an intern
nal compass. There was
also
o talk about the pos
ssibility of the
card
ds being able
a
to com
mmunicate via
programm
blue
etooth. The
main
ming
com
mmands of the
t board were
w
presen
nted
ents
and, in a supe
ervised way
y, the stude
ould
were
e led to crreate progra
ams that co
com
mmunication
n between the micro :bits
and to implement the fun
nctioning off the
com
mpass (Fig. 3).

the cha
anges in thhe direction
n drawn in
n
real time
e on a com
mputer screen coupled
d
(Fig. 4)). The mooment was
s taken to
o
introduc
ce studentts to so
ome otherr
importan
nt navigatioon movem
ments (Roll,,
Pitch an
nd Yaw ), cculminating in a finall
reflection on the poossible con
nsequencess
to the first circuum-navigatio
on of the
e
globe, if Fernão de Maga
alhães had
d
program
mmable boaards at his disposal
d
like
e
the micrro:bit.

Fig
gure 4. Students interaccting with th
he model of
the fleet's ships,
s
wheree the port (rred) and
starboard (g
green) sidess were also marked

4. Data
D
acquisition, evvaluation, and
partial
p
res
sults
Forr the evaluation of thee project carried
c
out,,
som
me criteria were
w
listed that sought to identifyy
the participatio
on and inteerest of th
he studentss
(inv
volvement in the activvities, resou
urcefulnesss
in the
t
program
mming) andd the feasib
bility of the
e
proposed activ
vity (Table 11).

Figurre 3. Micro:b
bit showing one of the
cardinal p
points (Eastt) from a pro
ogram partia
ally
developed by the students
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Usin
ng the micrro: bit in the ship mod
del The last stage of the Wo
orkshop trie
ed to
ple the 3D
D model of the carave
el, a
coup
micrro:bit with
h a work
king comp
pass
prog
gram. On
nce the vessel was
supp
ported by a spring – and
a could m
move
in th
he three coo
ordinate axe
es XYZ (Fig
g. 2)
students
tried
to move
e the
mod
del around these thre
ee axes to see






The ability
y to work in a team
m was also
o
developed during thhe worksh
hop, since
e
students were insttructed to
o organize
e
themselves
s to coopeerate with each
e
other..
During th
he experi ment, the
e teacherr
provoked the teams w
with question
ns such as:
Which direction was cchosen by the Fernão
o
de Magalhã
ães fleet?
What intere
ests (econoomic, politic
cal) existed
d
behind the circumnaviigation?
How was done
d
the orrientation of
o the shipss
at that time
e?
How can we
w represen t the cardin
nal points in
n
the programming of tthe micro: bit? - With
h
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the technology we have today, what can we
say about a project of this scope?
Table 1. Main evaluation items and main
questions: Topics taken into consideration and
Guiding questions
Topics
Captivation

Resourcefulness
in programming

Viability

Guiding questions
Did the students get involved
in the proposed activities and
ask questions?
Were students able to
understand the basic
programming structures
presented?
Were they able to change the
codes to achieve their
objectives and challenges
proposed by the teacher?
Is it possible to carry out an
activity of this nature in a real
classroom / laboratory
situation?

It is worth mentioning that for the age group
of those involved, all the evaluated criteria took
into consideration elements related to STEM
and the essential learning goals defined by
DGE-Portugal [5].

5. Conclusions and future work

involving other research institutions and the
expansion of didactic activities in the School
Science laboratory.
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Different authors have been recognized that
experiential, hands-on activities provide
superior engagement for learning new subjects.
The main reason seems to be the real-world
meaning these activities provide instead of the
otherwise abstract knowledge. Particularly
educational robotics has been shown to provide
an important support for these activities
specially in STEAM areas.
The workshop described in this paper
allowed us to demonstrate (to organizers and
other teachers), the potential of working with
students using an active educational approach,
with the support of computational platforms and
software.
It also showed us that interdisciplinarity is
possible, involving content perceived by many
as having little relation with the use of
information and communication technologies
and with disciplines in humanities.
This work, developed at the Sebastião e
Silva secondary school, has allowed the
creation of new partnerships and projects
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Abstract. “Emergency phosphorescence” is a
project that emerges in the context of interdisciplinarity of the Chemistry and Biology
courses, in the final year of High School
attendance, with the intention of giving a
glimpse of the research activities that students
are expected to perform in the University.
Aiming at the reduction of electricity
consumption by emergency signs so as to keep
them lit all day long without having to waste
electrical energy, there has been an attempt to
optimize the brightness arising from the
phosphorescent properties of europium and
dysprosium
doped
strontium
aluminate
(SrAl₂O₄: Eu, Dy), by investigating the
conditions for which the emission of light is
more intense and for a longer period of time.
For that purpose, the commercially available
phosphor was dissolved in an oil-based
preparation and recycled wood test boards
were painted with a varying number of layers.
In a second stage, having met such conditions,
the waste of reagents could be avoided whilst
fabricating phosphors in a laboratorial
environment. 11,066 g of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy for 10
mL of HS Akzent Oil and 0,1 g of dispersing
agent, proved to be the most efficient
combination, of those tested, in an attempt to
create a prototype, as sustainable as possible,
of an emergency sign that does not work on
electricity.

Keywords. Emergency Sign,
Phosphorescence, Phosphors.

Luminance,

1. Introduction
In a world where it is urgently required to
become “green”, it is fundamental to identify the
situations in which the reduction in energy
consumption does not radically impair our
comfort, otherwise, any such measures will be
ill accepted or not accepted at all. “Emergency
phosphorescence” is a project that, by
intending to better prepare High School
students for the University, in the Chemistry
and Biology fields of work, suitably addresses
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this problem. Electricity has been presented to
us, for a long time, as a solution for artificial
lighting all over the world. However, the
procedures involved in producing it require
either the use of non-renewable and pollutant
resources, or the extensive and very expensive
use of renewable resources. There is obviously
a need to find alternative methods of
illumination,
to
save
electricity.
The
phenomenon of phosphorescence, commonly
known as “glow in the dark”, is increasingly
being used for that purpose: from the
beginning, this project has sought to be another
step in this upward spiral.

1.1. Objective
The main objective to be achieved is to
reduce the consumption of electricity by
emergency signs, so that they can remain
illuminated at all times without consuming
electricity.

1.2. Jablonski diagram and phosphorrescence
Atoms in the molecule, when illuminated by
a light beam, absorb the energy transported by
its photons, resulting in the excitation of the
atoms’ electrons. These electrons, occupying
orbitals in the atoms, “jump” from the ground,
equilibrium, energy state to an excited, higher
and non-equilibrium, energy state. The
electronic energy states are named after their
spin angular momentum configuration. In
quantum mechanics, the spin angular
momentum [6] is an intrinsic property of
particles, is quantized and given by the
expression
=
√ ( + ), where
is the
reduced Planck constant (h/2 ) and the spin
quantum number
equals /2, being n any
non-negative integer (the electron has spin
quantum number 1/2 ). The singlet state
(denoted by S) refers to a system in which all
electrons are paired in the atom, which gives a
total spin angular momentum of zero; while the
total spin angular momentum of triplet states
(denoted by T) is 1, as there are two unpaired
electrons. S0 is the ground singlet state, that is,
the state of lowest energy of the atom, also
resulting in the lowest internal energy of the
molecule to which it belongs. Sn is the n th
excited singlet state; similarly, Tn is the nth
excited triplet state. The Jablonski diagram
(Fig. 1) maps all the energy transitions that may
occur when the atom’s electrons are excited
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through intteraction with
w photons
s. Non-radia
ative
transitions (waving arrrows) occu
ur between two
different molecular states without
w
pho
oton
absorption/emission, whilst in the radia
ative
transitions (straight arrows) the ene
ergy
difference
is
acccountable
by
pho
oton
absorption/emission. In the case
e of absorpttion,
the energyy of photonss is convertted into inte
ernal
energy of the molecule through
h the transsition
from the ground state
e S0 to one of the exc ited,
higher ene
ergy, single
et states, represented
r
d by
the straigh
ht blue arro
ows. Direct transition ffrom
S0 to a ttriplet state
e is not allowed due
e to
conservatio
on of angular momentu
um.

the coupling off the spin anngular mom
mentum and
d
of th
he orbital angular mom
mentum (the
e other type
e
of angular momentum to be con
nsidered in
n
qua
antum mech
hanics). Onne way of fa
avoring the
e
occ
currence of
o such a transitio
on is byy
inco
orporating heavy
h
atom
ms (with a lo
ot of nucleii
partticles), wh
hich increeases the influence
e
exe
erted by the
e spinorbitaal coupling
g. As such,,
than
nks to th
he intersyystem cros
ssing, the
e
mollecule is no
ow in the firrst triplet sta
ate, though
h
still excited, having to loose internal energy in
n
order to go ba
ack to its eequilibrium state. Thiss
loss
s will thus occur
o
throuugh phosph
horescence,,
thatt is, a radiattive transitioon between
n two statess
with
h different spin,
s
in this case, betw
ween T1 and
d
S0. As this tra
ansition is thheoretically
y forbidden,,
but again, wea
akly allowedd through th
he coupling
g
of spin and orbital
o
ang ular mome
enta, it willl
nee
ed a much longer time to occur
o
than
n
fluo
orescence (from 100-6 to 10s
s). As a
con
nsequence, even if the stimulation
n light stopss
bea
aming on th
he moleculee, it will go on emitting
g
ligh
ht for a re
elatively lonng time, due
d
to the
e
pho
osphorescen
nce phenom
menon.

1.2. Phospho
ors and lu
uminance
Fiigure 1. Jablonski diagrram [1]

Photoluminescence is the
e process of
emission o
of light asssociated to the energyy of
excitation received th
hrough the
e absorption
n of
radiation. A
As said befo
ore, the exc
cited statess are
non-equilib
brium state
es, for there
e is energ y in
excess in the system
m (the atom
m). It there
efore
tends to give it away, in order to loop back tto its
onal
initial, stab
ble, state, either through vibratio
o a
relaxation (the non--radiative transition
t
to
lower enerrgy level within
w
the same electrronic
state – yellow waving
w
arro
ows), inte
ernal
conversion
n
(the
non-radiative
trans ition
between tw
wo differentt electronic states with
h the
same spin
n – violet waving
w
arrow
ws), or thro
ough
photolumin
nescence
process
ses.
Th
hese
processes comprise
e fluoresc
cence (grreen
straight arrrows) as well
w
as phosphoresce
ence
(red straight arrows). While the first is a b
basic
radiative ttransition between
b
tw
wo same spin
electronic states, gen
nerally from
m S1 to S0, the
second [4
4] is morre complex
x, because
e it
depends o
on a transitio
on that wou
uld be forbid
dden
in principle
e, the interrsystem cro
ossing (a n
nonradiative ttransition between
b
tw
wo states with
different sp
pin – blue waving
w
arrows), due to
o the
conservatio
on of an
ngular mo
omentum, but
becomes p
possible, th
hough rarely
y “allowed””, by

Phosphors
P
[5] are the ssubstances
s capable off
sho
owing the phenomen on of lum
minescence,,
com
mprising
fluorescennt
as
well
ass
pho
osphorescen
nt materialls. To carrry out thiss
projject, only the latteer ones should
s
be
e
con
nsidered. Th
hey are norm
mally comp
posed by an
n
ade
equate host material, too which an activator iss
add
ded. The host
h
materiial is responsible forr
yielding light, being usuaally an oxide, nitride,,
oxy
y-nitride, sulfide, selennide, halide
e or silicate
e
of zinc, cadm
mium, maanganese, aluminium,,
silic
con or vario
ous rare-eaarth metals. By doping
g
the host materrial with an aactivator, th
he emission
n
time
e is extend
ded. The pphosphor used in ourr
projject and produced in the lab
boratory iss
stro
ontium alum
minate dopeed with eurropium and
d
dys
sprosium (SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy), a rece
ent materiall
use
ed in the manufacture
m
e of glow in the darkk
toys
s, which ha
as proven too be more stable and
d
effic
cient in the intensityy and pers
sistence off
glow
w, and less
s toxic thann its predec
cessor zincc
sulffide.
Finally,
F
to evaluate
e
thee efficiency
y of the use
e
of this phos
sphor, lum
minance ha
as to be
e
mea
asured [3]. It is the phhotometric measure
m
off
the intensity of
o light, perr unit area and along
g
one
e direction. For the purrpose of this project, a
suittable meter will be used, by which the
e
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amount of light emitte
ed by a certtain area, a long
a certain direction, is
i normally
y expressed
d in
millicandela per square meter (m
mcd/m2). Be
efore
taking readings, th
he sample
e has to be
“charged”
by
a
xenon
lamp.
The
characterizzation then proceeds, with measu
ures
of luminan
nce being made
m
10 an
nd 60 min a
after
stopping illluminating the sample, and also
o of
the among
g of time between
b
th
he moment the
stimulation
n ceases an
nd the mom
ment when the
luminance attains the value off 0,32 mcd
d/m2,
which is te
en times the
e luminance perceived
d by
the human
n eye (Fig. 2).
2 Letters standing
s
forr the
colours tthat are perceived during the
stimulation
n and afte
erwards are
e also add
ded.
Given thatt the peak of
o sensitivity
y of the hum
man
eye occurss in the grreen colourr region off the
spectrum, in the case
e of day vis
sion, and in
n the
bluish gree
en colour re
egion, in the case of n
night
vision, m
manufacture
ers of phosphoresc
p
cent
materials always pre
efer green to obtain the
most strikin
ng “glow in the dark” effect.

num
mber of laye
ers applied.. By illuminating these
e
boa
ards for 10 min, and reecording, affter ceasing
g
illum
minating,
how
briightness
decreasess
ove
ertime, we can
c find outt the best prroportion off
pho
osphors in
n relation to the remaining
g
reagents.

Figure 3 Ap
pplying the p
preparations
s on the
re
ecycled woo
od boards (lleft); paintin
ng stripes
with a different numb
ber of layers (right)

2.2. Phase 2 – Preparin
ng phosphors

Fiigure 4. On the left, the reagents us
sed in the
pro
oduction of SrAl2O4: Eu
u, Dy; on the
e right, the
ady produceed phospho
or
alrea
Figure 2. The characte
erization of luminance
l
[[2]

2. Method
dology
2.1. Phas
se 1 – Optimization in the use
e of
phos
sphors
After po
ouring 10 mL
m of HS Ak
kzent Oil in
nto a
100 mL be
eaker, this is placed on
o a scale pan
and 0,1 g of disperrsing agent Bentone are
added with
h the help of
o a scrape
er. The solu
ution
thus obtain
ned is mixe
ed with a brrush until th
here
is no visible sign of th
he solute. 11,066
1
g off the
phosphor SrAl2O4: Eu,
E
Dy are then ad
dded
(weighed tthrough the same proc
cedure as in
n the
e dispersing agent) an
case of the
nd dissolve
ed in
the same manner. Two other solutions are
similarly prrepared, disssolving the
e same amo
ount
of phospho
or in, respe
ectively, 15 and 20 m L of
oil plus dispersing
g agent in
i
the sa
ame
proportion.. The surfface of a few recyycled
(pressed) wood boarrds is painted with th
hese
different preparationss (Fig. 3), also
a
varying
g the
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With five small casings m ade beforehand out off
alum
minium foil, each one,, in turn, is laid on the
e
sca
ale pan, to receive thhe following
g reagents::
stro
ontium carbonate (1,2999 g), alumiinium oxide
e
(1,0
0196 g), bo
oric acid (00,06184 g), europium
m
oxid
de (0,1408 g) and dyspprosium oxide (0,2984
4
g). These cas
sings were made witth the sole
e
oining them
m
purpose of carrying the rreagents, jo
toge
ether in a metallic
m
cylinnder already
y with three
e
sma
all metallic spheres innside. The cylinder iss
then
n sealed an
nd put in hhigh speed rotation forr
10 min – this system,
s
knoown as mill, grinds the
e
reagents throu
ugh the tum
mbling of th
he spheres,,
breaking the bonds innside their crystals,,
faciilitating the
e mixture. After the
e grinding
g
process is over,
o
the resulting powder iss
tran
nsferred to a suitable container and
a
heated
d
in a high temperaturee oven, from
f
room
m
tem
mperature up to 1500°C
C and back
k, for 19 h..
By then, the end producct is alread
dy showing
g
pho
osphorescen
nce but, foor better re
esults, it iss
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advised to further grin
nd it in a mortar
m
to asssure
a homogen
neous mixtu
ure (Fig. 4).

3. Results
s and disc
cussion
3.1. Phas
se 1
All the boards, fo
ollowing exposure, forr 10
min, to lig
ght from a fluorescentt energy sa
aver
“stick” bu
ulb (where
e UV ra
adiation, m
more
energetic tthan visible
e, is presen
nt), showed the
sought for phosphore
escence efffect. The bo
oard
painted witth the first preparation
n was show
wn to
yield greatter brightne
ess; it was also obserrved
that, the g
greater the number of layers of the
solution a
applied, th
he brighterr the sam
mple
becomes. The durration of the emis sion
phenomen
non was also visibly longer in the
case of the
e board pa
ainted with the
t prepara
ation
with least oil for the pre-determi
p
ined amoun
nt of
phosphor, and with the greate
est numbe r of
layers app
plied. Therrefore, the best ratio
o of
phosphor to the rem
maining rea
agents to use
when crea
ating a pro
ototype of an emerge
ency
sign should be 11,066 g of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dyy for
10 mL of H
HS Akzent Oil
O and 0,1 g of disperrsing
agent, give
en that thiss proved to
o be the m
most
5).
efficient on
ne, of those tried and te
ested (Fig. 5

Having
H
defined the coomposition of the oil-bas
sed solution
n to be usedd, and produced in the
e
labo
oratory the
e phosphoor with the qualityy
required to fulffil its purposse, the construction off
a prototype
p
(F
Fig. 6) as aan end prod
duct of thiss
projject was thus achievved, first coating
c
the
e
recy
ycled wood board withh several la
ayers of the
e
pho
oto luminesc
cent oil pai nt thus obtained, then
n
finis
shing with the familiar shapes of emergencyy
sym
mbols painte
ed in whitee. By carrying out thiss
projject, the students
s
al lowed them
mselves to
o
leav
ve their comfort zone and acquiire relevantt
abillities, such as teamwo rk and scie
entific paperr
writting, whilst having a taaste of the challengess
awa
aiting them in College.

Figure
F
6. On
n the left, thee finished prototype
p
sunlit, cha
arging; on th
he right, the
e same
prototype in the dark, glo
owing, exhibiting the
phenom
menon of ph
hosphoresce
ence

5. Acknowled
A
dgementss

Figure 5. O
On the left, a wood board painted w
with
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3.2. Phas
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When analyzing the phosp
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produced in the lab
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w
a suita
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on, a lumin
nance value
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Teaching Science and Technology
through Service Learning
Experiences

demanding SL projects like this, which respond
to needs of their groups, while the latter
welcome new initiatives in which they have
marked interests.

PM Castro, A Dapena
University of A Coruña, A Coruña, Spain
paula.castro@udc.es

For these reasons, the authors of this paper
have transformed in this academic year the
traditional methodology of tutored work and oral
presentation to SL experiences.

Abstract. This paper describes two Service
Learning experiences developed this academic
year 2019/2020 in the Technology itinerary of a
Master of Professorship of Secondary
Education. The first experience is related to
build new objects with recycling material, and
the second one is based on constructing
objects with some type of autonomous
movement. The realization of both projects has
allowed students to acquire competences
directly related to the curricular, professional
and transversal skills by means of a service to
society.

Keywords. Methodology, Professional and
Curricular Skills, Science and Technology,
Service-Learning.
1. Introduction
Service-Learning (SL) experiences allow
simultaneously the learning of curricular
contents and the provision of a service to the
community as a response to the needs of a
group [1-2]. This is not a classical methodology
strictly oriented to perform practices nor a
volunteering activity oriented to community
service. Instead, SL is an educational proposal
that allows for training in skills and values,
promoting an inclusive, active, participatory and
committed education, through a practical
experience in a real environment with specific
needs, which contributes to their education for
citizenship [3-4].
Function and Cognitive Diversity (FCD)
affects to students of any educational level, and
since certain capabilities and skills could be
diminished is a hot topic to be considered
especially in university studies devoted to train
new education professionals [5].
Although it may seem surprising, Master’s
courses on teachers training usually present
important shortcomings in training for the
attention of specific needs in the classroom. On
the other hand, entities are increasingly

Our SL experiences are related with
different thematic in science and technology
through the construction of objects from
different types of materials. These projects
have been performed considering the specific
needs of people with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the context of the subject of the
Master’s degree. Section 3 includes the details
of both experiences. Section 4 shows the
method used to assess the impact of these
experiences. Finally, Section 5 contains the
main conclusions of this work.

2. Master’s Degree of Professorship of
Secondary Education
The Master's Degree of Professorship of
Secondary Education of the University of A
Coruña (UDC) [5] is a degree from the Faculty
of Educational Studies that belongs to the area
of Social and Legal Sciences.
The Master's curriculum has 60 European
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
(ECTS) credits, which include all the theoretical
and practical training that the student must
acquire. These credits are distributed as
follows: a Generic Module of 16 credits while
the remaining 44 are divided in a Specific
Module of Specialty of 26 credits, a Practicum
of 12 and a Master's Final Work of 6. In this
Master’s studies six teaching specialities with
some itineraries in each one are included only
sharing the Generic Module. Attendance is
mandatory in both modules. Notice that the
Practicum takes place in the secondary schools
established by agreement with the Xunta de
Galicia.
One of these six teaching specialities is the
referred to as Experimental Sciences,
Mathematics,
Technology
and
Physical
Education. This speciality covers very diverse
teaching areas, so it is necessary to introduce
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training itineraries in the Specific Module and in
the Practicum. The teaching specialisation
itineraries planned by UDC are Experimental
Sciences, Technology and Physical Education.
The Technology itinerary is devoted to train
new secondary teachers of Technology. For
this aim, the curricular contents are devoted to
complements
for
disciplinary
training,
technology didactics and teaching subjects and
teaching innovation and initiation to educational
research. In particular, the subject of
Technology for professorship of Secondary
Obligatory Education falls into the second type
of subjects i.e., technology teaching subjects,
and it has 5 ECTS credits.

the collective where people can build a small
object with some type of movement.

Technology
in Secondary
Obligatory
Education

Technologies

Items
1.1. Introduction.
1.2.The subject of Technology in
Secondary Obligatory
Education.
1.3.Historical review
1.4.Life Quality and Technology:
contexts and situations.
1.5.Impact of technology on
society
2.1. Technological problem solving
process.
2.2.Technology and society.
2.3. Mechanisms and structures.
2.4. Electricity and electronics.
2.5.Control and robotics.
2.6.Pneumatics and hydraulics
2.7. Expression and communication
techniques.
2.8.Materials for technical use.
2.9.Hardware and operating
systems.
2.10. Communication
technologies. Internet.

Table 1. Contents of the subject

3. Service-Learning Experiences
In this section we describe the two SL
experiences carried out during the teaching of
this subject in the academic year 2019/2020.
3.1. Control and robotics
This project is related to item 2.5 in Table 1.
The objective is to develop a service adapted to
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Competences
 To know the formative and
cultural value of the subject.
 To know the contents of this
teaching.
 To know the history and the
recent developments of the
subjects and their perspectives
to be able to transmit their
dynamic vision.
 To know contexts and situations
where are used or applied the
curricular contents.
 To express oneself correctly,
both orally and in writing, in the
official languages of the Galicia
region.
 Use the basic tools of Information
and Communication
Technologies (ICT) necessary
for the exercise of their
profession and for lifelong
learning.
 To assess the importance of
research, innovation and
technological development in the
socio-economic and cultural
advances of society.

Transversal

Table 1 summarizes the content of this
subject, where we have marked the items
related to the SL experiences. Table 2 presents
the competences related with both SL
experiences.

Themes

Types
Specific

Table 2. Competences of the subject

Each student participating in this project
must, individually, do the following:


Propose a small robot (for example, a
painter robot) for its construction with
recycling material.



Get the necessary material for
construction of his/her proposed robot.



Make an A4 sheet (plasticized) with the
step-by-step description of the making of
the object with this material, and also
deliver it in digital format. This sheet must
include the list of materials needed to build
the object. It should be very simple, with
clear instructions and pictures, if possible.

the

These students must also, collaboratively
and working as a team, make a short oral
presentation
or
video
explaining
the
implications of the introduction of robots in
today's society and how this fact can help us or
has been able to do it for improving our quality
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of life, or how it mayy have nega
atively affeccted
some aspe
ects as well, according
g to item 2..2 in
Table 1. The duration
n of this activity should
d not
exceed five
e minutes.
The sttudents developed their proj ects
through tthe construction of the follow
wing
objects: a mechanica
al money bo
ox, a swimm
ming
robot from
m a syringe
e, a windm
mill car an
nd a
giraffe rob
bot. Figure 1 shows the
t
final ob
bject
made by one of the
e students and the e
endbeneficiaryy, respective
ely.

clear instru
uctions and images.
All
A the stude
ents must bbe conjoined elaborate
e
a small
s
presentation oor video where
w
theyy
exp
plained the environmenntal implicattions of the
e
tech
hnological evolution aand the ob
bjectives off
the activity, ac
ccording too item 2.2 in
i Table 1..
The
e duration should not eexceed five minutes.

Figure 2. Materials fo
or thechnica
al use

Figure 1. Con
ntrol and robotics

3.2. Materrials for tec
chnical use
e
This prroject is re
elated to th
he item 2.8
8 in
Table 1. T
The objectivve is to dev
velop a serrvice
adapted to
o the colle
ective where people can
erial
elaborate an object using recy
ycling mate
that allow
ws the recceiver of the
t
activityy to
critically evvaluate the
e environme
ental impacct of
some tech
hnological advances
a
i.e., contrib utes
to the Envvironmentall Education
n (EE) of b
both,
ding
students a
and end-ben
neficiaries, also accord
to item 2.2
2 in Table 1..
Each sstudent mu
ust, individ
dually, do the
following:




Provide
e any objecct for its co
onstruction with
recyclin
ng material.
Obtain the necesssary recycliing materia
al for
the con
nstruction of his/her pro
oposed obje
ect.
Make an A4 she
eet (plastic
cized) with the
step-byy-step desccription of the making
g of
the objject with th
his material, and delivver it
ould
also in
n digital fo
ormat. This sheet sho
include
e the rela
ation of the
t
necesssary
materia
als for the construction
c
n of the objject.
It shou
uld be as simple as possible, with

The
T
stude
ents develloped theiir projectss
thro
ough the constructioon of the
e following
g
obje
ects: a dec
corative poompom with
h pieces off
pap
per, a coaster with plasstic straws, a bowl with
h
new
wspaper, a wheel withh rubber band
b
and a
cloc
ck from a CD boxx and an old clockk
mec
chanism. Figure
F
2 shhows the final
f
objectt
mad
de by one of the sttudents and
d the end-ben
neficiary, res
spectively.

4. Assessme
A
ent resultss
This
T
SL project,
p
as any othe
er teaching
g
actiivity, must be
b qualitativvely and qu
uantitativelyy
ana
alyzed, inclu
uding all thee participan
nts, in orderr
to identify possible improovements and to know
w
resu
ults and pe
erformancees of the activity
a
thuss
carrried out. Ho
owever, it iss clear thatt, when the
e
actiivity is SL, it is an eduucational challenge to
o
find
d reliable quality indicators for itss
ass
sessment [7-8].
A total of 10
1 studentss have parrticipated in
n
both
h projects (5 in each one). These projectss
hav
ve been de
eveloped inn an orga
anization off
peo
ople with ASD. A ttotal of fo
our people
e
perfformed both projects aalong two sessions
s
off
one
e and a halff hours, so each of the
em had the
e
guid
dance of at least a stuudent to carrry out theirr
projject.
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The tools used for this assessment were the
following [7-8]:

Thus, the SL experience has received these
comments from the entities:









Surveys. This is a tool of easy
implementation and execution, which allows
to collect the assessments of the people
participating in the experience. Therefore,
both the students and the beneficiaries of
the entity and its own staff carried out their
corresponding surveys designed by us. The
surveys which have been designed for an
easy and agile answer from all the users
involved in the experience: the entity staff,
the end-user and service beneficiary and to
the UDC student.
Rubrics. This tool allows the assessment of
the activity carried out by the students. Our
rubric evaluates: 1) Quality of material
presented in relation to the contents of the
course and adaptation to the users of the
entity; 2) Originality of the material and 3)
Planning
and
organization
in
the
development of the activity.

Using these tools, we have obtained the
following results. Firstly, from the rubric we
have to say that the scores achieved by all the
students have been optimal, obtaining all of
them the maximum score of 2.5 points out of a
total of 10. Secondly, we can state that the
results of the surveys were very satisfactory.
With respect to the survey of the end-users, the
quantitative results have been also very good:




Control and robotics: 4 students of 5 made
the project to 4 end-users in attendance
and all of them voted for the maximum rate
(green emoticon in the first question in
survey of Figure 4).
Materials for technical use: all the students
have performed their corresponding
projects to 4 end-users in attendance and 3
of them gave the maximum rate as a result
(green emoticon in the first question of
Figure 4). Only one voted for the medium
rate (i.e. the yellow emoticon).

All both the entity staff and the students
voted for the maximum rate in both experiences
i.e., the green emoticon in their respective
surveys of Figures 3 and 5 was marked.
From a qualitative point of view, the surveys
collected the following impressions from all the
agents involved in the process. We summarize
in the following those comments.
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Exceptional student involvement.
Good organization of the workshops.
Variety of proposals adapted to the needs
of the group.
Need for more SL projects.
Contribution to the improvement of the
students’ training.
Good quality of the proposals, being
practical and educational.

From the point of view of students, their
surveys showed the comments as follows,






Very interesting and repeatable experience.
Need for pre-processing of some partial
components.
Need for more time to complete the project.
Experience that helps to know the needs of
this group.
Lack of training in interaction with this
group.

Finally, the end-beneficiaries of this service
included these comments into their surveys;






Very fun and creative experience.
Manual activity, different from the usual
ones in their group workshops.
Great work of students to help.
Possibility of realization of the chosen robot.
Nice to use “household stuff'' to make
electronic toys.

5. Discussion and conclusion
We have presented two SL experiences
performed to develop specific competences in
a subject of a Master’s degree and to give a
service of a collective with ADS. Both projects
have been very well received by all the agents
involved: university students, entity and endusers.
The teachers involved in this project,
authors of this work, have met to carry out a
self-assessment and to critically analyse the
development of the SL project and their roles in
it. The authors consider that the biggest
difficulty has been to find the adequate entity
and the definition of the SL project adapted to
their needs.
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Examining the Use of Traffic
Lights Technique to Enable
Students to Self-Evaluate
İ Ocak, R Uzunboy
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Afyonkarahisar, Türkiye
ijlalocak@gmail.com
Abstract. Feedback in education strengthens
learning and ensures that errors are corrected
on time. Students’ ability of self-evaluation
prevents wrong learnings by giving feedback in
a short time. However, students should be
encouraged to give feedback in a short time. In
this study, the traffic lights technique was
applied to students to evaluate their progress
and inform their teachers about their
applications while making applications on
computer software in information technology. In
practice with ten participants from 6th grade
students, each student was provided to make
an assessment about himself, according to
these results, the teacher gave feedback and
corrected quickly.

Keywords. Traffic Lights, Self-Evaluation,
Action Research.
1. Introduction
Since the end of the 20th century,
constructivism has become increasingly
important by associating it with research done
by researchers such as Bruner, Vygotsky,
Asubel and Piaget [1]. Constructivism has
become unique and application-oriented in
many areas, from organizing learning practices
to structuring assessment processes. This has
led the learning environments to turn towards
the student centered from traditional practices
where the teacher is active and the student is
passive and more receptive. Evaluation
processes, on the other hand, started to include
innovations to question the learning process
and one's own learning in addition to the usual
examination techniques [2].
Learning should be carried out by learners
and organized internally. Therefore, it should
be paid attention to students' self-regulation
information. The learning and assessment
activities and tools used should be directed
towards developing metacognitive skills such
as self-analysis, self-regulation, self-reflection
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and self-awareness. For a multi-faceted
perspective, different assessment activities
should be used and students should be
provided with practice areas on selfassessment [16]. In this sense, selfassessment has become an indispensable
place for students.
Feedback is expressed as the whole of the
information given to the student about the
correctness or wrongness of their learning, and
the correction is to eliminate the student's
behavior that is different from the expected and
to teach the student the expected behavior. In
the education process, feedback and correction
are generally applied together [4]. Considering
that feedback has three main functions as a
guiding, motivating and reinforcing in an
educational environment, that is, when using
feedback, hints, corrections and reinforcers can
be applied together, it is even more important
among the variables that determine the quality
of feedback education service. Feedback is the
most important application that determines the
quality and learning level of feedback education
service [12]. The process of providing
information about the outcome of an
individual's behavior is expressed as feedback.
In other words, in the teaching-learning
process, it is informing the learners about the
level of the desired behaviors. Feedback is a
commonly used word in education. Feedback
tells the student whether or not he or she is
acting in accordance with the goals of
education. Feedback is information about how
the learners' current learning and performances
are according to the desired learning and
performances. If there is a difference between
the real level and the desired level, it aims to
reduce it. Feedback increases academic
achievement level, strengthens self-efficacy
and motivation and supports the development
of metacognitive skills [3].
In the research, the traffic lights technique
was used in order to develop the students' selfassessment skills so that the teacher can give
feedback to the students effectively.

2. Traffic Lights Technique
In the activities carried out in the classroom,
the student plays an active role and the teacher
guides. It is expected from the teacher to assist
the active student by giving immediate
feedback to the problems and obstacles
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encountered during the learning process.
Traffic lights technique is very useful to meet
these needs. It encourages students in a
simple way to demonstrate what and how well
they did during a lesson. It allows students to
instantly review what they have learned and
teachers to help at the same time. This activity
provides an immediate assessment of how
good a class or group can be in understanding
and practicing a topic. The teacher gives each
student three cards. These cards are green,
yellow and red. The green card indicates that
the subject is understood or that the activity
continues without any problems, the yellow
card indicates partial continuing and some
problems and the red card shows no progress.
At various times in the lesson, students have
the opportunity to show a yellow or red card if
they feel that the explanation is not clear or
they do not understand [14].

3. Purpose of the Research
The main purpose of this research is to
examine how the traffic lights technique affects
students' self-assessment skills in the
Information Technologies and Software Course
Support and Training Course of Middle School
6th grade students. Another purpose of this
research is to share the observations on the
application of the traffic lights technique used to
contribute to the development of selfassessment skills. For these purposes,
answers to the following questions were
sought:
a) How did the traffic lights technique
affect the development of students' selfassessment skills?
b) How did the traffic lights technique
affect classroom control and effective
feedback from the teacher?
c) What are the suggestions of the
students regarding the problems
encountered in the development of selfassessment skills?

4. How Did I Apply It?
This action research was conducted with a
total of 10 students from the 6th grade, who
attended the Support and Training Courses
from Afyonkarahisar Province Secondary
School students in the 2019-2020 Academic
Year. The researched school is located in a
town center. Parents of students are generally

in the middle and lower income groups. The
school, which is the majority of students
belonging to extended families, has been
providing education for five years.
Traffic lights technique was used in
computer applications in information technology
and software course support and training
course. The school does not have a computer
workshop, and the lessons are taught using ten
computers in the library that are provided by
the teacher. The academic success level of the
students attending the course shows a
homogeneous distribution. Six of the course
students are girls and four are boys.
Three action plans were developed in the
study. The subject of the course in which the
first action plan is applied is search engines
and effective search techniques, and the
subject of the second and third action plan is
word processor. The lessons are mostly taught
by the teacher using the demonstration
technique and by making applications to the
students. In the introductory part of the course,
students follow the lesson quietly. However, the
feedbacks and self-evaluations given by the
students are problematic when applying. Shy
and introverted students remained silent while
the students were practicing on the computer.
The students who could do the applications
said "I did it" and the other students who could
not do it, said "Sir, look at me,please?" and
there were some noisy expressions like "I don't
succes" or “It is not true”. The noise generated
had a negative impact on both the classroom
environment, the students who continued to
practice, and the teacher trying to give
feedback. The traffic lights technique, which is
an effective and simple self-assessment
technique, has been eliminated by preparing
and applying three implementation plans, and
the course flow has improved.

5. Method
5.1. Research Type
This research has been prepared on the
basis of action research, which is one of the
qualitative research patterns, which aims to
increase the self-assessment skills of the
students by using the traffic lights technique in
information technologies and software lessons,
and allows the in-depth study of the researched
problem. In such researches, the questions of
"why" and "how" are dominant, but answers to
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the questio
on of "what" can be ob
btained. By this
means, in the researcch it will be handled in
n the
application
n dimension
n, which will
w benefit the
students' learning, and will enable the
identificatio
on of pointss that make
e their lear ning
easier or m
more difficult.

5.2. Work
king Group
p
It was conducted
d with ten students who
Informa
attended
the
6tth
grade
ation
Technologies and Software
S
Course Sup
pport
and Train
ning Coursse. The specified
s
cclass
students h
have chosen Information Techno logy
and Softw
ware course over the
e Eba cou
urse
system and attend the
e course as
s two hourss per
week (80 m
minutes).

5.3. Application En
nvironmen
nt
Since the schoo
ol does not have an
information
n technolog
gy laboratory
y, the coursse is
taught in th
he multi-purpose librarry. Lessonss are
taught by using ten laptops be
elonging to the
school and
d the teache
er. There is also a des ktop
computer and a prrojection lib
brary that the
teacher will use. The
e seating arrangemen
a
nt is
not standa
ard and it is indicated in
n Fig.1.

According
A
to
t Stewart and Cash (1985), the
e
inte
erview is an interactive process ba
ased on the
e
metthod of asking quesstions and
d receiving
g
ans
swers for an
n aim that iis planned and that iss
an attempt to
t gather information for thiss
purpose [15]. In this research,, a post-app
plication focus
f
grooup interv
view wass
con
nducted to determine the proble
em and to
o
dive
ersify the data oobtained before
b
an
n
app
plication in order
o
to evaaluate the study and to
o
dete
ermine wha
at studentss' views are
e and how
w
they
y change.
During
D
the interview, thhe following
g questionss
werre asked to the studentts;
que make itt
a) Did the Traffic Lighhts Techniq
easier for
f you to eexpress you
urself while
e
doing computer appplications?
b) Have you
y
had ddifficulty ap
pplying the
e
traffic lights techniqque? Why?
?
c) What are the beneefits of the traffic
t
lightss
technique to the leesson? Why
y?
After
A
the ap
pplication, tthe observa
ation made
e
by the
t teacher was noted in the teac
cher diaries..
The
e process of
o collectingg target-oriented data
a
by using
u
a set of tools or by directly monitoring
g
the data, which is neededd for the re
esearch, byy
exa
amining
individuals,
society
or
the
e
env
vironment is called oobservation [8]. If the
e
rese
earcher wants
w
to obtain a detailed,,
com
mprehensive
e and proceess-oriented
d picture off
the behavior th
hat occurs inn any environment, he
e
use
es the obse
ervation meethod [15]. Since the
e
rese
earcher wa
as a partiicipant in the action
n
rese
earch, the participant
p
m
made exam
minations ass
an observer
o
an
nd created tteacher logs
s.

5.5
5. Data Ana
alysis and
d Reliabilitty

Figure 1. S
Students' Se
eating Plan and
a Classro
oom
L
Layout

5.4. Colle
ection of Data
D
In this research, interview
i
and observa
ation
e data colle
ection meth
hods
methods, one of the
included in the quallitative rese
earch proccess,
were used. In this ressearch, relia
ability was ttried
to be incre
eased throu
ugh diversiffication in d
data
collection b
by using ob
bservation and interview
w.
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This
T
research is an action res
search and
d
inte
erview and observation
o
n technique
e was used..
The
e research was
w listed ffor the purpose of it byy
rem
moving the codes
c
and tthemes of focus
f
group
p
inte
erview with students.
s
Validity
V
and
d reliability aare the mos
st importantt
facttors that determine thee quality of a research..
In order
o
to cre
eate a holisstic picture of
o the case
e
or event
e
investtigated, som
me additional methodss
(suc
ch
as
diversifiication,
participantt
con
nfirmation, expert
e
connfirmation and
a
so on))
sho
ould be used to help thhe research
her confirm
m
the results [8].
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During tthe researcch, student interview fo
orms
were analyyzed by con
ntent analys
sis method and
the
compared with experrt opinion. Afterwards,
A
codings th
hat the ressearcher and
a
the exxpert
made ind
dependently were specified as
"consensus" and "diffference of opinion". A
After
reaching a consenssus on cod
ding, reliab
bility
between e
encoders, reliability
r
formula of M
Miles
and Huberrman (1994
4) was app
plied and in
ntercode reliability was calculated
c
as 100%. The
interviews made by th
he students
s as a resu
ult of
the first in
nterview an
nd study were
w
compa
ared
and include
ed in the fin
ndings.

technique were tra
ransferred to
t a cornerr
of the board
b
visiblee to all students.

6. Applica
ation
6.1. First Action Plan and Itts Implem
mentation
Table 1. Fiirst Action Plan
P
Actions

Time

1. Introd
ducing the
techn
nique, presen
nting the
colorrs and instrucctions
visua
ally on the bo
oard and
distributing the prrepared
green
n, yellow and
d red
cardss to the stude
ents.
2. Makin
ng applicatio
ons by
using
g laptops with
h the
demo
onstration method.
Durin
ng the appliccation
proce
ess, studentss use
the ccolored cardss
includ
ded in the Trraffic
Lightts technique to
expre
ess their progress
and p
provide feedback
and ffeedback from the
teach
her.
3. Gettin
ng the opinio
ons and
sugg
gestions of th
he
stude
ents about th
he Traffic
Lightts Technique
e

20 minute

50 minute

3.
3

4.
4

10 minute

Applicattion stage:
1.

2.

Figure
F
2. Tra
ansferring th
he Techniqu
ue on the
Class Bo
oard

The
e studentss’ opinios were brriefly
received abou
ut the less
son processsing
ng the dem
monstration method in the
usin
info
ormation tecchnology les
sson.
The
e Traffic Lig
ghts Techniique, which
h will
be used contin
nuously durring the cou
urse,
ed to the students. The
wass introduce
colo
ors and exxplanations explaining the

5.
5

6.
6

7.
7

Students were
asked to make
e
applications preppared in computerr
monstration
n
environment by using dem
method
d.
The students weere asked to perform
m
sessment byy placing th
he card thatt
self-ass
express
ses
them
mselves
the
t
mostt
correctly from the red, yellow
w and green
n
cards they
t
put oon top of each
e
otherr
while they were performing
g computerr
applications.
The stu
udents weree given fee
edback and
d
correctiions were m
made accorrding to the
e
card colors
c
in tthe applica
ations theyy
made in
n the compuuter environ
nment.
Students' progresss was mon
nitored and
d
ck and corrrection continued untill
feedbac
all stu
udents turnned green
n in each
h
application.
It was seen
s
that thhere were a lot of red
d
and yellow cards in some su
ubjects and
d
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the applicatiion was shown
dem
monstrated from the be
eginning.

and







In previou
us lessons, it was obs
served thatt
students who were shy and silent can
n
express th
hemselves ccomfortably
y by meanss
of colors and that sstudents ex
xpressed itt
verbally in the evaluaation of the technique.
t
While the
e teacher gave feedback, itt
reached th
he studentss faster and the time to
o
complete the applicaations was shortened..
Thus, morre learning hhas been re
ealized.
The teach
her's tiredneess during the lesson
n
period dec
creased andd it was observed thatt
he was tea
aching moree eagerly.

Negative
N
App
plication:


Figu
ure 3. Using Traffic Ligh
hts Cards

8.

Ansswers were
e received to
t the intervview
form
m containing the op
pinions of the
stud
dents abo
out the Traffic Lig
ghts
Tecchnique, wh
hich aims to
t increase the
selff-assessme
ent skills of the
t studentss.

6.1.1. Tea
acher Diarry
Positive
e Aspects off the Application:
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In the previous le
essons, stud
dents who h
have
high sself-expresssion skills "I have done
e", "I
have ffinished, Sirr", "I can no
ot do it, Sirr." or
"Sir, look at my
m applica
ation, pleasse?"
speeches such as
a express
sing the lessson
aloud and causin
ng distractio
ons from o
other
studen
nts. Studentts with low self-expres sion
skills and self-co
onfidence were
w
silent and
did no
ot give feed
dback. The teacher m
made
effortss to follow
w the pro
ogress of the
studen
nts in their computer applicationss by
consta
antly traveling among the studentts in
the cla
assroom.
ghts
With tthe applica
ation of the
e Traffic Lig
Techn
nique, it has
h
been observed that
studen
nts are provided
p
with
w
a q
quiet
classro
oom enviro
onment bas
sed on fin
ngerlifting or word of mouth whe
en making sselfassesssment in co
omputer app
plications in
n the
Inform
mation Technologies and Softw
ware
Course.





Experiencces

Durring

The
e

It was observed thatt some stu
udents who
o
finished th
he applicatioon raised their fingerss
or called the teacheer to show the green
n
color. Similarly, it waas observed
d that some
e
students who saw red color called the
e
teacher ne
ext to the ccomputer. This
T
showss
that the te
echnique iss not fully understood
d
by some students.
s
While the yellow coolor is a sig
gn of slow
w
progress or
o some prroblems in the Trafficc
Lights Te
echnique, itt was obs
served thatt
some stud
dents couldd not fully understand
d
this, only using
u
red orr green.
Since the place wherre the lesso
on is taughtt
is a library
y that is noot suitable for
f multiple
e
computer use, the colors tha
at studentss
hemselves ccannot be seen
s
by the
e
express th
teacher in some resp ects.
Suggestions
S
s for the Seecond Action Plan:

It is
s necessary
y to ensuree that stud
dents place
e
the color cards in a wayy that the te
eacher can
n
e more easily. Sttudents should
s
be
e
see
enc
couraged to
o express thhemselves using onlyy
wait until the
Traffic Light Cards
C
and w
t
teacherr
arriv
ves for feedback. Inn each app
plication, a
porttfolio can be creatted by prreparing a
sch
hedule acco
ording to thhe Traffic Light Colorss
spe
ecified by the studentts in each application
n
and
d by taking notes.
n

6.2. Second Action
entation
Impleme

Plan

and

Its
s

Application
A
stage:
1.
1 Students are askeed to write the
t
Turkish
h
National Anthem inn accordance with the
e
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instrructions given
g
with
h the w
word
proccessing program.
2. The Traffic Lig
ghts Technique, which will
be u
used contin
nuously during the cou
urse,
wass reminded
d to the students. The
colo
ors and explanations explaining the
tech
hnique were
e transferred
d to a corne
er of
the board visible
v
to all stude
ents.
Stud
dents were
e reminded
d to be m
more
care
eful in th
he applica
ation of the
tech
hnique.

the first action plann, the possiibility of the
e
teacher not seeingg the traffic lights card
d
was elim
minated.

T
Table 2. Sec
cond Action
n Plan
Actions

Time

1. Reminding and re
e-introducing
t
to
the ttraffic lights technique
incre
ease
stude
ents'
selfasse
essment skillss.

10 minute
e

2. After the conte
ent of the
ented to the
coursse is prese
stude
ents via th
he prepared
presentation
file
and
ection, the applications
proje
are d
done with laptops in the
form
monstration.
of
dem
ng
the
Durin
application
process, studen
nts use the
colorred cards inccluded in the
Trafffic Lights te
echnique to
express their prrogress and
feedb
back
and
provide
he teacher.
feedback from th

e
60 minute

3. Gettin
ng the op
pinions and
sugg
gestions of the
t
students
abou
ut
Trafficc
Lights
Tech
hnique.

e
10 minute

Figure 4. Using Trafffic Lights Cards
C

3. Stud
dents
we
ere
asked
d
to
m
make
applications prepared in comp
puter
enviironment by
b using demonstra
ation
method.
4. The students were
w
asked to perform sselfasse
essment by
b putting the card that
exprresses the
emselves most
m
corre
ectly
from
m the red, yellow and green ca
ards
theyy put on top
p of each other
o
while tthey
were
e perform
ming in the
t
comp
puter
enviironment, as
a shown in Figure.4
4. In

5.
5 The students weree given fee
edback and
d
correctio
ons were m
made accorrding to the
e
card colors in the aapplications they made
e
in the co
omputer envvironment.
6.
6 Students' progresss was mon
nitored and
d
ck and corrrection conttinued untill
feedbac
all stud
dents turnned green in each
h
application.
7.
7 Students 'opinions were rece
eived aboutt
the Trafffic Lights T
Technique, which
w
aimss
to incre
ease studeents' self-a
assessmentt
skills.

6.2.1. Teache
er Dairy
Positive
P
Asp
pects of thee Application
n:
•

With the im
mplementatioon of the Trraffic Lightss
Technique, it was seeen that students raised
d
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•

•

•

•

their fingers and asked for oral help from
the teacher only a few times while
performing self-assessment during the
applications with the word processing
program in the Information Technologies
and Software Course.
The teacher's inability to see the color cards
in the first application ended by placing the
cards in the upper corners of the screens
as in figure 2.
The teacher created a student schedule
based on the suggestions in the first action
plan, noted the colors of the traffic lights
used by the students for the portfolio and
created a record for the students.
When the teacher gave feedback, it
reached the students faster and the
completion time of the applications was
shortened. Thus, more learning has been
realized.
The teacher's tiredness during the lesson
period decreased and it was observed that
he was teaching more eagerly.

Negative
Application:
•

•

Experiences

During

The

It was still seen that some students who
have finished the application raise their
fingers or call the teacher to show the green
color. In the same way, it was seen that
some students who saw red color called the
teacher near themselves. This shows that
the application of the technique is not fully
established.
While the yellow color is a sign of slow
progress in the Traffic Lights Technique or
some problems, some students' failure to
fully understand this continued to see that
only the use of red or green color
continues.
Recommendations for the Third Action Plan;

•

In order to prevent some students from
verbally expressing themselves instead of
expressing themselves with color cards,
students who follow the rules of the
application can be rewarded.
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6.3. Third Action Plan and Its Implementation
Table 3. Third Action Plan
Actions
1. Reminding and re-introducing
the Traffic Lights Technique
to
increase
the
SelfAssessment Skills of the
students, expressing that the
students will be rewarded by
adding the traffic lights
technique to the prepared
users.
2. In the application process,
the students use the colored
lights of the Traffic Lights
technique to express their
progress and the teacher
gives
feedback
and
feedback, and the teacher
notes the progress of the
students.
3. Getting the opinions and
suggestions of the students
about the Traffic Lights
Technique.

Time
10 minute

60 minute

10 minute

Application stage:
1. Students were told to write Declaration
By Atatürk To The Turkish Youth in
accordance with the instructions given
with the word processing program.
2. The Traffic Lights Technique, which will
be used continuously during the lesson,
was reminded to the students. The
colors and explanations explaining the
technique were transferred to a corner
of the board visible to all students. It
was said that more care should be
taken in the application of the technique
and the colors of the students will be
noted by the teacher.
3. Students were asked to make
applications prepared in computer
environment by using demonstration
method.
4. The students were asked to perform
self-assessment by placing the card that
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expresses themselves most correctly
from the red, yellow and green cards
they put on top of each other while they
were practicing in the computer
environment.
5. The students were given feedback and
corrections were made according to the
card colors in the applications they
made in the computer environment.
6. Students' progress was monitored and
feedback and correction continued until
all students became green in each
application.
7. Students 'opinions were received about
the Traffic Lights Technique, which aims
to increase students' self-assessment
skills.

6.3.1. Teacher Diary
Positive Aspects of the Application:
•

•

•

With the application of the Traffic Lights
Technique, it was observed that the
students did not lift their fingers and did not
ask for oral help from the teacher while
performing self-assessment during the
applications with the word processing
program in the Information Technologies
and Software Course.
The students who asked for oral help that
the teacher experienced in the second
application no longer asked for oral help,
waited for the teacher to give feedback
according to the colors.
The teacher noted the students' colors on
the student follow-up chart prepared in line
with the suggestions created at the end of
the second action plan and made
evaluations.
Negative Experiences During Application:

•

It has been observed that after the
application of the traffic lights technique, no
students asked for oral help. When the
students who completed the application
used the green color, they did not go out of
the rule with the effect of the table and the
award.

7. Findings and Interpretation
At the end of the three action applications
carried out within the scope of this study, which
aims to improve students' self-evaluation and to
activate the lesson, with the traffic lights
technique, the students gave a positive opinion
about the traffic lights technique applied in the
course. Silent and shy students were able to
express themselves comfortably. In student
interviews, it was stated by the students that
the students who made a lot of noise were
prevented from effecting the teaching quality
negatively in the classroom with this technique.
In the first application, students underestimated
the power of colors. During the lesson, the
teacher frequently warned students to use
colors. The first application was very important
for understanding the technique. The teacher
had a hard time seeing the colors due to the
scattered seating arrangement of the class.
With the change made in the second
application, this problem was solved and the
colors of the students expressing themselves
were easily seen by the teacher and quick
feedback was given. At the end of the second
application, some of the students could not give
up voice expression. As a solution to this, this
problem was solved by giving awards to
students who applied the technique silently
according to the rule. In the third
implementation plan, a schedule was prepared
for the students to be used in their portfolios. It
was stated that the students were introduced to
the chart and their progress was recorded by
noting the colors they used. After this stage,
there was no problem in the application of the
technique to the students. The teacher
provided the silence during the lesson, and the
students were able to express themselves
easily and the teacher was able to save the
students’ progress with the Traffic Lightc
Technique providing the self-assesment abilty
to the students. All of the students were
satisfied with the technique as a result of the
interviews and expressed it clearly. Before the
application, interview questions were prepared
for the students. The interview questions with
the students were recorded by the researcher
in short sentences by making a focus group
interview. As a result of the focus group
interview, the answers given by the students
with the diaries kept by the teacher were
provided to be systematically conveyed in order
to ensure a healthy reliability. During the
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research, student interview forms were
analyzed with content analysis method and
compared with expert opinion. Afterwards, the
codings that the researcher and the expert
made independently were specified as
"consensus" and "difference of opinion". After
reaching a consensus on coding, reliability
between encoders, reliability formula of Miles
and Huberman (1994) was applied and intercode reliability was calculated as 100%. The
interviews made by the students as a result of
the first interview and study were compared
and these were included in the findings. Codes
and themes are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Codes and Themes

Determined
Codes

1.Questions
Codes

Easy,
Confortable,
Positive

2.Questions
Codes

3.Questions
Codes

Simple, Not
hard,

Quiet,
Noiseless,
Funny, The
Teacher
isn´t tired

Apply

Teach a
lesson

Theme

Self
Expression

Table 5. Codes and Themes

Themes

Vision
Union

Self
Expression

3

0

%100

Apply

3

0

%100

Teach a
lesson

3

0

%100

Visibility Average

Interpretation of teacher logs and interviews
according to sub-problems;
1. How did the traffic lights technique
affect students' self-assessment skills?
It has been observed that silent and shy
students can express themselves
comfortably. In this way, students with
low class participation were able to
express themselves in colors. When
students were shy and silent while
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expressing the status of the problems,
they encountered in their studies in
information technologies and software
lessons, they gained the gains
comfortably after the application of
traffic lights.
2. How did the traffic lights technique
affect classroom control and the
effective feedback of the teacher?
As a result of the application of the
traffic lights technique, silence was
provided in the classroom. The teacher
gave effective feedback behind avoiding
students' unnecessary speech. By
reaching more students in a short time,
students were enabled to learn
effectively. When the teacher gave
feedback to a student, the problem of
intervention of another student and
division of correction was eliminated
with the traffic lights technique.
3. What are the suggestions of the
students regarding the problems
encountered in the development of selfassessment skills?
During the meeting with students who
were silent and shy in the classroom,
they said that "it was more comfortable
than talking", "I can easily express"
were answered about the traffic lights
technique. Students had problems using
the yellow color, which means "I am
moving slowly" and "I have some
questions". This problem has been
eliminated by giving more information
about the use of this color.

8. Discussion Result and Suggestions
In this study, when the findings of this action
research, which was carried out to increase the
self-assessment skills of the students by using
the traffic lights tecnique in the information
technologies and software lesson, it was
ensured that the classroom environment was
quiet and the self-evaluation skills were
improved for the students in terms of teaching
lessons. Since the literature was examined, it
was seen that no studies had been carried out
in our country yet with the traffic lights
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technique.
In a study conducted by Nash et al. (2016)
in Australia, the use of a traffic lights technique
for Pharmacy undergraduate students to
evaluate their own performance has gave
positive results. Students should be supported
to create an environment where students can
express themselves comfortably [7].
There is a strong correlation between
learning cognitive knowledge and learning and
lifelong
learning.
Since
metacognitive
knowledge is defined as the questioning of the
individual's own learning, it can be said that
self-evaluation has an important role in the
development of this skill [16]. Self-assessment
is an important skill that contributes to
individuals
making
inferences
about
themselves [11]. Many researchers have
suggested that partner, portfolio, and peer
assessment are essentially contributing to the
development of learning and self-assessment
skills. In this regard, alternative assessment
techniques need to be viewed as part of the
learning process in order to achieve their goals.
In this process, teachers are expected to guide
their students to acquire skills in defining or
introducing assessment criteria, how to
evaluate and use the results. In order for the
practices to reach their goals, there is a need to
improve the knowledge, skills and interest
levels of the practitioners in alternative
evaluation methods.

important in this regard and should be flexible.
The use of yellow, which means "I am moving
slowly" and "I have some questions", can be
emphasized more than other colors, so
students can embrace it. The gains in which
red color is seen should be repeated and
reevaluated. By creating a chart with the list of
students, the colors they use can be saved and
used in student assessment.
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Abstract.. The presence of heavvy metal ionns in
wastewate
er treated by incorre
ect forms can
generate impacts fo
or the env
vironment and
human he
ealth, since these contaminants stay
accumulate
ed for years, th
hey are not
biodegrada
able, and can
c
be toxic
c or can ca
ause
damage to
o various organs of th
he human b
body
(such as lungs, kidn
neys and even
e
the brrain)
when consumed. Ad
dditionally, currently u
used
technologie
es for the removal of
o heavy m
metal
ions are difficult to im
mplement an
nd involve high
elop
costs. The
erefore, the
ere is a ne
eed to deve
new proce
esses that are more
e economiccally
viable, sim
mple, susta
ainable and
d easy to use.
12th grad
de Chemisttry studentts, working
g in
partnership
p with the Faculty of Science off the
University of Porto, used the Project-ba
ased
learning ((PBL) metthodology to develop
p a
project for the remova
al of heavy metal
m
ions ffrom
contaminated wate
ers, through magn
netic
separation. The project consists in synthesi zing
and characcterizing na
anoparticles
s composed
d by
iron oxidess (magnetitte) surrounded by porrous
silica in a ccore-shell configuration
c
n Fe3O4@S
SiO2.
By doing sso, it`s possible to com
mbine the high
adsorption ability off porous silica
s
with the
etite
magnetic separation
n from the
t
magne
nanoparticcles. The system allows, a
after
treatment, the efficient and simple remova
al of
the adsorb
bent from a large volum
me of wate
er by
applying an external magnetic
m
fie
eld.

Keywords.

Iron Oxides, Environme
ental
Remediatio
on,
M
Magnetic
Separattion,
Nanoparticcles, Project-Based Lea
arning.

1. Introdu
uction
The pre
esence of he
eavy metals
s in wastew
water
is a proble
em in the treatment of
o effluentss, as
these conttaminants, unlike orga
anic polluta
ants,
are not biodegra
adable, th
herefore tthey
accumulate
e in the en
nvironment for years and
affect public health an
nd the ecosy
ystem. [1]
One of the most common he
eavy metalls in
waters tha
at are not trreated prop
perly is cop
pper,

ential for liiving being
gs in smalll
which is esse
ses (daily dose of 2-3 mg - referrence value
e
dos
use
ed by th
he FDA (Food and
a
Drug
g
Adm
ministration)) [2]. H
However, at higherr
con
ncentrations
s, it can ccause poiso
oning, liverr
dam
mage, vomiting, abdom
minal pain,, dysenteryy
and
d nausea (c
children aree more sus
sceptible to
o
side
e effects) [3]. Acccording to CETESB
B
(En
nvironmenta
al Companyy of the State of São
o
Pau
ulo), this me
etal is evenn more harm
mful to fish,,
sinc
ce a concen
ntration of 00.5 mg / L is lethal forr
catffish, red fish
h, trout and carp [4-5].

Figure 1. Re
epresentatio
on of the na
anoscale

Among
A
the methods uused to rem
move heavyy
mettals in indus
strial effluennts, the main ones are
e
sep
paration
by
filttration
membrane
e
(ma
acromolecules fix metaal ions, increasing the
e
size
e of these macromoleecules and, therefore,,
they
y are retain
ned in the ffilter and th
he water iss
purified), bios
sorption (tthe heavy metal iss
con
ntained in a biomasss or biomo
olecule and
d
sep
parated from the aqqueous solution) and
d
che
emical prec
cipitation (thhe metals precipitate
e
acc
cording to th
he conditionns of the en
nvironment,,
suc
ch as pH). [6]. Howevver, these methods,
m
in
n
add
dition to nott being sim
mple and tak
king a long
g
time
e, are neith
her sustainaable nor ec
conomicallyy
viab
ble. Anothe
er method for remov
ving heavyy
mettals from efffluents is aadsorption, which is a
sim
mpler method and hhas a mo
ore flexible
e
ope
eration com
mpared to other meth
hods. [5-9]]
Ads
sorption ca
an be definned as a process in
n
which material (adsorbatte) travels from
f
a gass
or liquid pha
ase and forms a superficiall
mon
nomolecula
ar layer oon a solid or liquid
d
con
ndensed ph
hase (substtrate). This can occurr
bec
cause of physical
p
forrces or by
y chemicall
bon
nds. [7,9]. However, many of the known
n
ads
sorbents ha
ave limited adsorption
n capacity,,
are difficult to regeneratee (a term us
sed to referr
to the Desorpttion processs) and sepa
arate these
e
matterials from
m contaminnated wate
er and the
e
cos
sts involved
d are high. Therefore, the main
n
cha
allenge that researche rs face in this
t
area iss
the developme
ent of new adsorbents
s that have
e
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high adsorption capacity, rapid separation of a
large volume of the treated solution and
regeneration capacity and low production cost
[1,5].
Nanotechnology
is
the
study
and
manipulation of materials on the nanoscale, in
a range from 1 to 100 nm (Figure 1).
Currently, the synthesis of materials on a
nanometric scale has been developed due to
the
interest
in
different
technological
applications and in biomedicine. This
progressive
interest
observed
in
nanotechnology can be explained by the
relationship between the dimensions of
nanomaterials and the properties presented by
them, which can be adjusted by controlling the
size and morphology of the nanoparticles. For
these reasons, these materials have a high
potential for different applications, such as
catalytic processes, magnetic fluids, magnetic
inks, environmental decontamination, etc [5,8].

1.1. Objective
Nano4Green is a project that aims to
remove heavy metal ions from contaminated
water in an efficient and economically viable
way, through magnetic separation. For this,
magnetic nanoparticles composed of iron
oxides surrounded by mesoporous silica will be
used in a core-crown structure Fe3O4@SiO2.
Therefore, it is intended to combine the high
adsorption capacity of porous silica with the
magnetic separation of the magnetite
nanoparticles. [9] This system allows, after the
treatment, the efficient and simple removal of
the adsorbent from a high volume of water
through the application of an external magnetic
field.
Magnetite nanoparticles can be obtained
from iron sources, a low-cost material, and it is
possible to reuse them in consecutive water
treatment
cycles.
These
characteristics
combined with excellent adsorption and strong
magnetism make Fe3O4@SiO2 nanoparticles
a promising material to be used in water
remediation. In addition, the proposed method
for the synthesis of the adsorbents follows the
principles of Green Chemistry, avoiding the use
of highly toxic solvents [9-10].
In this perspective, it is intended with this
project to create a solution that incorporates
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these requirements, according to the following
objectives:




Reduce chemical pollution.
Reduce the number of cases of heavy
metal ion poisoning.
Use of an inexpensive and effective
process.

2. Materials and Methods
The work was accomplished in a laboratory
at the Faculty of Sciences of the University of
Porto (FCUP).

2.1. Preparation of magnetic nanoparticles of magnetite
We started by preparing 25,00 mL of an
aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid (HCl)
([HCL] = 0,5 mol / dm3) and 100,00 mL of an
aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
([NaOH] = 1,5 mol / dm3).
After preparing the solutions, we weigh
2,1624g of iron chloride(III) hexahydrate
(FeCl3.6H2O) and 1,1120g of iron sulfate (II)
heptahydrate (FeSO4.7H2O) and solubilize
each one in 5,00 mL of the aqueous solution
previously prepared HCl.
We mixed the iron salt solutions and added
to the aqueous solution of NaOH under
vigorous stirring at room temperature for 30
minutes.
After 30 minutes, we pour the resulting
solution into 3 Falcon tubes, we magnetically
separated the resulting black precipitate and
wash twice with 50,00 mL of deionized water.
Finally, we dispersed the precipitate in a
stabilizing medium (tetramethylammonium
hydroxide solution).

2.2. Characterization of iron particles
(Fe₃O₄)
We place 1,00 mL of the precipitate that we
disperse in a stabilizing medium in 3
eppendorfs. Then, we placed the eppendorfs in
a centrifuge and removed the solution that
surrounded the particles.
Afterwards, we wash the particles twice with
ultra-pure water, with the help of the ultrasound
machine. We placed 2 eppendorfs to dry in the
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desiccator for charracterization
n by infra
ared
spectrosco
opy and dissperse the content off an
eppendorf in ultra-pu
ure water to analysiss of
particle sizze and surfface charge
e, with the help
of a Capilla
ary zeta cell and a Zeta
asizer.
We add
ded KBr (p
potassium bromide)
b
to the
solution w
we had left in the des
siccator, w
which
was in a ssolid state, and mixed
d it in a mo
ortar
with the pe
estle until homogeneo
h
ous. Then, with
the help off the press, we preparred a pellet that
afterwardss we use to
o characterrize by infra
ared
spectrosco
opy.

2.3. Prepa
aration off Fe₃O₄@S
SiO₂ partic
cles
We start by placin
ng about 20,00mL
2
off the
particles ((precipitate that we disperse i n a
stabilizing medium) in
n a Falcon tu
ube.
We wa
ash with 20,00mL
2
off ethanol, and
separate, with the help of a magnet, the
particles ffrom the solution,
s
which
w
we tthen
remove with a pipette
e and then, we transfe
erred
the particle
es with 80
0,00mL of ethanol
e
(it was
divided intto 4 of 20,00mL) for a 3-tube fl ask.
We add 6,00mL of 25
5% ammoniia and, with
h the
help of a micropipettte, Tetraeth
hoxysilane and
leave the ssolution under vigorou
us stirring ffor 2
hours. The
en we transsferred abo
out 20,00m L of
the solutio
on to Falcon
n tubes and
d, with the help
of a magne
et, we sepa
arate the pa
articles from
m the
solution, w
which we th
hen remove
e with a pip
pette
and put it in a bottle (Decantatio
on). We putt the
Falcon tub
be with the particles
p
in the
t desicca
ator.

ound for 15
5
thatt we later placed on the ultraso
min
nutes.
Later,
L
with the help oof a microp
pipette, we
e
add
d Tetraetho
oxysilane to the flask and the
e
solu
ution is left under vigorrous stirring
g.
Then,
T
we transfer abbout 20,00mL of the
e
solu
ution to Falcon tubes aand, with th
he help of a
mag
gnet, sepa
arate the particles from the
e
solu
ution, which
h we then rremove witth a pipette
e
and
d place in a bottle. F
Finally, we place the
e
Falc
con tube in the desiccaator.

2.5
5. Characte
erization
nanoparrticles
thicknes
sses

of
with

Core-shell
C
l
differentt

We
W added KBr (potasssium brom
mide) to the
e
drie
ed powder and
a mixed it in a morttar with the
e
pes
stle until hom
mogeneouss.
Then,
T
with the help off the press, we form a
pelllet that we use to chharacterize by infrared
d
spe
ectroscopy.
We
W repeated the saame proces
ss for the
e
solu
ution that was in the Faalcon tube (2x).
(
Then
T
we pu
ut the solutioon (which we
w separate
e
from
m the partic
cles and rem
moved when
n preparing
g
Fe₃₃O₄@SiO₂ particles), with the help of a
syriinge, in a cell
c (previouusly rinsed with ultra-pure water) an
nd put it onn the Zetas
sizer, which
h
allo
owed us to measure tthe zeta po
otential and
d
partticle size by
y dynamic liight scatteriing.
We
W repeat the
t same p rocess for the
t solution
n
thatt we separa
ate from thee particles (2
2x).

2.6. Observa
ation of particles
s in the
e
Scannin
ng
Electtron
Miicroscope
e
(SEM)

Figure 2. Te
etraethoxysilane

2.4. Involve the parrticles in silica
s
twic
ce
We sta
arted by we
eighing the
e nanopartiicles
that were in the Falccon tube an
nd then we
e put
ethanol in the tube. After stirrin
ng, we tran
nsfer
the particle
es with ethanol to the
e 3 tubers fflask

We
W remove
e a little bbit from ea
ach particle
e
sam
mple (withou
ut, 1x and 22x of silica)), that were
e
in an
a eppendo
orf and in F
Falcon tube
es, and we
e
put each in an
n eppendorrf with etha
anol, which
h
was
s agitated on ultrasounnd.
We
W
clean and preepare the Aluminum
m
sup
pports, whic
ch will be uused in the
e Scanning
g
Electron Micro
oscope (SE
EM). To pre
epare them
m
we put a carb
bon tape oon each silicon wafer,,
whe
ere we put 1 drop of eaach solution
n.
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Finally, we obserrved the particles
p
in the
Scanning E
Electron Miccroscope.

cop
pper solution
n with the ppH previous
sly adjusted
d
in th
he bottles.

2.7. Prepa
aration off a copper solution

Finally,
F
we placed theem in a cen
ntrifuge and
d
then
n, with the help of a magnet, we
w separate
e
the particles frrom the soolution, whic
ch we then
n
rem
move with a pipette a nd put it in
n a Falcon
n
tube
e.

We sta
arted by preparing 100,00mL o
of a
1ppm Cu2+ solution
n. Then, we
w divided the
solution into 3 beake
ers, each with
w 20,00m L of
ed solution..
the prepare
We adju
usted the pH
p of the solution in e
each
beaker to 4, 7 and 10,
1 with the
e help of a pH
meter and HCl and NaOH
N
soluttions (both with
concentrattion of 0,1 mol
m / dm3)
In 6 bo
ottles, we put
p 3 with about
a
20mg
g of
particles Fe₃O₄@SiO₂ (1x) and the
t other 3 with
O₂ (2x), then we put
particles Fe₃O₄@SiO
w
previo
ously
10,00mL of the solutions with
adjusted pH.
es in agitattion for 2 ho
ours
We put the particle
e to
and then we place them in a centrifuge
ding
on surround
separate tthem from the solutio
them.

2.8. Atom
mic abso
orption
with flame

Figure
F
4. Zetasizer resullts (Fe3O4@SiO2 - 1x)

spectrosco
s
opy

We obsserved the behavior
b
of the particle
es in
the coppe
er solution, with the help of fla
ame
atomic abssorption spe
ectroscopy.

2.9. Prepa
aration of
o a copp
per solutiion,
with pH = 7
We starrted by prep
paring 100,0
00mL of a C
Cu2+
solution (1 ppm). Thro
ough a pH meter and HCl
and NaOH
H solutions (both with a concentra
ation
of 0,1 mol / dm3), we adjusted its
s pH to 7.

Figure
F
5. Zetasizer resullts (Fe3O4@SiO2 - 2x)

3. Results
R
an
nd Discusssion
3.1. Zetasizer
The
T
table 1 shows thee size of the particles,,
as well as the
e polydispeersity index
x (PdI) and
d
Zeta Potential.
The
T size off the particlees involved
d twice with
h
silic
ca, it’s almo
ost twice thhe size of th
he particless
invo
olved once with silicaa, as expec
cted, since
e
the particles were
w
involvved twice with silica,,
prov
viding particles with ddiameters larger than
n
thos
se coated only
o
one.

Fig
gure 3. Zetas
sizer results
s (Fe3O4)

The
T
PdI is the polydiispersity ind
dex, variess
from
m 0 to 1, and indicatees the homogeneity off
the particle dia
ameter- the smaller the
e value, the
e
morre uniform is the particcle diameterr.

In 2 botttles we pu
ut 19,5mg of
o Fe₃O₄@S
SiO₂
particles ((2x). With the help of
o a volume
etric
pipette and
d a pompe
et, we put 10,00mL
1
off the

For
F
our na
anoparticless that werre involved
d
onc
ce with silica, the PddI is relatively large,,
therrefore, the
ere are paarticles witth differentt
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diameters. But the PdI of the
e nanopartiicles
involved ttwice with silica is lower, so the
nanoparticcles have sim
milar diame
eters.
Zeta po
otential is a useful ind
dicator that can
be used to
o predict and
a
control the stabilitty of
solutions. The highe
er the zeta
a potential, the
more likelyy the suspen
nsion is stable.

sam
mple, whic
ch allows us to check itss
morrphology. SEM microoscopes are
a
usuallyy
cou
upled
witth
Energgy-Dispersiv
ve
X-rayy
spe
ectrometers that alloow to eva
aluate the
e
che
emical comp
position of ssamples.

Table 1
1. Comparis
son of Zetas
sizer results
(Fe3O4@SiO2 - 1x and 2x); d.nm – diameter va
alue
in nanome
eters; PdI – polydispers
sity index; Z
Zeta
Potentia
al - potential difference between th
he
sa
phase lim
mits between
n solids and
d liquids. It is
measure o
of the electrical charge of
o particles that
are suspe
ended in liqu
uid

3.2. Infrarred Spectroscopy
Infrared
d spectrosco
opy is a typ
pe of absorp
ption
spectrosco
opy, in whicch the abso
orbed energ
gy is
in the infrrared region of the electromagn
e
netic
spectrum.

Figure 6. Result of S canning Ele
ectron
Microscopee (SEM)

When
W
obse
erving the particles with X-rayy
elec
ctroscope, we noticedd that the
ey had the
e
follo
owing consttituents:
● Particle Fe₃O₄: Fe; O;
● Particle Fe₃O₄@SiO₂((1x): Fe; O; Si; C; Na;
● Particle Fe₃O₄@SiO₂((2x): Fe; O; Si; C; Na;
It was also
o possible to observ
ve them in
n
Figu
ures 7 and 8.

Graph 1
1. Results off Infrared Sp
pectroscopy
y

As can
n be seen in Graph 1, the Fe
e₃O₄
particles h
have a low
wer transm
mittance un
nlike
those that are involved with silica
a.
ore, we can
c
conclu
ude that the
Therefo
particles iinvolved with
w
silica have a la
arger
thickness compared to the Fe
e₃O₄ particcles,
which was expected.

3.3. Scan
nning
(SEM)

E
Electron

Figure 7. Result
R
of SEM
M -Fe₃O₄@S
SiO₂(1x)

Microsco
ope

The Sca
anning Elecctron Micros
scope, SEM
M, is
an electron microsco
ope capable
e of produ cing
high-resolu
ution images of the surface o
of a
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3.4
4 Atomic absorptio
on
with flam
me

spectros-copy
y

The
T calibrattion line is nnecessary to
t establish
h
the relationsh
hip betweeen the me
easurementt
(absorbance) and
a the Cuu concentration. It wass
perfformed by measuringg the abso
orbance off
stan
ndard cop
pper soluti ons with a known
n
con
ncentration
In order to
o observe how the adsorptive
e
cap
pacity of the
e prepared materials behave
b
in a
cop
pper solution, we use the atomic absorption
n
spe
ectroscopy with flamee which, th
hrough the
e
Abs
sorbance Graphic
G
(Sttandard) (G
Graphic 2),,
the amount of Cu that rem
mained in solution wass
dete
ermined and through tthe difference with the
e
initial concenttration of tthe Cu so
olution, the
e
rem
moval percentage was ccalculated.

Grraph 2. Percentage Partticle Remov
val Graphic

Figure 8. Result off SEM -Fe₃O
O₄@SiO₂(2x))

From
F
the visualizatioon of the percentage
e
partticle remo
oval graphhic, we notice
n
thatt
partticles involv
ved only onnce with silica show a
greater remova
al at pH 7 (neutral) with
w 86%, att
pH 4 (acid) an
a 81% re moval and at pH 10
0
(alk
kaline) 83% removal.
The
e particles in
nvolved twicce with silic
ca show the
e
sam
me percenttage of rem
moval for the acidic,,
neu
utral and alk
kaline soluti ons, 97%.

Grraph 2. Abso
orbance (Sta
andard)
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Therefore,
T
we can conclude from thiss
procedure thatt the particl es involved
d twice with
h
ca (Fe₃O₄@
@SiO₂ (2x)) show a better removall
silic
than
n the particles innvolved only
o
once
e
(Fe₃O₄@SiO₂ (1x)) and thhat at neutrral pH there
e
which was
s expected
d
is a better removal, w
cause therre is a greater amount
a
off
bec
mes
soporous material
m
an d therefore
e allows to
o
acc
commodate a greater aamount of Cu
C ions.
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Maker Education: DuinoGraph
Platform applied to a Track with
Sensors in the Mousetrap Car
Project

perform movements in the form of geometric
figures, expanding the educational possibilities
in the classroom, dialoguing significantly with
those demanded by a technological and
connected society.
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Federal University of Rio de Janeiro,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
2
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To advance towards a meaningful
education, the 21st century educator needs to
go through a process of transformation of
mindset, leaving the role of knowledge holder
to become curator of educational resources
and manager of the teaching-learning process.

Abstract. This work presents a case study,
involving a maker education project, with a
group of 24 high school students. The project
involved the implementation of a track with
sensors in the construction of cars powered by
mousetrap. The STEM approach sought to
verify the potential for using the project in exact
science activities. With the study it was
observed that the proposal created student
engagement, and that, during its realization,
concepts of mathematics and physics were
explored, through activities that evaluated the
design of the built car, the creativity in
proposing the artifact and the feasibility of the
proposal.

Keywords. Maker Education, Active Learning,
STEM.

1. Introduction
The performance of experiments in basic
education allows students to experience in
practice subjects covered in the classroom,
stimulating interest and engagement in the
studied subjects [1].
Although traditionally the Natural Sciences
deal with problems that involve practical
activities, disciplines such as Languages,
Geography and Mathematics have found space
to appropriate "hands-on" activities through
teaching-learning strategies involving the use of
educational technologies.
Actions involving programming, physical
computing and robotics allow educators to
develop storytelling practices through visual
block
programming
platforms,
create
experiences involving earthquakes, with
sensors connected to low-cost electronic
prototyping platforms, or create robots that
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Active learning, in which the student is coauthor of his academic process, presents very
relevant results. Activities carried out in
laboratories and collaborative spaces develop
in the student the investigative and creative
attitude [2].
With the creation of spaces for digital
manufacturing and rapid prototyping, where
tools and supplies are available, and the use of
equipment such as laser cutter, 3D printer,
CNC milling machine and plotter, combined
with
electronic
components,
scientific
experiments are now created and adapted by
the students and educators themselves,
significantly
expanding
the
learning
possibilities.
The Maker Movement has played an
important role in this regard, by valuing
autonomy in learning and the creativity of the
student. Performing practical tasks gives
greater importance to the activity developed,
and performing the task of creating your own
learning object generates a bond with the built
product, as well as preparing the young person
for an autonomous attitude, facing a future in
which the means of production and
employment relationships will be constantly
changing [3].
Thus, when the activities carried out in the
classroom are in the predominantly expository
format, learning is meaningless and becomes a
mechanical process. This reality has caused
discomfort in the student-educator relationship,
discouragement on the part of students, and is
therefore one of the challenges for schools in
this century.
This picture is particularly reflected in the
learning of Science and Mathematics concepts
in several countries in Latin America and,
especially in Brazil, which occupies the 68th
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position in the Mathematics exam in the PISA
assessment test. [4].

and association with the reality of the learning
subject.

This scenario points to the need to develop
pedagogical strategies of an exploratory nature
involving
the
New
Information
and
Communication Technologies (NTICs), which
can be easily implemented in the classroom,
and which are of low cost, in order to reach
educational institutions from all social classes.

This situation is also a consequence of a
reality of higher education in Brazil. During
academic training, teachers in the disciplines
that make up the areas of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences do not have the opportunity to
perform hands-on activities, and the lack of this
practice reflects on their student action in the
classroom. In addition to the difficulties
generated in the initial education of the
educator, the lack of support in processes to
improve educational practices prevents this
situation from being reversed. To improve this
situation, proposals and incentives for a
continuing education contributed to a better
development of the classes and activities
proposed.

Thus, this article seeks to contribute to the
aforementioned debate, presenting a work in
progress - a mousetrap project associated with
the DuinoGraph Platform - with the aim of
exploring, from practical activities, concepts
involving “hands-on” education in activities of
exact sciences.
In section 2 we present the theoretical
foundation of the work developed. Section 3
explores some ideas regarding maker
education. In section 4 we present the
materials and methods used in the experiment.
In section 5 we present the activities carried out
with students. In turn, section 6 deals with the
conclusions and section 7 presents the
references.

2. Theoretical foundation
In this section we will present the main
challenges in the teaching-learning process of
exact sciences, discuss the STEM approach
and the potential of physical computing for
meaningful education.

2.1. The challenges of the exact science
teaching-learning process
Relating the learning of Mathematics topics
to concepts in the disciplines of Natural
Sciences is a challenge that many educators
have faced and been frustrated by not being
successful in its execution. Although one area
of knowledge is a tool and example for the
other and their school curriculum are directly
related, this conversation has not happened.
Due to the lack of integration of the
curriculum structure and of a traditional and
non-reflective banking education [5], learning
exact sciences has caused disinterest in part of
the students, because historically it was
associated with the capacity for abstraction,
because of the lack of practices, experiments

Consequently, the learning of exact science
topics by high school students is marked by
difficulties such as the lack of experiments
carried out by the students, the high cost of
experimental materials for use in practical
classes and the low interest in learning the
content by young people [6], since students
need to abstract the use of formulas and learn
a difficult vocabulary without correlation with
reality [7].

2.2. STEM
Approach:
Disruptive
approach in the teaching-learning
process of exact sciences
In education, disruptive actions initially
generate mistrust and uncertainty, both on the
part of parents and students, and on the part of
educators.
Leaving the comfort zone, from an
apparently consolidated educational format, to
a liberating and flexible approach, in which the
educator is no longer the center of attention in
the classroom and the exclusive holder of
academic knowledge, causes discomfort in the
actors of the established system and apparent
risks the balance of roles that traditionally must
be respected.
In an innovative educational approach, the
teacher only needs a control zone, which is
nothing more than playing the role of manager
of the educational environment, such as
supporting students, guiding and being cocurator in research actions, leaving the role of
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center of attention to a collaborative attitude in
the classroom.

possibilities of proposing problems closer to the
real world [9].

Within this framework, and as mentioned in
the previous item, the teaching of exact
sciences has been a matter of concern for both
educators and school managers, due to the
lack of interest of many students in this area of
knowledge. On the other hand, with the
advancement of technologies, professionals
with skills in these areas of knowledge will be
increasingly needed.

In fact, by associating bits and atoms,
physical computing makes it possible for data
collected in the environment to interact through
sensors that capture digital and analog inputs.
The collected entries are transformed into data
that make it possible to create graphics through
which analyzes can be performed.

An example of government action to
improve this situation has emerged in the
United States. In order to improve the learning
of exact sciences, in November 2009, former
President Barack Obama presented the
Educate to Innovate initiative as a collaborative
effort between the federal government, the
private sector and the nonprofit and research
communities, thus recognizing STEM education
as an approach that brings greater relevance to
the teaching of Science and Mathematics
concepts.
STEM education is considered a new
paradigm in the teaching of Science and
Mathematics, and this model emerges as a
response to the conservative and fragmented
educational model. This approach provides the
student with a role in his learning and helps to
develop important skills for the 21st century
professional. This professional will find a job
market that will demand a new set of cognitive
skills and abilities, previously accessible only to
specialists, promoting the democratization of
various tasks [8]. This new educational
possibility contributes to an active and
meaningful learning.
Within this teaching-learning approach,
physical computing is a valuable instrument for
prototyping and experimentation, contributing to
give reality to the projects developed by
students and educators.

2.3. Physical computing in the STEM
approach
Currently, we live between the physical
environment and cyberspace. If we consider
this reality of our daily lives, hands-on
educational activities, involving bits and atoms,
become increasingly relevant. Interacting with
these spaces in an integrated way, expands the
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Pimentel et al. (2015) present an
Educational Mechatronics activity to enhance
the teaching of Physics and Mathematics,
through an activity involving Physical
Computing, using the Arduino electronic
prototyping platform, in addition to some
sensors and actuators. The authors proposed
the Problem Based Learning methodology to
guide the project called Automated Parking,
through which students were challenged to
build a prototype whose programming of
sensors and actuators are part of a
construction that reflects a real-world situation.
The students' engagement when faced with a
replicable problem in reality gave significance
to the project and, in the evaluation of the
activity, it was found the learning of
Mathematics concepts, as a consequence of
the study carried out by the students during the
construction of the model, in addition to
concepts of electronics and programming,
which were part of the scope of the proposed
problem [10]..
It is important to note that, when it comes to
physical computing, Educational Robotics (RE)
has been a valuable resource for accessing
prototyping.
Martins (2006) [11] defines robotics as the
science of systems that interact with the real
world, with or without human intervention. In
the school ontext, the environment in which the
teacher performs with the student activities of
assembly,
automation
and
control
of
mechanical devices, through a computer, is
called Educational Robotics [12]. ER has been
a potential instrument to motivate and involve
students in the study of Mathematics and
Science concepts, enabling a multidisciplinary
experience and creating new forms of
interaction with the environment.
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3. Maker education: expanding access
to experimentation

brings benefits that point towards a modern,
disruptive and innovative education.

In schools, Digital Fabrication Laboratories
are spaces dedicated to hands-on activities,
which provide students and educators with
equipment such as 3D Printers, Laser Cutters,
CNC Milling Machines, Plotters, and rapid
prototyping tools, allowing the development of
individual or collective projects. Students can
collaborate with each other and share their
creations, providing a meaningful learning
environment.

4. Methods and Materials

This space enhances and dynamizes the
production of learning objects, allowing projects
that are closer to reality to be prototyped in a
space of time that suits the reality of school
routine and curricular structure.
An active and meaningful teaching-learning
methodology, attentive to what Paulo Freire
expresses as breaking with “limit situations”, in
his work Pedagogia do Oprimido [4]. Both
educators and students leave an uncritical and
merely repetitive position in the teachinglearning process and envision overcoming an
apparently solidified reality, breaking with the
brakes of a traditional and non-reflective
classroom.
In this way, the student becomes a coauthor of his academic itinerary and is directly
involved in his learning process. The teacher
assumes the role of advisor and manager of
the classroom environment, allowing the
student to experience routines closer to the
reality for which the school proposes to prepare
them. Thus, the Maker movement allows the
elaboration of knowledge structures, defined by
Papert (1986) [13] as Constructionism, an
approach according to which the student builds
his own knowledge through the use of
technological resources. He points out that,
when the student puts his “hands on” through
doing and producing something of interest and
for which he is motivated, there is the
consequent affective involvement with the
developed project, contributing to a meaningful
learning.
Therefore, education needs a set of models
and actions that demonstrate the impact of
Papert's ideas of execution in schools and
show that the implementation of this approach

This project aimed to understand how
students would behave in a kinematics study
activity, through the modeling of Mousetrap
Cars moving on a track with Sensors. The
students' actions were evaluated according to
three pillars: creativity in the creation, design
and viability of the artifact. In this sense, this
work sought to understand how the
DuinoGraph Platform associated with the Track
with sensors, applied to the Mousetrap Car
project, enhances the students' interest in
Exact Sciences activities, through activities
carried out in the Maker Space of a secondary
school.

4.1. Methodology
As a methodology to support the approach
that this work presents, we opted for a case
study with a qualitative approach, through
“hands-on” workshops. The evaluation of the
activity was carried out according to the
following pillars: creativity in creation, prototype
design and feasibility, according to the
questions in Table 1.
Table 1. Skills and objectives framework
Skills
Creativity
Design

Viability

Goals
Did the project implement different
elements?
Are the relationships between
wheel sizes and main stem
consistent? Were the calculations
performed correctly? Was the
proposed model properly executed
in the CAD software?
Is the proposed prototype feasible?
Was the car able to travel the track
with sensors effectively?

Although the approach adopted was
qualitative, each of these evaluated criteria
considered intrinsic mathematical and physical
concepts in each one. The learning considered
in the project addresses the integration of
knowledge and brings the development of an
academic project closer to reality.

4.2. Mousetrap car
The construction of a car powered by a
mousetrap (Figure 1) is a challenge that
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provokes sstudents to
o prototype a vehicle that
uses only the energyy that can be stored in a
mousetrap
p for its displacemen
nt. The pro
oject
allows th
he develop
pment of concepts of
mathematics, physicss and design
n.

Basic
B
education schhools also
o use the
e
mou
usetrap car for schoool activities
s, including
g
com
mpetitions to
o check thee best perfforming carr
[17]].
In one of these actioons with high
h
schooll
stud
dents, it wa
as possible to measurre the car'ss
perfformance using sennsors, suc
ch as the
e
phy
ysics experiment air rails, and for thiss
purpose, the DuinoGraph
D
h project applied to the
e
Track with Sensors was prototyped, which willl
be presented
p
in the next ssection.
For
F
its pro
oper functiooning, the prototypess
crea
ated would
d need to have the
e elementss
sho
own in Figurre 2.

4.3. DuinoGrraph appllied to the Track
k
with sen
nsors: the learning object.
o
Figure 1. Car po
owered by mousetrap
m

For
F the dev
velopment oof an experimentation
n
clas
ss with ca
ars powereed by mousetrap, a
sen
nsor track coupled to the DuinoGraph
D
h
Plattform was developed.
d

4.3.1. DuinoG
Graph
DuinoGraph
D
h [18] is a project that wass
crea
ated to be easily repplicated. It consists off
low
w-cost elec
ctronic coomponents, allowing
g
acc
cessibility for
f
educattional institutions off
diffe
erent social conditions .
The
T
creators of the P
Platform de
eveloped a
sim
mple system
m, easy to replicate, and
a
people
e
with
hout knowle
edge of elecctronics cou
uld properlyy
con
nnect the wires
w
and componentts. For the
e
crea
ation of the
e DuinoGra ph, 9 8x8 LED Matrixx
mod
dules, a 16
6x2 LCD, aan Arduino Nano and
d
som
me wires we
ere used (Fiigure 3).

Elements of the mousettrap car: 1. R
Rod
Figure 2. E
(whose sizze is defined
d by the stud
dent); 2. Strring,
to conne
ect the rod to
t the rear wheel
w
axle; 3
3.
Keel, so that it could move
m
around
d the Track and
the se
ensors could identify its passage

Mousetrap cars have been used in hig
gher
education institutionss to introduce math and
physics co
oncepts to engineering
e
g students. The
mousetrap
p transformss elastic po
otential ene
ergy
into kineticc energy, setting
s
the car in mo
otion
[16].
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For
F the crea
ation of coddes for use in differentt
app
plications, the
t
Platforrm has a library off
routtines, which
h promotess an interfac
ce between
n
DuinoGraph components
c
s and the
e user. In
n
add
dition, users
s can also make chan
nges to the
e
cod
de to create new possibilities for the
e
DuinoGraph.
The
T
authors developeed five pos
ssibilities off
them
mes that can be explored with the
e
graphics
of
ma
env
vironment:
athematicall
func
ctions, drawing annd animation, Logo
o
lang
guage (sim
mplified or w
working with angles),,
2D cellular automata
a
aand manip
pulation off
vec
ctors and ma
atrices.
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ural values
s, which aree represen
nted on the
e
natu
LED
DS screen.

Figure 3. Scheme forr building th
he DuinoGra
aph
[18]

For the developme
ent of the DuinoGraph
D
h for
the work m
mentioned in this artic
cle, an Ard uino
Mega wass used beccause GPIO
OS ports w
were
needed fo
or the senssors of the created T rack
(the Track will be presented
d in the next
section). In
n addition, a box was built
b
so thatt the
LED arrayss and the LCD
L
were siide by side,, the
Arduino M
Mega was visible
v
through an accrylic
display. In this box, the wires that came ffrom
the senso
ors impleme
ented in th
he Track w
were
organized (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Ph
hysical repreesentation of
o the 1st
quadrant of
o a Cartesiaan plane of natural
coordin
nates

4.3.2. Track with
w senso
ors
The
T
track was desiggned with ultrasonicc
sen
nsors attac
ched to itts base (Figure
(
6),,
con
nnected to the
t DuinoG
Graph Platfo
orm. In thiss
worrk, the LED Matrix screeen aims to graphicallyy
present the re
elationship bbetween distance and
d
e through ordered pairs
rs.
time

Figure 4. DuinoGraph
D
box

s developed
d to
For thiss reason, a code was
collect datta from the sensors and creatte a
graphic of discrete values.

Figure 6. Highlight: sen
nsor that sttarts the
stopwaatch

proposal, th
he LED scrreen deals with
In this p
the first qu
uadrant of a Cartesian plane whe
ere 0
<x <23 and
d 0 <y <23,, with x and
d y belongin
ng to
the set off natural nu
umbers (N)) (figure 5)). At
each passs through the
t
sensors, the Ard uino
code perfo
orms an app
proximation
n calculation
n for

This
T
track aims
a
to be an artifact to supportt
learrning, as a meanss of evalu
uating the
e
prottotyping of cars powerred by mous
setrap. The
e
prottotyping of a cart that takes off on this trackk
allo
ows the dev
velopment oof learning that
t
rangess
from
m the design of the arttifact to the analysis off
its performanc
p
e.
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5
Althoug
gh the proje
ect refers to
t a traditio
onal
physics exxperiment, the air track
k, it is imporrtant
to note tha
at, for both
h students and
a
educattors,
the difference of this track for a traditiona
al air
track is tthat the air
a track is
s designed
d to
disregard the frictiona
al forces, causing
c
a b
body
to move o
ates
over a laye
er of air, wh
hich elimina
direct conttact betwee
en the rail surface
s
and
d the
body surfface. Alrea
ady on th
he track with
sensors, the car moves
m
and the fricction
generated by the con
ntact of the wheel with
h the
track is nott taken into account.

the car to rea
ach each oof them. Th
he sensorss
iden
ntify the mo
oment wheen the car passed the
e
poin
nt where it is fixed.
It has a lon
ngitudinal oppening (Fig
gure 7) thatt
con
ntemplates its entire leength, wherre the keel,,
a mandatory
m
element
e
in tthe construc
ction of the
e
car, passes and allows tthe registra
ation of the
e
asonic sens
sor.
ultra

5. Student
S
ac
ctivities
The
T
implementation of the DuinoGraph
D
h
Plattform applie
ed to the T
Track with Sensors
S
forr
the Mousetrap Car Projecct was carried out with
h
a class
c
of 24
2 high scchool stude
ents, in a
tran
nsdisciplinary class held at the
t
Digitall
Man
nufacturing Laboratoryy.
The
T
challenge was launched (Figure 8))
during an activ
vity that prooposed the prototyping
g
of the
t
vehicle whose onlyy source of energy to
o
mov
ve, was a mousetrap.
m
During
D
the prototypinng phase of the carr
pow
wered by the mouseetrap, stud
dents were
e
prov
voked to re
eflect on thee following elements
e
off
the artifact, wh
hich could im
mpact perfo
ormance on
n
the track:
he diameterr of the car w
wheel;
● Th
● Mousetrap size (spring ssize);
● Wheel
W
casing
g (traction);
● Weight;
W
● Ro
od size.

Figurre 7. Track (longitudina
(
al section)

The con
nstruction of
o learning objects fossters
an investtigative an
nd researc
ch attitude
e in
students, arousing curiosity and
a
promo
oting
earning. Im
mplicit learrning can be
implicit le
defined ass "[...] learrning that occurs larrgely
independe
ent of consciousness, both in the
and conten
process an
nd in the acquisition
a
nt of
the knowle
edge thus acquired"
a
[1
19]. During the
modeling of the mousetrap car,
c
skills are
activated, promoting the acquisition of new
knowledge
e.
The track was pro
oduced on the
t laser cu
utter
boratory, an
nd is
at the Digiital Manufacturing Lab
360 cm lon
ng, has 1 ultrasonic
u
se
ensor to sta
art a
timer prog
grammed in
n the Arduiino IDE an
nd 8
other sensors of th
he same model
m
insta
alled
every 30 ccm to record
d the time that
t
it takess for
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Fig
gure 8. Presentation of tthe proposa
al to create
a ca
ar powered by mousetrrap - motivational class

The
T
students were orgganized in teams of 4
com
mponents, each
e
groupp received a wooden-bas
sed mouse
etrap and was ins
structed to
o
dev
velop origin
nal car ddesigns. The activityy
invo
olved everything from
m drafting on paperr
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through modeling in CAD
C
softwa
are, CNC la
aser
cutting and
d assembly..

-

Does th
he behaviorr of the points on the
e
DuinoGraph reflectt the data in
n the table?
Does the size of thhe wheel influence the
e
performance of thee car?
If the rod on whichh the rope is
s wound on
n
the rearr axle is of a different size, whatt
happens
s with thee performan
nce of the
e
car?

Figure 9. Students working on prototyping tthe
car powere
ed by mouse
etrap

The perrformance of
o the cars was measu
ured
on the DuinoGraph Platform applied
a
to the
Track with
h Sensors, and it wa
as possible
e to
observe the graph
hic generated by the
displaceme
ent of the ca
ar (Figure 10).
1
Cars bu
uilt properlyy showed an
a accelera
ated
behavior a
and this datta was represented byy the
points gen
nerated in the Cartesia
an plane off the
LED scree
ens.

Fig
gure 11. Tea
ams conduccting investigations on
the traack

Figure 1
10. Graphic generated from
f
the datta
collected by the sens
sors

5.1. Evaluation of activity performed
p
by
stude
ents
For the assessment of learning through
h the
project carrried out, we
e listed crite
eria that sou
ught
ents
to identifyy the skillss developed by stude
during the
e execution
n of the project.
p
Am
mong
them, crea
ativity, desig
gn and feasibility.
The ability to work in a team (Figure
(
11) was
ents
also developed durin
ng the actio
on, as stude
were instru
ucted to org
ganize them
mselves so that
each of th
he group's components had a w
welldefined fun
nction.
During the experience, the
t
media
ating
teacher prrovoked the
e students involved in the
project with
h the follow
wing questions:
-

Which car perfo
ormed bette
er?

Figure 12. Feedback given to stu
udents

The
T
teams gave nam
mes to their creationss
and
d, as a res
sult of an activity tha
at involved
d
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Wendy & Ngo, P. & Quintero, C. The
Invention Studio: A University Maker
Space and Culture. Advances in
Engineering Education, 2014.

performance, in the end, the students proposed
a race with their respective cars in order to
choose the one that achieved the best result.
At the end of the activities, each team of
students received feedback regarding their
prototype. Figure 12 shows the results of the
Projects of two teams

[4]

PISA - Programme for International
Student Assessment. Results in Focus,
2015.
https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisa-2015results-in-focus.pdf

[5]

P. Freire. Pedagogia do oprimido. 17ª Ed.
Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1987.

[6]

H.B. Napolitano. Alternativa para o ensino
de cinemática. At: Revista da Faculdade
de educação – UFG, 2001.

[7]

H.R.
Silva.
Projeto NASA
show:
introdução em cinemática - O estudo do
movimento com lançamento de projéteis.
Experiências em Ensino de Ciências, 12,
7, 2017.

[8]

P. Blikstein. Digital Fabrication and
“Making”
in
Education:
The
Democratization of Invention. FabLabs: Of
Machines, Makers and Inventors, 2013.

[9]

H. Ishii and B. Ullmer. Tangible Bits:
Towards Seamless Interfaces between
People, Bits and Atoms. Proceedings of
Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems (CHI '97), 1997.

6. Conclusions
This article presents the implementation of
the DuinoGraph Platform, a project developed
for teaching Mathematics, Science and Arts, in
an activity involving the prototyping of Cars
Powered by Mousetrap.
This
implementation
involved
the
construction of a track with sensors, connected
to the Platform, so that performance graphics of
the Cars were presented and the students
could evaluate the performance of the
prototypes created.
The use of the Track expanded the
possibilities for evaluating the prototypes
created by the students, allowing the groups to
have an imaginary experience in relation to the
performance of the created car.
In addition, creativity, the creation of an
appropriate design and the feasibility of the
project could be evaluated, and presented to
students as feedback for their achievements.
The project shows the potential to be
applied in other contexts of STEM activities,
inserted in program content of basic education.
For future work, the objective is to develop
activities of a quantitative character, with the
objective of measuring student learning in
mathematics and physics activities, within the
context of the study of functions.
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The Progression of Children in
Learning about ‘Nature’, Our
Living World



observations identification of organisms,
naming, personal names, everyday
names and scientific perhaps, locations,
criterial attributes;

SD Tunnicliffe
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s.tunnicliffe@ucl.ac.uk



systems interrelationships horizontally
and vertically;



time dimension, evolution, life cycles,
change in form and function. Which for
the early years is a very difficult idea.
Furthermore children become aware of
the living world, where different things
particularly animals and plants are
found [5].

Abstract. Play in the earliest years is studied
in teacher training for practitioners particularly
who seek to work with this age of children, birth
to formal school. However, such studies tend to
focus on development of literacy and numeracy
and socialisation. science is not a particular
focus other than when it appears in play, such
as water play, painting, mud kitchens.[1].
Numeracy is featured, but not particularly in
relation to play. yet through play the emergent
learner acquires both knowledge and skills that
from a basis for later development into formal
STEM. Whilst different genre of play has been
recognised [2-3], there is little written about the
development of science from play, Although, as
Tunnicliffe and Gkouskou [2] showed, it is
inherent in much of play in nursery and outside.
However, play is to a case of one size fits all.
Skills, competency and concepts development
are progressive.

Keywords. Biology, Drawings, Children’s
Understanding, Research Methods.
Children begin learning biology through
experiences from the moment of birth. The first
animal about which they learn through
observation and experience and provides them
with a template with which they interpret other
living things as they become aware of them of
is themselves. Children begin learning biology
through experiences from the moment of birth.
The first animal about which they learn through
observation and experience and provides them
with a template with which they interpret other
living things as they become aware of them of
is themselves. Consequently, the needs,
actions and feelings of other living organism
are deduced it in an entirely anthropomorphic
way. Whilst they learn something through play
particularly in physical science [2,4], much of
their beginning biological literacy, like that of
other sciences, is learnt through direct
observation
and
personal
experiences.
However, learning biology has challenges.
There are three interrelated dimensions:
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Children begin life with biological needs
which are met by usually the mother. Babies
begin to recognise sensations of functions and
experience their external body anatomy and its
properties. They develop rapidly and acquire
independent movement.
Asking children to are themselves and other
people, thus producing an expressed mental
Model [6], they produce more realistic drawings
of both external and internal anatomy. Using
drawings and subsequent interviews with the
child and their drawing yields most information
and the use of such data can show the
development of that child’s understanding.
Such research has also shown that despite
what formal school curricula imply, with certain
topics being taught at certain sages and
stages, that is not how children actually learn
[2,7].
One of the earliest activities carers introduce
to babies is the naming of external parts of their
bodies. These activities are often associated
with various rhymes, through which they also
learn the rhythm of their first language. Babies
learn as they encounter various external parts
of their own bodies, and those of others,
particularly their mother.
Children hear references to parts of the
body, internal and external. For instance,
people say ‘stomach’ or ‘tummy’, and rub over
its internal location or touch the child’s head
and say ‘use your brain’. They can point to an
external part if asked, even before they can
speak. We observed that when asked to put a
small card featuring an external body part, for
example, a nose, a foot, the head, an ear, on a
cut-out of a child’s shape, very young two-year-
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old childre
en took gre
eat delight in placing the
ody.
card on th
he actual named
n
parrt of the bo
Older child
dren in thiss pre-schoo
ol group pla
aced
the cards on the pictture. After we
w noticed this
progressio
on, we mad
de a sticky
y note with the
name of th
he part writtten on it and gave it to a
child when
n we had shown the
em the piccture
card. The sticky note
es proved an interacctive,
fun and efffective way of teaching
g early learn
ners
to recognise and name body parts. Yo
oung
children to
ook great de
elight in wallking around
d as
a ‘sticky-no
ote’ person..

Figure 1 Tadpole Man - one of many simila
ar
drawing
g created by
y Luc. All we
ere identica
al

Children
n also hearr references
s to some p
parts
of the bodyy through daily
d
life ins
structions. T
They
begin to a
associate requests
r
su
uch as ‘ple
ease
wash yourr hands’ with
w
that bo
ody part be
efore
they can sspeak. One
e of my gra
andsons, w
when
he was 4 yyears old, ke
ept drawing
g himself.
Children
n also hearr references
s to some p
parts
of the bodyy through daily
d
life ins
structions. T
They
begin to a
associate requests
r
su
uch as ‘ple
ease
wash yourr hands’ with
w
that bo
ody part be
efore
they can sspeak. One
e of my gra
andsons, w
when
he was 4 years old
d, kept drawing him self.
(Figure 1)). I have many copies of th
hese
drawings, all similar. He could not
n explain the
M’ which he drew. This drawing
g is
symbol ‘M
typical of young children, the ‘Tadpole
‘
m
man’.
We have ffound simila
ar drawings
s in many p
parts
of the wo
orld irrespective of language and

ntially, theyy start with marks on
n
cultture. essen
pap
per, or elsew
where, suchh as walls. They enjoyy
mak
king marks
s and conttrolling the crayon orr
wha
atever imple
ement they pick up. De
evelopmentt
thro
ough these stages haas been de
escribed byy
variious researrchers [7]. When children begin
n
form
mal schoo
ol, they already understand
d
som
mething of animal foorms. Their drawingss
abs
stract out the basic sshapes of componentt
partts. For exa
ample, draw
wings of ‘ta
adpole man
n
(Fig
gure 1) dra
awn by a 44-year-old boy has a
circ
cle for a he
ead, a verttical rectangle for the
e
tors
so and two pairs of sticck rearranging the two
o
pairrs of arms and legs. [[3]. Watchin
ng thinking,,
liste
ening to their narrattive will yield
y
more..
Insiights into a child’s undderstanding. There are
e
pub
blished acco
ounts of ch ildren’s und
derstanding
g
of vertebrates
s, themselvves, birds, fish, and
d
inve
ertebrates, namely cra
rabs, earthw
worms and
d
sna
ails, derived
d from anaalysis of drawings [3]..
Children will draw a baasic, but scientifically
s
y
inac
ccurate, ‘b
butterfly shhape. If as
sked or a
sterreotyped ca
aterpillar w
with many legs. When
n
ask
ked to draw
w a plant thhey invariably draw a
sim
mple Compositae flowerr, and a lollipop shape
e
if asked to draw a tree. Tree
es in the
e
und
derstanding of young cchild at lea
ast, ‘are nott
plan
nts’.
Biological
B
literacy thuss develops from these
e
earliest years, as childrenn are biological beings;;
they
y acquire an undersstanding off basic life
e
func
ctions from first-hand experience as well ass
a ru
udimentary understannding of the
e biologicall
form
m and function of organisms
s in theirr
rela
ationship with the envirronment [9]]. However,,
eve
en in the firs
st quarter oof the 21st century,
c
the
e
situ
uation has not improvedd since Tun
nnicliffe and
d
Reiss [10] stated that, ‘…
…. to date, insufficientt
worrk has been
n carried outt on how ch
hildren view
w
livin
ng organism
ms in the eenvironmen
nt’. Korfiatiss
and
d Tunnicliffe
e [3] recordds that a tw
wo-year-old
d
boy
y had five words
w
for aanimals in his
h first fiftyy
worrds and ob
bserves thaat observin
ng animalss
feed
ding, as well as whaat they do and where
e
they
y live, is a frequent ppastime of very
v
young
g
children and this
t
biologyy becomes
s part of a
child’s conceptual framew
work from the
t
earliestt
yea
ars. The earrly years of recognising
g biology alll
around and its
s interactionn with the environmentt
and
d adaptions
s to habittat is reco
ognised ass
ess
sential foun
ndation expperiences. Tunnicliffe
e
and
d Uckert [11] maintain ssuch is the critical age
e
for children’s biological learning A study in
n
Eng
gland of pre-school
p
children's taxonomicc
kno
owledge, Allen
A
[12] ffound that they held
d
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simple but fundamental ideas, but hey may
build on such with careful teachers, but such
naïve ideas do persist without competent,
accurate biological education. Allen also
concluded that children learn about animals in
a variety of places, formal and informal. School
is but one source of a child’ biological
education.
We little understand how children perceive
plants, yet they are a key part of the
environment. Plants are key members of the
environment, yet plant blindness is a
recognised phenomenon, Plants are frequently
neglected in formal study, yet without plants
there would be no animals. Because plants are
an integral part of our world. open ground, the
soil, is covered by them and kept in place
Plants and are used by a group of animals, all
eaters and plant eater, including humans.
Some animals e.g. birds, beavers, and humans
use them in constructions. and as a supply for
humans of fuel. However, some, humans also
regard them as aesthetically pleasing and
cultivated them for pleasure. Children, and
adults, usually notice plants as a background to
other objects of interest such as moving
animals. If children see specimens of plants as
part of the scenery of their everyday lives they
may exhibit ‘plant blindness’ [13]. However,
plants are usually the background for more
interesting living things – animals. The
recognition of plants and animals, their
habitats, adaptations and interactions are vital
in maintaining a sustainable world [10].
Children learn about living organisms
gradually. There is a distinct progression in an
emergent
learner's
noticing,
observing,
interpreting in constructing their knowledge of
the living world as well as input s from peers,
adults and other media which they receive. All
such
inputs
are
accommodated
and
constructed into their model of their living, and
non-living, world.
A tentative attempt to document this is
shown in Table 1. It is very rudimentary and the
beginning of a study. There is distinct
progression in the development of observations
and understanding of their biological world and
the associated pertinent influences, physical
and planetary such as weather. These data are
progressions based on observations
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Table 1. Progression animal and plant
understanding: a draft

Animals
1 Move, different
ways. Fly, swim,
walk, crawl and
independently
2 Have different
shapes, coverings,
appendages,
disruptors to outline
3 Have basic shapefront end back end,
sensory organs

Observation
Toys move
through child’s will

Learn can not
grab at fur but
need to stroke in
one direction
See basic shapes
e.g. stick animals,
round bodies no
segments- e.g.
butterflies’
drawings
4 Animals have same Think all animals
meet life needs in
basic needs
same wat,
themselvesanthropomorphic
anthropomorphisms
S
interpretation until
learn different
T
kinds solve same
need in particular
A
and different way
Live on land, or in
5 Different animals
G
live in different
sky, in water,
places (habitats)
under the soil
land, water, land/
E
air
Gradual
6 Shapes, colour,
metamorphosis
habits
etc may change as - stages in
complete
animal grow –
metamorphosis
metamorphosis,
seem to be two
aging
distinct animals
e.g.
caterpillar/butterfly
Name all similar
7 Start recognising
by name
and naming
learnt of first
e.g. Animals, but
animal e.g. dog,
our dog, Birds but
first flying object if
seagull, butterfly
it is a plane is
but ‘bugs’.
used for all until
the other objects
in air- learn birds,
( except butterflies
etc)
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Plants
1 Flowers recognise

and call plants
unless know name
e.g. rose

2 Plants have basic
shape

3 Flowers and other

S
T

organisms outside
e.g. trees have
green parts
4 Some plants have
flowers. Flowers
ae coloured, have
parts which can be
pulled off.
5 Plants have parts
under ground

A
G
E

6 Plants don't

always look the
same during a
year or over some
years
There are not
always have
flowers, flowers
die, above ground
parts of some
plants die back, or
leaves in some
trees
Change through
the year. Seasons.
7 Seeds are parts of
plants and grow
into new ones
made by parent
plant

Observation
Anything else has
an everyday
category nametree weed, bush,
vegetable
Lollipop tress
daisy-like flowers
drawn
Flowering plants

Bees and other
animals visit plants
Plants need water
or they wilt
Different kinds of
roots e.g. tap,
adventitious,
spread
The idea of Life
cycles and growth
similar to animal
metamorphosis
TIME

Root grows first
downwards need
water to absorb
look different then
will grow

Whilst our living world is dependent on the
earth. Without earth science there would be no
biology, no living things as we know them, no
us. The recognition of the role of earth science
in creating the biological world is neglected, like
plants, there is an acute ‘earth science
blindness ’ [3] and the realisation and
recognition of features that have formed our
environment is part of learning biology. The
seasons or monsoons affect the living world but
are created by the planet, as are the types of
soils. Children learn to recognise different types

of landscapes and the plants and animals that
occur there. They learn that snow on the
ground indicates a certain type of climate and
when it is permanent, certain kind of animals
adapt to that environment, they observe, for
example, the colour of a mammals’ fur. When
they see pictures or reconstructed scenes (as
in dioramas), with sand and particular
vegetation, such as cacti, they recognise desert
and water features such as ponds and lakes
and determine the types of things that live in
those habitats. We find that this learning can
occur though media representations, in
particular, the books they read as well as
through museum visits and observations in
actual locations.
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Abstract. We developed a project for high
school and college students pertaining the
concepts and procedures involved in plant
micropropagation
and
plant
genetic
transformation
using
the
model
plant
Marchantia polymorpha. Genetic engineering,
the process of manipulating the DNA of an
organism often including DNA from a foreign
organism, relies on complex molecular
techniques. Students conduct hands-on
experiments involving establishing plant tissue
cultures in aseptic conditions and DNA-based
technologies including Agrobacteria-mediated
transformation of plants, and observation of
fluorescent
recombinant
proteins
by
fluorescence microscopy. The impact of these
technologies is discussed enabling students to
address these controversial issues and justify
their decisions on scientific-based balanced
appraisals.

Keywords. Agrobacteria-mediated transformation, Marchantia Polymorpha, Micropropagation, Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP).
1. Introduction
1.1. Biotechnology Education
Biotechnology has an increasing social
impact in daily lives requiring citizens to be able
to understand its main concepts and make
informed decisions regarding its applications.
However, an extended survey on Portuguese
high-school students ‘perceptions about
biotechnology showed that the students
displayed misconceptions about fundamental
concepts and principles [1].
The field of biotechnology relies on complex
molecular techniques, such as genetic
engineering, as a process of manipulating the
DNA of an organism often including DNA from
a foreign organism. The subject of genetically
modified organisms, or GMOs, has sparked
public
controversy
but
most
current

misconceptions derive from nonscientific
acquired from sources other than scientific
education.
Science
teaching,
namely
in
the
biotechnology field, must include innovative
teaching strategies and the discussion of social
and
environmental
consequences
of
biotechnology applications. Students should be
engaged in hands-on-laboratory classes and
involved in investigations over long periods of
time in the context of inquiry.
We developed a project for 16 years over
students (high school and college levels) aimed
at conveying the principles involved in plant
genetic transformation. Combine cutting-edge
science with simpler activities the students
conduct hands-on experiments involving plant
tissue culture, plant genetic engineering via
Agrobacterium tumefaciens bacteria and
observation
of
expressed
fluorescent
recombinant proteins in plant cells at the
fluorescence microscope. Additionally, students
learn how to aseptically cultivate bacteria and
obtain axenic culture of plant tissues.

1.2. Agrobacterium tumefasciens as
“Nature’s own genetic engineer”
Agrobacterium tumefasciens is a bacterium
that occurs naturally in the soil and is able to
transfer a region of its own DNA into the plant
cells causing rapid cell division and the
formation of tumors. This led to the
denomination of Agrobacterium as “Nature’s
own genetic engineer”. In plant genetic
engineering A. tumefasciens is used as vector
to transfer genes of interest into plant cells. The
process of transformation involves engineering,
the bacteria Ti plasmid (Ti for Tumor –
induction) inserting a genetic construct
containing the gene of interest coding for the
protein to be expressed [2].

1.3. Marchantia polymorpha
emerging plant model

as

an

Until recently, research in the laboratory
using transgenic plants relied mainly in the
model plants Arabidopsis thaliana and
Nicotiana tabaccum, both flowering plants. With
the increasing number of sequenced plant
genomes, other species are being used for
transformation, including other emerging model
plants such as Physcomitrella patens and
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5
Marchantia
a polymorp
pha, both bryophytes,
b
, an
early grou
up of land
d plants [3
3]. Marcha
antia
polymorph
ha is a widely distribute
ed liverwort that
grows in somewhat shaded moist
m
soils and
rock surfacces, often in
n greenhous
ses.
The liffe cycle involves an
a
alterna
ation
between th
he a domin
nant gameto
ophytic hap
ploid
fase and a short lived diplo
oid sporoph
hytic
phase, Fig
g. 1. The mature pllant body, the
gametophyyte, is a simple tha
alloid struccture
consisting of many differentiatted cell ty pes.
Plants can
n be asexu
ually propa
agated thro
ough
gemmae that are produced from si ngle
epidermal thallus cells
c
and cluster in side
gemma cu
ups. The species is dip
ploid, produ cing
male and female ga
ametophyte
es. The se xual
reproductio
on involvess the development of sex
organs, arrchegonia and
a
antherridia in sta lked
structures developed
d at the surface
s
of the
thallus. Fe
ertilization iss strictly dependent on
n the
presence of a water film throu
ugh which the
male gametes reach the oosph
here inside the
female se
ex organ, the archegonium. The
fertilized o
oosphere de
evelops into
o a short l ived
sporophyte
e consisting
g of little els
se other tha
an a
sporangium
m. Inside the sporang
gium the sp
pore
mother ccells unde
ergo meiosis produ cing
haploid sspores, wh
hich, upon
n germina
ation
produce ne
ew thaloid gametophyt
g
tes.

Figure 1
1. Marchanttia polymorp
pha life cyclle: 1
– female ga
ametophyte
e; 2- male ga
ametophyte;; 3 –
gemma c
cup producing haploid gemmae; 4 –
archego
oniophore; 5 -.antheridiophore; 6 –
archego
onium; 7 – antheridium; 8 – fertilize
ed
archego
onium; 9 – diploid sporo
ophyte with a
sporangiu
um; 10 – spo
ore

Reproductive grow
wth can be induced un
nder
laboratory conditions.. A change in light qu
uality
induces sexual reprroduction, and
a
male and
female plants differentiate sexual organs [4]].
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M.
M polymorp
rpha is proggressively becoming
b
a
mod
del system for plant tra
ransformatio
on because
e
of itts haploid vegetative
v
ggrowth, small genome
e
size
e (approx. 280 Mb) and no evidence off
anc
cient genom
me duplicattions [5]. In addition,,
the short life
e cycle, tthe ease of clonall
propagation by
b means of the multicellular
m
r
gem
mmae, the ease of ccrossing and the high
h
freq
quency of genetic transsformation allowing
a
forr
a ra
apid verifica
ation of the question under study,,
are further adv
vantages too use this sp
pecies as a
system for plant transfoormation [6
6]. The M.
poly
ymorpha th
hallus can be mainttained and
d
propagated as
sexually byy transferrin
ng excised
d
thalllus fragmen
nts or gemm
mae into liq
quid or solid
d
syn
nthetic gro
owth meddia withou
ut vitamin
n
sup
pplements or the a pplication of growth
h
regulators. Ma
aterial from
m axenic cu
ultures can
n
then
n be propag
gated usingg the same proceduress
which allows the mainntenance of geneticc
hom
mogenous individuals and lines
s at lowerr
cos
sts that that for flowerinng plants [7]].

1.4
4. Molecula
ar tools a nd Agrob
bacterium-mediated transforrmation
Molecular
M
tools
bbecome
increasinglyy
ava
ailable, nam
mely fluoreescent pro
oteins and
d
sele
ectable marrkers [4]. Avvailability of molecularr
tech
hniques,
includinng
tran
nsformation
n
tech
hnologies are
a availablle for M. polymorpha,
p
,
mak
king this model plant suitable forr
moleculaar,
evo
olutionary,
cellu
ular
and
d
dev
velopmentall studies [4,,7].
prottocols
Simple
S
and
a
effic ient
off
Agrrobacterium
m-mediated transforma
ation have
e
bee
en establis
shed allow
wing introd
duction off
reporter
con
nstructs
aand
overrexpressing
g
nsgenic haaploid lines can be
e
protteins. Tran
produced in four
f
to six weeks [7]. Common
n
bina
ary vectorrs developped for other
o
plantt
systems, can be used for M. polymorpha
p
a
tran
Widesppread
nsformation.
Ca
aMV
35S
S
con
nstitutive prromoter hass been shown to be
e
cap
pable of driving stronng express
sion in M.
poly
ymorpha and variouss marker genes have
e
bee
en used for
f
selectioon with hygromycin,
h
,
gen
ntamicin, ch
hlorsulfuronn and G418
8 [7]. With
h
Agrrobacterium
m - med iated tran
nsformation
n
prottocols, it takes
t
2–3 weeks to
o obtain a
tran
nsgenic plan
nt on the firrst selection
n plate, and
d
add
ditionally 2–
–3 weeks to establish is
sogenic G1
line
es [7].
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In thiss work, students will cullture
Agrobacterrium clones kept in the labora
atory
harboring constructss coding for
f
fluoresccent
protein GF
FP (green fluorescent
f
protein) fu
used
with differrent intrace
ellular targe
eting doma
ains,
specific for intracellular comparttments such
h as
Endoplasm
mic Reticulum (ER). We used
d a
use
common cconstruct (Fig. 2) with widespread
w
This
as endoplasmic reticculum (ER)) marker. T
yields gre
een fluore
escence protein
p
(G
GFP)
localized iin the ER. The GFP
P variant ussed,
mGFP5-ER
R, is suitab
ble for exprression in p
plant
gnal
cells. The
e addition of a N-terminal sig
peptide (S
SP, Fig. 2)
2 induces
s transloca
ation
across the
e ER memb
brane and a C-termina
al Cterminal fusion of the amino acids HDEL ressults
in retentio
on of GFP within the lumen of the
endoplasm
mic reticulum
m. The coding seque
ence
of the ER-llocalized GFP variant (mGFP5-ER
(
R) is
cloned in
n a binarry transforrmation ve
ector
pVKH18 behind an
n enhance
ed cauliflo
ower
mosaic viru
us (CaMV) 35S promo
oter to gene
erate
pVKH-GFP
P-HDEL available
a
from Oxxford
University [8].

gem
mmae werre delivereed over a drop off
sterrilized wate
er previousl y placed on
o the solid
d
med
dium surface and sprread evenly over the
e
platte. M. poly
ymorpha geemmae cultures were
e
µmol/m²².s underr
illum
minated with
w
110
con
ntinuous wh
hite light (O
OSRAM L 36W/77 e
in a culture room
OSRAM L 36W/840),
3
m
maiintained at around 222 ° and app
proximatelyy
60%
% humidity.

2.2. Tranform
mation off gemma
ae by G-AgarTra
ap techniq
que
Like
e the ge
eneral Aggrobacterium
m-mediated
d
tran
nsformation procedure , AgarTrap consists off
thre
ee steps: (1) pre-cultuure of M. polymorpha
p
a
tissue, (2) co-culture
c
of the tiissue with
h
Agrrobacterium
m containingg recombina
ant T-DNA,,
and
d (3) selection of transsgenic cells
s. A unique
e
featture of AgarTrap is thaat none of these
t
stepss
requires liquid
d medium culture; rather the
e
app
propriate so
olutions aree simply po
oured onto
o
the solid mediium in a si ngle Petri dish
d
[9,11]..
Aga
arTrap involve three m
major steps: (1) plating
g
of M. poly
ymorpha ttissue, (2) pouring
g
tran
nsformation buffer, andd (3) pourin
ng selection
n
bufffer. A flowc
chart of thee AgarTrap procedure
e
and
d post-opera
ations is shoown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2
2. Construct coding forr fluorescen
nt
ng
protein G
GFP fused with
w
intracelllular targetin
domains, specific forr targeting and retention
n in
the Endo
oplasmic Re
eticulum (ER
R). SP,Signa
al
peptide for targeting to the ER; GFP, Gree
en
Fluorescen
nt Protein; HDEL,
H
amino
oacidic mottif in
the C-terminal end
e for ER-rretention

2. Materia
als and Me
ethods
2.1. Axen
nic cultu
ures of Marchan
ntia
polym
ymorpha frrom gemm
mae
Marchantia
a polymorpha spe
ecimens w
were
collected in
n the University campu
us in Porto.
Gemma
ae were exttracted from
m gemma ccups
by adding
g a drop of sterilized hydro
ogen
peroxide solution 3%
3
(v/v) to allow the
emergence
e of the ge
emmae from the cup [9].
Gemmae were then
n collected with a s mall
sterilized b
brush into a 1 % (v
v/v) solution
n of
sodium hyypochlorite, shaken for
f
1 min and
further rinssed twice in sterile de
eionized wa
ater.
The gemm
mae culturess were esta
ablished in h
halfstrength G
Gamborg’s B5
B (1/2 B5) basal med ium,
supplemen
without
vitamin
nts
(Duch
hefa
Biochemie
w/v)
e), 0.5 % (w/v) MES
S, 1 % (w
sucrose, 1
1.3 % (w/v)) agar, pH 5.7 in 90--mm
disposable
e sterile Petri dishe
es [10]. The

Figure 3. Flow chart of thee Agar Trap method for
M.. polymorph
ha gemmae transformattion. I- Pre
culture of gemmae in ½ strength B5
5 medium
witth 1% sucrose and Agro
obacterium cultures in
LB medium; II – Co-cultu
ure of M. po
olymorpha
an
nd Agrobacterium in ½ strength B5
5 medium
with
h 1% sucros
se in darkneess; III - Was
shing of the
e
gem
mmalings an
nd selection
n of transgenic cells on
m (Adapted from [9])
th
he same cullture medium
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culture
of
gem
mmae
2.1. Pre-c
Agro
obacterium
m culture

a
and

M. polyymorpha ge
emmae we
ere precultu
ured
for three days in ½ strength B5 Gambo
org’s
growth me
edium with 1% sucro
ose (see 1 for
Agrobacterrium
details and
d growing conditions).
c
tumefacien
ns strain GV
V3101::pMP90 with G
GFPHDEL marrker was gro
own in LB growth
g
med
dium
supplemen
nted with gentamicin
g
(20 mg/L) and
kanamicin (50 mg/L
L), overnig
ght at 28 °C
shaking.

2.2. Infiltrration
of
Agro
obacterium
m

gem
mmae

w
with

The infiltration step
p consists in the uptakke of
the Agrob
DEL
bacterium carrying th
he GFP-HD
This
marker the
e by the M.
M polymorrpha cells T
uptake is ffacilitated by
b an infiltra
ation bufferr (10
mM de Mg
gCl2, 10 mM
M de MES-NaOH, pH 5,7;
was
culture
10x)
The
Agroba
acterium
centrifugatted at maxim
mum speed
d for 3 minu
utes.
The supern
natant was discarded and 1mL off the
infiltration buffer wa
as added,, followed by
another ce
entrifugation
n step durin
ng 1 minute
e, as
a wash ste
ep. After ad
dding acetosyringone ((150
µM) to the
e infiltration buffer, 1 mL
m of this bu
uffer
was added
d to the ba
acterial sed
diment and the
bacteria re
e-suspended. Optimal optical den
nsity
(λ= 600 nm
m) for the in
nfiltration mix was adjussted
to 0.5-1. In
nto the gemmae plates was pipette
ed 1
ates
mL of th
he infiltratio
on mix an
nd the pla
subjected to vacuum for 1 minu
ute, to imprrove
infiltration success. The
T
excess
s of infiltra
ation
mix was piipetted out from the plates and th
hese
were left tto grow in darkness, at 22°C, fo
or 3
days.

he same co
onditions ass above. Ge
emmae with
h
in th
visible growth of helathy ggreen tissue
e were then
n
isolated in plates contaaining ½ strength B5
5
Gam
mborg’s grrowth meddium withou
ut sucrose
e
(see
e 1 for details
d
and growing conditions))
sup
pplemented with just hyygromicin (1
10 µg/mL).

3. Results
R
3.1. Established axen
nic culturres of M..
polymorrpha from gemmae
Gemmae
G
were
w
extractted from ge
emma cupss
(Fig
g. 4), steriliz
zed and sow
wn in ½ stre
ength B5
with
h 1% sucros
se. After 2-33 days it is visible thatt
the gemmae start
s
to reggenerate tha
allus tissue
e
by activating cell
c divisionn at the no
otches (Fig..
5A arrows), and,
a
after 2 weeks, the initiall
gem
mmae had grown intto fully differentiated
d
thallloid gamettophytes (F
Fig. 5B). These
T
new
w
gem
mmae or thallus can be used for furtherr
propagation, allowing
a
thee production
n of geneticc
hom
mogeneous clones.

2.3. Selec
ction and isolation
n of trans
sformed gemmae
The pla
ates were first wash
hed twice with
sterile deio
onized wate
er, followed by the add ition
of 1 mL off selection buffer (10 mM MgCl2
2, 10
mM MES--NaOH, pH
H 5,6, supp
plemented with
hygromicin
n (10 µg/m
mL) and cefotaxime
e (1
mg/mL). The gemmae
e were grow
wn in the sa
ame
conditions described in 1, for tw
wo weeks. A
After
this period
d the gem
mmae were
e transfered
d to
plates with
h ½ streng
gth B5 Gam
mborg’s gro
owth
medium w
without sucro
ose (see 1 for details and
growing cconditions) and supp
plemented with
hygromicin
n (10 µg/m
mL) and cefotaxime
e (1
mg/mL), an
nd left to grrow for another two we
eeks
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Figure
F
4. Dettail of the su
urface of the
e thalloid
gam
metophyte showing
s
gem
mma cup wiith gemmae

3.2. Transforrmation o
of M. po
olymorpha
a
gemmae
e by the A
Agar Trap method
m
Precultured
P
gemmaee (Fig. 4) were
e
tran
nsformed pouring an A
Agrobacteriium culture
e
con
ntaining GF
FP_HDEL m
marker and
d infiltration
n
solu
ution into th
he growing pplate and in
ncubated in
n
darkness for tw
wo days.
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tissue as the antibiotics
a
inn the selection solution
n
kille
ed all non- transformed
t
d cells, leav
ving a smalll
unn
noticeable percentage
p
of cells aliive. After 2
wee
eks the tran
nsformed ceells started to produce
e
green photosy
ynthetic tisssues (Fig. 6B). Fullyy
dev
veloped gametophyte thalli were
e obtained
d
two
o weeks after
a
selecttion and is
solation off
pos
sitive clones
s (Fig. 6C).
of transfoormed M.p
Fragments
F
polymorpha
a
thalllus were observed
o
uunder a flu
uorescence
e
mic
croscope to visually connfirm the incorporation
n
of the
t
GFP-HD
DEL markeer into the cells
c
during
g
the transforma
ation processs. Even though these
e
pho
otosynthetic
c tissues haave a high degree off
auto
o fluoresce
ence, in Figg. 7 it is possible to
o
obs
serve GFP fluoresscence within
w
the
e
end
doplasmic reticulum. The flu
uorescence
e
marrking of GF
FP appearss as a netw
work acrosss
som
me points of at cell surface wh
hich is the
e
cha
aracteristic location of the endoplasmicc
retic
culum within the cell.

Figure 5
5. A: gemma
ae growth affter 3 days i n
culture (arrrows: growtth points at the notches
s); B
– regen
nerated thallloid gameto
ophytes with
h
gemma
ae cups afte
er two week
ks in culture

Figure 6
6. Different aspects of the
t gemmae
e
during
g the transfo
ormation prrocess: A –
precultu
ured gemma
ae; B – Gemm
mae after th
he
selection step showing large parts of necro
otic
tissue and
d growth of the transforrmed cells; C –
Fully dev
veloped gam
metophytes 2 weeks aftter
is
solation of th
he positive clones
c

After a
adding the selection solution and
resuming growth un
nder stand
dard light and
temperaturre conditio
ons the tis
ssues suffe
ered
several a
alterations, from the initial grreen
healthy ge
emmae (Fig
g. 6A) to mostly
m
nec rotic

Fig
gure 7. Tran
nsformed M..polymorpha gemmae
tissue obs
served undeer the fluores
scence
microscope. Note
N
the chaaracteristic marking of
the endopla
asmic reticu
ulum as the network
ma
arking of GF
FP (arrow)

4. Discussio
D
n
In this work
k, we propoose a multidisciplinaryy
long
g hands-on,project fo
for studentts of high
h
sch
hool and co
ollege levelss aimed att conveying
g
the
princip
ples
invvolved
in
plantt
cropropagation and geenetic transformation,,
mic
as well
w an app
proach to pplant cell strructure and
d
cell biology. Students will be in
nvolved in
n
bac
cterial cell cultures,
c
plaant culture techniquess
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in aseptic conditions, genetic manipulation,
recombinant protein expression, fluorescent
protein reporters, and fluorescence microscopy.
This laboratory activity will introduce students
to a broad array of concepts and applications.

therapeutic compounds, and basic cell and
molecular biology research. Ethical issues of
the impact of these technologies can be further
discussed, namely the possible social and
environmental consequences.

Plant tissue culture represents a most
promising
area
and
ranges
from
micropropagation of economical important
species like ornamental and forest trees,
production
of
pharmaceuticals,
and
improvement of nutritional value of crop plants.
In vitro cell and tissue culture methodology is
also a mean of germplasm conservation to
ensure the survival of endangered plant
species. The concept of cloning organisms is
particular evident with the applied technique of
micropropagation in which isogenic lines of
genetically identical cells are obtained and
cloned plants produced that are genetically
homogeneous individuals, identical to the
original genotype [12].

5. References

All biotechnological approaches like genetic
engineering, depend on an efficient invitro plant regeneration system. Genetic
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using green fluorescent protein (GFP) fused
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easy, direct means of observing the result of
the transformation process and but also to
discuss plant cell structure and determinants of
intracellular protein trafficking.
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transgene insertion in plant genome by PCR
using available primers to GFP. This extension
can be used to introduce GMO (Genetic
Modified Organisms) and simple molecular
techniques available for GMO detection.
Encompassing the laboratory process,
students are invited to list and discuss the pros
and cons of these technologies as several uses
of transgenic plants have great impact, namely
the production of beneficial proteins in
agriculture,
the
production
of
plant
manufactured
pharmaceuticals
used
as
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Biodiversity Impact: Can Students
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Abstract. It’s necessary the improvement of
quality and efectiveness in school science
education promoting a growing level of
scientific literacy. Currently in essencial
learnings of natural sciences, beyond sgnificant
construction of knowledge, it is also important
the development of cognitive processes and
attitudes related with science applied in
technologie, society and environment that can
bring sustainable development to our societies.
Thus, learning based on problem solving is
recommended from a Inquired Based Science
Education perspective, where the development
of reasoning and the development of
investigative capacities are essential. Students,
faced with a real and current problem, develop
their ability to question in order to learn new
knowledge [1].
Faced with the exponential growth of the
world´s population, natural resources have
been exploited without any measure or control,
causing disruption and incalculable damages.
We can highlight pollution in most variated
ecosystems, including the soil, which is a
primordial ecosystem to defend and preserve,
as targeted in the 15th goal of the 2030 Agenda.
In order to counter such dangers, it is urgent
to raise awareness among generations,
particularly the younger ones. It becomes
essencial for students to be educated as
conscious citizens, active and commited to
solve real problems, based on problem based
learning in a social constructivist perspective of
knowledge in an autonomous way.
Thus, a Research Project was developed in
the context of initiation to Professional Practice
of the Master's degree in Biology and Geology
Teaching in the third cycle of primary and
secondary education, during 2018/19, in order
to evaluate the student learning about the
impact of soil pollution on biodiversity. This
theme is part of the Natural Sciences
curriculum of the 8th year of schooling, so the
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project sought to evaluate the contribution of
this methodology, in the cognitive and
attitudinal domains of students (n=28) of the 8th
year of the discipline of natural sciences.
Students in group work, proceeded to the
investigation of materials provided by the
teacher. Conclusions obtained in all working
groups were subsequently discussed allowing
the sharing of the learning achieved, reflecting
a little of the scientific process. Finally, each of
the groups drew up a poster containing their
conclusions, and the information contained in
them was then gathered in a single global
poster.
In this investigation, the mixture of methods
(QUAN-QUAL) was used [2]. Within the scope
of the quantitative method, a pre-experimental
study was carried out that focused on the
application of cognitive tests at different times:
the first of diagnosis and the second of the
reassessment. The qualitative evaluation
resulted from the content analysis of individual
and group observation grids.
This study provides good indicators of the
efectiveness of the Problem Based Learning
methodology (PBL) and its efficiency in the
cognitive and attitudinal development of the
students regarding the theme investigated,
because the results obtained in the cognitive
tests were higher in the 2nd evaluation test
(90,71%), in comparison with 1st (40,42%). To
obtain more robust data the Wilcoxon test was
performed, obtaining statistically significant
differences, demonstrating that the educational
methodology had a positive cognitive impact.
Regarding attitudinal evaluation, using a scale
with 3 performance levels, the result obtained
was very close to the maximum, overall,
develloping
skills
as
interaction
and
cooperation among students, promoting
motivation for discussion and debate, from a
social constructivist perspective.
In summary it can be concluded that in
addition to the construction of knowledge by the
students it was achieved also the development
of other essential skills, so important to
citizen´s behaviour troughout life.

Keywords. Biodiversity, Inquired
Science Education, Pollution, Soils.

Based
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1. Introduction
As teachers, we daily confront with students
who have different needs and problems, which
request different methodologies that can help
each of them to improve their skills in order to
better live in our society. So, knowledge
acquisition is not enough, other skills need to
be enhanced with the help of investigation
practicing
and
social
constructivism
relationships.
In this work, sustainable development is a
central and extremely important challenge
which is approached as an important goal for
any actual citizen. Sustainability education "will
provide everyone with an informative and
knowledgeable source, which will allow him to
develop and exercise full active citizenship in a
context of participatory democracy" [3].
The project the students participated seeks
to evaluate the contribution of using the PBL
methodology
in
the
cognitive
and
attitudinal/relational domains of students in the
perception of the impact of soil pollution on
biodiversity as a demonstration of sustainability
concerns. The relevance of this theme was
highlighted with the preparation of the 2030
Agenda by several world leaders. This theme is
referenced by different authors, of which Sachs
(2015) points out that the purpose of this 2030
Agenda: "guide humanity to security and
prosperity". This Agenda integrates 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) [4].
This work is related with the 15th goal of the
2030 Agenda: protect terrestrial life.
Ecosystems are an important link for the
development of life, being understood as "a set
of living organisms that occupy a given area,
also
described
as
communities
that
continuously interact with each other and with
the physical environment (abiotic factors), the
biosphere being the largest ecosystem" [5].
The
problems
associated
with
the
contamination of ecosystems are an example
of a constant sub-issue of current curricula that,
having an abstract nature, can be perceived by
students in a more concrete way, if they contact
with a current and real problem, with relevance
to them, increasing the effectiveness of the
teaching-learning process.
The changes that cause pollution in the soil

ecosystem are the target of this study as well
as the impact in biodiversity and may be due to
natural causes such as volcanoes, earthquakes
and fires, which are responsible for the release
of some natural polluting elements, such as
heavy metals, matter in particles and toxic
gases [6], which infiltrate the soils. There are
also anthropic causes for these changes which,
in a synthetic way, include, from pollution with
contaminants (solid or liquid waste) abandoned
in the soil in an unethical manner, intensive
agriculture and forestry using fertilisers and
pesticides, resulting in consequences for
biodiversity [7], where the richness of annelid
and oribatid mites species are negatively
affected by intensity in agriculture [8];
deforestation, and burning, leading to the loss
of a large amount of forest keeping soils
permanently under great pressure, with the
consequent loss of biodiversity; uncontrolled
mining exceeding, in many cases, the toxic limit
of various metals [9], during mining, not always
with due care in the treatment of waste and
combiners resulting from such exploitation; the
expansion of urban areas with soil
waterproofing and, preventing them from
performing their productive function for
agriculture; wars with the consequent
radioactive
contamination
of
soils,
contamination that originates from various
diseases; fires, caused by human action. All
these factors have implications for trophic
chains such as habitat destruction and
biodiversity reduction.
We can list several mitigation measures,
from reducing the main causes of pollution
listed to the construction of landfills and
recycling, promoting the policy of 3 R'S:
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle [10].
At the moment there is a biodiversity crisis
[11], motivated mainly by climate change and
habitat destruction, combined with the lack of
interest in taxonomy [12], leading Biology to a
new challenge: humanity is helplessly
witnessing the extinction of thousands of
species, many of which will never be known
due to the lack of specialists for its
identification.
Although unknown, the number of species
will be around 10 to 100 million. The IUCN
(International Union of Conservation of Nature)
"continues in the process of classifying the
species that are being discovered, having the
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Red List o
of the mostt endangere
ed species"" [7]
(Fig. 1).

thes
se capabilities are nnot only useful,
u
butt
abs
solutely ne
ecessary [ 13]. PBL objectivess
include:
questioning
q
g,
prob
blematizing,,
inve
estigating, working
w
colllaboratively
y, based in
n
Inqu
uired Base
ed Science Education. The finall
obje
ective is to
o enhance significantlly teaching
g
effe
ectiveness.

2. Method
M

Figure 1. C
Classificatio
on system of
o species frrom
IU
UCN [7]

The pe
erspective of Resea
arch Orien
nted
Teaching is based
d on a post-posittivist
epistemolo
ogical dim
mension and a so
ocioconstructivve aspect of learning
g, intending
g to
contribute to the personal and so
ocial
developme
ent of all young peo
ople, prepa
aring
them to face, in a critic
cal way, the
technologiccally advanced world where
w
they are.
In this construction, resea
arch (or ssmall
research) p
plays a cruccial role in this
t
processs, by
seeking a solution to
t a given problem. The
acquisition
n of new kno
owledge tak
kes place in
n the
process off searching
g for conten
nt to solve the
ops,
initial problem. As this process develo
students have the need to learn cerrtain
concepts, w
without whiich they will not be ablle to
build a vviable soluttion to the
e problem [1].
Research is a set of
o interrelatted proces ses,
from which scientiists and students ask
questions about the
e world and investig
gate
phenomen
na. Thus, research is more tthan
estions, tra
asking que
anslated by
y the abilityy to
question, tto research books and
d other sou rces
of informa
ation, to pu
ut hypothes
ses, to de sign
investigatio
ons, to ana
alyze and in
nterpret data
a, to
seek soluttions to problems. PBL
L promotess the
activation of previo
ous knowle
edge and the
developme
ent of new knowledge. The evide
ence
shows tha
at these processes occur
o
in s mall
tutorial gro
oups and th
hat the proc
cessing of new
information
n is actu
ually facilittated by the
discussion of a rele
evant prob
blem. Probllembased learning (PBL
L) can also
o have possitive
effects on students' social,
s
emottional and ccivic
developme
ent. The goal
g
is to increase the
commitment and motivation
m
of
o studentss in
solving p
problems important to societyy in
general. The negotiatting capabillities of opi nion
are
on the vvarious prroblems addressed
a
different, n
not least beccause, in problem solvving,
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It was imple
emented ann interventio
on program
m
in th
he classroo
om (2 to 3 cclasses of 50 minutes),,
to students of
o an 8th yyear class of naturall
ences schooling and aapplied cog
gnitive testss
scie
at different
d
tim
mes of the i ntervention
n. At first, a
pre-test or eva
aluation tesst was app
plied before
e
the start of the educcational methodology
m
y
adm
ministration. The postt-test or re
e-evaluation
n
testt was applie
ed at the eend of it. According to
o
Yoo
on, Treagust and Chaandrasegarran (2015),,
learrning, supp
ported by aan PBL me
ethodology,,
can
n be built ind
dividually oor in groups, promoting
g
and
sharing
disc
cussions
opinionss
researcch,
collaboratively,
reflec
ction
and
d
presentation of the final pproduct [14]]. Students,,
in th
he presence
e of the ressearch problem, will be
e
ask
ked to ask questions
q
too give answ
wers to the
e
cau
uses, cons
sequences and me
easures to
o
mitiigate soil pollution
p
thhat affect biodiversity,
b
,
with
h the guidan
nce of the re
researcher. At the end,,
a de
ebate took place on thhe conclusio
ons of each
h
of the group
ps in whicch particip
pation wass
ana
alyzed in order
o
to reespond to the initiall
collaboration/group
problem,
an
nd
this
p
partticipation was
w
analyzzed with th
he help off
obs
servation grrids of coopperative work in class,,
the last mom
ment of daata collectio
on. In thiss
projject occurred the m
mixture off methodss
(me
ethodologica
al integratioon), seekin
ng synergyy
and
d the strength obtainedd from the combination
c
n
of the
t
two me
ethods in w
which quanttitative and
d
qua
alitative data
a are integra
rated [2].

2.1. Data collection
instrume
ents

techniqu
ues

and
d

The
T
docum
ment analyssis techniqu
ue focusess
on the researrcher's persspective an
nd involvess
rese
earch and reading
r
of w
written docu
uments thatt
con
nstitute a go
ood source oof information.
In the use of tests as documents
s, cognitive
e
ass
sessment was
w perform
med using a mind map
p
(Fig
g. 2) elaborrated by thee researche
er to fill outt
spa
aces to complete, according
g to the
e
info
ormation seiized. The chhoice of a mental
m
map
p
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for the cog
gnitive test had
h as its objective, a n
nontraditional evaluation
n of the usual ansswer
question, in which asssociations of
o concepts can
be perform
med, withou
ut hierarchiz
zing; evalua
ation
that is carrried out with
w
a test that
t
allows the
synthesis o
of a high amount of in
nformation, in a
playful butt productive
e way, sinc
ce they havve a
ding
special re
elationship with mem
mory, provid
Its
rapid
accquisitions
of
knowledge.
constructio
on begins with the collection
n of
information
n from variious source
es, making the
information
n available in keywords, in a colo
orful,
interesting way. Mind
d maps are
e described
d as
an effectivve study te
echnique when applied
d to
written m
material, acting as an imporrtant
resource in
n teaching [15].
[

The
T
observ
vation tech nique is ce
entered on
n
the researche
er's perspeective, in which he
e
obs
serves, in direct annd face-to
o-face, the
e
phe
enomenon under
u
studyy" [17]. This
s technique
e
allo
ows to unde
erstand thee natural en
nvironment,,
as it is exp
perienced by the participants,
p
,
collecting relev
vant informaation withou
ut alteration
n
or manipulation of it. The instrrument forr
qua
alitative analysis were tthe observa
ation grids.
As
A to the
e data annalysis tec
chnique, a
stattistical anallysis of datta (pre-testt and post-testt results) was perrformed using
u
IBM
M
softtware® SP
PSS Statisttics® (version 25). A
qua
alitative ana
alysis was also made
e based on
n
the results of individual aand group observation
o
n
ds in relatio
on to collaaborative work, and a
grid
con
ntent analys
sis was perfformed. Botth analysess
are described in the resultts and conc
clusion.

2.2. Participa
ants
An
A available group off students was used,,
sele
ected acc
cording too the re
esearcher'ss
con
nvenience – conveniennce sample
e [18]. The
e
sam
mple is com
mposed of students frrom the 8th
yea
ar of primary schoolinng of a sch
hool in the
e
urban center of
o the Northh of the cou
untry, in the
e
Porrto area. Class 8 A.F iis a class with
w a large
e
num
mber of students, conssisting of 28 students,,
mos
stly female
e, 17 girlss and 11 boys. The
e
stud
dents of this class aree between 13 and 14
4
yea
ars old, with
h the averaage of the class
c
being
g
13.1 years. All stude nts are Portuguese
P
e
natiionals and residents
r
inn the districtt of Porto.

2.3. Planifica
ation

Figure 2
2. Mind ma
ap of soil po
ollution an
nd
biodiversity impac
ct
The traditional mind
m
map has sevveral
advantage
es with itts own creative
c
ru
ules,
designed by Buzan, allowing you
y
to sharre it
ates
with otherss; has a hig
gh visual ap
ppeal; facilita
quick reviews, good retention of informa
ation
and overviiew of the subject,
s
pro
oviding a se
ense
of "duty fu
ulfilled". As for the visual appeal,, we
can affirm that an im
mage is wo
orth more tthan
1000 word
ds, because
e visual stim
mulation occcurs
that allowss an almost perfect ima
age recognittion.
This is beccause a wiide range of
o cortical sskills
are used: ccolor, shape, line, dim
mension, texxture
and imagin
nation [16].

During
D
the planning, the following generall
obje
ectives we
ere definedd for the students::
learrning to wo
ork cooperratively; kno
ow how to
o
their
selff-regulate
learning;
develop
p
inve
estigative ca
apabilities i n solving th
he problem;;
disc
cuss causes
s and conseequences of
o changing
g
eco
osystems, justifying the impo
ortance off
dyn
namic balan
nce of ecossystems and
d how theirr
man
nagement can contribbute to ach
hieving the
e
goa
als of sustainable deveelopment; explain
e
how
w
polllution, deforrestation, firres, volcano
oes, habitatt
des
struction can
n affect ecoosystems; in
nterpret the
e
influ
uence of some ppolluting agents
a
on
n
eco
osystems, starting
s
froom local or
o regionall
problems and critically analyzing the resultss
obta
ained; disc
cuss meassures to reduce
r
the
e
imp
pacts of disasters off natural origin and
d
anth
hropic origin on ecosyystems in ge
eneral. The
e
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purpose fo
or the teach
her focuses
s on promo
oting
the development of
o cognitiv
ve skills and
ents
cooperative and auto
onomous wo
ork of stude
with educa
ational meth
hodology PB
BL.

2.4. Educ
cative reso
ources
Several
auxiliarry
documents
w
were
al resource
es to
constructed, such as educationa
be used (F
Fig.3) for re
esearch, rea
ading, analyysis,
interpretatiion and con
nclusion of their releva
ance
for solvin
ng the problem (te
exts, adap
pted
newspaperr news, ima
ages for refllection, view
wing
of 2 videoss). The students were
e divided in
nto 4
working grroups, each
h with their own mate rials
to solve ea
ach aspect of
o the globa
al problem.

Figurre 4. Posterss of 4 group
ps

Figure 5. Performaance diplom
mas
Figure 3. D
Dossies of research
r
ma
aterial for th
he 4
g
groups

Group 1 was in responsible
e for resea
arch,
nd commun
nication of the
t natural and
analysis an
anthropic ccauses of soil
s pollution
n; group 2 ttook
care of the
e consequen
nces; group
p 3 of mitiga
ation
measures; and gro
oup 4 on
o
biodive rsity
reduction. At the end of the investigations o
of all
groups, tthe discusssion and
d sharing of
information
n of the co
onclusions of each grroup
took place
e, contributin
ng to the re
esolution off the
initial overa
all problem..

3. Results
R
The
T
quantiitative resuults obtaine
ed by the
e
stud
dents in th
he assessm
ment and re
eevaluation
n
testts of conce
eptual conteents with mental
m
map
p
are shown bellow (Fig. 6, Fig. 7) and Table 1.

Each grroup elaborrated a sum
mmary poste
er of
the conclusions of ea
ach, providing coopera
ative
work among all acto
ors. In the end, all th
he 4
posters we
ere added to
t give an overview
o
off the
joint investtigative activvity (Fig.4).
To rewa
ard the perrformance of each gro
oup,
each gro
oup was offered a diploma of
participatio
on, accordin
ng to its best performa
ance
(better de
ebate, bettter elaboration of the
problem isssue, bette
er poster preparation and
better team
m cooperatio
on (Fig. 5).
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Figure
F
6. Graph 1 of thee percentage
e ratings
ob
btained by sttudents in th
he assessm
ment test of
conceptual content
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Figure 7
7. Graph 2 of
o the percen
ntage rating
gs
obtained b
by students in the reeva
aluation tes
st of
concep
ptual content
Table 1
1. Comparis
son report between
b
the
statistica
al values of the
t Assessm
ment Test a nd
the Reev
valuation Te
est
Mediia (%)
n
Deviatio
on error
Minimum
Maximum
Med
dium

AT

RT

41,42
28
14,32
16,00
64,00
34,00

90,71
28
4,99
80,00
96,00
92,00

In orderr to analyze the data more robu
ustly,
the Wilcoxxon statisticcal test was
s performe d to
test the va
alidation (accceptance or rejection
n) of
the hypotthesis of this investigation. The
Wilcoxon ttest is a non
nparametric
c statistical ttest.
Although tthe nonparrametric tes
sts are nott as
reliable ass the param
metric tests, we can afffirm
that, with tthe results obtained (Z
Z = - 4.63, p =
0.000), th
he results of the re
evaluation test
translate a statistically significa
ant increase
e in
the score, with a confidence in
nterval of 9
99%.
Thus, we can rejectt the null hypothesis
and
h
accept the
e directed hypothesis
h
that
t
states that
the PBL m
methodologyy has a positive influe
ence
on the rresults obttained in the cogn
nitive
assessmen
nt tests, co
onsiderably improving the
understand
ding of con
nceptual co
ontents by the
students.
The qualitative ressults, obtained during the
application
n of the projject, by the
e two observvers
are shown bellow (Fig
g. 8).
In the attitudinal/rrelational domain,
d
in the
group obse
ervation grid it can be concluded that
all groupss obtained the same
e performa nce,
reaching le
evel 3 - Verry Satisfacto
ory in almosst all
parameterss evaluated
d.

Figure 8. Graph
G
3 of tthe average of the
observations made byy the two observers

In the attittudinal/relattional doma
ain, in the
e
group observation grid it ccan be concluded thatt
all groups ob
btained thee same pe
erformance,,
reaching level 3 - Very Saatisfactory in
n almost alll
parameters evaluated.

4. Conclusio
C
ons
This
T
investigation is a good ind
dicator thatt
PBL
L educatio
onal methhodology contributess
cognitive
pos
sitively
to
the
and
d
attittudinal/relattional deveelopment of
o studentss
with
hin the gen
neral objecttive of perc
cesting the
e
imb
balance tha
at occurs inn ecosystems due to
o
soil pollution and its impaact on biodiv
versity. The
e
imp
provement of quality and effecttiveness off
learrning in school
s
scieence educ
cation wass
ach
hieved. The problem thhat unders opened up
p
to this
t
projectt was a reeal, currentt and veryy
rele
evant proble
em in the ddaily lives of
o students,,
soc
cieties and the planet inn general.
AwarenessA
-raising to maintain sustainable
s
e
dev
velopment was
w also acchieved by contact
c
with
h
the 2030 Agenda and thhe relations
ship of thiss
worrk with objective numbber 15 of this Agenda Pro
otection of terrestrial eccosystems. As for the
e
stud
dents, it allowed
a
theem to dev
velop theirr
critiical thinking
g and anallysis, as well as theirr
auto
onomy of work
w
(individdual and grroup), in an
n
inte
eractive perspective. Finally we
e achieved
d
thatt teachers can
c walk allongside with studentss
on their "road of knowleddge", evolvin
ng togetherr
tow
wards an inttegral educaation, forming citizenss
con
nscious, autonomous
a
s, supportive and
d
com
mmitted to the
t issues aand challen
nges of the
e
worrld.
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Project Eco-STOP: Implementation
of Green Roofs in the Urban Space
G Rocha, P Silva, R Silva, S Machado,
I Allen, L Santos
Agrupamento de Escolas da Maia,
Maia, Portugal
projetoecostopesm@gmail.com
Abstract. Within the scope of the subjects of
Biology and Chemistry, we developed a project
which seeks the preservation of the
environment that finds itself in a worrying state
due to industrialization. Thus, the foundation of
ECO-Stop. Our main objective consists in
implementing a multi layers system (green
roofs) that would be placed on bus stop’s roofs
located in high traffic places. The natural
process
of
photosynthesis
will
allow
oxygenation of the polluted air nearby due to
traffic and industrial pollution. Allied to ambient
efficiency, the esthetic contribution to the cities
idealize this project as innovative and
revolutionary in this field.

Keywords. Air Pollution, Biodiversity, Green
Roof, Bus Stop.
1. Introduction
In the present days, the atmospheric
pollution is one of the biggest ecological
problems with the highest impact on the
Nature. Whether it involves the gas from cars
exhausts or emission of greenhouse gases, the
truth is that this problem comes from a distance
past and, together with the industrial
advancements, this is one of the reasons of
why it has such a big impact in human or
nature well-being, contributing to the formation
of acid rains and aggravating the greenhouse
effect. The climate change is a direct
consequence of the air pollution, since the
intensification of the greenhouse effect causes
the global warming, in other words, the
alteration of the global temperature. This has
negative impacts in Nature, especially in
ecosystems
and
biodiversity,
provoking
instability in those and putting in risk the fauna
and flora [1]. Our project intends to soften these
dangers in an esthetically and creative way,
flattering the urban space.
Green roofs are the base of our project.
These will be the responsible for the air

oxygenation
and
for
countless
other
advantages that comes from it. Green roofs are
all the type of vegetation installation over an
already built structure, regardless the type of
construction or vegetation. They consist in a
multi layered system compost by several
materials that must secure a good develop of
the vegetative layer that stands in the top and,
at the same time, should promote the physical
integrity of the structure on which it is
supported. We can differentiate three types of
green roofs [2]:
1. Extensive green roof: Lighter Green roof
system, usually with a reduced thickness
of substrate where is installed smaller
vegetation that should require little
maintenance
care
for
a
good
development. The vegetation layer is
composed for plants like succulents and
herbaceous, given their reduced size
and weight. The weight of the system
must be roughly between 80-180 kg/m2.
2. Semi-intensive green roof: Usually used
in buildings or constructions. It presents
mixed
vegetation
(intensive
and
extensive) which the most used type of
plant is herbaceous, subshrubs shrubs.
Requires moderated maintenance and
the supported weight is between 1504350 kg/m2. The thickness of this system
must be between 15 and 20 cm, which
shall not be exceeded to not collapse the
structure due overweight.
3. Intensive green roof: Green roof that
usually presents thickness over 25 cm
and requires regular maintenance, like a
garden where cleaning, watering,
fertilization and pruning must be
frequent. The vegetation layer is
available to a great diversity of trees,
namely arboreal, not having any
restriction related to height or weight,
provided that they are not exacerbated
values. The weight over the structure
can reach over 350 kg/m2

2. Methodology
Through this project, we seek the
implementation of green roofs on a bus stop. In
fact, since bus stops are fragile infrastructures
whose weight limit is small, the more
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appropriate
e type of green
g
roof to
t place in the
roof of a bus stop would be an extensive
e
grreen
roof. Being
g a lightwe
eight multila
ayered systtem,
ging
its placeme
ent would be
b safe, witthout damag
the infrastrructure in qu
uestion.
An exttensive gre
een roof is divided
d in
different la
ayers with distinct
d
functions which
h the
main objecctive is to maintain
m
all the necesssary
conditions for a correcct growth off the vegeta
ation
placed on top (Fig. 1). Therefore
e, an exten
nsive
green rooff is constitutted by the following
f
layyers
[3]:
Vegetattion – Conssists in the group of pla
ants
that have tthe propose
e of air puriffication thro
ough
the conve
ersion of carbon diox
xide in oxyygen
(photosyntthesis). Th
he plants that will be
installed on the top of
o an extens
sive green roof
shouldn’t require a lot of maintenance and
should be
e able to
o adapt to
o the lim iting
conditions where it is positione
ed, keeping
g in
mind the vvariables off the region
n (temperatture,
rainfalls, dryness, solar
s
explosion, am
mong
others). Be
eyond that, the plants should havve a
shallow rroot syste
em, good regenera
ating
capacity an
nd a norma
al growing height bellow
w 15
cm. Thus, the succu
ulent plants
s are the m
most
used, main
nly the Sed
dum specie
es due to ttheir
high tolera
ance to extre
eme climate
e situations , big
availability in the marrket, easy installation, low
growing ra
ate and flasshy flowerin
ng. It also has
the capaciity to hold big quantitties of wate
er in
their leave
es, used only at night when the
eafs
temperaturre is lower. The hardne
ess of the le
gives it the
e quality be
efore mentio
oned also g
gives
the plants a great wind resistance. The fact that
these plan
nts are small (it weig
ghts around
d 10
Kg/m2) an
nd don’t ussually grow
w over 20 cm,
making the
em perfect for the con
nstruction o
of an
extensive green roof without tak
king the rissk of
the colla
apse of the infras
structure due
overweightt [4].
Substra
ate - Technical substra
ate, not reg
gular
soil, that ccomposes the
t
main su
upport elem
ment
for the gro
owth of the vegetation.. The substtrate
must allow
w good pen
netration and developm
ment
of the plan
nts’ roots an
nd subterranean organ
ns. It
should also have all the basic
b
physsical,
chemical and biolog
gical prope
erties that are
indispensa
able, especcially a stab
ble structurre. It
must be ca
apable of sttoring and providing
p
w
water
to plants, and allowin
ng the exce
essive wate
er to
be drained
d to the dra
aining layer.. The substtrate
should alsso be capa
able of conttaining eno
ough
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air for the aerration of thhe plants’ roots,
r
even
n
whe
en it’s satu
urated of w
water. It should neverr
con
ntain thin particles (silts and
d clay) in
n
qua
antities that may comprromise the drainage off
the green roo
of. Finally, a substrate must be
e
able
e to stabiliz
ze its weigght when saturated off
watter. For exte
ensive greeen roofs, the
ere are two
o
type
es of syste
ems: a singgle layer construction
c
n
system and a multi-layeer system where the
e
matterials that compose this layer may varyy
betw
ween clay/e
expanded sslate and la
ava/pumice
e
ston
ne/dolomite
e.
Filtration
F
la
ayer: Geoteextile mem
mbrane thatt
prev
vents the le
eachate of particles off sedimentss
of the
t
substra
ate layer annd go to th
he draining
g
laye
er, insuring
g the flow of the water in an
n
app
propriate an
nd endurinng way. Th
he filtrating
g
laye
er must be placed completely
y over the
e
draining layer in a way to avoid clogging
c
orr
of
the
obs
struction
draining
system,,
com
mpromising in this wayy the struc
cture of the
e
green roof in question.

Figure 1. Techn
nical design
n of an exten
nsive green
rooff

Draining
D
lay
yer- pythonn plate thatt must fulfill
the following ta
asks: drainaage, ventila
ation, waterr
rete
ention and protectionn. The python platess
mus
st be pierrced to aallow gas exchangess
betw
ween the re
espective innfrastructure
e where the
e
green roof is supported and the ex
xterior. The
e
storred water should
s
neveer be in dirrect contactt
with
h the substrate, duee to the differencess
betw
ween the draining
d
sysstem’s final quota and
d
the water reten
ntion quota . This discrrepancy willl
crea
ate superio
or and infeerior ducts that allow
w
watter flow. The height of the plate must
m
not be
e
sho
orter than 20 mm. Thee draining la
ayer should
d
include drainin
ng devices, for example, draining
g
grid
ds, capable of drainingg all of the
e excessive
e
watter in the green roof avvoiding wate
erlogging orr
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accumulations in the radicularr developm
ment
layers. Ass a preca
aution, the
ere should be
discharge holes whatt allow water, in case
e the
main draining syste
em is obsttructed, to be
drained.
ot
me
echanical
Anti-roo
protecttiongeotechniccal fabric resistant to the ro
oots’
penetration
n acting ass a barrier of physica
al or
chemical n
nature, also
o being able to perforrm a
double tassk: firstly, mechanically
m
y protecting
g the
upper laye
ers; second
dly, increas
sing the grreen
roof syste
em’s water storing ca
apacity thro
ough
absorption and retention.

3. Applica
ation
This pro
oject seekss the constrruction of a city
full of gree
en roofs thatt, beyond embellishing
g the
urban space, would oppose
o
the
e contempo
orary
problems of air pollution.
p
However, the
viabilization of such a large-sc
cale projecct is
utopic, so we aim fo
or its implementation in a
bus stop tto demonsttrate that th
hese structu
ures
are the ke
ey to a gree
ener future. In fact, grreen
roofs are beneficial due to the follow
wing
advantage
es [3]:













Esth
hetic impro
ovement of
o the urrban
spacce;
Increase of the patrimonial va
alue,
treasuring the city
c chosen as the pion
neer
in in
nnovation an
nd sustaina
ability;
of
Improvement of the appearance
a
build
dings in the
e urban land
dscape;
Ben
nefit to the population’s
p
s health, du
ue to
the positive pssychologica
al effect of the
pressence of nature in the inhab
bited
placces;
At a
an urban sccale, reducttion of the h
heat
islan
nd effect through th
he creation
n of
“gre
een corridors”, connec
cted by grreen
zone
es that reno
ovate the air;
Red
duction off the po
ollution levvels,
dusst
in
retaining
and
particles
susp
pension;
Oxyygen producction and up
ptake of carrbon
dioxxide;
Enh
hancing
biodiversitty,
allow
wing
dive
ersified flora
a and fauna to settle do
own,
conttributing, for
f
example, to pro
ovide
food
d, habitat, re
efuge and places
p
to resst to
num
merous anim
mals such as birds and
butterflies;
Increase in biomass;



Conserv
vation or reecovery of habitats
h
forr
animals, insects annd plants- oasis
o
where
e
they ca
an find reefuge in humanized
d
spaces.

As
A citizens and residennts of the city
c of Maia,,
we have all the interest thhat the bus
s stop used
d
in this innovating pilot pro
roject in loc
cated there..
In this way, we
e would usee the bus stop located
d
in Avenida
A
Dom Manuel II, near the
e Town Halll
of Maia
M
(Fig. 2).
2 In contaact with the
e enterprise
e
resp
ponsible for the installlation of this bus stop,,
we got to know that the bus stop is a double
e
fostter model which
w
the rroof has th
he width off
170
00 mm and the length oof 8000 mm
m. Although
h
they
y don’t hav
ve factual daata, the company told
d
us in
i advance that the buus stop should be able
e
to support a weight eqquivalent to 200 kg,,
whe
ereby the choice
c
of thhe material must have
e
this
s parameter in considerration.

Figure
F
2. Tarrget bus-sto
op located in
n avenida
Do
om Manuel III, Maia [5]

4. Results
R
an
nd discusssion
The
T currentt state of coonfinement due to the
e
made impo
pan
ndemic of COVID-19
C
ossible the
e
con
ncretization of the experimenttal activityy
idea
alized that consisted
c
inn the evalua
ation of the
e
con
nversion ratte of carboon dioxide in oxygen
n
acc
complished by the plaants which we would
d
use
e.
However,
H
we
w found a sstudy made
e by Silvola
a
(1985), a Fin
nland invesstigator, that had ass
obje
ective evalu
uate the acccumulation
n of carbon
n
diox
xide in a Se
edum plant, more spec
cifically, in a
plan
nt of the sp
pecie Sedum
m telephium
m L. subsp.
ruprechtii Jalas
s [6].
The
T
photos
synthetic acctivity in th
hese plantss
occ
cur through the night since the stomas
s
are
e
only
y open at that
t
time oof the day, having the
e
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normal pho
otosyntheticc activity off a CAM pllant.
Contrariwisse, in the daylight the plant clo
oses
their stomas due to the heat, preventing gas
exchange between th
he exterior and interio r. In
this way, itt would be expectable
that, during
e
g the
day, the accumulatio
on of carb
bon dioxide
e is
maxim and
d at night sh
hould be minimal.
Observiing the gra
aphic in Fig
g. 3 where are
reported th
he experime
ental resultts obtained,, we
can deducce the veraccity of one of the ben efits
of the green roofss, that co
onsists in the
decreasing
g of atmosp
pheric pollution due to
o the
decreasing
g of carbon
n dioxide. Thus,
T
a nattural
photosynth
hesis made by the plan
nts will help
p the
reduction o
of the conce
entration off this gas in
n the
atmospherre.

Figure 3.. Graph of th
he obtained experimenttal
results (Source: [6]])

Comple
ementarily, we were able
a
to find out
that a stud
dy made byy the Catarinense Fed
deral
Institute proved that the installation of grreen
roofs creattes a therm
mal isolation
n on the in side
of the infra
astructure where,
w
at times of gre
eater
thermal a
amplitude, the tempe
erature on the
inside of tthe building
g does nott present g
great
variations of tempera
ature like in the exte
erior,
corroborating anotherr one of the benefits off this
project: re
educing the heat island effect (w
when
the climate
e is hotter, the
t differenc
ce between
n the
temperaturre in the exterior an
nd the inte
erior
almost rea
aches 2 ºC
C, being fresher
f
on the
inside, and when th
he climate is colder, the
temperaturre on the inside is grea
ater than on
n the
outside by about 4ºC)) [7].

5. Conclu
usion
To sum
m up, this p
project will not
n only givve a
new life tto urban spaces consumed by the
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indu
ustry and urban
u
waterrproofing, through
t
the
e
eme
ergence off verdant laandscapes,, rendering
g
the cities mo
ore appealling to the
e common
n
citiz
zen, as well as the am
mbition of re
educing the
e
con
nsequences of clim
mate cha
ange and
d
dim
minishing air polluttion, due to the
e
pho
otosynthetic
c potential oof the plan
nts used in
n
green roofs, purifying tthe air, es
specially in
n
zon
nes with inc
creased roaad traffic, where
w
there
e
usu
ually are mo
ore bus stopps. The tom
morrow is in
n
our hands, and ambitiouss projects like this are
e
the roots of a future w
with a well preserved
d
natu
ure.
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Abstract. In recent years, health conditions in
Portugal have been deteriorating. Lots of
patients do not receive treatment due to lack of
blood supply in the hospital blood bank. This
happens because there isn’t an incentive for
blood donation at a large scale, which
provokes a shortage of blood availability.
This is the reason why our project aims at
appealing to blood donations, wanting to
increase the number of people who donate
blood, particularly young adults. Aimed at
solving the problem of blood unit shortage in
the hospital blood bank, if our project succeeds,
we will see an increase in donations by young
people (18-25 years), guaranteeing the number
of donations not only for the present needs, but
also for the future. In order to achieve this goal,
we created a kit, which contains a lot of
materials that will be distributed, firstly, to all
the state secondary schools in Vila Nova de
Gaia, secondly throughout the metropolitan
area of Porto and then, all along Portugal. On
the other hand, we want to develop an
investigation about the evolution of the blood
type dispersion by continent and why it
happened that way, because in the future we
would like to see other countries use our
divulgation method, implementing it in the
education system, especially in Education and
Health Promotion.

Keywords.
Interdisciplinarity,
Blood, Promotion, Self-Sufficiency.

Donation,

1. Introduction
According
to
the
New
Larousse
Encyclopedia [1], blood is a “red liquid which
circulates in the veins, arteries, heart, and
capillaries that irrigates the organism tissues”
“blood takes nutrients and energy elements to
all the organism’s cells, removing its waste,
defending it against infections and diffusing
hormones. The blood consists of two parts: a
liquid one, plasma, and the other is constituted
by several figurative elements, suspended on
the plasma", thus, blood helps the body to
maintain certain functions, such as digestion
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and respiration, being very important for the
cellular metabolism.
As stated by Lacerda (2014) [2], where it is
said that blood can only be produced by the
human being, in other words, only humans can
donate it and, considering that blood is an
irreplaceable good, depending solely on its
reserves of "100% given from unpaid Donors
in Portugal", it is imperative that, due to lack of
self-sufficiency of the Hospitals’ blood banks,
that these services, licensed by the National
Blood System, carry out "donor raising
activities and donation promotion", in order to
achieve self-sufficiency.
The Stedman Medical Dictionary [3] defines
donor as: "Individual from whom blood is
obtained... for transplantation" referring to
transplantation as a transfusion whose
definition is: “Transfer of blood or blood
component from one individual (donor) to
another (donee)". It is evidenced by studies
that have been conducted in several European
countries that surgical and cancer patients are
the patients that receive transfusions the most.
Nevertheless,
a
large
proportion
of
transfusions happens in multiple episodes of
hospital treatments, interventions, diagnoses,
and in elderly patients with complex medical
situations, being administrated different
transfusion preparations to patients with
different diagnoses [4]. Thus, it is concluded
that a large amount of donations is necessary
for them to meet the precise expenses for the
treatment of more serious clinical scenarios,
saving individuals.
Blood typing, blood type determination, is
very important to blood transfusions due to the
compatibility between different blood types.
The typing takes place according to the
classification of the ABO System and the
presence of the Rhesus factor [5]. Taking into
consideration these two antigens, blood types
can be classified into eight categories. The
typing of an individual's blood among the eight
blood types allows transfusions to be
successful, as transfusion preparations contain
the blood of one of the blood types compatible
with the patients. In addition, as a result of
antigenic differences between individuals,
blood groups are also important in fetalmaternal
incompatibilities
(fetal
erythroblastosis),
tissue
and
organ
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transplantation,
and
in
anthropological studies [3].

genetic

and

Thus, it is important that this process
happens, since not all blood types are
compatible with each other.
Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de GaiaEspinho is our area’s Hospital Centre,
therefore, this study has, as the main
objective, to make it self-sufficient. Encouring
blood donation is the vehicle to achieve this
goal.
The aging of the blood-donation population
makes the future of providing this essential
good an area of considerable concern [6]. So,
to ensure a secure future for blood banks, we
set out to promote the donation among the
youngest.
Evidence from studies conducted in the
United States of America reveals that one-third
of first-time donors have a higher education or
bachelor's degree [7] and that about 45% of
recurrent donors have at least higher
education [8]. In the same vein, another study
carried out in Greece concluded that the
"standard" donor had high levels of education
regarding the donation and need for blood [9].
In these terms, since the information about
blood donations and the imprescriptibility of it
has a direct effect on the number of donors
and, as it is important to raise more individuals
to the donation, we find that the explanation of
what is the blood-donation all its related
concepts, to young people from an early age,
will, hopefully, mean the instigation of the
donation in the younger ones, with the goal
that when they reach the age that allows them
to donate - between 18 and 65 years old –
they became donors. We also believe that the
enthusiasm of the younger ones in this regard,
and their influence on their families, the adult
population, will also captivate more donors [9].
We concluded that the reapplication of a
questionnaire to make a quantitative analysis
would be ideal. Last year, we applied a
questionnaire to the families of our school
(pre-test) that included donation, so we
decided to re-perform the same questionnaire
(post-test), to find out if there was any
awareness of an increase in donations, with
the objective of a quantitative analysis pretest
and posttest.

Based on the conclusions drawn from the
answers to this questionnaire applied,
combined with information from scientific
articles, particularly "Blood Donors and Factors
Impacting the Blood Donation Decision" in
which it is exposed the reasons that lead a
citizen to donate blood or not, we try to
incorporate in our materials aspects that would
meet the "positive motivators", trying to clarify
and eliminate the "negative motivators" [10].
In order to captivate the younger ones,
playful things that they can take home or even
wear on a daily basis, will do the most.
Following this, we created bracelets and tshirts to give them that used frequently,
helping to promote our cause. We also
concluded that we had to create something
that would cover the whole country. With the
help of our teacher, who is a blood donor, it
turned out that it might be interesting to
change the donor card to a more captivating
and informative one. A school kit was
developed to promote and disseminate our
project, but we needed the opinion of someone
who was within this area; it was at this moment
that the contact was established with the Vila
Nova de Gaia-Espinho Hospital Center that,
since then, has been fundamental partner
helping us developing and implementing our
project. We had several meetings with doctors,
nurses and directors to improve our ideas and
knowledge on the subject that were also
focused on our investigation of the distribution
of blood groups around the world.
For the scientific certification of the kit
materials, the Centro de Ciência Viva de Vila
do Conde, with which contact has already
been established, will validate the scientific
aspect of our materials, specially the quiz,
among others.
With a greater reason than ever, at this
fragile time for the entire world population, but
even more instable for the health sector, the
importance of donating blood has to be
reaffirmed. At Centro Hospitalar Universitário
de São João (CHUSJ), blood donations have
decreased by half, thanks to the donors' fear of
suppressing Covid-19. The service’s director
has already admitted that if nothing is made to
increase the blood supply, in only one week of
this pandemic situation, the Blood Bank of the
same Hospital Center could break down.
Similar panoramas in several Portuguese
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Hospital Centers (source SIC News).
However, both Portuguese Blood and
Transplantation
Institute
(IPST)
and
Federation of Blood Donor Associations (FAS)
state that the reserves did not resent because
there was happened a decrease in the number
of surgical interventions in hospitals. Joaquim
Silva, president of FAS, questions if when this
situation of pandemic ends it will possible to
maintain and guarantee the supply of blood
banks and how it will be possible. It is
expected the withdrawal of some donors and it
will be necessary to re-raise them. This leads
to the following affirmation: now more than
ever, the implementation of our project is
crucial and can be very beneficial to sustain
the blood supply.
In the past, the susceptibility to contracting
a viral infection related to the ABO system had
been proven and, as recent data seems to
refer to the fact that the incidence of infection
by the new coronavirus may be more
aggressive and in bigger numbers in some
blood groups, it is important to make a
relationship with these findings and the
geographic distribution of blood groups around
the world, since it can help answer some
questions about the development of the
pandemic state.
This way, we want to solve, in the long
term, the problem that is the lack of blood selfsufficiency in some of the Portuguese Hospital
Centers, answering Lacerda's Question (2014)
[2], "(...) What is the importance of attracting
young people as donors?". As a starting point,
with the support of Vila Nova de Gaia’s City
Hall, it is intended to offer all public schools in
Vila Nova de Gaia (VNG) a kit, so that, in the
future, with the support of the Ministry of
Education, a kit is offered to all public schools
in Portugal.

2. Materials
What is the best way to captivate young
people to donate blood?
Along these lines, a kit and several posters
were designed for encouraging blood donation.
This way, people who access the kit will
increase their knowledge about blood-related
topics, while promoting its donation.
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The implementation of the project will be
done in a progressively way, as mentioned in
the introduction.

2.1. Kit
Considering the kit, the following materials
have been developed:

2.1.1. Quiz and Bloodpolis
This quiz contains several questions
concerning blood donation and global
knowledge about blood. In the questions about
blood donation, some increase knowledge
about the conditions necessary to donate
blood, its history, and how it occurs. When it
comes to the questions referring to blood, we
try to teach about its constituents and the
different blood types. To give a better use of
the quiz, we decided to create a game, similar
to a game of glory, to encourage the acquisition
of knowledge about blood.

2.1.2. Blood type compability game
In this game, it is intended to teach about
the compatibility between the different blood
types. We created a wooden prototype with the
partnership of Fourcontract (wood and furniture
company) so that blood compatibility between
the different blood types would be easier to
understand, which was scientifically approved
by Dr. Manuel Figueiredo, director of the
Center for Immunohemotherapy of the Hospital.
Thus, we focused on replicating sugars and
agglutinogens simply and attractively, making
the game something accessible and interactive,
characteristics
that appealed
to
countless teachers in the area.

2.1.3. T-shirts
We created t-shirts with the symbol of the
project and where it is also said: “I will donate
blood”. In such a way, we advertise the project,
attracting people who are curious about the
slogan and want to know more about this
initiative
This quiz contains several questions
concerning blood donation and global
knowledge about blood. In the questions about
blood donation, some increase knowledge
about the conditions necessary to donate
blood, its history, and how it occurs. When it
comes to the questions referring to blood, we
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topics, while promoting its donation. The
implementation of the project will be done in a
progressively, as mentioned in the introduction.

3.1. Pre-test/Post-test
In order to collect some information from
donors or potential donors, we decided to
conduct a questionnaire (Pre-Test) on blood
donation to gain an insight into people's
general knowledge about blood (Fig. 1). By
comparing last year's test results with this
year's, we were able to draw some
conclusions.

3.2. Distribution of blood groups per
country
Table 1. Distribuiton of blood groups by country
with the hights number of COVID-19 cases
(04.07.2020). [12-15]
O

A

USA
Spain
Italy
France
Gremany
China
UK
Iran
Turkey
Belgium
Suitzerland

44,00%
45,00%
46,00%
42,00%
41,00%
48,00%
35,22%
37,50%
33,70%
45,00%
41,00%

42,00%
42,00%
42,00%
44,00%
43,00%
28,00%
40,35%
30,00%
42,50%
40,00%
47,00%

10,00%
10,00%
9,00%
10,00%
11,00%
19,00%
11,11%
24,7%
15,8%
10,10%
8,00%

B

4,00%
3,00%
3,00%
4,00%
5,00%
5,00%
4,72%
7,80%
8,00%
4,90%
4,00%

AB

Netherlands

47,00%

42,00%

8,00%

3,00%

Canada
Brazil
Portugal

46,00%
45,00%
42,30%

42,00%
42,00%
46,60%

9,00%
10,00%
7,70%

3,00%
3,00%
3,40%

3.3. Analysis (Results)
Although most people know their blood type
(71.4%), an even greater majority of people
(77.8%) are not donors, which reveals a great
ignorance on their part about blood donation
and its importance! We can also analyze that
the donor generation is the oldest people, so
there is a great risk that in the future the
number of donations will drop dramatically
since the maximum donors’ age is 65 years old.
One proof that knowledge about donation is
extremely scarce is the fact that only 12.7% of
people know how many lives a simple donation
can save! From another point of view, we can
see that the difficulties in preventing people
from donating are easily solved. At the end of
our questionnaire, we concluded that there is
an interest of people in our project and in one
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of our ideas (donor card), but especially in the
donation of blood when they took some of their
time to answer our questionnaire, when they
contacted us about their answers, wanting to
know if they were right or wrong.
In Zhao and al. [16], it is proposed that the
results of a study comparing the distribution of
blood groups in 2173 positive patients with
COVID-19 from 3 hospitals in Wuhan and
Shenzhen show that individuals with blood
group A have a higher risk of contracting
COVID-19 compared to other blood groups. On
the other hand, it is also suggested that
individuals with blood group O have a lower risk
of testing positive for the same virus. It is also
claimed that the high risk associated with group
A and the low risk associated with group O is
also found in dead patients, so those infected
with COVID-19 in blood group A are at a higher
risk of dying from the disease when compared
to patients with other groups, and those in
group O are at a lower risk of dying. Therefore,
the susceptibility to contracting COVID-19 and
the violence/consequences of the infection may
be related to the presence of antibodies A in
red blood cells (groups O and B) [17].
As for the geographical distribution of the
blood groups, it has been inferred that:





Group O is most common in North-East
Asia and Africa and the Middle East;
Group A is most common in Europe and
North America;
Group B is most common in India and
Southeast Asia;
The AB group is most common in India,
South East Asia, and Northern Europe.

4. Discussion
Efforts to capture and maintain a sufficient
number of regular voluntary donors to ensure
an adequate and safe stock of blood and blood
components are being made worldwide. The
constant concern to create a balance between
supply and demand in order to meet demands
for blood and components is caused by the fact
that only a small percentage of the population
with eligible donation characteristics choose to
be a regular blood donor and also because
within the regular donor group there is a
significant percentage of donors who are
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temporarily or permanently suspended due to
the careful donor selection criteria. This
happens at the same time as the demand for
blood and its derivatives continues to increase,
partly due to the increase in average life
expectancy, but also due to the implementation
of more aggressive surgical techniques and
therapeutic methods that require large numbers
of transfusions to be carried out [18].
On the other hand, after our personal
contact with some health, and marketing,
professionals we were able to draw some
important conclusions. We note that our games
are the most important pillar of our kit, as it can
be played by different age groups (from young
to old). We have also noticed that people after
playing our games have dramatically increased
their knowledge about giving, as they have
been confronted with simple and complex
questions. In our opinion, marketing is based
on 4 fundamental pillars [19]:
1. Identify - It is necessary to identify the
needs of donors and understand how
our product can succeed in the most
effective way.
2. Anticipate. Study the behavior of donors
and predict how this may affect the
future success of the product.
3. Satisfy. Not once! Donors need to feel
that our kit generates some benefit
(satisfaction) for those who have contact
with our project.
4. Profit. “Profit” is the main objective and
helps in the survival of a project, since it
is not easy to obtain investment in a
school and social project.
However, another key aspect of our project
is our commitment to schools and teaching
methods. In our opinion, if we manage to
capture the attention of teenagers about the
importance of donation in people's lives, we
have managed to drastically increase the
number of donations (from 2018 to 2019, in the
Vila Nova de Gaia/ Espinho Hospital Center,
we found that there was an increase of 15%
(from 80% to 95%) in the hospital's selfsufficiency, and our goal is to make the hospital
100% self-sufficient by the end of this year.

two elements that we had the opportunity to
receive quite positive feedback. Another very
important aspect is the promotion of
the intergenerationality that our games provide
to their players. Finally, we will hold lectures for
the students of the secondary schools in the
municipality of Vila Nova de Gaia. These
lectures will be carried out by doctors and
nurses from the hospital, thus carrying out a
very significant awareness campaign in our
municipality. In the future, we would like to
extend these lectures all over the country.
In short, we are quite confident that after the
implementation of our kit including games,
bracelets, posters, T-shirts, and cards, in
schools, hospitals and, finally in public centers
we will be able to get the renewals of donations
in the young and middle populations, as well as
we will bring many donors to help maintain a
stock of blood and components for the various
medical procedures and treatments.
On the other hand, the countries whose
health authorities consider that they have
already exceeded the peak of those infected by
COVID-19 are Italy, Spain and China, whose
mortality rates are 12.79%, 10.10%, 4.07%
respectively. In this sense, looking at the
percentages for blood groups that have
antibodies A in red blood cells (China, 67%;
Italy and Spain, 55%) and for the findings in
Zhao [16], can infer that the mortality rate of the
disease is higher in countries where there is a
large number of individuals of blood groups A
and AB. In this sense, it is very important that
these countries have even stricter measures
aimed at protecting their citizens and that
individuals from these groups take greater care
[17].
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Therefore, we decided to bet heavily on our
wristbands and cards, since it was until now the
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Abstract. With the growth of pharmaceutical
industry and the human population, more drugs
are used each day. Since Paracetamol is one
of the most used drugs worldwide, these
pharmaceuticals
enter
wastewater
and
prevalence in aquatic systems, due to their
incorrect use. To study the effects of
Paracetamol on aquatic organisms, we
investigated its influence on reproduction of a
bioindicator
species,
Daphnia
magna.
Therefore, we performed a chronic exposure to
paracetamol using different concentrations. Our
study shows that long term paracetamol
exposure lowered the number of neonates
produced, which is one of the typical reactions
of D. Magna to the environmental stressors.

Keywords. Daphnia magna,
Paracetamol, Reproduction.

Ecotoxicity,

1. Introduction

concentration of Paracetamol can exceed 150
µgL-1 [2].
Since it can represent a dangerous to the
ecosystems, it is important to perform some
studies regarding aquatic organisms reaction to
the presence of this drug. Daphnia magna,
usually known as water flea, is a
microcrustacean, who inhabit standing waters
[3]. They are commonly used as a model
organism in ecotoxicity tests due to its
sensibility and also due to the fact that they
mature in a short period of time, thus, it does
not take long to grow a culture of test. It is
possible to control their genetic variability, as a
result of their parthenogenetic reproduction,
leading to an organism genetically equal to the
progenitor and a precision in the test
performed. Regarding their nutrition, it is based
on small particles into suspension, such as
microalgae and bacterias.
For the evaluation of the ecotoxicity, two
parameters are taken into account: the time of
the exposition and the parameter to be
evaluated. Therefore, the test of accute toxicity
evaluates
short
exposures
with
high
concentrations and the mortality. On the other
hand, chronic toxicity evaluates long exposures
with low concentrations and the effects that can
be studied are: reproductive, biochemicals and
behavioural [4].

Paracetamol is one of the most used
pharmaceutical drugs worldwide. It is used in
human therapeutics either as an analgesic and
antipyretic drug [1].

This study aims to understand the effect of
Paracetamol on the reproduction of Daphnia
magna using different concentrations.

However, their incomplete metabolization
[1], along with their incorrect use and
discharge, lead to their accumulation in the
environment, particularly in the aquatic
compartment, due to their high solubility and
hydrophilicity [2]. Paracetamol have been
detected in a wide variety of samples, including
in sewage, surface waters, and residues from
veterinary and hospital usage.

magna

The misuse of this compound represents a
serious health problem, especially in the
aquatic environment. It has been found in
European sewages with a concentration of up
to 6 µgL-1, in the natural waters from USA the
concentration is up to 10 µgL-1 and, in the Tyne
River in the UK, it has been found more than
65 µgL-1. Nevertheless, in hospital effluents, the

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Maintenance of Daphnia
Culture

The standard organism used in this study
was Daphnia magna, that were provided by the
Faculty of Sciences of the University of Porto. It
is essential to keep the cultures in certain
conditions to make sure that the production of
neonates is in a propicious environmental. The
culture of Daphnia magna was maintained
using a synthetic medium ASTM (American
Society for Testing and Materials) Hard Water
sythesized in the laboratories of the Escola
Secundária da Maia. It was prepared with
destilated water and chemical compounds that
are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. C
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u
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er. (*) This solution
s
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st be preparred
separately, and the pH
H of the med
dium must b
be at
the ra
ange of 7-8
Reagent

Mass (g)

Final Conc
centration (mg/L
L)

NaHCO3

0,960

192

MgSO4

0,600
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KCL

0,040

8

CaSO4 ·2H2O

0,600

120*

Figure 1. M
Maintenance
e of Daphnia
a Magna cultture

Since this medium
m is low in
n nutrients, we
hich conta ined
used an organic additive, wh
microalgae
e that allow
wed a betterr growth. It was
also use
ed the microalgae
m
Raphidoccelis
subcapitata
a as the
e main food.
f
In this
experiment, the Dap
phnia magn
na culture was
divided intto twenty fo
our 50mL-flasks of AS
STM
Hard Wate
er. The culture medium
m was chan
nged
every two days. In this process
s, the Daph
hnia
Magna culture was transferred to other fla
asks
with the stiipulated vallues of AST
TM Hard Wa
ater,
microalgae
e Raphido
ocelis sub
bcapitata and
organic ad
dditive. Eacch flask con
ntained one
e D.
magna to be able to more easily observe the
number off neonates and see more
m
clearlyy the
of
effects
o
of
differe
ent
conce
entrations
Paracetam
mol.

2.2. Conc
centrations of Parac
cetamol
The 24
4 flasks we
ere further divided by the
respective concentrattion (Low- 0,000484
0
m
mg/L;
Medium- 0
0,00484 mg
g/L; High- 0,00968
0
mg
g/L).
A control assay (i.e. no parracetamol was
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add
ded) was performed.
p
Five replic
cates were
e
use
ed per each concentrattion.

Figure 2. Volumetric flassk containin
ng a stock
so
olution of Paaracetamol

2.3. Ecotoxic
city Test
Before
B
starting the experiments, it wass
nec
cessary to grow
g
the orrganism for a week, in
n
order to promote their reeproduction. Following
g
this
s initially period, the repproduction experimentt
was
s started and
a
kept ffor twenty one days..
Durring this perriod, the nu mber of neo
onates wass
enu
umerated everyday during the
t
whole
e
exp
periment.

3. Results
R
an
nd Discusssion
In this stud
dy, D. maggna was exposed
e
to
o
diffe
erent conce
entrations ffor twenty one days,,
mea
asuring chrronic effectss on reprod
duction and
d
pop
pulation pe
erformance. In Figure
e 3, it iss
pos
ssible to ob
bserve the results reg
garding thiss
chro
onic ecoto
oxicity expperiment. This
T
studyy
dem
monstrated that the exposure to these
e
con
ncentrations
s of paraacetamol creates a
dec
crease in Daphnia magna reproduction..
How
wever, when using thee higher concentration
n
of paracetamo
p
l it is possibble to observe that the
e
num
mber of ne
eonates prroduced by Daphnia
a
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decreases
when
concentrattions.

compared
d

to

o
other

Therefo
ore, it is sh
hown that there
t
is a vvery
specific effect of Paraceta
amol on the
reproductio
on rate of Daphnia
D
mag
gna.

env
vironmental problem. The ability
y of these
e
com
mpounds to
o change tthe charac
cteristics off
man
ny organism
ms can leaad to the extinction off
sev
veral specie
es. Thus, tthis projectt evaluated
d
the effect of th
he species Daphnia magna
m
afterr
chro
onic exposu
ure to Paraacetamol. It was found
d
thatt Daphnia magna
m
is a species very sensitive
e
to the presen
nce of thiss drug, sin
nce it hass
sufffered a dec
crease in thee reproducttion rate. In
n
the future, itt is impoortant to give
g
more
e
imp
portance to
o these pproblems, since the
e
dem
mand for other
o
drugss is increa
asing and,,
con
nsequently, the contaamination of aquaticc
env
vironments will
w also inccrease.
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Observation of Cognitive
Structure of Primary Students
towards Values

defining the value, emphasized the social
dimension of the values and defined the values
as beliefs whether a behavior should be
accepted socially or not.

B Olur, G Ocak
Afyon Kocatepe University,
Afyonkarahisar, Turkey
burakolur@gmail.com

Values can vary from society to society, as
well as from individual to individual. However,
individuals are expected to acquire social
values in order to ensure peace in the society.
Values are not absolute, but they require a long
time to change and are often closed to change.
Values are a goal that guides them in adjusting
the priorities of a person or a group in their lives
and can vary from situation to situation [4].
Similarly, values are defined as a scale for
guides [5] and behavior that enable people to
choose between alternatives [6].

Abstract. The ever-changing and developing
demands of the education among the new era
children require to somehow adopt the value
education into the curriculum to meet the
interests and the needs of the students
identified as the internet grosshoppers to be
able to prevent the social conflict. As the nature
of the human wanted to be educated is not
same as the decades ago, we need to know
their cognitive structure first to somehow design
our instruction. In this study, it has been aimed
to observe the cognitive structure of the primary
students towards the specific social values in
the social science lesson by a survey research
using word association test as a data collection
tool from 45 4th grade primary students during
spring semester of 2019-2020 education year.
The students have been given word association
test including values: responsibility, respect. It
has been concluded that the concepts used for
the values by the students are restricted and
the sentences created by using the concepts
have shown that the students have internalized
the social values which are their close
environment.

Keywords. Primary School, Social Values,
Word Association Test.
1. Introduction
The most basic differences between the
human being and the other living is the social
contact. This social contact somehow creates a
value system that shape our behaviours,
attitudes, world view and so on. As the value is
such an essential factor in determining the
people’s most important features, it has been a
research subject for a long time in social
sciences. The concept of value is tried to be
explained in many ways as it is hard to
explained every human aspect so it is vital to
point out what value is. Simply, values are
defined as the belief that something is desirable
or not [1], the way in which an individual or a
community considered ideal or act [2-3], while
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2. Aim and importance of the study
As the values are so important in
determining so many factors in a person life, it
is inevitable to know the values of a person and
to arrange a suitable instruction environment
for the value education. Accordingly, the
purpose of this study is to observe the cognitive
structure of the primary students towards some
basic social values; responsibility, cultural
heritage awareness, respect, environmental
awareness.

3. Method and the sample of the study
In this study, survey method has been
employed. Survey researches are employed to
describe objects, structures of societies and
process of events and in this kind of
researches, generalization is made in the light
of the data gathered from a sample. The
sample of this study consists of 46 students (24
male, 22 female)

4. Data collection tool
In this research word association test has
been used as data collection tool. It is a kind of
alternative
assessment
and
evaluation
instruments which have been became common
especially with the constructive approach in the
education. In word association test, a concept
is listed and students are asked to write the first
concept they think when they see this concept
and a senteces related that concept in a given
time. In this study, students have been asked to
write 5 concepts, they are said they can write
more if they can, and a sentence in one minute.
It is generally given thirty seconds to the
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participant, however, as the sample of the
study consists of primary school students, they
will need more time.
In the analysis of the data, firstly frequency
table has been created for the concepts the
students produced and then the they have
been shown on a concept map. While creating
the concept maps, the cutting point suggested
by [7] has been used. As the students cannot
interrelate between key concepts, two different
concept maps have been created by using
different cutting point. The example of word
association test for one value is given in Table
1.
Table 1. Example of word association test

Respect……………………………………….
Respect……………………………………….
Respect……………………………………….
Respect……………………………………….
Respect……………………………………….
Sentence: …………………………………….

5. Findings
A frequency table has been created to show
how many times a word has been used for the
key values. This frequency table has been used
as to create the concept maps. While cretating
the concept maps, the cutting points have been
used suggested by [7]. This technique
recommends that a point below the most
repeated concept is accepted as the cutting
point and this process goes on until all the
concepts are on the concept map. The
frequency table is given Table 1.
The frequency table showing the related
sentences about the key concepts written by
the students given in Table 2.
When the students’ sentences related to the
key concepts have been evaluated, it has been
cocluded that the sentences about the ‘respect’
value are generally about the most desired
behaviours. For example; ‘we should respect
handicapped people’, ‘I am a very respectful
person’. However, the other sentences show
that the students have created sentences
showing the traditional behaviours and 13
sentences out of 21 are about kissing hands, a

traditional way showing respect to the adults.
For example; ‘I kissed my grandparents’ hands
in the eid’, ‘I kissed my father hands to show
my respect’. The sentences show that the
students associate the respect value with the
traditional behaviours not generally universal
level.
Table 1. Frequency of the concepts created
for key values

Produced
Words
Love
Kissing hand
Toleration
Friend
Mother
Sensitivity
Father
Cooperation
Nature
Happiness
Siblings
Neighbours
Peace
Society
Environment
Handicapped
Tidy up room
Homework
Family
School
Studying
Reading book
Setting table
Flowers
Duty
Pets
Garbage
Praying
Total

Key Concept
Respect Responsibility
21
17
14
10
8
8
7
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
45
37
14
12
8
7
5
4
4
3
2
1
114
142

The sentences created by the students
about the responsibility value are generally
about their daily routines. For example; ‘I
should tidy my room’, ‘I shoul help my mother
setting up the table’, ‘I should go to the school’.
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Table 1
1. Frequency
y of the sentences crea
ated
for key values

K
Key Concep
pt
Respecct
Respon
nsibility

f
21
15

The concept map related the
e responsib
bility
value has b
been given in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. The conc
cept maps of
o key conce
epts
for res
sponsibility
Cutting point 35 and a
above

Cutting point between 13-23

n 3-12
Cutting point between

The con
ncept map of
o respect value
v
has b
been
given in Fig. 2. The conc
cept map for
responsbility value ha
as revealed that:
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1)
1 The key
y conceptss created for
f 35 and
d
above by
b the studdents are about theirr
daily rou
utins from thheir school and house
e
routine (homeworkk and tidy up room)..
These are
a the moost basic duties
d
of a
child at that age annd are rela
ated to theirr
school and
a house l ife.
2)
2 The key
y concept ccreated for 13 and 23
3
by the students is just seen as the
e
family. It meanss that stu
udents stilll
perceive
e their closee surroundiing as theirr
respons
sibility.
3)
3 All the key conceepts by stu
udents are
e
available
e at the cuutting pointt 3 and 12
2
(just two
o of the keey concepts
s (Garbage
e
and pra
aying) are not includ
ded in the
e
conceptt maps as they have
e the leastt
frequenc
cy). The kkey concep
pts at thatt
level shows that thee close surrounding off
the child has an important factor on
n
determin
ning his/herr responsibiility circle.
4)
4 The key
y conceptss created for
f 15 and
d
above by the stuudents are
e love and
d
kissing hand. Whiile the first one is a
universa
al conceppt for res
spect, the
e
second one is a traaditional res
spect.
5)
5 The key
y concepts created bettween 8-14
4
interval has the conncepts whic
ch are both
h
at unive
ersal level ssuch as tole
eration and
d
sensitiviity and cloose surrou
unding like
e
friends and
a motherr.
6)
6 All the concepts hhave becom
me clear att
the leve
el of cuttingg point 3-7. It revealss
that all the conceepts create
ed are the
e
most close surrouunding of the
t
people
e
such as
s father, siibling, neig
ghbour and
d
universial values such as
a
nature,,
ess and coooperation.
happine
7)
7 The key
y conceptss created for
f 15 and
d
above by the stuudents are
e love and
d
kissing hand. Whiile the first one is a
universa
al conceppt for res
spect, the
e
second one is a traaditional res
spect.
8)
8 The key
y concepts created bettween 8-14
4
interval has the conncepts whic
ch are both
h
at unive
ersal level ssuch as tole
eration and
d
sensitiviity and cloose surrou
unding like
e
friends and
a motherr.
9)
9 All the concepts hhave becom
me clear att
the leve
el of cuttingg point 3-7. It revealss
that all the conceepts create
ed are the
e
most close surrouunding of the
t
people
e
such as
s father, siibling, neig
ghbour and
d
universial values such as
a
nature,,
happine
ess and coooperation.
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Figure 2. The conc
cept maps of
o key conce
epts

most close surrouunding of the
t
people
e
such as
s father, siibling, neig
ghbour and
d
universial values such as
a
nature,,
happine
ess and coooperation.

Cutting point 15 and a
above

6. Results
R

Cutting point between
n 8-14

g point betwee
en 3-7
Cutting

10) The key conccepts create
ed for 15 and
abovve by the students are love and
kisssing hand. While the first one is a
univversal con
ncept for respect, the
seco
ond one is a traditionall respect.
11) The key conce
epts created
d between 8
8-14
interrval has the
e concepts which are b
both
at u
universal levvel such as
s toleration and
senssitivity and
d close su
urrounding like
frien
nds and mother.
12) All tthe concep
pts have be
ecome clea
ar at
the level of cu
utting point 3-7. It revveals
that all the concepts crreated are the

The
T
values
s of a peerson dete
ermine hiss
attittudes, beha
avior, worldd wiev and
d even hiss
soc
cial statue in some w
way. The va
alues have
e
bee
en always a debate inn social sc
cience. The
e
soc
cial scientis
st put forw
ward many
y idea and
d
defiinition abou
ut the valuees. As the value, the
e
valu
ue educatio
on has beeen a matter since the
e
early 20th cen
ntury. Hencce, it is im
mportant to
o
dete
ermine the
e cognitivve structurre of the
e
stud
dents towarrds the valuue to be able to design
n
the courses mu
uch more ef
effectively.
The
T
finding
gs of the sstudy revea
aled which
h
con
ncepts stud
dents havee in theirr cognitive
e
stru
ucture and whether tthese conc
cepts have
e
rela
ations betw
ween them
mselves. The
T
resultss
sho
ow that the studentss’ cognitive
e structure
e
tow
wards espec
cially to the value of re
esponsibilityy
is mostly the
eir close ssurrounding
g such ass
fam
mily, homew
work and tiddying up ro
oom. In the
e
literrature, it has
h
been emphasized that the
e
hum
man is surro
ounded by tthe value in
n his nature
e
and
d a human create himsself with th
hese valuess
[8]. So, it is a natural finnding that most
m
of the
e
con
ncepts rela
ated the rrespect in students’’
cog
gnitive stru
ucture aree about his close
e
surrrounding.
The
T
findings of the vaalue respectt show thatt
one
e of the most repeeated conc
cepts is a
trad
ditional acttion. It is stated in the value
e
stud
dies that so
ome values such as re
espect, love
e
and
d privacy can gain moore differen
nt meaning
g
with
h the unive
ersal valuess [2]. Neverthless, the
e
con
ncepts and the senteences creatted by the
e
stud
dents show
ws that thee value concepts are
e
resttricted with
h the tradditional lev
vel mostly..
Acc
cordingly, itt is adviseed that the
e universall
valu
ues should be taught and someh
how should
d
be adopted
a
by the studennts in such a world thatt
is very
v
fragile to
t conflict.
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Implementation and Evaluation of
Cooperative Learning Technıques
to Increase Inter-Class
Communication of German Course
Students

communication in the classroom. In-class
communication can be enhanced with studentcentered practices and learning groups.
Cooperative learning is one of the group works
used to increase communication in the
classroom.

G Ocak, U Yer
Afyon Kocatepe University,
Afyonkarahisar, Turkey
gocak@aku.edu.tr

In a cooperative learning environment; It is
known that there are activities open to
communication, that the students are active,
open to social learning, pedagogically
contemporary and preparing the individual for
real life [3].In this learning environment, the
individual is responsible for his / her own
learning as well as for his / her groupmate's
learning. Positive solidarity among students
increases students ' communication and
positively affects learning.

Abstract. This is an action research aimed at
increasing classroom interaction for the
German language course. The study group
consisted of 10 students who took courses in a
language school in Afyonkarahisar. The
research data were collected through a focus
group interview and their opinions and diaries.
In addition, the data was supported by the
researcher's diary. The collected data were
presented by the content analysis method. In
total, 3 action plans were implemented. It was
observed that the group studies for the
application increased student communication.
The study also showed that the difficulty of
learning the German Language for the students
negatively affected the classroom atmosphere.
They also emphasized that the class interaction
increased.
Keywords.
Interaction,
Language.

Action Research, Classroom
Cooperative Learning, German

1.Introduction
Social life is an element based on
communication. Communication is an important
concept that enables the exchange of
emotions,
thoughts
and
information.
Communication in the context of education is
an important tool that influences the classroom
atmosphere and learning. Communication
ability in teaching programs is a skill that must
be acquired and used effectively in all
disciplines [1]. In order to create a
communicative classroom atmosphere, the
teacher
must
encourage
students
to
collaborate. Encouraging the students to work
collaboratively in all processes from the setting
of classroom rules to the applications has a
great role in learning [2].Therefore, in addition
to the personal characteristics of the student,
the atmosphere of the class is important for the

When the literature is examined, Yıldız
stated that cooperative learning is a teaching
method that enables students to use their
mental abilities and allows them to make
decisions about their own learning [4]. Bozavlı,
emphasized that the main reason why a child is
learning his native language and is willing to
speak is the interest of those around him [5].
Çaycı, Demir, Başaran and Demir stated
that with the discussion of the subject in the
course, knowledge was tried and tested more
frequently and the basis of new knowledge was
formed [6].This study should therefore be seen
as
an
important
guide
for
binding
heterogeneous groups together. In this study,
not only one technique was used, but different
group studies were applied. German lessons
were shaped with immediate feedback from the
student.

1.1. The Importance of research
Group work in the education program is a
factor affecting the classroom atmosphere. The
combination of different age groups and
individuals
with
different
personality
characteristics causes negative interactions in
the classroom from time to time. Mark Twain
stated that learning German as a foreign
language is a difficult and very exhausting [7].
In this context, it is important that the classroom
atmosphere creates a positive feeling for the
student. Therefore, the interaction of students
with each other in the classroom environment
should be considered. As the positive learning
environment in the classroom was targeted with
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the techniques used in the
expected that the positive
situations experienced in this
exposed and the research will
the following other studies.

research. It is
and negative
process will be
be a source for

1.2. Purpose of the research
In the language school where the research
was conducted, it was observed that the
students did not establish any dialogue inside
and outside the classroom. This situation
affects German language learning, especially
speaking skills, in foreign language teaching.
For this reason, in this action research, it is
aimed to increase classroom interaction
through activities that require cooperation. For
this reason, in this action research, it is aimed
to increase classroom interaction through
activities that require cooperation. These
activities are integrated into the course as
called "Memory Game, Think-Pair-Share,
Tableau" according to German subjects [8].

1.3. Research problem

etc.) can use to find solutions to education
problems or to ensure their development [9].
This research focused on solving the problem
of classroom communication based on a
collaborative
approach
throughout
the
application. It has been determined that the
difficulties
in
classroom
communication
negatively affect the learning and teaching
activities. For this reason, this study was
designed as an action research.

2.2. Working group
The language course where the study took
place consists of 10 students who want to learn
German in Afyonkarahisar province. The
students who do not know German Language
are taken to A1 German class. The students
are qualified according to the initials of their
names. For example: Sabine (S.) etc. There
are 6 male and 4 female students in the
classroom.
Table 1. Characteristics of the working group
Gender

Age

Profession

How do cooperative learning techniques
applied to students coming to the German
course affect their classroom interactions?

1- M.

M

22

Electrical Eng.2 grade

2- B.

M

30

Anesthesiologist

3- S.

F

24

Map E. 4 grade

4- O.

M

23

Automotive E.2 grade

1.3.1. Sub problems

5- K

F

24

Mechatron. E.3 grade

6- G.

F

20

Sociology 2 grade

a. Can the cooperation problems of the course
students in learning be solved by using
some techniques?
b. What is the effect of the techniques used?
c. Which techniques have positively affected
the atmosphere of the classroom?
d. Does the atmosphere of the classroom
have a positive effect on learning German?
e. How are the positive and negative
reflections of group work on classroom
interaction?
f. How was the reflections of the techniques
used to the German lesson?

7- R.

M

14

High school student

8- D

M

25

Mechan. Eng 3rd grade

9- H.

F

21

Medicine 2nd grade

10- F.

M

20

Physiotherapy 3rd grade

2. Method
2.1. Research design
In the study, action research, one of the
qualitative research designs, was applied.
According to Akkaş Baysal and Hocaoğlu,
action research is one of the research methods
that educators (teachers, managers, experts,
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Participants

nd

th

nd
rd

nd

2.3. Collection of data
In order to reach more detailed problem
solving in the action research, diversity has
been made in data collection tools. Therefore,
data collected through focus group interview,
the students’ and the researcher’s diaries were
used. Six volunteers in the class participated in
the focus group interview. Focus group
interview questions prepared by taking expert
opinions are as follows:
a. What do you think about the process of
the course?
b. Which group work did you like more?
c. How did the techniques used in the
lesson affect the lesson?
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d. How did the applied techniques / games
affect your social communication in the
classroom?
e. Which technique made you become
more socialized with your friends?
The same technique was not used in the
other action plan, as immediate feedback was
received about the techniques used after each
application. The students were observed during
and after the lessons. The students were asked
to keep a diary about the lesson. 3 action plans
were implemented in this research.

2.4. Analysis of data
The answers given to the interview
questions applied were transferred to the
computer environment and analyzed through
descriptive and content analysis. Appropriate
themes and codes for descriptive and content
analysis were determined to analyze qualitative
data and responses were examined. For the
reliability analysis of the determined subthemes and themes, the compatibility ratio
among the researchers is determined
[10].Issues with disagreement and consensus
are identified and the Reliability = Consensus /
(Consensus + Disagreement) x100 formula is
used [11].In addition, teacher and student
diaries are given through a descriptive analysis
in terms of study reliability.

3. Application
3.1. Action Plan I (For German lesson)

a. Memory materials related to household
items are used. The student matches
the visuals of the household goods he
sees in the course with the German
meaning. The group that has matched
the materials at first wins as soon as
possible.
b. The same groups compete with the
sentence recall event, which is the
second
stage
of
the ' Memory
Game' event. Two groups look at the
relevant image for a short time and write
what they see on the paper. The group
that creates the sentences in the most
correct way wins the competition.
c. Finally, a student is given a
ball. ' Was gibt es in deinem Haus ? /
What's in your house?' If the student
wants to ask the question pattern, he
throws the ball to the target
classmate. The student holding the ball
gives a few examples of the items in his
home.
Result (10 min.)
a. The lessons are finally completed by
making the listening sections.
b. After the application is completed, the
course is ended by asking the students
to write their opinions and thoughts
about the application.

Introduction (10 min.)
a. Watching a video with the subject of
' Mein Haus (My Home)', which is the 4th
unit of the German course, draws
attention to the subject and provides
infrastructure for vocabulary.
b. The meanings of unknown foreign
words
are
examined
from
the
dictionary. Then, with the 'Memory
Game' technique, the class is divided
into 2 groups for the word-visual
pattern.
Development (25min.)

In the action plan implemented, the students
determined and competed for their teammates
themselves. In this case, introverted students
had difficulties in team building. For this reason,
only the applied technique was changed in
other action plans and the implementation
process continued exactly. In other plans,
"Tableau and Think-Pair-Share" activity was
used.

4. Results and comments
The answers given to the interview
questions were coded according to the content
analysis. The codes reserved for themes are
given in the Table 2.
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In add
dition to the
t
codes and the mes
was
mentioned above, co-observer application
a
applied. W
Within the sccope of stud
dent respon ses,
codes an
nd themess were re
edefined. The
averages of consen
nsus and differencess of
opinion are
e given in Table
T
2.
Conside
ering the reliability results, the
answers given by the
e students were
w
measu
ured
as 78.54%
%. According to Miles & Huberm
man,
the averag
ge reliabilityy value was stated as 7
70%
[12].Thereffore, it ca
an be sta
ated that the
application
n is reliable.
Table 2
2. Code and themes list of opinions
s

Table 3. Inte
er-researcheer complian
nce table
Them
mes

Consensus
C

Classroom
osphere
Atmo
se of
Sens
Com
mpetition
Bene
efits of
Activ
vities
Com
mmunication
Prov
vider
Colla
aboration

Disagreemen
nt

Average

7

2

77.7%

6

2

75%

8

1

88%

7

2

77%

6

2

75%

Averrage Value

78.54

Communication
Provider

Cooperation

Code
es

Code
es

Cod
des

beautiful

memory
game

manent in
perm
mind

we didn't talk
much
h

diffeerent
peoople

like a
contest

do n't forget
easy

we spoke
s
when
n there
was a
comp
petition

team
m
spirrit

tableau

activiities are
funnyy

Activities

Benefits of

Codes

Atmosphere

Codes

Classroom

Sense of
Competition

Th
hemes

funny

difficult but
good

bus iness
divission
no
comm
munication
in the
e class

nervous
active
e course
satisfied

giviing
quicck
dec ision

comp
petitions
good
d

sharing notes

learn
ning with
activiities

low
comm
munication

being
g a part of
the te
eam
thank
ks to the
race.

When
W
the in
nterview datta were exa
amined, M2
2
and
d M3 studen
nts stated thhat they parrticipated in
n
actiivities outsid
de the classs. This situa
ation showss
thatt the action plans workked very we
ell in a shortt
time
e.
As
A indicate
ed in Fig. 1, both the
e student'ss
ene
ergy and their emotionnal states showed thatt
the action pla
ans were effective. All of the
e
stud
dents stated that theyy got closerr with each
h
othe
er.
In Fig. 2, H’s
H diary saays that on
nly focusing
g
the lessons is moree crucial than the
e
com
mmunication
n in the cclass to avoid being
g
failu
ure in the le
essons.Thatt H doesn’t using such
h
a statement
s
in the foocus group
p interview
w
crea
ates contra
adiction withh H’ statem
ment in herr
diarry. Howeve
er, the stuudent state
ed that H
inte
egrated with
h the whole class.

we gget
togeether

we did it
quicckly

it w
was
like racing

we
disccussed

Figure
e 1. Memoryy game activ
vity
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group activitie
es were a step that increased
d
com
mmunication
n in the classsroom.
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Drawing of 1st,2nd and 3rd Grade
Students on the Concept of NonLivings

stage think in an animistic manner that hinders
them to distinguish between living and nonliving
objects.

İ Ocak, F Güleç Islak, B Olur
Afyon Kocetepe University, Education
Faculty, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey
ijlalocak@gmail.com

Science that examines life includes the
distinction between living and nonliving. Being
“living” and “nonliving” requires the division of
the world into two components, first to know the
concept of living and to know its different forms
[3].

Abstract. In this study, the perceptions of

elementary school 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade
students about the concept of non-living have
been tried to be determined. Phenomenological
model has been used in the research. The
sample of the study consists of 233 first, 308
second and 397 third grade students, totally
938 primary school students who were selected
by the simple random sampling method in
primary schools in Afyonkarahisar. ‘Form of
Determining
Non-Living
Perceptions
by
Drawing Technique’ has been used as data
collection tool. Chi-square test was used to
analyze the relationships of students' drawings
related to variables. It has been determined
that students' perceptions about the concept of
nonliving differs according to gender, place of
residence, number of siblings and duration of
using digital media.

Keywords. Drawings, Non-livings, Primary
School.

1. Introduction
Young children create new concepts by
associating new information they learn every
day with the concepts they have already
gained. With the experience they have gained
and the development of vocabulary, the
concepts of children begin to develop. The first
concepts of children in preschool age are
characterized by simple and most prominent
features of beings. In the future, children make
conceptual analyzes by reasoning and the
children's information changes from perceptual
to conceptual. Children learn new concepts as
a result of these analyzes. 2-4 years of age are
the ages when the first proofs of concepts
appear in the child, and after 4 years of age,
progress in the concept formation skills of the
children starts to be seen [1-2], the most
representative constructivist, argued that the
concepts in infancy, early childhood, and
school age are qualitatively different. He
explained that children at the preoperational

The fundamental problem of general biology
is the problem of the relation between the living
and the non- living. In physical nature we meet
with material and systems (unified collocations
of matter and energy) of both kinds, although
by far the larger part of nature is non-living in
the biological sense of the term. The living we
find experimentally to be dependent on the
non-living in a definite manner; each living
organism incorporates material and energy
from its non-living environment, and after
certain internal changes returns the material
and the energy (at a lower potential) to the
environment [4].
Young children often have difficulty
characterizing things as living or nonliving. For
example, they tend to describe anything that
moves as alive. They also do not yet
understand the cycle of life (birth, growth,
death), and therefore classify as nonliving
anything that has died. In science, living is used
to describe anything that is or has ever been
alive (dog, flower, seed, road kill, log); nonliving
is used to describe anything that is not now nor
has ever been alive (rock, mountain, glass,
wristwatch). Over time, students will begin to
understand that all living things grow, breathe,
reproduce, excrete, respond to stimuli, and
have similar basic needs like nourishment.
Older students may even realize that all living
things are made up of cells [5]. This study was
conducted to determine the perception of
nonliving concepts of elementary school 1st, 2nd
and 3rd grade students and to determine
whether these perceptions differ in terms of
some variables.

1.1. Research Problem
"Do the perceptions of elementary school
1st, 2nd and 3rd grade students about lifeless
concept differ according to some variables
(gender, number of siblings, place of residence
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digital media usage status, television viewing
time)?"

2. Method
This
study
was
done
using
phenomenological pattern. Since the early
1900s, phenomenology has become an
established and respectable methodological
approach for conducting educational research
Research studies grounded in phenomenology
give participants the opportunity to describe
their individual experiences. How people
interpret their experiences is important because
it is related to how they view the world [6-7].

2.1. Data Collection Tool
The ‘Form of Determining Living Perceptions
by Drawing Technique’ developed by the
researchers in the collection of the data was
given to the primary school 1st, 2nd and 3rd year
students (5-11 years old) by giving the final
shape after the expert opinion. The children
were asked to draw the nonlivings in the areas
specified in the ‘Form of Determining Living
Perceptions by Drawing Technique’

2.2. Participants
The children studying in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
grades of primary school across Iscehisar
district center, villages and towns in
Afyonkarahisar
province
in
2014/2015
academic year constituted the general universe
of the research and 938 (24.8% (233) 1st grade,
32.8% (308) 2nd grade, 42.3% (397) 3rd grade)
students constituted the sample. The data in
the study were obtained from students in 14
primary schools.

2.3. Validity and Reliability
In the study, the reliability of the Drawing
Technique and the Viability Perceptions Form
was calculated as 92.7%. In the study, the
consensus-divergence formula developed by
[8] (1994) was used for reliability in the study.

2.4. Data Analysis
While performing data analysis, Chi-square
test (Chi-Square Test χ2) was used to
determine whether the nonliving perception
changes according to the variables determined
in the research. Students' drawings are also
categorized and coded. "No drawing" category
0, "unpercieved" category 1, "partially
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percieved" category 2, "completely percieved"
category 3 in the drawings are coded.
Reliability analysis of the scale was done and
approved by 1 expert and 3 teachers.

3. Findings
When the perceptions of all students
participating in the study about the concept of
nonliving are analyzed, the perceptions of 938
students about the concept are given in Table
1.
Table 1. Nonliving drawing frequency
Drawing of Nonliving
No drawing
Unpercieved
Partially perceved
Completely percieved
Total

f
2
34
513
389
938

%
0.2
3.6
54.7
41.5
100

0.2% (2) of the students did not draw for
item 2, 3.6% (34) could not percieve, 54.7%
(513) partially perceived, 41.5% (389)
completely perceived. Those who did wrong
drawings (those who could not perceive) were
included in the category that they perceived
partially for reliability in data analysis and
included in the evaluation. Students generally
made drawings of houses, cars, sun, cloud,
ball, refrigerator, pencil when they were asked
‘what does nonliving remind?’ In Table 2, Table
3, Table 4, Table 5, the nonliving beings in the
students' drawings are given. When Table 2,
Table 3, Table 4, Table 5 are examined; 191
houses, 163 cars, 117 pens, 103 suns, 89
tables, 79 clocks, 68 balls were detemined.
When all the drawings were examined, 47
household items, 18 school items, 29
technological tool drawings were seen. In
addition, it was seen that students drew works
such as the Bosphorus and the Eiffel Tower.
They stated in their explanations the features of
not feeding, not moving, not breathing. In
addition, students who touched the nonliving
feature such as inability to reproduce stated
both by drawing and explaining. In general, the
non-mobility feature of nonliving beings came
to the fore, and then the non-feeding feature
was emphasized.
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Table 2. Frequency of Nonliving Beings drawing
by students
Categories

Household
Goods

Total

NB
House
Table
Clock
Wardrobe
Door
Chair
Refrigirator
Painting
Glass
Window
Curtain
Bottle
Vaze
Sofa
Shoes
Pants
Carpet
Tshirt
Bed
Swing
Cloth
Stove
Pillow
Socks
Washing machine
Fish tank
Jacket
Jersey
Suit
Jug
Umbrella
Fork
Skirt
Tray
Pot
Saltcellar
Demijohn
Plate
Basket
Luggage
Puff
Teapot
Chest
Drawer
Shoe cabinet
Mirror
Toilet

f
191
89
79
44
41
28
27
17
13
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
684

Table 3. Frequency of Nonliving Beings drawing
by students
Categories

School
Materials

NB
Pencil
Bag
Pencil box
Scissors
Paper
Notebook
Desk
Ruller
Rubber
Flag
Ballon
Lead
Skipping-rope
Maps
Blackboard
Class basket
Box
Sharpener

Total

f
117
22
12
12
12
11
6
5
34
32
30
5
5
4
4
4
3
1
319

Table 4. Frequency of Nonliving Beings drawing
by students
Categories

NB
Car
Tv
Computerr
Cell phone
Glasses
Plane
Bike
Ship
Lamp
Remote Controller

Train
Technological Rocket
Tablet Pc
Tools
Calender
Scooter
Braclet
Dust bin
Tractor
Skateboard
Light
Phone
Motorbike
Earth digger
Helicopter
Floor lamb

f
163
40
26
13
11
11
9
8
7
6
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
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Submarine
Mouse
Key board
Thermometer

1
1
1
1
340

Total

Tissue
Carton
Plastic glass
Tower
Stair
Bosphorus
Sunbed
Windmill
Cell
Bookshelves
Ring
Gift box
Wind
Black hole
Bath
Towel
Recycling
box
Bill board
River
Clasp

Table 5. Frequency of Nonliving Beings drawing
by students
Categories

Others

Others
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NB
Sun
Ball
Cloud
Wood piece
Star
Toy
Stone
Ice cream
Bread
Iron piece
Money
Doll
Brick
Moon and
star
Snowman
Road
Kite
Moon
Teddy bear
Soil
Marbles
Mosque
Trinket
School
Rainbow
Pillow
Log
Hat
Cover
Cake
Statue
Letter
Mountain
Earring
Key
Lightining
Salami
Corn
Eiffel tower
Meat piece
Sea
Wall
Snow

f
103
68
62
25
16
13
25
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
7
7
7
6
5
9
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
440

Incorrect drawing frequencies of students
about nonliving beings are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Incorrect drawings frequenies about
nonliving beings
Nonliving Drawings
Tree

f
14

Flower

11

Apple

3

Grapes

2

Human

2

Snake

2

Dog

2

Snail

1

Fly

1

Strawberry

1

Banana

1

Piranha

1

Superhero

1

When Table 6 is examined, of the nonliving
beings drawings; 32 plants, 2 humans, 7
animals and 1 superhero picture were drawn. In
addition, fruit and vegetable drawings were also
drawn for nonliving beings. Students also drew
pictures of dead animals, human inside the
coffin, and faded flowers.
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In Table 7, the results of the chi-square test
of the students' drawings regarding the gender
and the concept of nonliving beings are given.
Table 7. The results of chi-square test accoring
to the gender and the concept of nonliving
beings
Nonliving beings drawing
Partially
Comp.
percieved percieved
Female N
214
265
%
44.7
55.3
Male
N
237
222
%
51.6
48.4
N
451
487
Total
%
48.1
51.9

Gender

χ2

4.54

p

.033

In the Table 9, the results of the chi-square
test of the drawings of the students regarding
the place of residence and the concept of
nonliving are given.
Table 9. The results of chi-square test accoring
to the place of residence and the concept of
nonliving beings
Place of
residence
Village
and
Town
County

When the Table 7 is analyzed, the difference
between the students' perception towards the
concept of nonliving and gender is significant (p
=.033 <.05). According to the results of the
analysis, female students made accurate
drawings than men, with a rate of 55.3%.
In Table 8, the results of the chi-square test
of the drawings of the students regarding the
numbers of siblings and nonliving are given.
Table 8. The results of chi-square test accoring
to the number of siblings and the concept of
nonliving beings
Nonliving beings drawing
Partially
Comp.
Percieved Perceived

Number
of
siblings
1

N

195

159

55.1

44.9

284

200

Use of
digital
media
Not using

58.7

41.3

1-2 hour/s

N

549

389

3-4 hours

%

58.5

41.5

%
Total

62
22.5
171
44.9
389
41.5

64.6

.000

Table 10. The results of chi-square test accoring
to the use of digital media and the concept of
nonliving beings

30.0

N

213
77.5
210
55.1
549
58.5

p

Table 10 shows the chi-square test results
of students' drawings regarding the use of
digital media and the concept of nonliving.

70.0

N

N
%
N
%
N
%

χ2

When Table 9 is examined, the difference
between the students' place of residence and
their perception levels of nonliving concept is
significant (p =.000 <.05). According to the
results of the analysis, students living in
villages and towns made accurate drawings
than those living in towns and cities with a rate
of 55.3%.

30

%
3 and
more

p

Total

70

%
2

χ2

City

Nonliving beings drawing
Partially
Comp.
percieved percieved
N
126
156
%
44.7
55.3

7.15

.028

When the Table 8 is analyzed, the difference
between the number of siblings of the students
and their perception of the concept of nonliving
is significant (p =.028 <.05). According to the
results of the analysis, students with 2 siblings
made the right drawings with a rate of 44.9%
compared to those with 1 sibling and 3 or more
siblings.

5 hours
and more
Total

Nonliving beings drawing
Partially
Comp.
percieved percieved
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%

35
43.8
411
59.5
56
60.9
47
62.7
549
58.5

45
56.3
280
40.5
36
39.1
28
37.3
389
41.5

χ2

p

.42
8.19

When the Table 10 is analyzed, the
difference between the students' digital media
usage and their perception of nonliving concept
is significant (p =.042 <.05). According to the
results of the analysis, students who did not
use digital media made the right drawings than
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the students using digital media with a rate of
56.3%.
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Abstract. The goals of science education are
to enable students, to understand the natural
world and to give them the opportunity to
experience. In this context, the school
environment is considered as a limited learning
environment for the Science course. There are
many opportunities for science education in
outdoor learning. Qualitative research method
has been used. The participants of the research
are 150 secondary school students who are 6th
and 7th grade, determined by using easily
accessible case sampling. An interview form
consisting of 13 open-ended items was used.
The data obtained were analyzed by content
analysis. As a result of the study, we can state
that there are many things that students want to
do about outdoors learning, but they did not
have the opportunity to have enough
experience.

Keywords. Science Education,
Learning, Nature, Secondary School.

Outdoor

1. Introduction
New approaches to learning and teaching
processes emphasize that individuals should
be trained as individuals who can take
responsibility in their own learning processes,
think critically, research and use the scientific
method in their approach to problems and act
independently in line with the decisions they
take. For this purpose, it is stated that the
formal learning experience in schools and the
informal experiences provided in outdoor
learning environments together will make
important contributions [1-2]. The learning
environment, which expresses the external
conditions of the concept of learning in general,
is defined as the areas where the teaching
materials and tasks are structured so that the
desired teaching process is realized [3]. The
developments in science and technology have
expanded the learning environments previously
thought to be in-school and classroom, by
including outdoor learning environments. It is
stated
that
informal
science
learning

environments, which it deems difficult to define,
can be counted as many areas such as
museums, zoos, botanical gardens, science
centers, nature areas [4]. In addition, it is stated
that all nature areas such as school gardens,
agricultural areas, nature parks (national parks)
can be used as an outdoor learning
environment [5]. Museum, botanical gardens,
zoos, park, garden-like nature areas are
described as field trips within the scope of
science learning in the outdoor learning [6].
Most studies show that outdoor learning
environments improve students' science skills,
explore various scientific topics, academic
achievements, attitudes towards science, and
learning are easier [7-10]. In addition to these
contributions, outdoor learning environments
have an important place in the literature in
terms of supporting formal education, achieving
the objectives of the program and creating
environmental awareness [11-15]. In this
context, outdoor learning environments are the
most suitable learning environments for the
student to use scientific process skills and
structure information, to embody the concepts
in the units covered by the science course, and
to provide first-hand resources. The main
purpose of this research is to determine the
attitudes of secondary school students towards
the use of outdoor learning (based on nature
experience) approach in science classes.

2. Method
2.1. The Model of the Study
In this study, a phenomenological pattern,
which is one of the qualitative research models,
has been used to determine the views of
secondary school students towards the use of
outdoor (based on nature experience) learning
approach in science classes. It can be said that
for phenomenological pattern, it is a technique
that emphasizes the facts that are known but
not considered with a detailed and detailed
understanding.
Cases
are
frequently
encountered in daily life. However, an
appropriate environment can be created thanks
to the researches aiming the facts for their full
understanding [16].

2.2. Sample of the Study
In the study group, there are 70 students
from the 6th grade and 80 students from the 7th
grade. A total of 150 students participated in
the research.
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2.3. Gathering the Data
An interview form consisting of 13 openended questions was used in order to
determine the opinions of the participants
towards outdoors learning in science classes.
The draft form prepared as a result of the
literature review, all items were collected in the
form, presented to the expert opinion and
finalized after necessary corrections were
made. Students who accepted to participate in
the study on a voluntary basis were included in
the study group.

Table 1. Theme, Code and Frequency Table
Regarding Nature Concepts Conceived by the
Students
Theme

Nature
Concepts
Conceived
by the
Students

2.4. Analysis of the Data
For the analysis of the data, the answers
given by the students to the interview items
were subjected to content analysis. Content
analysis technique is an effective technique
that helps study written or visual documents in
depth [17]. The arranged data are tabulated.

3. Findings
In the research which had been carried out
to determine the views of secondary school
students about outdoor learning, thirteen
themes and codes of these themes were
determined. These themes and codes and
frequencies of the codes are given in the tables
below. While the frequencies of the codes of
the themes are given in the tables, the highest
ones are given and the less codes are not
included in the tables.
The themes and codes related to the first
question of the study where students write
when they think of nature are given in Table 1.
Opinions of secondary school students about
learning in the outdoor learning are collected
under the “Concepts Conceived by the Concept
of Nature in Students” and under 25 codes. The
thoughts that come to mind when students say
nature are presented in Table 1.
When it comes to nature, secondary school
students respond to the most green areas,
while ten students responded to the feelings of
nature.
“When I say nature, I think a green world.”
(S1), “When I think nature, I think forests, trees
and animals.” (S2), "When it comes to nature, I
think being peaceful, calm and happy." (S3)
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Code
Green areas (Forests, Picnic
Areas etc.)
Different types of plants /
flowers
Different types of animals
Water areas (Streams, lakes,
seas, waterfalls, etc.) and
soil
Fresh air and a clean
environment
Different types of insects
Peaceful, calm environment
and feeling of happiness,
love

f
75
36
29
20

25
12
10

The themes and codes in the second
question in which students write what they think
of when it comes to learning in nature are given
in Table 2. The data are collected under the
theme of Associations of Learning by Nature in
Students and under 25 categories, but low
frequency categories are not included in the
table (Table 2). The thoughts that students
think when it comes to learning in nature
presented in Table 2 are given below.
Table 2. The Thoughts that Student Think When
They Say Learning in Nature
Theme
The
Thoughts
that
Students
Think
When They
Say
Learning in
Nature

Code
Learning to live in nature
Awareness on protecting
nature
Observing creatures
Studying in the forest
Observing trees and studying
plants
Learning different things in
nature and having picnic

f
23
17
16
15
15
10

When it came to learning in nature, most
secondary school students responded that they
could learn living in nature, while ten students
responded that they could learn and different
things in nature and have picnic.
“When it comes to learning in nature, I think
living freely in nature and learning about
nature.” (S2), “I think we can learn to be
conscious with nature learning and to be
respectful towards nature.” (S4), “When I think
of learning in nature, I think of camping and
picnic and teaching.” (S5)
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The themes and codes related to the third
question of the research are given in Table 3.
The data are gathered under 29 categories,
under the Theme of the Activities Students
Want to Do in Nature, but the categories with
low frequency are not included in the table
(Table 3). Activities that can be done in nature
presented in Table 3 are given below.

be learned in nature, are given in Table 5. The
data are collected under the theme of Science
Lessons that can be learned in Nature and
under 31 categories; however, the low
frequency categories are not included in the
table (Table 5). In Table 5, the topics that can
be learned outdoors in science course are
given below.

Table 3. Activities That Can Be Held in Outdoor
Learning

Table 4. What Students Want to Explore and
Observe in Nature

Theme
Activities
Students
Want to Do
in Nature

Code
Planting seedlings
Camping in nature
Doing activities such as
football, volleyball etc. and
collecting rubbish
Hiking
Examining the structure of
plants and flowers

f
32
20
20

16
10

When the activities that can be done in
outdoor learning are mentioned, secondary
school students responded to planting the most
seedlings, while ten students answered as
examining the structure of plants and flowers.
“I would plant thousands of seedlings in the
forest if I had it.” (S3), “As an outdoor activity, I
would like to examine the structure of trees,
stones, insects.” (S6)
Themes and codes in the fourth question,
which the students want to make in nature,
write their discoveries and observations, are
given in Table 4. The data are collected under
the theme of Discoveries and Observations that
Students Want to Make in Nature and under 26
categories, but the categories with low
frequency are not included in the table (Table
4).
Students responded most to the study of
animal life, while twelve students responded to
the study of plant life.
“I would like to learn to see how plants and
animals that I want to explore and observe in
nature are based on how animals are fed under
difficult conditions.” (S3)
“I would like to study the life and DNA of
stones, trees, insects, fungi, birds and more in
nature.” (S6)
Themes and codes in the fifth question, in
which students write science lessons that can

Theme
Discoveries
and
Observations
Students
Want to
Make in
Nature

Code
Examining the life of animals
Bird watching
Observing the life of wild
animals and protecting
nature
Sky observation
Examination of plant life

f
28
21
16

12
12

Table 5. Topics That Can Be Learned Outdoors
in Science Course
Theme

Science
Topics to be
Learned in
Nature

Code
World of Creatures / Getting
to Know Creatures
Force and Energy
All topics
Energy Conversions and
Environmental Science /
Energy Conversions
Human and Environment /
Biodiversity
Reproduction, Growth and
Development in Living
Things / Reproduction,
Growth and Development in
Plants and Animals

f
39
12
8
8

7
6

Under the code of the subjects that can be
learned outdoors in the science class, the
students responded to the topic “The World of
Living Things / Getting to Know Themes”, while
six students responded to Reproduction,
Growth and Development / Reproduction,
Growth and Development in Plants and
Animals.
“We can learn the issues of Force and
Energy.” (S7)
“I would like to learn the properties of plants
and how they grow.” (S8)
“We can learn the genetic structures of trees
or plants there.” (S9)
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Themes and codes related to the sixth
question are given in Table 6. The data are
collected in the theme of Learning Activities in
the Nature of Students Previously and under 21
categories, but the categories with low
frequency are not included in the table (Table
6). In Table 6, students' experiences of learning
activity in nature are given below.
Table 6. Students' Experiences of Learning
Activity in Nature
Theme
Learning
Activities In
Nature Made
By Students
Before

Code
I did not
Planting a tree
Having a picnic
Mountain trip
Examining the plant structure
Collecting garbage

f
52
24
11
10
6
6

“Actually, we learn many things from nature
without realizing it.” (S10)
“I did not do any activities related to nature.”
(S7)
The themes and codes in the seventh
question of the students who attended the
nature camp and their experiences are given in
Table 7. The data were collected under the
theme of Number of Students Attending / Not
Attending Nature Camp and under 2 categories
(Table 7). In Table 7, the number of students
attending / not attending the nature camp is
given below.
Table 7. Number of Students Attending / Not
Attending Nature Camp
Code
Attending
Not attending

f
12
128

When we asked secondary school students
about their experiences, if there were people
attending nature camps, most of the students
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“I did not participate, but I would love to
participate.” (S6)
“I attended the nature camp in the third
grade and had the experience of staying in a
tent.” (S11)
“I attended and examined the plants with a
magnifying glass.” (S12)

Most secondary school students stated that
they had no learning activity experiences in
nature, six students responded to collect
rubbish and another six to study the plant
structure.

Theme
Number of
Students
Attending /
Not
Attending
Nature
Camp

stated that they did not attend while only 12
students attended.

Table 8. Things to Do to Protect the Environment
in Nature
Theme

Activities to
Protect
Environment

Code
Not to litter places
Planting seedlings
Collecting garbage
Warning trashers
Increasing the number of
trash cans
Protecting animals
Increasing the number of
recycle bins
Feeding animals
Punishment of those who
throw away trash
Less plastic usage

f
78
69
65
52
44
35
32
27
22
20

Themes and codes in the eighth question, in
which what students can do to protect the
environment, are given in Table 8. The data are
collected under the theme of Environmental
Protection Activities and under 26 categories,
but low frequency categories are not included
in the table (Table 8). In Table 8, activities to
protect the environment are given.
When it is said what can be done to protect
the environment in nature, middle school
students responded to planting the most
seedlings, while twenty students responded as
using less plastic.
“Recycling bins can be placed next to the
trash bins.” (S12)
“We can plant tree saplings and create a list
of what we have to do and announce them to
everyone.” (S3)
Themes and codes in the ninth question,
which includes what students want to do in
forest trip within the scope of science course,
are given in Table 9. The data are gathered
under the theme of the Students Wants to Do in
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Forest Trip within the Scope of Science Course
and 29 categories, but the categories with low
frequency are not included in the table. Table 9
shows what can be done in a trip organized in
science class.
Table 9. What Can Be Done in a Trip Organized
in Science Course
Theme
What
Students
Want to Do
in Forest Trip
Within the
Scope of
Science
Course

Code
Cleaning up
Observing the lives of
animals
Birdwatching
Observing animals living in
the forest
Researching
Taking a walk in the woods

f
31
30
25
23
23
22

When it is said that what can be done in a
trip organized in science class, secondary
school students responded as much as
cleaning up, while twenty-two students
responded as walking in the forest.
“If such an event was held, I would like to
have birdwatching.” (S13)
“I would like to examine the creatures and
plants around me.” (S14)
Table 10. School Playground That Students
Want
Theme
Students'
Ideas in
Organizing
the School
Garden as a
Learning
Place

Code
Should be afforested
Should be different types of
flowers
Should be clean
Should be wider
Should be the area to
experiment
Should be more grass fields

f
44
31
24
21
20
18

When it is said that the school garden
should be arranged as a learning place,
secondary school students responded as the
most should be afforested, while eighteen
students responded as the grass areas should
be more.
“I wish there was a green area full of trees
and flowers.” (S11)
“There must be an area where you can do
some lessons.” (S12)
Themes and codes in the eleventh question
about students' ideas about outdoor areas near

home and school are given in Table 11. The
data are collected under the theme of Outdoor
Areas Near Home and School and under 12
categories, but the categories with low
frequency are not included in the table (Table
11). In Table11, there are data on playing fields
near home and school.
Table 11. Playgrounds Near Home and School
Theme
Outdoor
Areas Near
The House
and School

Code
Park
Home garden
Schoolyard
Green fields
Roadside, sidewalks

f
82
34
29
21
13

When it comes to outdoor areas near home
and school, secondary school students
responded the most to park, while thirteen
students responded as roadside and sidewalks.
There are football and basketball courts in
the school garden. There is a park near our
house. ”(S15)
“There is a walking path and a park near
us.” (S14)
Themes and codes in the twelfth question
related to the students' skills to learn while
hiking and boating are given in Table 12. The
data are collected in the theme of the Skills
Students Think to Learn When Hiking and
under 21 categories, but low frequency
categories are not included in the table (Table
12). In Table 12, the things that students can
learn about hiking and boat activities are given
below.
Table 12. What students can learn in Hiking
and Boating Activities on the River
Theme
Skills
Students
Think to
Learn While
Hiking and
Boating

Code
Examining living spaces of
living things
Different types of fish
Awareness that we need to
protect our nature
Different types of plants
How the boat is in balance

f
42
32
26
26
24

When the nature walk is said to be learned
in the activities of boatinging on the river,
secondary school students respond to examine
the living spaces of the most living creatures,
while twenty-four students answered how the
boat was in balance.
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“We can observe aquatic plants, aquatic
creatures, birds.” (S6)
“We can learn about living life and oxygen
carbon dioxide.” (S14)
The themes and codes in the thirteenth
question, where the ideas of the students to
arrange the school garden as a forest or
garden, are given in Table 13. The data are
gathered under the theme of Students
Organizing SchoolYard as Forest or Garden
and under 10 categories, but the categories
with low frequency are not included in the table
(Table 13). Table13 contains findings on
students' arrangement of the school garden as
a forest or garden.
Table 13. Students Arranging the School
Garden as Forest or Garden
Theme
Students'
Ideas to
Arrange
Schoolyard
as Forest or
Garden

Code
Creating playgrounds
Reforestration
Sewing different flowers
Putting animal kennels
Putting recycle bins

f
44
92
35
22
23

When it is said to arrange the school garden
in the form of a forest or a garden, middle
school students responded to creating the most
playgrounds, while twenty-three students
responded as putting recycle bins.
“Reforestation and playgrounds can be
made.” (S16)
“Each student can plant a tree.” (S17)
“Planting should be done first, and then
recycle bins should be placed and everyone
should be informed.” (S18)

4. Conclusion
In this study, it is aimed to determine the
attitudes of secondary school students towards
the use of outdoor learning approach in science
classes. The activities that students want to do
in the theme of the activities that students want
to do in nature are planting tree, camping and
sports activities. From this point of view,
students did not express the activities to be
carried out about outdoor learning. However,
activities can be done in many fields from
mathematics to literature. However, as the
children express themselves, they are not very
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aware of what they can do outdoors because
they do not have enough these experiences.
Looking at the theme of the Students' Learning
Activity in Nature theme, it is understood that
many students have not done many outdoor
activities before. When we look at the Number
of Students Attending / Not Attending Nature
Camp, students generally did not attend any
camps. Those who stated that they attended
stated that they did not receive a detailed
nature education.
Looking at the students' Ideas for Organizing
the School Garden as Forest or Garden theme,
we see that most of the students want the
school garden to be wider, to be reforested and
to be clean. In parallel with this finding, it is
stated that outdoor learning environments allow
observation [7]. It is among the observed
results that the science subjects which are
abstract with outdoor learning environments are
made concrete by means of one-to-one
interaction. It is stated that the support of
education and training activities carried out with
formal education with outdoors learning
environments, reinforcing existing learning,
affecting students' affective characteristics and
scientific process skills will improve positively
[18]. It is emphasized that the trips planned and
repeated for a purpose support both in-class
education and the development of students'
scientific process skills [8]. By associating the
science program with the activities to be
performed in outdoor learning environments,
students can be better understood the issues,
learning the concepts by embodying them and
gaining various gains. Outdoors learning
environments are very important in raising
students as individuals who can research,
question and reach a result [19].
Outdoors learning provides permanent
learning to children, where they can feel
comfortable and peaceful and gain first-hand
experience. In recent years, educational
activities related to outdoor learning have
gained importance in many countries around
the world. Especially Finland, Denmark,
Singapore are very successful in this regard.
But Turkey is not in a very good situation in this
regard. Looking at the literature, there are
some preschool activities. Very few forest
schools and nature camps are held. The
reason for these deficiencies may be due to
teachers' attitudes, the structure of the
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education system, crowded classes and sociocultural factors.
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Abstract. In this study, 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade
primary school students’ concept perceptions of
“living organism” have been investigated and
phenomenological design has been. The
sample of this study has been selected through
simple random sampling method. Drawing
technique has been benefited to collect data
and “Form of Identification of ‘Living Organism’
Concept through Drawing Technique” as data
collection tool has been used. Chi-square test
has been used to analyze students’ drawings
with the relations between determined
variables. There are differences between
students’ perceptions of ‘living organism’
concepts in terms of gender, number of siblings
and living space.

Keywords. Drawing, Living Organism,
Perception, Primary School Students.
1. Introduction
One of the main purposes of science
education is to bring up individuals, who can do
research, investigate, criticize as a requirement
of modern age they are living in, make
connections with science in their daily lives and
see life through the eyes of a scientist.
Therefore, learning science means to learn
investigation, techniques and methods. Skills of
reaching information and knowledge generation
through using scientific methods are scientific
process skills used in science [1].
The role of science education is to enable
students to learn science concepts and develop
thinking skills [2]. For this reason, the problems
related with instructional methods should be
identified. Children at young ages should learn
science concepts accurately because this will
facilitate science education in their later steps
of education.
Teaching concepts is an important process
starting from the first years of primary school
[3]. Teaching science information, which cannot
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generally be concretized, accurately and
completely is quite significant for students’
understanding the concepts which they
encounter in secondary education and later
periods.
Science studying life covers the difference
between living and non-living organisms.
Separating world into two components as living
and non-living organism requires firstly
recognizing living organism concept and
knowing different types of it [4]. According to
the description of living organism in Science
lesson, a creature requires to move in order to
become a living thing, be nourished in order to
survive, create other living beings similar to
itself, grow up after being born and lose its life
after living for a specified time since its birth.
Creatures which don’t have these features are
described as non-living things [5].
Liveliness
can
be
defined
through
comparing and contrasting the things which live
with the non-living things which were once alive
or has never lived. Nevertheless, these two
acknowledgements are not always separated
from each other at all researches. Pioneer
studies related with the ideas of children about
living organisms were developed by Piaget. He
observed that children had the ability of
sensation, feeling and intention about a number
of living organisms and they named them as
“living organisms”. He found out that children
had an idea for where the things like sun, cars,
wind, time and fire goes and they mentioned
about the feeling of “pinprick”. When they were
asked what they knew about living and nonliving organisms, they made judgments on the
livings of similar things. Children below 10
years old perceived non-living organisms as
natural physical events like in this example:
“Sun is hot because it wants people to keep
warm”.
According to Piaget, one of the features of
preoperational stage is animatisms. Children at
this stage can think the non-living organisms as
living organisms. They establish a dialogue with
their toys like they are living beings and can
think that toys can hear and understand them.
In spite of this, they can think living organisms
as
non-living
organisms
and
behave
accordingly. They can treat a living cat like a
toy. In short, children cannot distinguish
between living and non-living organisms at this
stage [6]. Therefore, the stage in which children
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experience should be taken into consideration
at the situations where the living and non-living
concepts cannot completely be understood.
The learning domain called as “Livings
Things and Life” in Science lesson and the unit
called as “Life in Nature” at Life Science lesson,
deals with living organisms as a basis. Various
scales and evaluation forms can be used in
order to measure 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade primary
school students’ concept perceptions of “living
organism”. However, because of children’s
young age drawing technique or picturing will
enable students to express themselves
accurately and this will also increase the
motivation towards lesson. Children’s drawings
express their experiences, opinions and
interpretations. The things which are expressed
through games and speeches can be
expressed through drawings, as well. Children
who draw are the ones who are happy and
satisfied. Children benefit from drawings while
expressing their relations with the world, fear,
joy, dream, pain, etc. Drawing is a starting point
for communication and art work represents an
appearance of students’ personality. Children
rarely prefer not to draw and this can be a
reflection of a trauma [7].
This study has been carried out to identify
1st, 2nd and 3rd grade primary school students’
concept perceptions of “living organism”
through drawing technique for the application of
beneficial science education and to determine
whether these concepts differ in terms of some
variables.

2. Research question
What are the effects of some variables
(gender, the number of siblings and living
space) on 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade primary school
students’ concept perceptions of “living
organism”?

3. Method and sample of the study
In this study, phenomenological design has
been
used.
Phenomenological
design
emphasizes
phenomenon
which
are
recognized but cannot be thought with the deep
and detailed understanding. In daily life, people
usually come across with phenomenon but
through researches aiming at studying
phenomenon, a convenient environment can be
created to explain the phenomenon [8].

The population of this study is consisted of
1st, 2nd and 3rd grade primary school students in
the city of Afyonkarahisar, district of Iscehisar
and its villages and towns at 2014-2015 school
year and the sample of this study is consisted
of 938 students. Data has been collected by the
students studying at 14 different primary
schools. The frequency of students’ grades is
given in Table 1.
Table 1. The Frequency of students in terms of
grades
Grade
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
Total

f
233
308
397
938

%
24.8
32.8
42.3
100

According to Table 1, 24.8 % (233) of the
students are 1st grade students, 32.8 % (308) of
them are 2nd grade students and 42.3 % (397)
of them are 3rd grade students.

4. Data collection technique and tool
In this study, drawing technique has been
used as a data collection tool. “Form of
Identification of ‘Living Organism’ Concept
through Drawing Technique”, prepared by the
researchers has been used as a data collection
tool. Before carrying out this research,
necessary permission has been obtained for
the use of “Form of Identification of ‘Living
Organism’
Concept
through
Drawing
Technique” at the primary schools in the city
centre, at the districts, villages and towns for
1st, 2nd and 3rd grade primary school students’.
During application, students were told about the
points that they should be careful while
completing
the
data
collection
tool.
Researchers waited for students’ completing
the forms and made necessary explanations
when it was required. Students were free to
draw anything related with living organisms and
they were asked to draw on “Form of
Identification of ‘Living Organism’ Concept
through Drawing Technique”. There weren’t
any limitations on students’ drawing. Therefore,
it was thought that students were able to
express themselves freely on their drawings.
Chi-square test has been used to analyze
students’ drawings with the relations between
determined variables. Data which were
obtained through “Form of Identification of
‘Living Organism’ Concept through Drawing
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Technique” have been analyzed and saved at
computer. Reliability analysis of the scale has
been done by 1 expert and 3 teachers and the
scale has been approved. The analysis has
been done through following the steps
respectively below:





Elimination and Coding Stage
Computerizing Data Stage
Developing Categories Stage
Ensuring Reliability Stage

5. Validity and reliability of the research
Inter-rater reliability formula which was
developed by Miles and Huberman was used in
order to analyze and categorize students’
drawings [9]. Miles and Huberman suggest that
there should be more than one researcher who
will code and this coding should be checked by
a different person in order to measure
consistency. According to Miles and Huberman,
if reliability calculations are above 70 %, the
analysis is accepted as reliable. In this study,
the reliability of “Form of Identification of ‘Living
Organism’
Concept
through
Drawing
Technique” has been calculated as 90.3 %.

Table 2. The Frequency of students’ drawings of
living organism
No drawing
No perception
Partially
perception
Fully perception
Total

f
2
12

%
0.2
1.3

437

46.6

487
938

51.9
100

The frequency of students’ drawings of living
organism is given in Table 3.
Table 3. The Frequency of students’ drawings of
living organism
f
Human being

302

Tree

283

Flower

251

Bird

123

Butterfly

108

Cat

102

Dog

81

6. Analysis of Data
Chi-square test (Chi-Square Test χ2) has
been used to analyze students’ drawings about
living organisms for finding out whether
drawings differ or not in terms of determined
variables. The significance of the relationship
between two categorical variables or between
one numerical variable and one non-numerical
(categorical) variable is determined through
Chi-square test [10].

7. Findings
Students’ concept perceptions of “living
organism” are given in Table 2 after analyzing
their concept perceptions.
According to Table 2, 0.2 % of students (f:2)
didn’t draw anything for Item 1. 1.3 % of them
(f:12) drew something wrong so couldn’t
perceive the concept. 46.6 % of them (f:437)
partially perceived the concept and 51.9 % of
them (f: 487) fully perceived the concept.
Students who drew wrong (the ones who didn’t
perceive) were included in the category of
“partially perceived” in order to ensure the
reliability in data analysis.
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This question was asked to the students:
“What has come into your mind when living
organism is said? Please draw the living things
that come to your minds.” According to Table 3,
students in general drew human being (f:302),
tree (f:283), flower (f:251), bird (f:123), butterfly
(f:108), cat (f:102) and dog (f:81). However,
there were many various drawings. In students’
drawings, it is seen that there are 1080 animal
figures, 302 human being figures, 550 plant
figures and 1 microbe figure. When the
frequency of students’ drawing of living
organism is examined, it is observed that
animal figures are more than plant figures. It is
thought that drawings have this kind of
tendency because animals can be easily
observed while moving and being fed when
they are compared with plants. Moreover, there
is also one drawing in which there is a flower
eating carnivore (bug).
Students wrote about the features of living
organisms such as nutrition, movement,
respiration and growth. Moreover, students who
wrote about excretion as a feature of living
organisms both drew it and explained this
system. In general, students wrote about the
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feature of movement living organisms and they
also emphasized the nutrition.

female students with a rate of 55.3 % drew right
in comparison with male students.

The frequency of students’ wrong drawings
of living organism is given in Table 4.

Table 5. Chi-square test results of students’
drawings of the concept of living organisms in
terms of Gender: Partial Perception and Fully
Perception

Table 4.The Frequency of students’ wrong
drawings of living organism
f
Cloud

12

Sun

10

Snow man

1

Cleats (crampon)
Television
Television remote control

1
1

Fridge

1

1

According to Table 4, there are some wrong
drawings of living organisms which include 12
clouds, 10 sun, 1 snow man, 1 cleat, 1
television, 1 television remote control and 1
fridge.
The most made mistakes about the
perceptions of living organisms are related with
the concepts of “cloud” and “sun”. Students
used “sun” as a living organism in their
drawings. When these drawings were
examined, it was seen that there were also
eyes and mouth of the sun. It can be said that
the sun is personalized and has a smiling face.
Moreover, students often drew “fruits” and
“grass” at both areas. Students drew the trees’
falling leaves and growing grass in order to
express the concept of living organism.
When the impacts of gender, the number of
siblings and living space on 1st, 2nd and 3rd
grade primary school students’ concept
perceptions of “living organism have been
examined, it is seen that there are significant
differences between groups.
Chi-square test results of students’ drawings
of the concept of living organisms according to
gender are given in Table 5.
According to Table 5 as a result of the
analysis, there is a significant difference
between the groups in terms of gender and the
level of perception of “living organism” concept
(p=.033<.05). According to the analysis results,

G
Female

N
%
N
%
N
%

Male
Total

PP
214
44.7
237
51.6
451
48.1

FP
265
55.3
222
48.4
487
51.9

χ2
4.54

p
.033

Chi-square test results of students’ drawings
of the concept of living organisms according to
the number of siblings are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Chi-square test results of students’
drawings of the concept of living organisms
according to the Number of Siblings: Partial
Perception and Fully Perception
NS
1
2
≤3

Total

N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%

PP
151
65.0
65
42.7
235
48.6
451
48.1

FP
203
35.0
35
57.3
249
51.4
487
51.9

χ2 p
4..54.000

According to Table 6 as a result of the
analysis, there is a significant difference
between the groups in terms of the number of
siblings and the level of perception of “living
organism” concept (p=.000<.05). According to
the analysis results, students who have 2
siblings with a rate of 57.3 % drew right in
comparison with the students who have 1
sibling and the ones who have 3 and more
siblings.
Chi-square test results of students’ drawings
of the concept of living organisms according to
living space are given in Table 7.
According to Table 7 as a result of the
analysis, there is a significant difference
between the groups in terms of the living space
and the level of perception of “living organism”
concept (p=.000<.05). According to the
analysis results, students who live in villages
and towns with a rate of 62.1 % drew right in
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comparison with the students who live in district
and city.
Table 7. Chi-square test results of students’
drawings of the concept of living organisms
according to Living space: Partial Perception
and Fully Perception
LS
Village/Town
District
City

Total

N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%

PP
107
37.9
184
66.9
160
42.0
451
48.1

FP
175
62.1
91
33.1
221
58.0
487
51.9

χ2
p
56.3.000

8. Discussion and conclusion
In this study, the question of “How are 1st,
2 and 3rd grade primary school students’
concept perceptions of living organism?” has
been investigated. The forms which have been
gathered from 938 students have been
evaluated after data analysis. Two students
cannot perceive the drawing of living organism,
twelve students have made wrong drawings,
437 students have partially perceived the
concept of living organism and 487 students
have fully perceived the concept of living
organism. According to these results, it is seen
that students in general are able to distinguish
the concept of living organism and express
their feelings about it.
nd

When the impacts of gender, the number of
siblings and living space on 1st, 2nd and 3rd
grade primary school students’ concept
perceptions of “living organism” have been
examined, it is seen that there are significant
differences between groups. According to the
analysis, it is found out that there is significant
difference in terms of students’ living space. In
Ulu’s study, in which students’ understanding of
science education was studied through the
individual drawings of 4th and 5th grade
students, significant difference is found out in
terms of gender [11]. This finding supports one
of the findings of this study of students’
perceptions of “living organism” in terms of
gender.
Bahar studied the opinions of students about
the concept of living organisms and there were
100 students whose ages were between 11-16
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years old [12]. They were asked questions
through pre-prepared grids. According to the
results, it was stated that students had various
ideas about living and non-living things,
students at all age groups knew main features
of living things but a significant number of
students didn’t know the concept of dormant. In
their study, Villarroel and Infante aimed to
determine the knowledge of 118 students
between the ages of 4 and 7 on the concept of
living things on plant life using two types of
tests [13]. As a result, they couldn’t find any
difference between the students according to
the age variable. According to these results, it
can be said that students in general distinguish
the concept of living with non-living but they
don’t have enough information about some
special situations, which is one of the results of
our study.
However, there has not been enough
research on the concept of living organism in
early childhood. Various experimental designs
can be made to contribute for uncovering
concepts. There are many researchers related
with this subject but the ability to accurately
distinguish living things from non-living things
may be related with the developmental process
and the studies are not enough to examine the
characteristic features of the drawings of the
young children. Considering the important
reasons supporting the thesis that the most
competent technique is drawing to explain the
thoughts of young children, surprisingly, the
lack of alternative working methods is
emphasized [13]. In order to achieve the
objectives of the Science lesson completely,
the concepts in the course content must be
learned correctly. Various studies should be
carried out in order to understand the concept
of living organisms correctly. These studies
should be prepared and enriched by
considering students' levels.
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Abstract. Many students learning English
complain that they understand English, but
don't feel confident enough to join a
conversation. Well, how the learners fix it? In
fact, the answer is not so difficult. They can try
to use pre-speaking strategies before the start
a conversation. So, in this study it is aimed to
contribute of students speaking skills by
teaching them pre-speaking strategies. The
study group consists of 34 students attending
9-D class in a high school in Afyonkarahisar
during 2018-2019 academic year. Research
data were collected by semi-structured
interview form, observation form, researcherpractitioner and student diaries. Descriptive
analysis was used in the analysis of the data.
Data indicate that students have successfully
completed speaking activities with pre-speaking
strategies. This study was extracted from “The
Preparation, Implementation, and Evaluation of
Language Learning Strategies Curriculum
Draft” Doctoral Thesis.

Keywords. Pre-speaking, Speaking Skills,
Strategy.

1. Introduction
Speaking, among the four major skills,
seems mostly favored as every English
language learner aspires to be effective in
communication. In other words, speaking has
always been the most challenging skill for most
of students. The importance of teaching
speaking skill is that language is acquired
through speaking and listening before one
learns reading and writing.
Speaking is defined as an interactive
process of building meaning that includes
producing,
receiving
and
processing
information [1]. The main goal when teaching
speaking is oral fluency, which is defined as the
ability to express oneself intelligibly, reasonably
accurately and without too much hesitation.
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Speaking serves important and several
purposes in language learning. To interact
socially consists of being able to communicate
with other people, and having the competence
to adjust language appropriately to the context.
To develop self-awareness means being able
to explore personal thoughts, emotions and
opinions. Finally, to inform obviously consists of
providing information and being able to present
the information appropriately to context, with
consideration to listeners’ benefit. speaking
leads to increased skills in other areas of
language learning, in addition to leading to
further growth in speaking abilities. Thus,
speaking and conversation are not just the aim
of learning English, but the means for language
development [3].
Studies demontrate that speaking skill is the
most neglected skill in language instruction.
Most students do not even have the opportunity
tospeak in the classroom or outside it.
Moreover, speaking is not a part of the
examination in most language courses. As it
has been discovered by many researchers,
foreign language learning best occurs through
interaction, teachers should provide learners
with the opportunities to communicate English
at the lesson. Since many learners’ goal in
language learning is to be able to communicate
fluently in formal and informal interactions,
classroom activities should be designed to
promote oral fluency. However, the ability of
speaking is a complex process in its nature;
many of the learners are anxious to speak in
the classroom or outside to due to different
social or psychological reasons so they keep
silent. Therefore, it is necessary for language
teachers to implement some natural strategies
such as: role plays, group work, projects, etc. to
avoid shyness and unwillingness of the
learners so that they can participate in the
speaking activities in the classroom [4]. It is
important if teachers teach students how to
speak strategically for effective communication.
Strategy based instruction is a process oriented
approach to teaching which focuses on the
learning process, and results in improvements
both in the process and product of learning.
Strategy means a plan, step, or conscious
action toward achievement of an objective [5].
It is stated that the ability to speak a
language is synonymous with knowing that
language since speaking is the most basic
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means of communication [6]. Teaching
speaking is also crucial because it can also
help improve other language skills; it can help
learners build vocabulary, improve grammar,
listening and writing as well. Undoubtedly,
learning to communicate in the foreign
language requires a lot of time and efforts.
Since students already know one or sometimes
more than one language, they might have
some expectations about how a language
works consciously and unconsciously in the
human mind. Although this knowledge can help
students acquire another language easier,
some studies show that for language learners
knowing another language can get in their way
as they try to speak in the new language.
Considering this, teachers should encourage
learners to use their own cognitive abilities to
help them activate the conscious process of
learning another language [4].
The ability to speak in English gives the
learner a cultural perspective, experience,
knowledge and useful information through
texts. However, teaching speaking English is
sometimes more difficult than other skills in
second language teaching. Because English
has different features compared to Turkish in
terms of grammar, vocabulary, pronounciation.
These differences can cause problems among
learners. Therefore, teachers teaching foreign
languages or second languages should use
various techniques and methods to help
learners in the process of teaching English
speaking skills. There are many strategies,
methods and techniques that can be used in
the English language teaching process. One of
them is pre-speaking strategies. The teachers
need to help the students get along with the
text since the beginning of the speaking
process. The teachers can prepare the
students before they start to speak.
From time to time, teachers encounter a
number of problems in the classroom learning
process during the teaching of speaking skills.
One of these problems is related to learning
strategies. Teachers do not always find it
effective to use direct expression method in
speaking.
Using
different
pre-speaking
strategies in the learning environment will
contribute to the solution of the problems that
students will encounter while speaking.
Therefore, teaching pre-speaking language
learning strategies to students or using them in

learning environments offers a different
perspective on the development of speaking in
English. It contributes to the increase in student
performance in English speaking skills by
motivating students to learn and decreasing
anxiety. It helps the development of student
performance in communication skills. It enables
language teachers to establish a new link
between
English
speaking
skills
and
communication skills. For these reasons, in this
research, it is aimed to eliminate the problems
faced by students in their English speaking
skills by teaching their students pre-speaking
language learning strategies. In this context,
the answers of the following research questions
will be sought in the research:
1.

2.

3.

What are the positive contributions of
using pre-speaking language learning
strategies in English speaking skill
activities?
What are the negative aspects of
using pre-speaking language learning
strategies in English speaking skill
activities?
What is the contribution of prespeaking language learning strategies
to the development of English
speaking skills?

2. Method
The research was handled with the action
research method, which is one of the qualitative
research methods. Action research critically
addresses
the
development
and
implementation of educational workers' own
schools, classes, educational studies and
initiatives, and the assessment of their
effectiveness. Thus, it offers a different
perspective in dealing with educational
problems [7]. This study includes teaching prespeaking language learning strategies in order
to improve the speaking skills of students who
have problems in the development of speaking
skills in the English learning process.
Therefore, it is aimed to contribute to the
development of speaking skills of students by
using action research in these applications.

2.1. Sample of the Study
The study group of the research was
determined with the purposeful sampling
method, which is one of the non-random
sampling methods in order to conduct in-depth
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research and to reach data rich in accordance
with the research problem. The study included
34 students, 20 females and 14 males, who
continued their education in the 9-D class in a
high school in the city center of Afyonkarahisar
in the 2018-2019 academic year.

2.2. Data Collection Tools
As the research was designed as a
qualitative research, qualitative data collection
tools were used in the data collection process.
A qualitative method does not have to be used
for data collection or data analysis in qualitative
research [8]. One or more of the various data
collection tools can be used from observation to
interview. The data collection process of this
research was carried out in two stages. The
first data related to the research were collected
during the implementation of the action plans.
In this process, observation form and
researcher diaries were used as data collection
tools.
The second step of collecting data for the
research is to conduct interviews. At this stage,
the data were collected through semi-structured
interview forms. Interview questions direct the
dialogue with the interviewee and provide an
opportunity to express their views and
experiences about the situation [9]. For this
reason, interview forms were used after the
implementation of action research.

2.3. Analysis of Data
In the research, descriptive analysis was
made by coding the data obtained from the
interviews in accordance with the themes and
sub-themes determined before the interviews.
In addition, content analysis was carried out by
coding in accordance with the new themes that
emerged during the examination of the data.
Therefore, in the research, the data were
analyzed with a mixed method by using both
descriptive and content analysis. Data obtained
from the researcher-practitioner diary and
observations were included in the research by
making direct quotations. In qualitative
research, direct quotations will contribute to the
understanding of social events, as this will
enable in-depth discovery of the subject.

2.4. Reliability and Validity
One of the methods that can be used to
ensure the reliability of the data collected in
qualitative research is triangulation [10].
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Triangulation is the comparison of the results of
two or more data collection methods, two or
more data sources. Thus, weaknesses of one
of the methods can be compensated by the
strengths of the other method [11]. In this
study, the reliability of the study was ensured
by diversifying the data collection tools during
and after the action research application.

2.5. Implementation of Action Plans
The varieties of pre-speaking activities are
implemented in 9/D class in the academic year
2018/2019. The teacher starts the speaking
class with the varieties of pre-speaking
activities before giving the students a speaking
subject. Within the scope of the research, a
total of five different activities were held in two
weeks with the students. The researcher is also
a practicing English teacher. The practitioner
treats the problems he / she detected in his /
her lesson as a researcher and aims to
eliminate the problems. A number of prespeaking language learning strategies were
taugt before speaking activity.

3. Findings
Research findings are handled in two stages
as the data collection process takes place in
two stages. In the first stage, the notes of an
observer in the class during the action plan
implementation
process
and
sample
statements from the researcher-practitioner
diary are included. In the second stage, the
frequency table of the interviews with the
students and sample expressions from the
interviews were given after the implementation.
Sample
expressions
obtained
from
observations, diaries and interviews related to
the first sub-problem of the research are given
below:
Observation:
“Almost all of the students expressed or felt
dissatisfaction when the teacher stated that
they would consider pre-speaking strategies in
the classroom. The negative attitudes of
students towards this skill could be felt from
their behavior. The teacher calmed the
students but it could be done more effectively.
The warm-up exercise after the students
partially calmed down actually made the
students feel more comfortable. The students
worked as a group and tried to find the
similarities and differences between each other.
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It was quite good to prohibit speaking in the
mother tongue. The students tried to speak by
force.” (05/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:
“The warm-up study of the course on prespeaking strategies was related to the
similarities and differences of the students. This
created an opportunity for the lesson as it was
a subject that students knew and could easily
express themselves. Again, it was an
opportunity for the activities in speaking
activities to proceed in parallel with the subjects
in English lessons. In speaking activities,
indirect strategies, in other words, affective
strategies should be included more. In
particular, students need motivation both
individually and as a class at every stage of
speaking activities.” (05/11/2018)
The students encountered more English
speaking topics in these lessons. This situation
caused them to be overexposed to the target
language. Students saw various pre-speaking
language learning strategies in this course.
This situation caused a feeling of curiosity in
them. Data obtained from observation notes
and researcher-practitioner diaries discussed
during the action plan implementation show
that students encounter these strategies for the
first time. However, although the students met
for the first time, they had anxiety about
speaking avtivities. The frequency table (Table
1) of the data obtained from the interviews
made after the implementation of the action
plan is given below:
Table 1. Student Views on the Positive Aspects
of Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies
Theme
Positive
Aspects of
PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies

Sub-theme
Preparation for speaking
topic
Search information about
speaking topic
Decreasing anxiety and
feeling relax
Having an idea about where
to start speaking

f
25
23
22
20

Student Opinions:
“All of the activities we did while learning
pre-speaking strategies were very fun and
efficient. First of all, we did the activity where
we said our similar and different features. It

was forbidden to speak Turkish. In the group,
nobody knew what to speak first, then when our
time decreased, we all said something, even if
it wasn't a full sentence. It was nice to work in a
group. Later, our teacher made a presentation
about what we could speak better before the
speaking and handed us a worksheet. Our play
was very fun. Normally I do not know how to
make question sentences very well, but I can
now ask a lot of questions on the subject
because of the hints on the playing card and
because we repeat it in the game many times
over. I felt strong at every event we held this
week. If you ask why, I have never spoken
English so long before.” (05/11/2018)
Sample
expressions
obtained
from
observations, diaries and interviews regarding
the second sub-problem of the research are
given below:
Observation:
“In speaking activities, the teacher should
have used more affective strategies. For
example, it could be an activity like meditation
in the past weeks. The warm-up exercise after
the students partially calmed down actually
made the students feel more comfortable. It
took time to motivate students to speak,
motivating them to speak. If affective strategies
were included more, it might not pose a threat.”
(13/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:
“The crowd of class members in speaking
activities sometimes caused problems in terms
of classroom management. Although each
student has a speech card, the students started
talking among themselves from time to time,
but the problem was prevented by intervening
instantly. So, the organization should be done
in a perfect way in speaking exercises.”
(13/11/2018)
Data collected during the implementation of
the action plan shows that students should be
given not only pre-speaking language learning
strategies but also affective strategies. The
frequency table (Table 2) of the data obtained
from the interviews made after the
implementation of the action plan is given
below:
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Table 2. Student Views on the Negative Aspects
of Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies
Theme
Negative
Aspects of
PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies

Sub-theme
Causing time loss
Crowded classrooms

f
12

34

Student Opinions:
“This week we learned what we can do
during the conversation. Actually, I think the
first way to be successful in speaking is to
control our emotions, not to be afraid, to be
excited. These can be difficult to do, but we can
feel good by breathing exercises by thinking
about things that calm us or listening to music.
But the class must not be crowded to do them.”
(13/11/2018).
In the interviews made after the
implementation of the action plan, the students
were asked what they saw negative about their
pre-speaking language learning strategies
(Table 2). some of the students stated that prespeaking language learning strategies have
negative aspects. They cause losing time
before speaking. And most of the students
expressed that in crowded classroom, it doesn’t
make sense to learn pre-speaking language
learning strategies.
Sample
statements
obtained
from
observation, diary and interviews regarding the
third sub-problem of the research are given
below:
Observation:
“Before starting the lesson this week, an
activity called emotion control list was held.
First of all, it was tried to determine what kind of
negative emotions students experienced during
speaking. Then, it was talked about how the
students can struggle with these emotions. In
fact, this event would be much more efficient if
it was held last week, but this week was also
very effective. Its effect was clearly visible on
speaking activities. The students were more
comfortable in the activities. The strategies that
could be used during the speaking provided by
the
teacher
were
quite
clear
and
understandable. peech cards were used
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especially in the activities held before and after
the presentation. Here, when the student did
not want to give information about himself,
speech cards were preferred with the idea that
he may not want to attend and attend the
lesson. This was very good.” (20/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:
“Before starting the lesson about strategies
that can be used before speaking, there are
also suggestions to increase the motivation of
students towards speaking. It is noteworthy that
the initial prejudices of the students have
partially disappeared. Again, in this cycle of
action, especially in the warm-up study, a group
study and the fact that everyone in the group
had to talk both gave the students confidence,
reduced their anxiety and enabled them to
speak. The students fulfilled the task given to
them by acting from the sentence structures
they know.” (20/11/2018)
The observation and researcher practitioner
diary made during the implementation of action
plans shows that when students use prespeaking language learning strategies, they are
more successful in speaking activities and their
motivation is higher. The frequencies related to
the data obtained from the interviews are given
in Table 3:
Table 3. Students' Views on the Contribution of
Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies to
English Speaking Skills
Theme
Contribution
of PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies
to English
Speaking
Skills

Sub-theme
Developing a positive attitude
towards speaking
Feeling well before speaking
Helping to recall related
vocabulary
Helping to recall simple
sentence structure

f
28
32
29
25

Student Opinions:
“This week we learned the latest of their
speaking strategies. For me, language learning
strategies that can be used before speaking
enable us to speak more easily during
speaking. I can identify the places where I feel
inadequate before speaking. Pre-speaking
language learning strategies are very
important. We can make preparations before
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starting to speak, we can make our speech in
line with these preparations.” (20/11/2018)
During the interviews with students after the
implementation of the action plans, the
students were asked how pre-speaking
language learning strategies contributed to the
development of speaking skills. The vast
majority of students stated that the problems
they faced in speaking skill have largely
disappeared.

7. Conclusion and Discussion
The ability to speak in English is very
important and difficult for language learning
learning process. Language learners want to
understand what is spoken in the target
language. However, they also want to speak
this target language fluently and accurately. In
this study, it is aimed to eliminate the problems
that students face with speaking skills in
learning environment by using pre-speaking
language learning strategies. For this purpose,
three action plans covering pre-speaking
learning strategies prepared by the researcherpractitioner English teacher, carrying out the
research, were applied to the study group of
the research. In the first action plan of the
research, first of all, it was tried to introduce
students to what pre-speaking language
learning strategies are and what they will do.
According to the observations, interviews,
and analysis of daily data after the completion
of the first application, it was observed that the
students had an idea and could diversify these
ideas before speaking. However, although the
students could diversify their pre-speaking
learning strategies, they hesitated during the
implementation of these strategies, and
hesitated how to apply them. For this reason,
the researcher-practitioner prepared and
implemented the second action plan.
The aim of the second action plan is to
enable students to encounter more prespeaking strategy and to apply these strategies
before speaking. In this action plan, it is seen
that the students both adapt the pre-speaking
strategies to themselves and use these
strategies before the speaking. The researcherpractitioner prepared and implemented the third
action plan in order to use these strategies
more and gain practice.

In the third action plan, various speaking
activities were carried out to ensure that the
pre-speaking learning strategies learned in the
first and second action plans were applied
more. As a result of these activities, it was
observed that the students tried to apply their
pre-speaking learning strategies without any
warning or reminder before speaking. They feel
relaxed before speaking activity.
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Abstract. Many students learning English
complain that they understand English, but
don't feel confident enough to join a
conversation. Well, how the learners fix it? In
fact, the answer is not so difficult. They can try
to use pre-speaking strategies before the start
a conversation. So, in this study it is aimed to
contribute of students speaking skills by
teaching them pre-speaking strategies. The
study group consists of 34 students attending
9-D class in a high school in Afyonkarahisar
during 2018-2019 academic year. Research
data were collected by semi-structured
interview form, observation form, researcherpractitioner and student diaries. Descriptive
analysis was used in the analysis of the data.
Data indicate that students have successfully
completed speaking activities with pre-speaking
strategies. This study was extracted from “The
Preparation, Implementation, and Evaluation of
Language Learning Strategies Curriculum
Draft” Doctoral Thesis.

Keywords. Pre-Speaking, Speaking Skills,
Strategy.

1. Introduction
Speaking, among the four major skills,
seems mostly favored as every English
language learner aspires to be effective in
communication. In other words, speaking has
always been the most challenging skill for most
of students. The importance of teaching
speaking skill is that language is acquired
through speaking and listening before one
learns reading and writing.
Speaking is defined as an interactive
process of building meaning that includes
producing,
receiving
and
processing
information [1]. The main goal when teaching
speaking is oral fluency, which is defined as the
ability to express oneself intelligibly, reasonably
accurately and without too much hesitation.
Speaking serves important and several

purposes in language learning. To interact
socially consists of being able to communicate
with other people, and having the competence
to adjust language appropriately to the context.
To develop self-awareness means being able
to explore personal thoughts, emotions and
opinions. Finally, to inform obviously consists of
providing information and being able to present
the information appropriately to context, with
consideration to listeners’ benefit. speaking
leads to increased skills in other areas of
language learning, in addition to leading to
further growth in speaking abilities. Thus,
speaking and conversation are not just the aim
of learning English, but the means for language
development [3].
Studies demontrate that speaking skill is the
most neglected skill in language instruction.
Most students do not even have the opportunity
tospeak in the classroom or outside it.
Moreover, speaking is not a part of the
examination in most language courses. As it
has been discovered by many researchers,
foreign language learning best occurs through
interaction, teachers should provide learners
with the opportunities to communicate English
at the lesson. Since many learners’ goal in
language learning is to be able to communicate
fluently in formal and informal interactions,
classroom activities should be designed to
promote oral fluency. However, the ability of
speaking is a complex process in its nature;
many of the learners are anxious to speak in
the classroom or outside to due to different
social or psychological reasons so they keep
silent. Therefore, it is necessary for language
teachers to implement some natural strategies
such as: role plays, group work, projects, etc. to
avoid shyness and unwillingness of the
learners so that they can participate in the
speaking activities in the classroom [4]. It is
important if teachers teach students how to
speak strategically for effective communication.
Strategy based instruction is a process oriented
approach to teaching which focuses on the
learning process, and results in improvements
both in the process and product of learning.
Strategy means a plan, step, or conscious
action toward achievement of an objective [5].
It is stated that the ability to speak a
language is synonymous with knowing that
language since speaking is the most basic
means of communication [6]. Teaching
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speaking is also crucial because it can also
help improve other language skills; it can help
learners build vocabulary, improve grammar,
listening and writing as well. Undoubtedly,
learning to communicate in the foreign
language requires a lot of time and efforts.
Since students already know one or sometimes
more than one language, they might have
some expectations about how a language
works consciously and unconsciously in the
human mind. Although this knowledge can help
students acquire another language easier,
some studies show that for language learners
knowing another language can get in their way
as they try to speak in the new language.
Considering this, teachers should encourage
learners to use their own cognitive abilities to
help them activate the conscious process of
learning another language [4].
The ability to speak in English gives the
learner a cultural perspective, experience,
knowledge and useful information through
texts. However, teaching speaking English is
sometimes more difficult than other skills in
second language teaching. Because English
has different features compared to Turkish in
terms of grammar, vocabulary, pronounciation.
These differences can cause problems among
learners. Therefore, teachers teaching foreign
languages or second languages should use
various techniques and methods to help
learners in the process of teaching English
speaking skills. There are many strategies,
methods and techniques that can be used in
the English language teaching process. One of
them is pre-speaking strategies. The teachers
need to help the students get along with the
text since the beginning of the speaking
process. The teachers can prepare the
students before they start to speak.
From time to time, teachers encounter a
number of problems in the classroom learning
process during the teaching of speaking skills.
One of these problems is related to learning
strategies. Teachers do not always find it
effective to use direct expression method in
speaking.
Using
different
pre-speaking
strategies in the learning environment will
contribute to the solution of the problems that
students will encounter while speaking.
Therefore, teaching pre-speaking language
learning strategies to students or using them in
learning environments offers a different
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perspective on the development of speaking in
English. It contributes to the increase in student
performance in English speaking skills by
motivating students to learn and decreasing
anxiety. It helps the development of student
performance in communication skills. It enables
language teachers to establish a new link
between
English
speaking
skills
and
communication skills. For these reasons, in this
research, it is aimed to eliminate the problems
faced by students in their English speaking
skills by teaching their students pre-speaking
language learning strategies. In this context,
the answers of the following research questions
will be sought in the research:
1.

2.

3.

What are the positive contributions of
using pre-speaking language learning
strategies in English speaking skill
activities?
What are the negative aspects of
using pre-speaking language learning
strategies in English speaking skill
activities?
What is the contribution of prespeaking language learning strategies
to the development of English
speaking skills?

2. Method
The research was handled with the action
research method, which is one of the qualitative
research methods. Action research critically
addresses
the
development
and
implementation of educational workers' own
schools, classes, educational studies and
initiatives, and the assessment of their
effectiveness. Thus, it offers a different
perspective in dealing with educational
problems [7]. This study includes teaching prespeaking language learning strategies in order
to improve the speaking skills of students who
have problems in the development of speaking
skills in the English learning process.
Therefore, it is aimed to contribute to the
development of speaking skills of students by
using action research in these applications.

2.1. Sample of the Study
The study group of the research was
determined with the purposeful sampling
method, which is one of the non-random
sampling methods in order to conduct in-depth
research and to reach data rich in accordance
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with the research problem. The study included
34 students, 20 females and 14 males, who
continued their education in the 9-D class in a
high school in the city center of Afyonkarahisar
in the 2018-2019 academic year.

2.2. Data Collection Tools
As the research was designed as a
qualitative research, qualitative data collection
tools were used in the data collection process.
A qualitative method does not have to be used
for data collection or data analysis in qualitative
research [8]. One or more of the various data
collection tools can be used from observation to
interview. The data collection process of this
research was carried out in two stages. The
first data related to the research were collected
during the implementation of the action plans.
In this process, observation form and
researcher diaries were used as data collection
tools.
The second step of collecting data for the
research is to conduct interviews. At this stage,
the data were collected through semi-structured
interview forms. Interview questions direct the
dialogue with the interviewee and provide an
opportunity to express their views and
experiences about the situation [9]. For this
reason, interview forms were used after the
implementation of action research.

2.3. Analysis of Data
In the research, descriptive analysis was
made by coding the data obtained from the
interviews in accordance with the themes and
sub-themes determined before the interviews.
In addition, content analysis was carried out by
coding in accordance with the new themes that
emerged during the examination of the data.
Therefore, in the research, the data were
analyzed with a mixed method by using both
descriptive and content analysis. Data obtained
from the researcher-practitioner diary and
observations were included in the research by
making direct quotations. In qualitative
research, direct quotations will contribute to the
understanding of social events, as this will
enable in-depth discovery of the subject.

2.4. Reliability and Validity
One of the methods that can be used to
ensure the reliability of the data collected in
qualitative research is triangulation [10].
Triangulation is the comparison of the results of

two or more data collection methods, two or
more data sources. Thus, weaknesses of one
of the methods can be compensated by the
strengths of the other method [11]. In this
study, the reliability of the study was ensured
by diversifying the data collection tools during
and after the action research application.

2.5. Implementation of Action Plans
The varieties of pre-speaking activities are
implemented in 9/D class in the academic year
2018/2019. The teacher starts the speaking
class with the varieties of pre-speaking
activities before giving the students a speaking
subject. Within the scope of the research, a
total of five different activities were held in two
weeks with the students. The researcher is also
a practicing English teacher. The practitioner
treats the problems he / she detected in his /
her lesson as a researcher and aims to
eliminate the problems. A number of prespeaking language learning strategies were
taugt before speaking activity.

3. Findings
Research findings are handled in two stages
as the data collection process takes place in
two stages. In the first stage, the notes of an
observer in the class during the action plan
implementation
process
and
sample
statements from the researcher-practitioner
diary are included. In the second stage, the
frequency table of the interviews with the
students and sample expressions from the
interviews were given after the implementation.
Sample
expressions
obtained
from
observations, diaries and interviews related to
the first sub-problem of the research are given
below:
Observation:
“Almost all of the students expressed or felt
dissatisfaction when the teacher stated that
they would consider pre-speaking strategies in
the classroom. The negative attitudes of
students towards this skill could be felt from
their behavior. The teacher calmed the
students but it could be done more effectively.
The warm-up exercise after the students
partially calmed down actually made the
students feel more comfortable. The students
worked as a group and tried to find the
similarities and differences between each other.
It was quite good to prohibit speaking in the
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mother tongue. The students tried to speak by
force.” (05/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:
“The warm-up study of the course on prespeaking strategies was related to the
similarities and differences of the students. This
created an opportunity for the lesson as it was
a subject that students knew and could easily
express themselves. Again, it was an
opportunity for the activities in speaking
activities to proceed in parallel with the subjects
in English lessons. In speaking activities,
indirect strategies, in other words, affective
strategies should be included more. In
particular, students need motivation both
individually and as a class at every stage of
speaking activities.” (05/11/2018)
The students encountered more English
speaking topics in these lessons. This situation
caused them to be overexposed to the target
language. Students saw various pre-speaking
language learning strategies in this course.
This situation caused a feeling of curiosity in
them. Data obtained from observation notes
and researcher-practitioner diaries discussed
during the action plan implementation show
that students encounter these strategies for the
first time. However, although the students met
for the first time, they had anxiety about
speaking avtivities. The frequency table (Table
1) of the data obtained from the interviews
made after the implementation of the action
plan is given below:
Table 1. Student Views on the Positive Aspects
of Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies
Theme
Positive
Aspects of
PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies

Sub-theme
Preparation for speaking
topic
Search information about
speaking topic
Decreasing anxiety and
feeling relax
Having an idea about where
to start speaking

f
25
23
22
20

Student Opinions:
“All of the activities we did while learning
pre-speaking strategies were very fun and
efficient. First of all, we did the activity where
we said our similar and different features. It
was forbidden to speak Turkish. In the group,
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nobody knew what to speak first, then when our
time decreased, we all said something, even if
it wasn't a full sentence. It was nice to work in a
group. Later, our teacher made a presentation
about what we could speak better before the
speaking and handed us a worksheet. Our play
was very fun. Normally I do not know how to
make question sentences very well, but I can
now ask a lot of questions on the subject
because of the hints on the playing card and
because we repeat it in the game many times
over. I felt strong at every event we held this
week. If you ask why, I have never spoken
English so long before.” (05/11/2018)
Sample
expressions
obtained
from
observations, diaries and interviews regarding
the second sub-problem of the research are
given below:
Observation:
“In speaking activities, the teacher should
have used more affective strategies. For
example, it could be an activity like meditation
in the past weeks. The warm-up exercise after
the students partially calmed down actually
made the students feel more comfortable. It
took time to motivate students to speak,
motivating them to speak. If affective strategies
were included more, it might not pose a threat.”
(13/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:
“The crowd of class members in speaking
activities sometimes caused problems in terms
of classroom management. Although each
student has a speech card, the students started
talking among themselves from time to time,
but the problem was prevented by intervening
instantly. So, the organization should be done
in a perfect way in speaking exercises.”
(13/11/2018)
Data collected during the implementation of
the action plan shows that students should be
given not only pre-speaking language learning
strategies but also affective strategies. The
frequency table (Table 2) of the data obtained
from the interviews made after the
implementation of the action plan is given
below:
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Table 2. Student Views on the Negative Aspects
of Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies
Theme
Negative
Aspects of
PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies

Sub-theme
Causing time loss
Crowded classrooms

f
12

the presentation. Here, when the student did
not want to give information about himself,
speech cards were preferred with the idea that
he may not want to attend and attend the
lesson. This was very good.” (20/11/2018)
Researcher-practitioner Diary:

34

Student Opinions:
“This week we learned what we can do
during the conversation. Actually, I think the
first way to be successful in speaking is to
control our emotions, not to be afraid, to be
excited. These can be difficult to do, but we can
feel good by breathing exercises by thinking
about things that calm us or listening to music.
But the class must not be crowded to do them.”
(13/11/2018).
In the interviews made after the
implementation of the action plan, the students
were asked what they saw negative about their
pre-speaking language learning strategies
(Table 2). some of the students stated that prespeaking language learning strategies have
negative aspects. They cause losing time
before speaking. And most of the students
expressed that in crowded classroom, it doesn’t
make sense to learn pre-speaking language
learning strategies.
Sample
statements
obtained
from
observation, diary and interviews regarding the
third sub-problem of the research are given
below:
Observation:
“Before starting the lesson this week, an
activity called emotion control list was held.
First of all, it was tried to determine what kind of
negative emotions students experienced during
speaking. Then, it was talked about how the
students can struggle with these emotions. In
fact, this event would be much more efficient if
it was held last week, but this week was also
very effective. Its effect was clearly visible on
speaking activities. The students were more
comfortable in the activities. The strategies that
could be used during the speaking provided by
the
teacher
were
quite
clear
and
understandable. peech cards were used
especially in the activities held before and after

“Before starting the lesson about strategies
that can be used before speaking, there are
also suggestions to increase the motivation of
students towards speaking. It is noteworthy that
the initial prejudices of the students have
partially disappeared. Again, in this cycle of
action, especially in the warm-up study, a group
study and the fact that everyone in the group
had to talk both gave the students confidence,
reduced their anxiety and enabled them to
speak. The students fulfilled the task given to
them by acting from the sentence structures
they know.” (20/11/2018)
The observation and researcher practitioner
diary made during the implementation of action
plans shows that when students use prespeaking language learning strategies, they are
more successful in speaking activities and their
motivation is higher. The frequencies related to
the data obtained from the interviews are given
in Table 3:
Table 3. Students' Views on the Contribution of
Pre-Speaking Language Learning Strategies to
English Speaking Skills
Theme
Contribution
of PreSpeaking
Language
Learning
Strategies
to English
Speaking
Skills

Sub-theme
Developing a positive attitude
towards speaking
Feeling well before speaking
Helping to recall related
vocabulary
Helping to recall simple
sentence structure

f
28
32
29
25

Student Opinions:
“This week we learned the latest of their
speaking strategies. For me, language learning
strategies that can be used before speaking
enable us to speak more easily during
speaking. I can identify the places where I feel
inadequate before speaking. Pre-speaking
language learning strategies are very
important. We can make preparations before
starting to speak, we can make our speech in
line with these preparations.” (20/11/2018)
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During the interviews with students after the
implementation of the action plans, the
students were asked how pre-speaking
language learning strategies contributed to the
development of speaking skills. The vast
majority of students stated that the problems
they faced in speaking skill have largely
disappeared.

more. As a result of these activities, it was
observed that the students tried to apply their
pre-speaking learning strategies without any
warning or reminder before speaking. They feel
relaxed before speaking activity.
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Abstract. According to Gardner [9], individuals
will be expected to develop some types of mind
in the future. These mind types are "disciplined
mind", "synthesizing mind", "creative mind",
"respectful mind" and "ethical mind". Only
individuals
who
can
possess
the
aforementioned types of mind will be able to
produce unique products, and these qualities
will be developed in individuals that educators
will want to train. The purpose of this study is to
examine the disciplined mind features of
primary school 4th grade students in terms of
various variables. Personal information form
and disciplined mind scale (α =.826) were used
as data collection tools. Descriptive statistics, t
test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
were used to analyze the data. As a result of
this research, it was determined that disciplined
mind levels of students were “Often” (X =
4.0598) and there was a significant difference
in terms of gender, father’s education level,
mother’s job, father’s job variables.

Keywords. Disciplined Mind, Disciplined Mind

Scale (DMS), Primary School 4th Grade.

1. Introduction
Today, learning is very important, just like in
the past. Learning starts when the individual is
still in the womb and continues for life [2].
Although the importance of the learning action
does not decrease in any period, it grows on
the contrary. The expectation of our age from
individuals is that they are specialized in their
work and have the ability to innovate [15].
Undoubtedly, in order for an engineer to be
successful in the fields of production and
development, it is necessary to know the nature
of the substance on which it will work and to
make the necessary calculations to carry out
the work completely [9]. Therefore, it is thought
that individuals should have full control of the
discipline areas that are the subject of learning
during their education.

According to Gardner [9], individuals will be
expected to develop some types of mind in the
future. Only individuals who can possess the
aforementioned types of mind will be able to
produce unique products, and it will be aimed
to develop these qualities in individuals that
educators will want to train. These mind types
are "disciplined mind", "synthesizing mind",
"creative mind", "respectful mind" and "ethical
mind". When the characteristics of the type of
individual that educators want to train in the
future with the five mind areas put forward.
It envisages a human model that has
disciplined thinking skills, has been able to
develop the synthesizing mind structure and
thus acquires creative thinking skills, can
demonstrate the skills to respect the rules of
ethics and ethical principles while exhibiting
these skills, and that can be beneficial to the
society, the environment and the world. One of
the main goals in the disciplined mind is that
individuals are mastered in at least one
discipline. This discipline can be a branch of
art, profession, history or sociology from the
humanities. In one discipline, the process of
qualification can take up to ten years [9].
It is stated that children have scientific
thinking skills such as observing the facts,
recording data, and determining the effects of
independent variables on dependent variables
around the age of 11 [12]. Gardner [9] states
that although he studied psychology, it took ten
years to learn to think like a psychologist.
Considering that the process of competence in
a discipline can last up to ten years, the
importance of developing the disciplined mind
from primary school becomes evident.
Beginning from elementary to last until the end
of high school Given that it is being
implemented on a mandatory training period of
twelve years in Turkey, which is located in the
10-11 age group 4th grade students of the
period of primary school starting is considered
necessary to develop a disciplined mind
features.
The aim of this study is to examine the
disciplined level of mind features of students
and whether there are significant differences in
terms of various variables. This research is
important in terms of revealing the levels of
disciplined mind features of students and the
variables that affect disciplined mind features.
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2. Method
In this research, survey research model,
which is one of the quantitative research
methods, was used. Survey researches are
studies aiming to describe the views and
features of large masses [1]. Another feature of
survey research is that it is generalizing.
Survey research makes generalizations about
the universe represented by the sample in the
light of the data obtained from a sample [5].
The population of the study is 4th grade
primary school students studying in both public
and private schools in the 2018-2019 academic
year in the Central District of Afyonkarahisar
Province. The sample of the research consists
of 537 students, 271 men and 266 women.

3. Data Collection Tools
In this research, the personal information
form aimed at obtaining students' information
about the variables to be examined and the
Disciplined Mind Scale (DMS) developed by the
researchers were used as data collection tools.
DMS is a 5-point Likert-type scale consisting of
27 expressions and 5 sub-dimensions.
Questions include “5 Always”, “4 Often”, “3
Sometimes”, “2 Rarely”, “1 Never” and the
options are scored from positive to negative.
There are 27 expressions in the scale, 20
positive and 7 negative. "Structure validity" was
used as the method of determining validity in
testing the validity of DMS. The reliability of the
scale was calculated by calculating the
Cronbach Alpha coefficient (.826) and internal
consistency reliability was obtained. It can be
said that the Cronbach's Alpha reliability
coefficient of DMS is.826, since this value is
between.60 and.90, it is quite reliable [3].
The data collected with personal information
form and DMS were transferred to the
computer. In testing the normality of the
distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
performed, and skewness-kurtosis values of
the scores were also examined. According to
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test result, the
significance value (p) is greater than.05 means
that the normality is achieved [3]. For most
psychometric purposes, the kurtosis value
between -1.0 and +1.0 is considered to be
excellent, but in some cases the value between
-2.0 and +2.0 is also acceptable, depending on
the specific application [10]. As a result of the
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analysis of the data, it was accepted that the
data showed a normal distribution since the
significance value (p) was less than.05 and the
skewness kurtosis coefficient was between -1.0
and +1.0 according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. Therefore, in order to determine whether
there is a significant difference in terms of
disciplined mind features of the students in
terms of gender and having internet connection
at home, samples t test was conducted
independent of parametric tests. One-way
analysis of variance (one-way Anova) was
applied to determine whether there is a
significant difference in terms of mother’s
education level, father's education level,
subscription to a scientific journal, or follow-up
status, mother’s job and father’s job variables.
In cases where there is a significant
difference as a result of one-way Anova
analysis, LSD (least significant difference) test
was used to determine the source of the
difference between the groups. LSD test, which
can be used when there is no equality in the
sample number; It is preferred because it gives
more meaningful results compared to other
tests that are conducted to determine the
source of the difference. The LSD test is the
most liberal of the tests, the most likely to differ
significantly in comparisons because it is simply
a t-test sequence [10]. LSD test is equivalent to
performing more than one t test on data [8].
In order to determine the score ranges of the
answers given by the students, the items
included in the disciplined mind scale (DMS);
4.21-5.00 “Always”, 3.41-4.20 “Often”, 2.613.40 “Sometimes”, 1.81-2.60 “Rarely”, 1.001.80 were interpreted based on the “Never”
intervals. The determination of score ranges in
the measurement results is done by dividing
the difference between the highest value and
the smallest value by the number of groups
[11].

4. Results
As a result of the analysis of the data
obtained from the research, it was determined
that the DMS levels of the 4th grade students in
primary school were “Often” (X = 4.0598).
There was no significant difference in terms
of DMS levels of the students in terms of
“having
internet
connection
at
home,
subscribing to a scientific journal, mother’s
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education level” variables.
As a result of the t test, a significant
difference was found in favor of female
students (X = 4.15, S =.46) in terms of gender
and DMS levels of the students.
According to the results of one-way analysis
of variance, a significant difference was
determined in terms of the DMS levels of the
students and the variables of father’s education
level, mother’s job and father’s job. LSD test
was applied in order to determine between
which groups the source of the significant
difference was detected.
According to the data obtained from the LSD
test, the educational status of the students
whose father's education level is at master's /
doctorate level (X = 4.34, S =.39) and the
education level of the father are literate (X =
3.93 S =.47), primary school graduate (X =
3.89, S =.52), secondary school and equivalent
graduates (X = 3.88, S =.50), high school and
equivalent graduates (X = 4.10, S =.48) and
college / faculty graduates (X = 4.10, S =. 53)
Among the DMS scores of the students; It was
determined that there is a statistically
significant difference in favor of students whose
father's education level is master's / doctorate
level. The education level of the fathers of the
students whose father's education level is high
school / faculty graduate (X = 4.10, S =.53) and
the high school and equivalent graduate (X =
4.10, S =.48), the father's education level is
primary school graduate (X = 3.89, S =.52) and
among students who are secondary school and
equivalent graduates (X = 3.88, S =.50); It was
determined that there was a statistically
significant difference in favor of students whose
father's education level was graduated from
college / faculty.
According to the data obtained from the LSD
test, the occupational status of the students
whose mother's job status is "public worker" (X
= 4.17, S =.52) and the occupational status of
the mother and the mother whose job status is
"not working" (X = 4.02, S =.48) Among
students with "self-employment" (X = 3.81, S
=.70); A statistically significant difference was
found in favor of students whose mothers'
professional status was public employees. In
addition, among the students whose mother's
occupational status is "trades" (X = 4.17, S
=.47), students whose mother's occupational

status is "self-employed" (X = 3.81, S =.70); A
statistically significant difference was found in
favor of students whose mothers' status was
"trades".
According to the data obtained from the LSD
test, students whose fathers 'occupational
status was "public employees" (X = 4.15, S
=.49) and students whose fathers' occupational
status was "private sector employees /
workers" (X = 3.97, S =.51) Among the DMS
scores; A statistically significant difference was
found in favor of students whose father's
professional status was "public employee".

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Individuals who want to succeed in the world
of the future will be expected to develop in five
types of mind areas [9]. Three of these mind
types, called five mind types, consist of
cognitive mind types, and the remaining two
are relational mind types [14].
According to Gardner, who believes that
current formal education prepares students for
the possible worlds of the future, but primarily
for the past world [7], education for five minds
is challenging in all contexts. Developing a
disciplined mind requires constant effort over a
long period of time. In a context in which test
scores guide more and more educational
decisions, it is questionable whether training is
possible for five minds [6]. The disciplined mind
begins only during adolescence and continues
for the rest of a person's life [13].
In this study, it was investigated whether
primary school 4th grade students differ in terms
of disciplined mind features and various
variables. When the literature is analyzed, no
study related to disciplined mind has been
found at primary school level. For this reason,
in the discussion of the findings, studies that
are similar to the relevant variables are
mentioned.
In the study conducted by Can Aran [4], it
was determined that there is a statistically
significant difference in favor of female students
in terms of gender variable on the level of
disciplined mind features of seventh grade
students in Science course. The research
stated is between female students and male
students in terms of gender variable of
disciplined mind features of 4th grade students;
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It supports the result of finding a statistically
significant difference in favor of female
students.

[2]

Bilici I. E., İnformal Öğrenme ve Suçluluk
Duygusu. Sosyal Politika Çalışmaları
Dergisi, 2016, 36, 55-78.

It was determined that disciplined mind
features of 4th grade students did not create a
statistically significant difference according to
the mother's education level variable. In the
study conducted by Can Aran [4], it was found
that there was a statistically significant
difference in favor of mothers who graduated
from university in terms of the educational
status variable of the mother in terms of the
disciplined mind qualities of seventh grade
students in Science course. This finding differs
from the study by Can Aran [4].

[3]

Can A., SPSS ile Bilimsel Araştırma
Sürecinde Nicel Veri Analizi. Ankara:
Pegem Akademi, 2017.

[4]

Can Aran Ö., Disiplinli Zihin Özellikleri
Açısından Fen ve Teknoloji Eğitimi ve
Öğrenci
Düzeylerinin
İncelenmesi.
(Yayınlanmış Doktora Tezi). Hacettepe
Üniversitesi, Ankara, 2014.

[5]

Cohen L., Manion L. & Morrison K.,
Research Methods in Education. London:
Routhledge, 2007.

[6]

Davis K. & Gardner H., Five Minds Our
Children Deserve: Why They're Needed,
How to Nurture Them. Journal of
Educational Controversy, 2012, 6 (1), 1-9.

[7]

Essig L., Frameworks for educating the
artist of the future: Teaching habits of
mind for arts entrepreneurship. Artivate,
2012, 1 (2), 65-77.

[8]

Field A., Discovering Statistics Using IBM
SPSS Statistics. Sage publications, 2013.

[9]

Gardner H., Five Minds for The Future.
Boston: Harvard Business School Press,
2006.

It has been determined that disciplined mind
features of 4th grade students create a
statistically significant difference according to
the father's education level variable. In the
study conducted by Can Aran [4], it was
concluded that there was no significant
difference in the level of having a disciplined
mind in terms of science and technology lesson
of the seventh grade students in terms of
father's educational status. This finding differs
from the study by Can Aran [4].
It has been determined that disciplined mind
features of 4th grade students do not make a
statistically significant difference according to
whether they subscribe to a scientific journal or
follow-up variable. In the study conducted by
Can Aran [4], it was found that there is a
statistically significant difference in favor of
students reading magazines in terms of the
magazine reading variable related to the field of
science in terms of science discipline in terms
of science discipline at the seventh grade level.
This finding differs from the study by Can Aran
[4].
Taking into consideration that the measures
and practices that teachers can take may be
effective in increasing students' Disciplined
Mind Feature levels, it may be recommended to
organize informative seminars and in-service
trainings on teachers about ways to develop
disciplined mind and disciplined mind.
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Abstract. The use of the most recent
information technologies (IT) in all spheres of
the life is a very topical issue, and many
scientists are engaged in research and
implementation
of
IT
accomplishments.
Therefore, an important task of modern higher
education is the enhancement of a level of
information culture in future healthcare
specialists as it is required by the rapid
development of the information society.
Under continuing changes in all spheres of
the life in Ukraine the professional training of
future medical workers acquires a special
value. The activities of physicians are
impossible without the use of modern
information technology, which is a necessary
and affordable tool for medical research and
clinical practice. Education in medical
institutions is focused at training highly qualified
and competitive professionals who would be
responsible, competent, have high creative
potential and would be able to work in a certain
medical specialty. That is why it is necessary to
introduce fundamentally new approaches to the
development of learning technologies in the
process of training medical professionals in
higher education institutions.
The article focuses on the possibilities of
information and communication technologies
implemented in the educational process at I.
Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical
University.

Keywords.
Web
Portal,
Single
Comprehensive Test Exam, Information and
Communication Technology, “Single Day”
Method.
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1. Introduction
Systematic implementation of modern
information and communication technologies is
an urgent need during higher medical and
pharmaceutical education to ensure the
realization of the Law of Ukraine “On Higher
Education” [1]. The problem remains that the
active use of such technologies sometimes
favorably distinguishes international students or
health professionals from domestic ones.
For a long time in the West, higher medical
and pharmaceutical education, as well as
professional health care responsibilities, have
been unthinkable without a computer. That is
why Ukraine is implementing a large-scale
policy on the formation of the information space
of the health care system, the core of which
can include web portals of medical and
pharmaceutical universities, which were
created during the previous period, the
structure of which is constantly being improved,
the content is being updated, and the work on
filling with educational and methodical materials
continues.
The purpose of this article is to highlight the
introduction of information and communication
technologies during the implementation of the
educational process on the example of I.
Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical
University.

2. Implementation of IT-based learning
at Ternopil Medical National University
I. Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical
University is one of the leading institutions of
higher medical (pharmaceutical) education in
Ukraine for the introduction of information and
communication technologies in the educational
process. Today the web portal of the university
is a substantial element of the information
space not only within the health care system of
Ukraine, but also worldwide, because it
supports the acquisition of higher education by
both future domestic and foreign doctors and
pharmacists. That is why the web portal of the
university provides access to the web pages of
each department, which contain all the
information necessary for the full-scale
preparation of students for classes during all
educational periods.
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We emphasize that each student at the
beginning of an academic year receives a
matrix, which contains a list of practical skills to
learn in accordance with the standards of
higher education in Ukraine (second (master's)
level) for specialties in the field of knowledge
22 “Healthcare”. Therefore, I. Horbachevsky
Ternopil National Medical University in the
process of educating future professionals
introduced the technique of “single day”, which
is effectively implemented during the training of
students in 3–6 years of study [2].
Being at the department for 6–7 hours and
using such methods, students have the
opportunity to perform a large amount of
practical work, more thoroughly master the
practical skills, use more time for independent
supervision of patients. Therefore, the method
of “single day” contributes in the introduction of
a cyclical system of education, the creation of
thematic classrooms and equipping them with
modern facilities, including the use of
information and communication technologies,
full provision of thematic patients, effective use
of material and technical base of departments,
especially in clinics. In addition, under such
conditions, it is possible to have an in-depth
discussion of the most important issues of the
topic in the form of a free debate, in which all
students and teachers present at the lesson
participate. With the appropriate logistics and
motivation, students master the necessary
amount of information during each lesson, even
in the absence of prior preparation for it. The
advantages of the introduction of the “single
day” method are a significant reduction in the
number of student absences without a reason,
the possibility of reducing the duration of
semesters.
The application of the “single day” method
presupposes the availability of proper provision
of the educational process with courseware and
other information sources. For this purpose, in
addition to the university library, libraries with
educational literature in paper and electronic
formats, as well as with periodicals of
Ukrmedknyha publishing house have been
created in each educational and scientific
institute and at clinical departments. The library
collection is constantly replenished with
educational CDs, videos, modern periodicals
and scientific literature, so all students have the
opportunity to receive textbooks and manuals,
as well as other information resources needed

to acquire knowledge, skills and abilities within
the implementation of the “single day” method.
The peculiarity of the “single day” method is
that at all departments of the university
students have access to electronic educational
materials posted on the university web portal,
including
presentations,
lecture
texts,
guidelines for preparation for practical classes,
banks of educational tables and videos etc. The
availability of such educational materials
significantly
facilitates
the
search
for
information on each discipline studied, and
improves the quality of its comprehension by
students.
We emphasize that 40 sets of video systems
with widescreen monitors, which are purchased
for the departments of the university, during
practical classes provide a thorough mastering
of educational material by students. In addition,
all lecture halls and individual departments
have video projectors, computer classes are
connected to the Internet, and it is possible to
access it using Wi-Fi technology, which
provides for the use of laptops and
smartphones by teachers and students.
It should be noted that for the first time
among the medical (pharmaceutical) schools of
Ukraine, I. Horbachevsky Ternopil National
Medical University introduced a comprehensive
semester control. It involves testing the
practical skills specified in the matrix, passing a
single comprehensive test, and for senior
students – passing an objectively structured
clinical exam [2].
In order to test the knowledge, skills and
abilities of future professionals acquired during
the educational process, the university web
portal has a database of text tasks (there are
about 500 thousand tests, which are situational
tasks and figures), which cannot be memorized
mechanically. To master the created base of
test tasks, students must have a thorough
training, which provides a comprehensive
understanding the content of theoretical
material, as well as the availability of practical
skills and abilities of the appropriate level. The
database of text tasks is used during the
semester single comprehensive test exam at
the departments of the university.
The experience of conducting such an exam
confirmed its high objectivity, reduced the
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workload of the teaching staff of the
departments and a volume of routine work
during the exams, as well as significantly
reduced the time to take exams by students.
We emphasize that the results of a single
comprehensive test exams are constantly
analyzed, so the departments have the
opportunity to improve both test tasks, rejecting
those that are non-disabled, and forms of such
exams.
In view of this, it became possible to
distinguish two parts of the semester single
comprehensive test exam, which had a positive
effect on its results, because the optimal
conditions for the proposed tasks were created.
It should be noted that the organization and
implementation of a single comprehensive test
exams at the university provides the
Educational and Research Department of
Independent Testing, which reports to eight
standing committees directly involved in
preparing materials needed for such exams
and conducting them in various courses.
Specialists in this department are also
responsible for creating test booklets for
students.
The Educational and Research Department
of Independent Testing is equipped with a
server (separate computer), which has both
mechanical and electronic system of protection
against unauthorized access, to which all
computers of the department are connected.
This provides complete isolation of the
department's computer network from other
networks, including wireless. The department
also has a video surveillance system with
round-the-clock recording of information and it
is strictly forbidden to use any devices – mobile
phones, flash drives, memory cards, cameras,
etc. In addition, the work during the preparation
and implementation of the exam is clearly
regulated by the approved instructions,
compliance
with
which
ensures
the
transparency of the examination process from
the beginning of the formation of booklets until
each
student
receives
an
objective
assessment.
In 2015 year a re-certification audit
according to the international standard ISO
9001: 2015 (quality management) took place at
I. Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical
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University. Based on its results, it was decided
that the quality assurance system in our
univeristy meets all requirements. TNMU for
the second time received a certificate and
graverton of the international standard ISO
9001: 2015 for the next three years.
It should be mentioned that on May 26,
2017, Ternopil Medical University received a
certificate and graverton of the international
standard ISO 9001: 2015 (quality management)
for carrzing out educational and research
activities in accordance with the requirements
of international standards.
The Certificate of Conformity ISO 9001:
2015 is an international document that confirms
the achievement of a high level of management
quality by a higher education institution. This
type of management system certification is an
integral part of modern university life.
The activities of TNMU are aimed at
improving the quality of education and science,
staff skills, constant and timely updating of
educational services in accordance with current
trends. Certification according to the ISO 9001:
2015 standard provides a priority position of our
university in the market of educational services.

3. Conclusions
Practical experience gained during the
educational process at I. Horbachevsky
Ternopil National Medical University shows that
the use of information and communication
technologies for the organization and
implementation of the “single day” method as
well as the semester single comprehensive test
exams, which are an objective, independent
and non-corrupt component of the system of
assessment of students’ knowledge, skills and
abilities, can be considered as a key to
compliance with higher education standards of
Ukraine (second (master's) level) for specialties
22 “Health”.
Therefore, we can assume that the policy of
continuous modernization of higher medical
(pharmaceutical) education in Ukraine on the
basis of information and communication
technologies, which began in late 1990s. and
continues today to provide the formation of the
information space within the health care
system, that is necessary to educate future
doctors and pharmacists, who would be
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competitive in the labor market not only in
Ukraine but also in Western countries, because
medical and pharmaceutical universities of our
country are not behind similar European and
USA universities regarding the use of
information and communication technologies in
higher education of health professionals.
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Abstract. Scientix promotes and supports
collaboration among STEM agents (science
teachers, education scholars, policymakers and
other professionals) in Europe and beyond. The
Scientix Teacher Panel includes Scientix
Ambassadors that have mainly the mission to
promote and inform at national level about
Scientix
activities,
in
schools
and
regional/national on symposiums, conferences
and workshops. They can also assist in
developing and testing tools and services of
Scientix and ensure the pedagogical quality of
the Scientix repository. As an example, in this
work the experience and results of the activities
performed as Scientix Ambassador in GaliciaSpain are presented.
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1. Introduction
Scientix [1] is an initiative in Europe that was
created to assist regular dissemination and
sharing of information among teachers,
researchers, policy makers, parents and
anyone interested in science education. Each
particular group related with STEM education
can obtain important benefits from Scientix, so
[1-4]:
1.

Teachers are able to:

a) Browse through the Scientix resources
repository and find inspiration for your
classes.
b) Get involved in European STEM
education projects via our matching
tool.
c) Participate in national and European
workshops
and
professional
development courses.
d) Download all presentations, videos and
materials from our conferences, and
stay tuned for future ones.
e) Participate in online training, webinars
or communities of practice.
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2.

Researchers / project managers can:

a) Find teachers or schools to collaborate
with by browsing the Scientix public
profiles directory.
b) Browse through the project reports
library.
c) Participate in the Scientix networking
events for STEM education projects.
d) Co-organise an event with Scientix,
increasing your dissemination and
participants.
e) Present your project at Scientix
conferences.
3.

Policy makers are capable of:

a) Use the Scientix Observatory for
information about national strategies in
STEM education, and to keep up-todate with the state of play in STEM
education research and practice.
b) Get in touch with the STEM education
community joining Scientix networking
events, screening the public profile
directory or using the match-making
tool.
2. Structure, resources and activities
Coordinated by European Schoolnet [5], a
non-profit organization and network of thirtyfour European education ministries, Scientix
now, in its fourth stage (2020-2022), is funded
by the Horizon 2020 programme of the
European Union for research and innovation. In
Spain, this role is currently fulfilled by the
National
Institute
of
Technology
and
Professional Development (INTEF) at the
Spanish Ministry of Education and Vocational
Training (MEFP) [6].
Over the course of the project, Scientix
assigns a series of representatives or
ambassadors in each country whose aim is to
spread the word about its activities among the
teaching community throughout Europe, help
share knowledge and best practice in science
education, and support and improve scientific
education in general at a local level. The panel
of Scientix ambassadors is one of the three
main support groups for the implementation of
Scientix
activities
and
support
STEM
Education. Scientix now have a panel of 377
Scientix Ambassadors from 39 countries that
have voluntarily committed to supporting
science education in their countries. Several of
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whom are linked to different European
universities while the others are mainly
secondary school teachers. The main task of all
Scientix Ambassadors is to support the
dissemination of Scientix, to provide ad hoc
help in surveys, feedback requests, etc. and to
report back to Scientix on their actions. They
participate, for example, in activities to raise
awareness of the research going on in different
science and technology centres not only among
the general public but, particularly, among
students undertaking training who are likely to
find their vocation through direct interaction
with labs and research teams. At the same
time, the ambassadors present Scientix at
education centres, national/regional teachers’
associations, congresses and workshops, and
they advise other teachers on how to get
involved in European STEM collaboration, in
the belief that professional development of
teachers should include active participation in
cooperation and collaboration networks. The
ambassadors can undertake assessment and
monitoring tasks for projects/tools for teaching
innovation at a European level and, at the
same time, help not only to publicise the
resources, projects and training Scientix offers
but also to provide information about periodical
events. Scientix Ambassadors are normally
involved in the preparation of Scientix Webinars
[7], Scientix Moodle courses [8] and in the
writing of Scientix blog articles [9].
Scientix currently provides free direct access
to over six hundred European educational
projects and almost two thousand teaching
resources for the classroom, many translated
into the 30 official languages of the EU or
available for translation by Scientix on the
specific request of teachers when the need
arises. Around seven hundred resources have
already been translated in this way. Scientix
periodically offers online training, inviting users
to freely access video conferencing programs
in twenty-four languages and various formats:
Massive Online Open Courses, seminars or
workshops, etc.: spaces for learning that are
also times and places for sharing and
exchanging ideas. For example, in webinars
commonly involve up to 200 people at different
sites all connecting for an hour with the
possibility of interacting with the speaker in
some way. In Scientix training actions
participants receive a course badge and/or a
course certificate upon completion of the
activity.

Of course, it is possible to subscribe to the
online newsletter tailored for a specific topic
which also gives information on news and
events and reminders of upcoming activities,
competitions, awards and training possibilities.
Meet-ups are held nationally and internationally
– meeting points in the form of seminars or
congresses.

3. Activities as Scientix Ambassador
during the 2019-2020 academic year
Usually, it is difficult to change teaching
practices in school and it is difficult to show
new tools and experiences to teachers with a
formal intervention. So in order to show them
Scientix possibilities we employ our experience
and know-how mainly in their schools, trying to
show how new methodologies impact directly in
their pupils. Therefore, during the 2019-2020
academic year the strategies used to spread
and share knowledge include face-to-face
seminars with students, teachers and the
management and departmental teams in highschools. In our case we use first a motivational
talk packed with fun experimental material in
the belief that practical experiments and
activities can inspire and help the students to
develop a conceptual understanding of the
ideas in the curriculum and the competences
associated with using the scientific method,
such as critical thinking, group work, and so on
[10].
These seminars aim to show experimentally
the relationships between the contents of
secondary and pre-university Physics topics
and the knowledge needed to study
Engineering or a scientific degree –
encouraging learners to lose their fear of
science,
technology,
engineering
and
mathematics and to start seeing them as an
appealing option they could dedicate their time
to in the future (Figure 1). At the same time,
this intervention on their own doorstop in
schools means informal collaboration networks
can be created with the teachers in the places
where they work by providing information about
the different tools and resources available
through Scientix, encouraging them to take part
in the activities, and providing them with
updates and news about events. We have also
the possibility to spread information about
reports coordinated by the Scientix observatory
[11], which provides periodically relevant
studies on the state of the art of different topics
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Abstract.

The great amount of new
information accessible to the youngest and the
large scientific and technological advances that
occur in our society on a daily basis, gives the
school the additional challenge of motivating
students to learn the established curriculum.
Learning happens when students are engaged
and empowered, and believe their work matters
[1, 2].Thus, it is imperative to adopt more active
and dynamic strategies that promote greater
teacher-student and student-student interaction
in classrooms, in order to enhance their
interest, motivation and learning. This can be
particularly important when teachers face
classes with high levels of agitation and low
motivation to learn.
Here we provide a research-based strategy by
designing a students’ learning experience
through music. Music is everywhere. It is
considered the universal language, a means of
communication around the world and among all
people, playing an important role in the
development of human beings. In addition, it is
one of the culture manifestations and art
preferred by young people [3].
Our goal was to verify if the use of music to
teach scientific content, could increase
students’ motivation and learning of scientific
concepts in the theme “Transformation and
utilization of energy by living beings”,
particularly the fermentation process. This topic
is part of the Biology and Geology 10th grade
curriculum. The sample of this study consisted
of 30 students, of a private school, situated in
an urban area, in the north of Portugal. The
class frequents a scientific-technological
course, in the sports field. The study relied on
quantitative data, with a pre-experimental
design.
The fermentation theme was introduced to the
class, not only by the expositive method, but
also resorting to practical work, using yeasts,
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so that students could better understand the
phenomena involved in the process of
fermentation, particularly the alcoholic process
of fermentation. Then, students took a small
test on the topic (pre-test). After that, a music,
well known by the youngest, whose lyrics had
been changed, in the scope of the scientific
approach to the theme of fermentation, was
presented and students had the opportunity to
learn and sing the new lyrics in the class, with
the teacher. During the following week,
students replied a small test on the theme
again (pos-test).The obtained results revealed
a substantial improvement. Starting from a pretest average score of 45.8%, with a minimum of
3.4% and a maximum of 85%, the pos-test
average score reached 75.5%, with a minimum
of 25,9% and a maximum of 100%. A Wilcoxin
test was performed (z = 4,47; p ˂ 0,00001),
showing, with 99% of confidence, that pre-test
and pos-test results have statiscally signifficant
differences. Moreover, students showed
themselves very interested and participative in
the class in which the music was presented.
Engagement is a key factor for learning [1,2].
Thereby, the outcomes achieved seem to be
good indicators of the effectiveness of using
music as a teaching and learning strategy,
capable of increasing both students' motivation
and commitment, as well as the acquisition of
knowledge, in a particularly difficult topic, such
as the learning of the fermentation process.

Keywords. Fermentation, Motivation, Music,
Teaching and Learning.
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Abstract.. Colour is one of the main conceepts
that we ccan employy if we wa
ant to con nect
Science, T
Technologyy, Engenee
ering, Arts and
Mathematics and rela
ate them als
so with Socciety
and Sociall Problems,, so it will be
b the princcipal
core in a S
STEAM project [1-2].
During the
e situation of
o sanitary crisis
c
due to
o the
COVID-19, we decided to carry
y out an on
nline
STEAM prroject in ourr account off Twitter [3]], for
our familie
es, our stud
dents, our frriendships, and
for all those people
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ed in lear ning
science an
nd engineerring by doin
ng science and
engineering. The proposal
p
supposes the
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global leve
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e
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con
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functioning of ecotourism destinations.

Keywords. Primates, Impacts of Tourism,
Tourist Behaviour, Management of Ecotourism
Sites.
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Abstract.

Due to unsustainable human
activities, 60% of primate species are on the
verge of extinction. Conservation and
environmental concern have led to the
emergence of ecotourism ventures to protect
primate habitats by providing sustainable
solutions by raising revenues and awareness
among
the
people
regarding
primate
conservation. However, long-term exposures to
tourist presence and tourism activities have
caused adverse effects on primates. Numerous
studies report the negative effects of tourism
related construction activities and tourist
attitudes while visiting on primates but to get
more insight into the topic it is important to
determine the past and present trend of
research on primates inhabiting ecotourism
destinations. In this study, a literature search of
peer-reviewed publications was conducted,
focusing on tourist and tourism related impact
in ecotourism sites to characterize its trends.
The literature search resulted in 73 publications
on 18 primate genera between 1950-2019, and
with genus Macaca featured in one-third of all
the publications. Most of the publications
concerned primates in African continent (55%).
Behavioural adjustments by primates due to
tourist presence contributed 51% of the
literature. Only 6% of these studies investigated
primarily the health of the tourists.
Characterizing trends of research in ecotourism
destinations in primate habitat countries can
provide us valuable information about the
challenges and drawbacks in management of
the sensitive habitats for endangered primates.
In order to minimize the negative effects on
primates by tourism activities multidisciplinary
approach is required to implement education
and training programs for the while highlighting
the gap in our knowledge and need of actions
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Abstract.. An epide
emic is a disease that
affects a large num
mber of pe
eople withi n a
communityy, population or region. A PANDE MIC
is an outbreak affectiing large po
opulations or a
whole reg
gion, coun
ntry, or co
ontinent. A
After
assessmen
nt, WHO ch
haracterized
d COVID-19
9 as
a pandemiic and decla
ared it on 11 March, 20
020.
CORONAV
VIRUSES are a large familyy of
viruses wh
hich may ca
ause illness
s in animal s or
humans. In
n humans several
s
corronaviruses are
ging
known to cause resp
piratory infe
ections rang
from comm
mon cold to
t more se
evere disea
ases
such as M
Middle Easst Respirattory Syndro
ome
(MERS) and Severe Acute
e Respira
atory
Syndrome (SARS). COVID-19
C
is
s the infecttious
disease caused by
b
the most
m
rece
ently
discovered
d coronaviru
us. This new
w virus and
d the
disease w
were unkno
own before
e the outbrreak
began in Wuhan, Ch
hina, in De
ecember 20
019.
The novel coronavirus (COVID-1
19) cases h
have
been conffirmed in la
arge numbe
er of count ries.
The top w
worst affecte
ed countrie
es in the w
world
are China, Italy, US
SA Spain and
a
Russia
a. At
present 21
12 countriess in the worrld are affeccted
by COVID-19 virus. Many
M
peoplle with COV
VID19 experie
ence only mild symp
ptoms. Thiss is
particularlyy true in the early stages of the
disease. Itt is possible
e to catch COVID-19
C
ffrom
someone w
who has just a mild co
ough and d
does
not feel illl. Several high-profile figures in UK
who were
e diagnose
ed with th
he coronavvirus
revealed tthey experiienced loss
s of taste and
ople
smell. Som
me reports have
h
indicated that peo
with no sym
mptoms can transmit the
t virus. W
WHO
is assessin
ng ongoing research on the topic and
will continu
ue to share updated fin
ndings. It iss not
certain how
w long the virus that causes
c
COV
VID19 survivess on surface
es, but it se
eems to beh
have
like other coronavirusses. Studie
es suggest that
coronaviruses
prelimin
(iincluding
nary
information
n on the CO
OVID-19 viru
us) may pe rsist
on surface
es for a few
w hours orr up to sevveral
days. This will depend
d on some factors like
e the
perature or humidity off the
type of surrface, temp
environme
ent etc. If yo
ou think a surface
s
mayy be

infe
ected, clean
n it with anyy disinfectan
nt to kill the
e
viru
us and prote
ect yourself and others.
Indiia being the secoond larges
st countryy
(population wis
se) in the w
world too got
g affected
d
by Covid-19
C
bu
ut here deaath casualtie
es are veryy
less
s and the recovery rate of the covid-19
9
patiients is very high as compare to western
n
worrld. Reason
n for the unusual capacity
c
off
Indiians to figh
ht with covvid-19 lies in severall
facttors starting from their foo
od habits,,
Ayu
urveda, Yog
ga and life sstyle. Secon
ndly, Covid-19 pandemic taught us a great lesso
on that is to
o
go close to the naturee and see
ek for the
e
solu
utions of many
m
humann problems
s, including
g
coro
ona pande
emic for w
which naturre has the
e
ans
swer. The liffe of the peeople around the world
d
is not
n going to
o be the saame for us post covid-19.
s paper is an
a attempt tto make pe
eople aware
e
This
usin
ng my unique presentaation of scientoons [1]]
abo
out Corona
avirus speecially cov
vid-19, itss
sym
mptoms to precautions,
p
, and also how
h
people
e
can
n keep the
emselves ffit by sharring Indian
n
exp
perience like enhancinng immunity
y by doing
g
yog
ga, the kind
d of food/fruuits/spices one needss
to use.
u
The co
orona pandeemic came out to be a
bles
ssing for th
he nature, tthat will be
e discussed
d
like the kind of
o trees onee needs to plant. And
d
fina
ally how life style cchanges sp
pecially byy
cha
anging our habits, wee can learn the art off
livin
ng with covid-19.

Figuree 1

Key
ywords. Scientoonicss, Scientoon
n.
Refferences
[1] http://scientoon.com/
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Basic Hands-on Introduction to
Holography for Ophtalmology and
Optometry Undergraduate
Students
MFM Costa
University of Minho, Braga, Portugal
mfcosta@fisica.uminho.pt
Abstract. The three-dimensional visualization
of objects and structures is very important in a
number of situations also because that is how
we normaly see.
Holography is a well-established way of
creating 3D images of real objects [1]. The
technical and scientific developments over last
decades in this field turn holography, either
analogue and digital, a very powerfull tool in
many different applications including in
medicine. Important advances were made also
in domains involving eyesight and the eye like
optometry, ophthalmology and ophthalmic
optics.
Exciting developments are foreseeable on the
use of holography on these fields in a variety of
situations. Holographic optical elements are in
the core of new auto-phoropters that, using
three tunable-focus fluidic lenses and thin-film
holographic optical elements, are designed to
perform
automatic
refractive
error
measurement and provide a diagnostic
prescription without supervision in an effective
way [2]. Holographic multivergence targets are
used in the subjective measurement of
astigmatic errors [3]. Holographic contact
lenses [4] became available as well as
holographic lenses that can replace the
traditional meniscus ophthalmic lenses. CAD
(computer-aided design) tools [5] and new
methods of engraving/printing holograms
further help the modelling and tridimensional
visualization of structures of the visual system
and noninvasive characterization.
The introduction of the concept of holography is
therefore very important on the training of
future optometrists and ophtalmologists. We
have designed and briefly present here a basic
hands-on approach to introduce holography to
undergraduate students.
From the basic concepts of coherence to the
understanding of interference and diffraction,
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the students move forward onto the production
of holograms of eye models and later one of
eye models fitted with contact lenses and even
ophthalmic lenses.
We focus the learning process on the Denisyuk
holography [6] by its simplicity and easier
implementation. Students realize in practice
how holography works, understanding the
meaning and importance of coherence of the
light employed and of an efficient vibration
isolation. The students also realised the
difficulties and limitations when working with
transparent optical elements and alive
structures with reduced consistency.

Keywords. Holography, Optometry,
Denisyuk Holography, Ophtalmology.

Eye,
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Abstract.

Seven
European
schools
(Agrupamento de Escolas da Maia - Portugal,
Colegiul Tehnic Edmond Nicolau Focsani Romania, Daugavpils 13. vidusskola - Latvia,
IIS M. Filetico – Italy, 20th High School of
Thessaloniki – Greece, Sercev Engelsiz
Mesleki ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi – Turkey and
AGIFODENT - Asociacion Granadina para la
informacion, formacion y desarrollo de las
nuevas tecnologias – Spain) and three
Universities (University of Porto – Portugal,
Universitatea Dunarea De Jos Din Galati Romania and Universita Degli Studi Di Roma
La Sapienza -Italy) have developed an
Erasmus + project, Science Connect, of a
strategic partnership for innovation in order to:
1. use technology for supporting the learning
process; 2. apply digital changes in education
at organization level, especially the transferable
ones; 3. establish effective partnerships for
cooperation, that can solve common problems;
4. enable teachers to face the fears of using
new technologies; 5. raise teachers skills, for
modern and adequate teaching of students
expectations and to make equitable and
inclusive the digital education.

to the change of attitude of students for the
study of science and increased student`s
understanding and involvement in the study of
Physics. Students acquired knowledge and
skills for a scientific field based on the use of
technology, strengthened cooperation skills,
developed critical skills and abilities to explore
and decide on issues related to their
experience.

Keywords. Computer-Based Learning, Digital
Education, Learning Scenario, Peer-to-Peer
System, Tracker Application.
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In the ambit of this project, students from the
11th grade developed a learning scenario to
study the free fall and vertical lunch using
Tracker as a computer-based learning tool.
Their work was presented in a peer-to-peer
system, in the first blended mobility for school
learners that took place in Granada, Spain.
This activity allowed students to: 1. analyse the
graph of position as a function of time through
video analysis, obtain the acceleration of
gravity using physical-mathematical modelling,
and compare the value obtained with the
theoretical standard value (9,81 m/s2); 2. study
the magnitude of the velocity in the vertical and
horizontal directions; 3. classify the different
types of rectilinear motion. It also contributed
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Coumpounds
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Abstract. In this project, it is intended to study
the chemical behavior of molecules from
biomass, which can be used in the synthesis of
new chemicals and biofuels. Thus, it is
necessary to know some physicochemical
properties of these molecules, such as the
combustion energy. These data are very useful
in the chemical and biochemical industry, as
they help to make better use of the resources
coming from biomass for the production of
compounds of high commercial value. The
sustainable production of new products from
biomass, instead of using raw materials from
fossil fuels, will help to preserve the
environment.
Thinking about this issue, the 12th grade
students, in the scope of the Chemistry and
Biology subjects, did an internship (one
afternoon a week, for 8 weeks) at the Research
Center in Chemistry of the University of Porto,
CIQ-UP, where they followed the study of the
compound 4-methoxy-1-indanone, integrated in
a project under development, taking place
under the supervision of Ana Luísa R. Silva,
researcher at FCUP. The project in question is
entitled “Energy and Structural Characterization
of Biomass Key Components”, is funded by
FCT and has the same investigator as the
responsible investigator.
The study of the chemical species, 4-methoxy1-indanone, was carried out, and will be used
as a model molecule to predict the properties of
related compounds, reducing the time of search
for the molecules alone.
The sublimation technique under reduced
pressure was used to purify the sample. The
analysis of the degree of purity was performed
by gas-liquid chromatography. The static bomb
combustion calorimetry technique was used to
determine the combustion energy of 4methoxy-1-indanone.
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The combustion energy of a compound is the
energy that is released when a mole of fuel
undergoes complete combustion within oxygen,
under standard conditions.
In this work it was possible to follow a project
on the energy study of biomass derivatives and
obtain a provisional value for the combustion
energy of 4-methoxy-1-indanone, -5046,97
kJ/mol.
Other properties must be determined to better
understand this molecule from a chemical point
of view. The development of this study, for the
universal database, allowed the use of these
molecules in the production of new products
and fuels, contributing to the reduction of the
impact that man has caused in the
environment.

Keywords. Biofuels, Biomass, Combustion
Energy, Physico-Chemical Properties.
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Abstract. Project-based learning (PBL) allows
students to work independently to build their
own knowledge in a dynamic and active
learning process.
The growing concern about environmental
pollution and its side effects on human health
has attracted the attention of the scientific and
industrial communities. The development of
methods capable of eliminating pollutants can
be a step forward in improving human and
environmental well-being. This class of
methods includes liquid-liquid extractions,
production of nanomaterials and infrared.
Acid rain is a major environmental pollution
problem, mainly caused by the sulfuric acid
produced in the atmosphere by Sox emitted
with industrial and automobile waste gases.
The requirement to produce fuels with very low
levels of sulfur (S < 10 ppm) has stimulated
much work in the area of sulfur removal, i.e.
desulfurization, to create technologies more
environmental friendly. Desulfurization by
extraction, using two immiscible solvents
presents several advantages such as mild
reaction conditions and no use of a high
expensive chemicals. On the other hand,
desulfurization method using materials with
high sulfur absorptive capacity is also an
economic strategy.
This project proposes the development of
efficient desulfurization methods using liquidliquid extraction and materials with high
capacity of sulfur compounds absorption.
These materials are based in high surface silica
nanoparticles
and
high
porous
size
coordination polymers. These materials were
also prepared during the project and their
characterization was performed by infrared
spectroscopy. Untreated real fuels as jet fuel
and diesel will be treated. Real fuel samples
will be supplied by Galp.

Therefore, the 12th grade Chemistry students,
working in partnership with the Balula´s group
from
REQUIMTE-LAQB,
Department
of
Chemistry and Biochemsitry department of
Faculty of Science of University of Portoperfoming desulfurization of real fuels by liquidliquid extraction and also desulfurization by
absorption using two diferente absorptive
materials. The students started bye preparing
the absorptive materials: i) silica nanoparticles
were prepared by dilution of Tetraethyl
orthosilicate in ethanol, adding ammonia, using
centrifugation to obtain nanoparticles. The
pools polymer was prepared by preparing two
solutions in methanol, a zinc nitrate and
another with 2-Methylimidazole. Both solutions
were homogenized using an ultrasonic bath.
The solution precursor of metallic component
added to the solution precursor of the organic
component. The reaction mixture left on
magnetic stirrer during 2 hours and 30 minutes.
In the end, the resulting material was recovered
by centrifugation and washed with methanol 4
times. The material was isolated by
centrifugation and dried at 60ºC and 175mbar.
By carrying out this project, students have
developed personal skills and their ability to
deal with the unknown as well as facing a
challenge, always based on problem solving
methodology. They have also developed social
skills thanks to Balula’s teamwork and contact
with the entrepreneurial world.
Contacting with a research environment leads
to the development of their ability to structure
and analyse complex problems that require
multidisciplinary skills as well as executing all
tasks relating to each stage of the project in a
lab environment.

Keywords.

Desulfurization,
Porous
Coordination
Polymers,
Project-Based
Learning, Silica Nanoparticles.
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In-Depth Study of Physics
Phenomena by Connex
Approaches

additional feature, which can only be used at a
high cost of time and not only in the case of the
functional model. That is why we used the
study of parameters only with this software.

PG Moraru1, P Moraru2, V Fotin1
1
Colegiul Tehnic Edmond Nicolau, Focșani,
Romania
2
Școala Gimnazială Duiliu Zamfirescu,
Focșani, Romania
petronia.moraru@gmail.com

The last step was the video analysis of the
operation of the model, using the Tracker
application. The obtained graphs can be
compared with those in Algodoo, the students
reviewing in this way the mathematical
expressions of the physical laws that apply to
the studied phenomena, on which the
functional model work is based.

Abstract. One of the main problems facing
current education is that students get bored
very quickly and do not give enough time, for
the most part, to study a given topic. For this
reason, we must find ways to make up for their
lack of appetite for repetition, so that the Latin
saying "repetitio est mater studiorum" becomes
a common way of working students.
Our experience of over 30 years in education
has led us to consider that the same subject
can be approached in different ways,
contributing on the one hand, each of them, to
the creation or consolidation of different skills,
and on the other hand to contribute together to
the understanding of a physical phenomenon in
connection and interdependence with the daily
reality and the theoretical-scientific approach.
In this article, we present a combined approach
that combats students' boredom and lack of
motivation to learn. We named it the threesteps learning method. Starting from the
creation of a device model according to what
students know it or which can be introduced
through a video presentation, asking them to
make an interactive simulation for the same
device, students finally get to study the same
phenomena through specialized software.
leading them to the scientific laws that apply to
both practical construction and interactive
simulation. Going through all three stages,
students learn the same thing in a non-boring
way.
The three steps method includes the making of
a functional model of a practical device, and
whose working can be explained by the
theoretical knowledge provided by the school
curriculum. The second step was to use a
physics-based 2D freeware sandbox, Algodoo,
to create an interactive simulation of the same
device. Changing the parameters that
determine the operation of the simulation is an
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The results we obtained by applying the
method of the three steps lead us to consider
that it can be useful, especially in the study of
physics. It can be extended to various other
fields that are related to physics, mechanics
and mathematics. The role of the method in the
development of imagination and artistic skills
should not be neglected. For this reason, we
consider that it is fully subsumed to STEAM
studies.

Keywords. Algodoo, Connex Approach for
Physics Phenomena, Tracker Application,
STEAM.
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their support by allowing that major part of the
experiences was performed in their premises.

Abstract. Researches about the microplastics
problem, microparticles with dimensions less
than or equal to 5 mm, are incresingly present
in the scientific community. A clear example of
that is a study by WWF, World Wide Fund for
Nature, which proved that we ingest an amount
of plastic that corresponds to one credit card
per week. With this in mind, the educational
project of 12
grade students aim at
sustainability through the production of a filter
to install on taps, capable of retaining these
particles that are harmful to the human health
and to the environment. In the first phase of the
project, some analyses were carried to assess
which are the most frequent dimensions of
microplastics present in tap water and,
consequently, select the most suitable
materials for the production. These analyses
were performed on water samples from
different parts of the country. Consequently, we
found out microplastics with dimensions up to 5
mm, some sticks and particles from sewer
pipes. On the other hand, the filtering
mechanism will be composed by two devices: a
metal alloy capable of retaining the larger
particles and a ceramic membrane responsible
for the filtration of microparticles, without
compromising the viability and the flow rate of
the filtrate. Finally, after implementing the filter
inside a tap in a public establishment, it will be
essential to test certain parameters (filter
cleaning, efficiency, clogging of pores, etc.)

Keywords. Ceramic Membrane, Filtration,
Metal Alloy, Sustainability.
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Production of Compressed Earth
Blocks Using Cigarette Butts and
Recycled Paper
AM Cavadas, B Magalhães, C Fernandes,
I Tavares, I Allen, L Santos
Agrupamento de Escolas da Maia,
Maia, Portugal
luisa.santos@gmail.com
Abstract. The Rebrick Project has as main
concern the production of compressed earth
blocks (BTC) for construction application
allowing waste recovery and the possibility of
contributing to the imperative reduction of
environmental impacts.
Thus, the incorporation of sustainable materials
in the BTCs allows the minimization of cement
use, binder responsible for the emission of 8%
of the total CO2 expelled into the atmosphere,
and the drain of pollutant residues.
Therefore, the necessary materials (soil,
cigarette butts and recycled paper) were
characterized, the ways of producing them
were evaluated, the mixture was optimized and
the physical and mechanical characteristics
were verified.

Keywords. Blocks, Cigarette Butts, Recycled
Paper, Sustainability.
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“Encontro com o Cientista”:
Informal Talks to Engage Students
RMS Sousa1, P Pombo1,2
1
Fábrica Centro Ciência Viva,
Aveiro, Portugal
2
University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal
regina.sousa@ua.pt
Abstract. “Encontro com o Cientista” is an
activity within the weekly program of Escola
Ciência Viva – Aveiro, an educational project
by the University of Aveiro, Ciência Viva, and
the Municipality of Aveiro, dedicated to
Education
in
Science,
Technology,
Engineering, Art and Mathematics (STEAM).
The activity consists of informal talks between
students and researchers from different areas
of knowledge. The objective is to promote
dialogue in order to show researchers’ daily
activities, and the importance of their work.
Additionally, it seeks to demystify stereotypes
associated with the figure of a scientist, as well
as to motivate students to pursue careers in
science and research.
“Encontro com o Cientista” was held from
October 2019 to March 2020, every Friday
afternoon.
Several topics were addressed in this program,
such as the environment, mathematics,
holography,
oceans,
biodiversity,
civil
engineering, immunology, circular economy,
urban planning, among others.
This presentation will address the collaboration
model used between the scientific community
(i.e. researchers), the science communicators,
and the students. Furthermore, it will be
presented the methodology for selecting topics,
speakers, and venue. Some quantitative data
concerning this activity will also be provided.

Keywords. Informal Talks, Students, STEAM.
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The Trend towards Physics and its
Relation to Some Variables in
Students of the Faculty of Science
in Palestinian Universities
MM Shabat, KI Sahhar
Islamic University of Gaza,
Gaza, Palestine
shabat@iugaza.edu.ps
Abstract. The study aimed to identify the
attitudes of the students of the Faculty of
Science in the the Palestinian universities
toward physics and its relation to some
variables such as sex, cumulative average,
university level. The study sample consisted of
134 students of the Faculty of Science at the
Islamic University, Al-Aqsa University and AlAzhar University. The trends are composed of
the variables of the demographic study, and
then the trends in its three dimensions
(cognitive, emotional, behavioral) and then
open questions about the strengths and
weaknesses and proposals to increase the
trend toward physics. After verifying honesty
and consistency according to scientific
research steps, the study for the following
results: The total score of the students of the
Faculty of Science in the Palestinian
universities was 70%. In terms of dimensions,
the degree of cognitive dimension is 72%,
emotional dimension is 68% and behavioral
dimension is 69%. The trend of the sample
towards physics is attributed to the gender
variable, while differences in the sample were
found to be in favor of the GPA variable in favor
of the excellent, and there were statistically
significant differences in the degree of trend
among the sample members. Support the
University for Al-Aqsa University, k the most
prominent points of weakness were the lack of
diversity in teaching methods and evaluation,
the non-use of modern technology in teaching,
and the existence of physical courses in the
field of physics. The most important proposals
to increase the attitudes of the students of the
Faculty of Science towards physics were the
need to pay attention to the practical aspects,
activate the academic guidance and follow up
textbooks by specialized committees, and
consider the needs of students and their
wishes.
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FÁBRICA and CIÊNCIA VIVA School
Clubs - Innovative Partnerships

schools, and their members of the educational
community.

C Marques Arqueiro1, P Pombo1,2
1
Fábrica Centro Ciência Viva, Aveiro,
Portugal
2
University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal
carmen.marques@ua.pt
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Abstract. Ciência Viva School Clubs is an
initiative of the Ministry of Education and
“Ciência Viva” - National Agency for Scientific
and Technological Culture. These Science
Clubs aim to be open science spaces to the
whole educational community, whose main
objectives are to promote access to innovative
scientific practices and to stimulate enthusiasm
for science, in Public Schools, Professional
Schools
and
Private
or
Cooperative
Educational Schools. On the other hand, this
initiative aims to promote partnerships between
Schools and Scientific Institutions, Universities,
City Hall, Science Centres, Science Museums,
and others entities.
Several school communities, from north to
south of Portugal and including Azores and
Madeira islands, have accepted the challenge
to be part of this network, which counts a total
of 237 School Clubs, so far.
University of Aveiro, through Fábrica Centro
Ciência Viva de Aveiro, is involved in this
nationwide program, organising and promoting
several projects and activities in different
locations of Portugal. Our goal is the promotion
of knowledge and scientific literacy and to build
resources and contexts to implement innovative
practices at schools. Fábrica has undertaken to
support and cooperate in the development of
scientific projects, based on tailor made
programs and hands-on strategies. These
programs include STEAM activities, lectures,
workshops, meetings with teachers, field trips,
science shows, teacher training, among others.
Fábrica is partner with 34 School Clubs from
different regions of Portugal, reinforcing
national coverage of this initiative.
This communication aims to explore, in detail,
the science communication program developed
for that program and the established
partnership model. The results obtained will be
presented, focusing on students engagement in
science and technology and the involvement of
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Microbial Fuel Cell Electricity generation
with living plants – from lab to application
PhD thesis, Wageningen University,
Wageningen, 2012.

Electric(e) – Plant Microbial Fuel
Cell
L Santos, I Allen, A Parchão, J Fonseca,
M Alves, R Oliveira
Agrupamento de Escolas da Maia,
Maia, Portugal
projeto.electrice@gmail.com
Abstract. Rhizosphere is the soil´s region
under the influence of roots, where deposits of
photosynthetic material are oxidized by
bacteria, resulting in the release of electrons,
particles used to generate electric current.
Considering this, 12th grade students will
attempt to corroborate this theory by
developing their own adaption of a Plant
Microbial Fuel Cell (PMFC), using Oryza
Sativa, a species of rice, two graphite
electrodes and a salt bridge, throughout three
circuits, aiming to produce electricity.
Sustainability is the foundation of this
multidisplinary project, which, if successful at
such a small scale, may broaden horizons
concerning the world of renewable energies.

Keywords. Electrons, Plant microbial fuel cell,
Rhizosphere, Sustainability.
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APPLASTIC: an APP that May
Save the World
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M Assis1
1
Escola Secundária da Maia,
Maia, Portugal
2
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manuela.assis@aemaia.com
Abstract. Our project is based on a serious
problem that has been affecting the planet. The
issue is the large amount of plastic that ends up
in the sea as a result of human waste. For
every person on the planet, there is one tonne
of plastic and nearly 80 percent has become
plastic waste wreaking havoc on the oceans
around the world. To prevent waste from
increasing, this project aims to develop an
application that would reach users and raise
their awareness. The purpose of this app is to
persuade its users to share their own
consumption values, so that others can access
them, making it an opportunity to “see and
improve”, ending up calculating the users'
individual ecological footprint.

developing their opinions and beliefs. They are
the future. They want and they will change the
world. Applastic is just another way of helping
them with that difficult mission.

Keywords. Application, Ecological Footprint,
Social Media, Awareness.
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Applastic is a remarkably simple and interactive
app, where users insert their personal data
(weight per amount of wasted plastic) and learn
how to decrease their own ecological footprint
and in this way help the nature and the future
generations. It also has some features like
personal information, global/national ranking
and advice. This advice is provided for us from
an information centre where users can ask
questions and learn more about this
environmental problem and the solutions that
are presented to solve it. The app shows us the
need to preserve the animal life that is affected
by our mistakes.
This platform offers us “scores”, that are earned
by doing sustainable actions, which are
compared to other users’ score and then
presented in a ranking. This competitive way of
dealing with this problem ends up attracting
more people and making it addictive.
Therefore, the users are reducing their
ecological footprint in an unconscious way,
improving their lifestyle.
This application is for everyone, especially for
young people who are still growing and
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WateReuse: an Environment Toilet
Flush
A Ramalho1, P Veloso1, R Gonçalves1,
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G Gonçalves2, M Bártolo1
1
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2
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Abstract. Water is not a never ending source,
but most humans have still insisted on making
use of water in an uncontrolled way, often do
not even use it, just waste it. Studies show that
if there is continued growth of waste there will
be an unsustainable situation in the near future,
where there will be water insufficiency in the
whole world. From this perspective, this project
aims to achieve the savings of drinking water,
as it is increasingly necessary and urgent. In
this project we are developing a toilet that uses
drinking water, previously spent on the
washbasin in order to save it. In this context,
we are producing a single piece that will consist
of an "L" format. In this, you can find a
washbasin, in the top, and a toilet, at the base.
In addition, inside the model, there will be the
entire usual toilet, however, in place of a
floating buoy, we will put a water sensor. This
water sensor will be connected to an arduino,
correctly programmed for our purpose in this
project. The arduino will also be connected to
an electrovalve that will make the separation
between two pipes, one that will lead the water
to the tank and the other that will drive it directly
into the sewer; and another that will guide the
water from the tank to the toilet basin. We will
also use a button/motion sensor to flush. The
latter case will only happen when the water
sensor transmits the information that the tank is
full. WateReuse brings together a set of
technologies that have been programmed for
our objective. The joint use of these techniques
leads to the development of an environmentally
sustainable product. The excessive use of
water used in the flush toilets usually found,
results in an exacerbated and unnecessary
waste of drinking water. From a constructive
(mechanical) point of view, the set of materials
that will result in a final product, it will enable a
reduction in drinking water expenses, at the
level of restroom. In addition, it does not require
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additional energy outflow. In Portugal, the
production of a product equivalent to what we
are doing is not a common practice. Using an
arduino connected to its constituents,
previously mentioned (water sensor, solenoid
valve), is an innovation, which aims to replace
the regular floating buoy used in normal
cisterns, guaranteeing, in the same way, a
functioning system.

Keywords. Arduino, Sustainability, Drinking
Water, Water Saving.
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